NAB '88: Another record-breaker
FIELD PRODUCTION

A special job demanding specialized products.

For your audio needs: a growing line of compact, easy-to-use FP amps and mixers.

Shure FP products are built specifically for ENG, EFP, film, and video work. They’re not general audio products that “might” work on remotes. And no one offers as wide a selection with this kind of built-in ruggedness and reliability.

For Stereo Remotes. The FP32 Stereo Mixer is comparable in size and features to our famous FP31. Its stereo capability, light weight, easy-to-use controls and convenient shoulder harness make it the first choice of field crews. Our FP42 Stereo Mixer simplifies mic cueing, so important in situations like sports remotes. Plus it enables you to easily mix down stereo in your post production booth. It offers all the features of the popular M267 plus stereo capability and a stereo headphone amp.

The Industry Standards. The FP31 is Shure’s original field production mixer. Thousands bet their audio on it worldwide. The FP16, a one-by-six distribution amp with transformer balancing and link jacks, outperforms all competition. It’s also ideal as a portable press bridge.

For Long Yardage Situations. The FP11 Mic-to-Line Amp provides freedom from noise in long line situations, with up to 84 dB of gain in 6 dB steps. It converts any mic to line level and includes an invaluable limiter circuit. The FP12 Headphone Bridging Amp is a must for shotgun and boom operators. It keeps them on target without need for a return line. It’s ideal for multiple headphone feeds, troubleshooting, and as an intercom.

The new FP51 gated compressor/mixer rides gain automatically. Once you set the compression level, the FP51 adjusts automatically to changing signal levels in critical remote-to-studio feeds to maximize signal output. As a result, your broadcast is quieter, smoother, better balanced and more natural sounding.

For more information on the entire FP line, call or write Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston, IL 60202-3696. (312) 866-2553.

SHURE
THE SOUND OF THE PROFESSIONALS...WORLDWIDE*

Circle (1) on Reply Card
As the nation's largest Ikegami dealer, Midwest offers you immediate delivery and dependable service on the full line of Ikegami products, including the PP-70 Portable Microwave.

Available in the 7 & 13 GHz frequency bands, the PP-70 is a compact high-performance portable microwave link. This lightweight, battery operated unit (3 hours on a standard 4AH battery) is designed for convenient cable-free transmission of television video and audio signals. ENG and EFP production crews will find the PP-70 an operator-friendly addition to their production unit. The PP-70 is the only portable microwave unit with built-in features such as two audio channels (mike or line level), audio/video test signals, low battery indicators, LED bar graph/audible beeper for system path alignment, and LED SHF output indicator. Call your nearest Midwest office for a demonstration.

For all your RF Equipment needs, rely on the recognized leader. Midwest... the Source.
ON THE COVER
The NAB convention this year held something for everyone. Hundreds of new products were introduced, generating excitement in the broadcast and professional audio-video industries. This month we report on what happened in Las Vegas, and what it means to you. (Photo by Doug Schwartz.)
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NAB '88 CONVENTION REPLAY:
The state-of-the-art is a moving target, and the annual NAB convention sets the pace for that target through major equipment introductions and company announcements. Our NAB show replay will highlight primary points of interest in the following articles:

22 NAB '88 Replay
By Jerry Whitaker, editorial director
If change makes you uncomfortable, it's time to start looking for a new job.

28 NAB Engineering Conference Report
By Brad Dick, technical editor
The engineering sessions brought high-tech answers for today's complex problems. Other session topics are covered in the following related articles:

*Electromagnetic Radiation Update
By Brad Dick, technical editor

*Fiber Optics Update
By Rick Lehtinen, technical editor

68 Pick Hits of the '88 NAB
By Rick Lehtinen, technical editor
BE's panel of independent experts shares its favorite new products from NAB.

80D Show of Shows
Coordinated by Carl Bentz, special projects editor
You probably didn't get around to all the exhibits at NAB. Here's a post-show tour your feet will love.
The Z-31A, Hitachi's newest member of the Computacam family, further enhances the performance, features and functions that have made the Z-31 so successful.

With newly developed Twist Field Saticon tubes and improved video processing, the Z-31A delivers 800 lines of resolution and 60dB signal to noise ratio.

We increased the power of the auto set-up system and cut the set-up time in half.
The price — it's as good as the specs.
Call the regional office nearest you and ask to see the camera that beats the Z-31... and every other camera in it's class.

**HITACHI**
175 Crossways Park West
Woodbury, NY 11797

**THE Z-31A... For Today's Bottom Line Broadcast Business**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>New York</th>
<th>Atlanta</th>
<th>Chicago</th>
<th>Dallas</th>
<th>Los Angeles</th>
<th>Canada</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Circle (4) on Reply Card
Scientists review HDTV methods

State-of-the-art methods to assess the picture-quality improvements provided by high-definition television (HDTV) were analyzed at the recent NAB convention at a meeting of international scientists expert in psychophysics.

The Interim Working Party (IWP) 11/4 of the International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR), met to discuss advanced methods for subjective assessment of TV picture quality.

In addition, the IWP 11/4 collected new information on subjective and objective measures of the major picture-quality impairments from using digital coding of TV signals for distribution. These results will be considered by CCIR IWP 11/6 (HDTV standards) and by a meeting of CCIR's study group II (TV broadcasting), devoted exclusively to HDTV, by May 1989 in an attempt to reach agreement on a single worldwide HDTV studio production standard.

By John Blau, European correspondent

TV SAT-2 launch date moved forward

The Ariane 4 rocket, carrying the European direct broadcast satellite TV SAT-2, is to be launched half a year ahead of schedule. The rocket manufacturer, ArianeSpace, and the Bundespost agreed on a date sometime in "the middle of 1989." TV SAT-2 is to replace the unsuccessful TV SAT-1, which failed due to a defective solar panel. The date has been moved up to compete with the American rockets, Titan IV and Atlas-Centaur, and the Chinese "Long March."

WARC '88 to begin in August

The 1988 World Administrative Radio Conference (WARC) will take place in Geneva this summer. The main item on the agenda will be the allocation of new orbital positions for communications and broadcasting satellites. The conference opens on Aug. 29, and is expected to run for more than a month in order to sort out the scramble in Europe and North America for the best satellite positions for future broadcasting services.
And only in the 5870 Vector/Waveform Monitor.

Only the 5870 gives you a unique numerical readout of SCH phase.
And waveforms from 2 channels, plus vector information - appearing at the same time or separately. All this in one half-rack!

No compromises.
This unsurpassed unit performs like three superb instruments in one.

2-channel NTSC waveform monitor:
Features simultaneous or separate display of both channels, and dual filter display, plus a CRT readout of SCH phase, full 525-line select capability with a CRT readout of the line and field selected, memory preset and recall of nine lines. Add to this the unit's remote control capability and extra-bright CRT, and you have a terrific waveform monitor.

Full-fledged NTSC vectorscope:
Boxes for error limits of ±2.5° and ±2.5 IRE units; ±1° differential phase and ±1% differential gain; internal Z-axis blanking for line selection and continuous phase adjustment. The 5870 is a great vectorscope, too!

Designed to go anywhere.
Operating from any 11-20 Vdc or 85-264 Vac (48-440 Hz) power source, this 12-lb, half-rack unit is ideal anywhere that size and weight are critical.

Call toll-free
1 800 645-5104
In NY State
516 231-6900

Ask for our full-line Catalog, an evaluation unit, and the address of your nearest Leader Distributor.

Leader Instruments Corporation
380 Oser Avenue, Hauppauge, New York 11788
Regional Offices:
Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles, Boston, Atlanta
In Canada call Omnitronix Ltd. 416 828-6221

For Product Demonstration Circle (5) on Reply Card
For Product Information Circle (6) on Reply Card
A curtain call for NAB

"Courage is virtue only in proportion as it is directed by prudence."
—Francois De Salignac De La Mothe Fenelon

We must compliment the National Association of Broadcasters for its courage. Plainly and simply, it takes guts to try something new, especially before an audience. This moxie was particularly evident at the 1988 NAB Annual Convention and International Exposition, held in April in Las Vegas. Among the gambles taken by the association: live HDTV coverage of President Reagan's visit to the convention, first-time use of a laser-based projection TV system, and use of the new 40GHz band to distribute the President's speech.

A basic rule applies to these operations, as with many other Las Vegas ventures: Sometimes you win; sometimes you lose. Some aspects of the proceedings went swimmingly, others thrashed around a bit. Aside from glitches, inconveniences and temporary setbacks, attendees walked away from the table richer than they had arrived, technically speaking at least.

The NAB plays its hand not only with new hardware, but also steers new technological proposals that potentially affect all broadcasters. A peek at the NAB's cards shows ideas on UHF efficiency, AM improvement, frequency coordination, signal propagation and the problems caused by electrical interference. The NAB also stands as an engineering watchdog, working to protect our industry from governmental rulemaking that may sometimes lack technical acuity.

Not every proposal espoused by the NAB can be said to be universally popular. The National Radio Systems Committee recommendations, for example, propose uniform bandwidth and pre-emphasis values for AM radio. With these standards in place, receiver manufacturers would feel confident about building high-quality radios that could sound good enough to compete with FM.

A small group, however, thinks that, although the proposals are a quantum leap from the chaotic situation of the present, they actually may limit the quality of AM to a point that FM would always be better. These critics also point out that, at one time, the NRSC recommendations were voluntary, but now the NAB is petitioning the FCC to make them law. It would be better, they say, for the recommendations to remain voluntary, allowing stations that want to stay technically abreast to do so, but leaving room for fine-tuning to fit local preferences.

The NAB also has put a lot of muscle into the advancement of HDTV, including the first on-air HDTV transmissions, reported last year. Few informed people can say honestly that there is no need for these advanced systems. Some critics, however, think the game was called before all the players were seated, and that it is too early to banter numbers such as 1125/60. The smart money is hedging, looking for an 1125/60, wide-aspect ratio production standard, and then relying on digital conversion to translate to whatever transmission standard has the most chips when the dealing's done.

As we at Broadcast Engineering can attest, technology is a moving target. Although we might not always be in complete agreement with what the NAB says, we certainly agree with what it does, in courageously advancing new technology. Congratulations, NAB, on a great show in 1988!

May NAB '89 be even better.
Orban’s “Blue Chip” automatic level control units excel for one simple reason: They offer extraordinary transparency with a wide variety of program material. Whether being used in the production room, on mic channels, in the program line, or for videotape transfers, Orban compressor/limiters can be trusted to efficiently control levels and peaks while preserving dynamic integrity.

**464A Co-Operator (Gated Leveler/Compressor/HF Limiter/Peak Clipper):** A four-stage, system approach to level control and dynamics processing. Features quick setup with straightforward front panel controls. Two channels in one rack space. Your "assistant operator" for a wide range of tasks. Astonishingly transparent and easy-to-use.

**424A Gated Compressor/Limiter/De-Esser:** A full featured, "hands-on" production tool, designed to allow maximum user control of individual parameters such as compression ratio, and attack and release times. Contains an effective de-esser. Ideal for voice processing. Widely recognized for its smoothness.

**412A/414A Compressor/Limiters:** Orban's inexpensive compressor/limiters, utilizes the same basic circuitry as the 424A, but does not include de-essing, nor gating. Offers a compressor THRESHOLD control. For cost-effective level control. Available in mono or dual-channel/stereo.

**787A Programmable Mic Processor:** Combines a 3-band parametric EQ, compressor, noise and compressor gates, and de-esser in a fully programmable package. Can be used to store up to 99 complete control setups for instantaneous recall. Mic or line-level inputs. MIDI, RS-232, and remote control interface options. Particularly advantageous for consistent DJ or TV newsroom mic processing and many other studio production tasks.

**Security Covers:** Attractive, acrylic security covers are available to fit any standard 19" rack-mount product—from one to four rack spaces, in opaque white, clear, and transparent blue.
Exploring the role of FM translators

By Harry C. Martin

The FCC has initiated a far-reaching inquiry to re-evaluate the proper role of FM translators in the radio broadcasting service. The commission is seeking to determine whether it would be appropriate to retain, eliminate, strengthen or relax its current restrictions on FM translator operations.

Among the areas of inquiry are: evaluation of the current functions of translators and possible alternatives to translator service; their effect on service provided by full-power FM stations; and the impact of possible rule relaxations on the commission's resources and enforcement activities.

The inquiry was initiated by a petition from the NAB seeking restrictions on current FM translator uses, as well as petitions by other parties, some of whom seek expansion of the service, including permission for programming origination, or "low-power FM." All indications are that the commission is inclined to relax, rather than tighten, its rules.

New rules for NCE-FM translators

In response to a request from Moody Bible Institute, the commission has amended its rules to allow non-commercial educational FM (NCE-FM) translators, assigned to reserved channels and owned and operated by their primary stations, to use alternative signal-delivery technologies such as satellite feeds and microwave links. Up until now, the rules have limited NCE-FM translators to rebroadcasting signals received directly over the air from their primary stations.

The commission claims that the new rules will allow improved service, but will not change the fundamental nature of the translator service. Non-commercial educational translators already are allowed outside the 1mV/m contour of their primary stations. They will continue to be restricted to the rebroadcast of their primary stations and will continue to be a secondary service. (That is, in a conflict with a full-service station, the translator operator must resolve the conflict or cease operating.)

The commission also has proposed to amend its rules to allow all non-commercial educational FM translators operating on reserved channels, whether owned by a primary station or a third party, to use alternative signal-delivery technologies. Additionally, it has proposed to allow the licensees of NCE-FM translators to use broadcast auxiliary facilities (intercity relay stations) to receive signals from their primary stations.

The commission is seeking comments on whether use of one or more broadcast auxiliary channels by non-commercial translators should be on a secondary basis to their use by full-service stations. (In other words, broadcast auxiliary stations that deliver signals to a full-service station could displace an existing intercity relay station used with a non-commercial FM translator.)

Freeze on FM translator applications

Pending action on its inquiry proceeding regarding the overall role of FM translators, the commission has imposed a general freeze on acceptance of applications for new FM translator stations and major changes to existing FM translator stations in the commercial FM band. However, the commission will make an exception to the general freeze for applications for new NCE-FM translators in the reserved non-commercial band. The commission said it would continue to process and to consider for grant any FM translator application already on file.

Cable systems subject to rate regulation

The commission has changed the conditions under which a local cable franchising authority may regulate cable TV rates, resulting in more cable systems being subject to local rate regulation.

The Cable Act requires that local rate regulation be permitted where cable systems do not meet the definition of "effective competition." Under commission rules, effective competition exists where three off-the-air broadcast signals: (a) cover all of the cable community or (b) are significantly viewed in the cable community. Previously, a broadcast signal would be considered available as long as the signal placed a predicted grade B contour over any portion of the cable community. Complete coverage now is required. Also, the determination of significant viewing now must be based upon viewership data in the community, compared with the previous standard based on county data.

The commission also modified waiver procedures regarding the signal availability standard so that the losing party now is responsible for the cost of any engineering study that is necessary. Under its original waiver policy, the commission permitted parties to submit engineering studies and other evidence showing that the grade B contour and "significantly viewed" tests were not an accurate measure of actual signal availability in their communities. The commission says the new rule, which requires that the party that loses a waiver dispute bear the cost of engineering studies, will encourage parties to resolve disputes prior to formal engineering studies.

Further study of must-carry

The commission is seeking information concerning cable-system carriage of TV broadcast signals to assist it in preparing future policies in this area.

The must-carry rules were invalidated in "Quincy Cable TV vs. FCC." Subsequently, a different set of rules were adopted, but they also were invalidated by the court.

Now, in order to determine whether there is a need for such rules, the commission is requesting two types of information. First, it is interested to know whether TV stations that were eligible for signal carriage on cable systems under its initial rules are not being carried. Second, the commission is seeking to ascertain whether former must-carry broadcast signals now are being carried by cable systems on channels other than those on which they are available off the air.

The commission also is seeking information on the reasons cable systems may have dropped or added broadcast signals, as well as on the adverse effects on TV station audience levels and revenues caused by cable-system signal-carriage practices.

Martin is a partner with the legal firm of Reddy, Begley & Martin, Washington, DC.
Announcing Master-21™ from GVG.

Master control that’s expansive. Without being expensive.

Introducing the new MASTER-21™ Master Control System from Grass Valley Group.

With its standard high performance features, available options, and built-in GVG quality, MASTER-21 packs more power than you've ever seen in any master control system.

Let alone in a complete system priced around $17,000.

The MASTER-21 system is the first master control system ever designed with a keyed-in video status display, so you can monitor preset events and transitions.

Plus a long list of standard features including 16 inputs, stereo audio, a keyer with matte generator, pre-roll, and RS-232/422 serial control of every active function on the panel.

The new MASTER-21 Master Control System from GVG. The price/performance breakthrough you must see to appreciate.

For complete details, contact the Grass Valley Group office nearest you.

Grass Valley Group
A TEKTRONIX COMPANY

P.O. Box 1114, Grass Valley, CA 95945 USA
Telephone (916) 478-1000
TRT: 160432

Offices: New York (201) 845-7988; District of Columbia (301) 622-6513; Atlanta (404) 493-1255; Chicago (312) 606-0961; Minneapolis (612) 483-2594; Dallas/Fort Worth (817) 483-7447; Los Angeles (310) 999-2303; San Francisco (415) 968-6680; GVG International Ltd. (UK) +44-962-843939; Grass Valley Group Asia (HK) +852-3-796632

Circle (B) on Reply Card
Good connectors prevent signal loss

By Robert Griffiths

In fiber-optic transmission, connectors and splices must be aligned closely to prevent serious loss of signal. Any type of misalignment of the fibers to be joined will cause light to escape from the cable (see Figure 1). The hairlike diameter of the fiber imposes strict tolerances on the connector. To keep losses to a minimum, a connector must meet the following criteria:

- It should be axially aligned by more than 95%.
- Ideally, the fibers should touch, but end separation of 0.001 to 0.005 can be tolerated.
- It should have no angular misalignment.
- The end surfaces of the fibers should be smooth, square and polished.
- The fiber ends should be parallel.

If the connector does not meet these requirements, the transmission of light through the fiber will be greatly attenuated.

Connectors can take many forms. Some resemble a small BNC or type F connector. Others are large assemblies with complex inner workings designed to hold the fibers dead straight. Some connectors use an index-matching gel to optically couple the light across the junction. Others use lenses that expand the beam to minimize the effects of minor misalignments. Some connectors are arrays of little troughs the size of the fibers to be joined. Still others squeeze fibers into the space between rods or hold them with elastic wedges.

Regardless of the type of connectors used, their installation calls for care and skill. It is important to wear eye protection and to keep track of loose ends. The fragments are not small curls of wire that can wisp away in the breeze. You are dealing with pieces of glass that can be as sharp as needles if they penetrate the skin, but they are nearly invisible, and they fragment easily.

Because their manufacture requires precision craftsmanship, connectors are quite expensive. However, as more streamlined methods of manufacture are developed, the cost is expected to drop dramatically.

If a buried fiber-optic cable were to suffer a break, a device known as an OTDR (optical time-domain reflectometer) would be used to locate the rupture. Once identified, the broken portion of the cable could be dug up and spliced, either mechanically or with a fusion-splicing device.

For a mechanical splice, hardware mates the prepared fibers and holds them in position to transfer their light. Index-matching gel sometimes is applied to the ends to improve their transmission. The splice typically is sealed with adhesive, then packaged into an enclosure of some kind. The advantage of mechanical splicing is that it can be accomplished quickly in the field with a minimum of equipment. The disadvantages are that the fibers may experience more loss than they would with a fusion splice, and their characteristics may change over time.

With fusion splicing, the operator actually works on the glass. A fusion-splicer is similar to a tiny arc welder with a microscope attached. The operator inserts both ends of the fiber into the unit until the ends barely touch each other. At that point, a heat button is pressed, and the ends are annealed together. The entire process is monitored through the microscope. To be acceptable, the splice must be clean and bubble-free.

It is possible, of course, to temporarily "patch" a fiber using two connectors mated with a barrel, or a temporary mechanical splice, until a fusion splicer is available. Because of its cost and specialization, broadcasters typically contract for fusion splicing.

Griffiths is vice president of sales for Telemet, Amityville, NY.
They’re here!

MAGNI SYSTEMS, INC.
9500 SW Gemini Drive
Beaverton, OR 97005 USA
(503) 626-8400
(800) 237-5964
FAX (503) 626-6225
TLX 650-2765743MCI
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Designing a parasitic array

By John Battison, P.E.

Engineers recognize that two vertical radiators, spaced 90° apart and properly driven with one tower leading the other by 90°, result in a cardioid pattern. This design produced what was probably one of the earliest intentionally created directional patterns. The technique may have been applied by an amateur in search of DX, or it may have been developed by one of the pioneer engineers. If an amateur was responsible for the technique, it was almost certainly achieved through use of a parasitic element. If a broadcast radio engineer came up with it, the design probably used a driven element.

Directional antenna use has become almost universal. The United States is undoubtedly the largest user of the DA. Without directional antennas, more than half of U.S. AM radio stations would not be on the air.

As far as I know, no directional antennas in use today employ parasitic radiators. It is doubtful that any were intentionally built with parasitic elements. However, I have recollections of a station at which the DA started out as a conventional array with a driven element and ended up as an unintentional parasitic array.

Franklin antenna

The station was WWWE-AM, Cleveland, operating at 1,100kHz, DA-1 with 50kW of power. It was bought from NBC, and I was director of engineering for the new owner. As originally built, the transmitter used the tall tower of its sister TV station as a radiator. Because of a slight problem with excessive radiation toward Canada, the commission deemed it necessary to reduce radiation in the direction of Toronto. To achieve this reduction, a wire was dropped from a guy on the side toward Toronto, and a phaser was designed to drive this wire, which was close to the Franklin radiator.

The original plan was to drive the directional element. A transmission line was installed out to the tower base. As it turned out, driving the vertical wire did not accomplish the desired reduction in radiation toward Canada. The tower was then made parasitic by disconnecting the transmission line and substituting a resistor to ground to dissipate the undesired radiation. I do not recall whether the original base network was left in the circuit, but I think approximately 5kW was dissipated in the grounded resistor.

This vertical DA was monitored in much the same way as it would be today, with the antenna monitor reading phase and current in each of the vertical elements of the Franklin and in the base of the wire element. Continual problems were encountered because of the high voltages in the center of the Franklin antenna. Slight changes in weather conditions resulted in widely varying antenna-monitor readings. Stability was not one of the system's strong points.

Even so, the commission was finally persuaded that the transmitter was "within limits" as long as radiation toward Canada did not exceed a certain level. A monitor point was established in the appropriate direction, and this became the official checkpoint.

Sooner or later, the commission will accept parasitic antenna arrays in some specialized cases. However, I do not see this happening in situations in which a critical, or even mildly tight, tolerance exists. As far as I can tell, the rules do not prohibit parasitic arrays, but they do not specify how the desired radiation control is to be accomplished.
FOR PROGRAMMERS:
Pictured above is the new FM processor from CRL, the SMP-850. It offers you a clean, open and transparent sound that will make you the winner on the FM dial. Here’s why. Most audio processors get muddy sounding if you turn them up to get loud. Because of this fact, all kinds of add-on boxes are being used to “brighten” the sound. CRL has solved the problem by developing the variable transfer function pre-emphasis limiter, which will give you a LOUD clean signal that STAYS bright and open. That’s why we call it “Digital Friendly”.

But that’s not all. We have “built in” a circuit that widens your stereo image. Sound Field Enhancement increases the separation between the left and right channels, but only on those recordings that need it. This means that YOUR stereo image is going to be more dramatic than your competition.

Also in the SMP-850 there is new Input compressor that keeps the highs and lows in balance and gives you clean consistent bass that has punch and impact. All this for an affordable $1950.

Yes, we know it sounds too good to be true. That’s why we offer free auditions. Hearing is believing. Call CRL now. BEFORE your next ratings period starts.

Call 800-535-7648

FOR ENGINEERS:

INPUT (Ref 0 dBm = 0.775 VRms)
- Type: Active balanced (differential)
- Impedance: < 10 k ohms balanced bridging

TERMINATION: 600 ohms (selectable)

LEVEL (adjustable): -10 dB to +20 dBm

OUTPUT
- Type: Active balanced (differential)
- Impedance: 100 ohms (designed to drive 600 ohm load)

LEVEL: (adjustable): < -20 dBm to +3 dBm

FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 50 Hz to 15 kHz +/- 1 dB

HARMONIC DISTORTION
- OPERATE MODE: < 0.5%, 50 Hz
- 15 kHz typical

S/N > 80 dB in operate mode, de-emphasized

STEREO SEPARATION (minimum)
- OPERATE MODE: > 60 dB, 50 Hz
- 1 kHz: 50 dB, 1 kHz - 10 kHz

INPUT COMPRESSION
- Input leveling G/R: selectable in 3 dB increments to 15 dB.
- 25 dB overall range

LIMITING: Selectable in 1 dB increments from 0 to +5 dB

TIME CONSTANTS: Program dependent

STEREO ENHANCE
- Threshold: Adjustable from 3 dB of program separation to infinite (off)
- Enhancement Adjustable for 6 to 26 dB of enhancement (program controlled)

FRONT PANEL INDICATORS
- Dual 10 segment LED type input level meters with 22 dB range.

TRANSFER FUNCTION LIMITER

CIRCUIT RESEARCH LABS INC.
TEMPE, ARIZONA
TELEX: 350464 CRL TMPE. UD.
602-438-0888

Circle (-0) on Reply Card
Satellite internal electronics

By Elmer Smalling III

The average satellite used by broadcasters is equipped with 24 broadband communications transponders. To eliminate interference between adjacent transponders, the 12 even-numbered transponders are fed to an antenna that has opposite polarity to the one fed by the odd-numbered transponders. This cross-polarization reduces the interaction of adjacent transponder signals by as much as 35dB.

The satellite's communication antennas are steered, or focused, to cover a predetermined geographic area, or "footprint." The satellite operators adjust the satellite's signal over the footprint to guarantee access by all users. A diplexer is mounted in each antenna feed system to combine all 12 transponders.

Smalling, BE's consultant on cable/satellite systems, is president of Jenel Systems and Design, Dallas.

Uplinks, downlinks
Each transponder consists of a solid-state driver stage, a traveling-wave tube amplifier in the transmitter and a low-noise pre-amplifier and processor in the receiver. In the C-band, each transponder has an input frequency (uplink) between 5.925GHz and 6.425GHz and an output frequency (downlink) between 3.700GHz and 4.200GHz. At Ku-band frequencies, each transponder has an input frequency between 14GHz and 14.5GHz and an output frequency of 11.7GHz to 12.2GHz. All the electronics within the satellite are redundant and include automatic changeover and ground-control signal-routing mechanisms.

Most of the extensive cabling inside the satellite is waveguide or rigid low-loss coaxial cable, which will withstand the harsh environment of outer space. Where cavities and waveguide filters are required, they are specially machined and treated to exhibit the lowest possible loss and VSWR.

Nerve center
The nerve center of a satellite is the telemetry and control section. Data is gathered from sensors mounted on and within the satellite. These sensors include earth and sun sensors, axis stability and positional transducers, thermal alarms and power-level detectors. This data is processed by the on-board telemetry and control computers, either directed by automatic housekeeping routines or by direct commands from ground stations. Telemetry and control data to and from the satellite is usually frequency-shift keyed at 4,800 baud.

Sun power
The solar arrays on 3-axis stabilized satellites occupy 80 to 100 square feet. These solar arrays, or sails, are directed at the sun by sun-sensor controls. The arrays produce the energy needed to power the satellite transponders, magnetic torque position-control systems, thruster control circuitry and the telemetry and control systems. An average communications satellite requires from 500W to 800W of power.

During periods of sun eclipse, however, on-board batteries are required. Rated to carry the spacecraft over the longest eclipse (more than 75 minutes) and to last for 10 or more years of satellite life, the battery packs weigh about 100 pounds and must be maintained at a rather warm 0°C. To accomplish this thermal regulation, the battery packs can be mounted so that they are exposed to just enough heat from the sun to maintain close-to-ideal temperatures.

All this electronic equipment is fitted cleverly into a lightweight, micrometeorite-proof, heat-resistant hull, which must last for at least 10 years in the extreme temperatures and near vacuum of space 22,500 miles above the earth. Future spacecraft, employing all-solid-state circuitry, larger antennas and solar collectors, will have quadruple the power and capacity of existing satellites and will allow for on-site repair and modification.
INTRODUCING THE NEW MX-55

Before you take us to task for trying to improve the BII, a design that has become the "workhorse" standard for two-channel audio machines, consider what the new MX-55 offers:

An integral autolocator; a voice editing mode that allows 2X speed playback at normal pitch; a built-in cue speaker; GSPiPO (gapless, seamless, punch-in, punch-out),* and because you told us you wanted it, all adjustments are available through the front panel! These, and many more improvements will help make your job easier, and the results more creative.

And for those of you who still won't forgive us, we're keeping the BII in the line. So either way, you can get exactly what you need from Otari; Technology You Can Trust. Call Otari at (415) 341-5900 for information about the new MX-55.

THE NEXT "WORKHORSE."

*GSPiPO is a trademark of Otari Corporation.
Improving accuracy of the A/D converter

By Gerry Kaufhold II

The simple 8-bit analog-to-digital (A/D) converter has many sources of error, mainly caused by component tolerances. If the number of precision components in the circuit could be reduced, accuracy would improve. One circuit with a reduced component count uses dual-slope conversion. Figure 1 illustrates the circuit and the waveforms for a dual-slope A/D converter.

The system master clock runs at several megahertz. Time can be measured accurately with this high-speed clock.

The single-pole, double-throw switch is controlled by the microprocessor. First, the negative reference voltage is applied to the capacitor. The capacitor discharges through a precision resistor. The output of the comparator circuit goes high when the voltage on the capacitor equals 0V.

Now the circuit is ready to measure an unknown dc voltage. A counter, with the system master clock as its time base, is zeroed. The unknown positive voltage to be measured is then applied through a precision resistor to the positive plate of the low-leakage capacitor. The capacitor begins charging at a rate proportional to the applied voltage. A predetermined number of clock cycles later, the switch is automatically thrown, and the capacitor begins discharging toward the negative reference voltage. A counter inside the microprocessor measures the number of clock cycles as the capacitor discharges. As soon as the voltage on the capacitor equals zero, the output of the comparator goes high, and the measurement is complete.

The ratio of the first time period to the second time period is the same as the ratio of the applied voltage to the reference voltage.

An improvement over dual-slope measurements is the quad-slope method. In this method, one set of charge/discharge cycles is timed using analog ground as the input voltage to be measured. A second set of readings is taken using the unknown input voltage. Through the use of four comparisons instead of two, the errors caused by input offset voltage and/or ground-line errors can be canceled, making quad-slope integration the most accurate of all methods.

Analog integration techniques require the voltage being measured to remain stable during the measurement process. Unfortunately, typical signals have some ac component due to noise. In addition to noise riding on the signal, changes may cause the impedance of a circuit to vary. An inexpensive way to isolate the analog integrator from the circuit under test is to use an analog switch and a low-leakage capacitor.

The capacitor that gets continually switched between the circuit under test and the measurement circuit is known as a flying capacitor. (See Figure 2.)

Figure 1. A dual-slope A/D converter. The waveform shows the voltage on the capacitor during one measurement cycle.

Figure 2. A flying capacitor circuit with isolated analog ground.
"We wanted the best sound in town—I think we were successful."
Martin Brandt, Chief Engineer
CJMF-FM, Quebec City, Canada
(Soft Rock)

"The automatic equalization and gently gain riding were just what we were looking for. And thank you for making your updates retrofittable."
Den Hobson, Engineering Manager
KJQY, San Diego, CA
(Light and Easy Music)

"I would highly recommend it to anyone—except my competitors!"
Ray Fisher, Program Director
WZIX, Columbus, MS
(Contemporary Hit Radio)

"Increased our punch and gave us a fuller sound. It's ultimately clean. In a competitive market, regardless of format, the cleaner sound gets (and keeps) the long-term listener. The added controls give us the advantage of tailoring our sound to the listener."
John Bortowski, Chief Engineer
WBMX, Chicago, IL
(Urban Contemporary)

"Clean and loud."
Barry Mishkind, Chief Engineer
KFXX, Tucson, AZ
(Contemporary Hit Radio)

"'Super! The most cost-effective change we've ever made.'"
Randy Wells, Chief Engineer
KBBR, Santa Rosa, CA
(Adult Contemporary)

"'Lethal.'"
Terry Carpenter, Chief Engineer
KJYY, Houston, TX
(Vocal Soft Rock)

"'Gave us more punch and clarity without any increase in distortion.'"
Michael Fast, Chief Engineer
WPOC, Baltimore, MD
(Modern Country)

"Increased our punch and gave us a fuller sound. It's ultimately clean. In a competitive market, regardless of format, the cleaner sound gets (and keeps) the long-term listener. The added controls give us the advantage of tailoring our sound to the listener."
John Bortowski, Chief Engineer
WBMX, Chicago, IL
(Urban Contemporary)

"'Gave us more punch and clarity without any increase in distortion.'"
Michael Fast, Chief Engineer
WPOC, Baltimore, MD
(Modern Country)

"'Clean and natural without being strident. It gives you lots of adjustment capabilities, and will fit almost any format. The manuals are very good as usual.'"
David Ficker, Chief Engineer
KHOO, Waco, TX
(Contemporary Hit Radio)

"'It's the biggest bang for the buck—lets us customize our sound for our listeners.'"
Matt Conner, Chief Engineer
WASH, Washington, D.C.
(Adult Contemporary)

"'Voices sound clean and open, and the music sounds great.'"
John Buckhan, Chief Engineer
KITS, San Francisco, CA
(Modern Rock)

"'It's scary! Loud and dense, but not fatigueing. And it's consistent whether we're playing old LPs or a new Huey Lewis CD.'"
Duffy Egan, Chief Engineer
WPBO-FM, Providence, RI
(Contemporary Hit Radio)

"'Clean and loud.'"
Barry Mishkind, Chief Engineer
KFXX, Tucson, AZ
(Contemporary Hit Radio)

The OPTIMOD®-FM XT2 Processor:
Everything they say is true.

Orban's XT2 Six-Band Limiter is an accessory chassis that works with any 8100-series OPTIMOD-FM. It gives you bass and high frequency equalizers, plus CLIPPING and DENSITY controls that let you customize the sound for your format and target audience. At $2075*, it's probably the most cost-effective upgrade you can make to your audio.

For the details, see your Orban dealer, or contact us direct.

Orban Associates Inc.
645 Bryant St, San Francisco, CA 94107 USA
Phone (415) 957-1067 or (800) 227-4498
Telex 17-1480 FAX (415) 957-1070

* (suggested list)
CD player repair requires skill

By Brad Dick, radio technical editor

In the past two columns, we've reviewed the basic circuits in a CD player. By now you should have a good idea of how the various CD servo systems work. Last month we examined the 3-beam pickup scheme used in many players. Let's look at the laser and focus circuits in more detail.

Be safe, not sorry

An important rule to remember when servicing CD players (or any device using lasers) is to carefully follow the manufacturer's directions with regard to laser safety. Because each player is slightly different, don't attempt repairs until you have a complete service manual showing you how to work safely near the laser.

The players are designed to operate without creating any hazard to the user. They can even be opened up to some extent without exposing the user to any danger. It is possible, however, to open the pickup assembly and expose yourself to the laser beam. Remember, the laser is pointing up because the CD information is on the bottom of the disk. If you were to bypass enough interlocks, press play and look down into the pickup assembly, you could expose yourself to the laser beam.

The laser is a beam of coherent light with a wavelength of approximately 800nm, which places the light in the infrared band. This means the beam of light is invisible to the human eye. Never look directly into the path of the laser light to determine whether it is on.

In addition to the threat of laser burn, you also should be wary of problems that can be created by laser diodes. The diodes produce strong levels of electromagnetic radiation. Although the level is not harmful to humans, it can be disastrous to magnetic tape, some wrist watches or anything else that can be adversely affected by magnetic fields.

Fortunately, players often incorporate a set of safety interlocks, which should prevent the laser from coming on when exposure is possible. But we all know that engineers are notorious for finding ways to defeat interlocks. Being too ingenious can get you into trouble.

Laser diode adjustment

A typical failure mode is lack of audio. Let's walk through two simple checks you can make to resolve this problem. After obtaining the service literature, determine if the laser is a likely source of the problem. Because the beam is invisible, the easiest way to "see" whether the laser is operating is through careful observation. A diffused laser beam usually is visible at the focus (objective) lens. When the laser is on, the lens will appear to glow. If you apply power, observe the focus lens from the side and see a glow, you can assume the beam is operating properly.

If the beam does not appear to be on, first check for the proper command from the microprocessor. This signal may be indicated by LD ON or a similar term. This signal should turn on and off according to the commands from the front panel.

If the microprocessor output signal is correct, check the laser driver IC. A typical driver circuit is shown in Figure 1. Everything but the laser diode can be checked through tests on the circuit board.

Focus servo

Assuming the laser is working properly, check the functioning of the focus servo. After the laser comes on, the focus lens will move up and down at a rate of three to seven times per second as it attempts to focus on the CD surface. Because the movements are fine, they may be difficult to detect. An alternative method is to monitor the EFM (eight-to-fifteen modulation) signal with a scope. A CD will need to be loaded for this test. Presence of this signal means the pickup assembly is working properly.

Locate the FO ON (focus) signal test point. When play begins, the control system turns on the laser and outputs a focus control signal, which moves the focus lens up and down. If the IC focus control signal appears to be operating properly, check the driver IC to see whether it is outputting a signal to the focus coil. If the driver signal is present, and no focus adjustment takes place, measure the focus coil resistance. Focus coil resistance often ranges at about 20Ω.

Remember, the focus system relies on a feedback loop. If any element in the loop fails, the entire system may shut down. Follow the manufacturer's suggested troubleshooting procedure carefully or you may find yourself going in circles trying to locate the problem.

Acknowledgment: Background information on this topic was obtained from "Compact Disc Troubleshooting & Repair," by Neil Heiler and Thomas Bentz, Howard W. Sams & Company.

Figure 1. Several interlocks may need to be closed properly before the microprocessor can output the laser control signal. A secondary safety interlock usually is connected in series with the power-supply lead.
Sachtler Hot Pod...fastest ENG tripod in the world.

Fast breaking news and the Hot Pod are made for each other.

Simply extend the legs and level your ENG camera on any surface. In just a few seconds you are shooting while others are still setting up. If you find yourself at the back of a crowd, simply raise the center column to as high as 6.5 feet and shoot over everyone else's head.

Don't be late with the late news. Use the lightweight, action tripod that is faster than fast breaking news. The Hot Pod is perfect for every ENG camera.

Sachtler is so confident of the performance of its equipment that it has extended the normal usage warranty from 1 to 3 years and guarantees its leak-proof fluid modules for 5 years. It's the best warranty in the business and comes only with the best camera support systems in the world.

Call or write today for more information and the location of your nearest Sachtler dealer for a hands-on demonstration.
Are you listening?

By Ernest Fair

One of the more difficult managerial tasks is communicating with employees who fail to pay careful attention. Unless the employee assumes a listening attitude, your instructions fall upon “closed” ears. And when this happens, communication (and understanding) does not take place.

Being certain that the other person really is listening prevents wasted effort and reduces mistakes that result from only half-understood instructions. The following suggestions may help assure you are being heard.

Tailor your approach

Put something in the employee’s hands. The object will help the person focus on the subject you want to discuss. It can be a diagram, an instruction booklet or an outline of the discussion. Even a blank notepad will help if nothing else is available. The important thing is to help the employee to concentrate on something related to the topic you want to discuss.

Make certain that you talk loudly enough for the other person to hear with ease. Someone who’s having a hard time hearing you may not make the extra effort to understand what you are trying to communicate. Reduce noisy distractions to a minimum. If your voice is competing with the sound from the VTR room, the employee must work harder to understand what you’re saying.

However, don’t let the volume of your voice get out of control. Talk at a level that is comfortable to the other person. Remember that hearing ability varies from person to person. Speaking in a loud voice to a person with sensitive hearing or talking so loudly as to draw the attention of co-workers can be just as disastrous as whispering to someone who is hard of hearing.

Involve the employee

Determine as quickly as possible the employee’s level of interest in the subject under discussion. As you detect interest in what you are saying, play on it to increase the chance for continued attentiveness.

Involving the employee in the conversation also helps you to be better heard and understood. A lengthy monologue kills the attention of even the most conscientious listener. An employee who becomes involved in a conversation with you will be more alert to what you are saying.

Occasionally ask a pertinent question about what you have presented. An employee who is listening for your next question will be more attentive and will remain more deeply involved in the conversation. Questions should be posed in such a way as to invite the employee’s ideas or opinions. Be careful about simply asking the employee to repeat what you’ve said. This can be an offensive tactic.

When it is obvious that you’re losing the employee’s concentration, switch quickly to another point. Do so even if what you are discussing is important. You can return to it later, when the employee’s attention has been regained.

Avoid confusion

Do not leave any idea, point or suggestion unclear in the employee’s mind. If necessary, restate it in other terms. If the employee’s questions are left unanswered early in the conversation, it may be impossible for you to make later issues or topics understood.

The employee will continue to think about an issue if it is unclear, even if you go on to another topic. That means that the new material you’re presenting also will be misunderstood because you don’t have the full attention of the listener. The resulting confusion breaks down the communication process.

Again, asking questions allows you to determine whether the employee is comprehending the subject. Don’t, however, let the other person dominate the conversation. If necessary, stop the dialogue, and go on to another topic.

Key issues

If you don’t seem to be getting through, it may be because something is bothering the employee. Probe gently to find out whether another matter is making it difficult for the employee to concentrate on what you’re saying, thereby competing with you for attention.

Weave a thread from one point to another during the conversation. Doing so stimulates anticipation for the next point.

Position the other person in such a way that you prevent distraction. If the employee easily can see something of interest other than you, communication may suffer.

When presenting suggestions, look directly at the other person as much as possible. This forces the employee to reciprocate, increasing the likelihood of attentiveness. Watch the other person’s eyes while you talk for indications of the level of attention you’re getting. They may warn you to readjust your presentation while there is still the chance to retain the employee’s interest.

Table 1. It is important to consider the communication process from the other person’s perspective. Keep these issues in mind as you talk with your employees.

- Give the employee something to hold
- Speak clearly and loudly
- Involve the employee in the discussion
- Avoid confusion
- Look for distractions
- Watch the other person’s eyes
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The First No-Compromise Modular Radio Console...

...At A Down-To-Earth Price: 16 Channels, Under $10,000.
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- 16 Modular Stereo Channels.
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If change makes you uncomfortable, it's time to start looking for a new job.

The NAB convention is the clock that drives the broadcast and post-production industries. Our show replay covers the primary points of interest to readers. The NAB '88 package includes the following reports:

- **NAB Engineering Conference Report** .................................................. 28
  The Engineering Conference is the industry's premier technical showcase.

- **Pick Hits of the '88 NAB** .............................................. 65
  Ten hot radio and 10 hot TV/video new products from the show were selected by our panel of independent industry experts.

- **Show of Shows** ................................................................. 80D
  At a convention as large as NAB, no one can see all of the new products introduced. Let us help.

For the professional audio-video industry, the term "broadcast quality" is a moving target. The annual NAB convention sets the pace for that target, whether the product is a computer graphics work station, AM transmitter, EFP camera or anything else you might find at a radio/TV station or post-production facility.

Technical managers are generally of one of two mindsets as they approach the show. The first (for those with purchase orders in hand) is one of great interest and anticipation regarding the new products to be unveiled. The second (for the manager who spent a ton of money at last year's show) is one of dread. This fear has its roots in one undeniable fact: The state-of-the-art is a moving target. And these days it is moving faster than ever.

The NAB has become the annual event for manufacturers to parade new products in front of the largest gathering of potential buyers in the world, and all under one roof. This year's show in Las Vegas didn't disappoint anyone.

**Hit of the show**

A favorite question of attendees and marketers alike at an event such as NAB is, "What's the big news of the convention?" Well, news is different things to different people. But here's my vote: connectivity.

Connectivity was the key word at this year's convention. For many years, foresighted broadcasters have wandered the show floor with the conviction that the overall efficiency of a station or facility could be improved greatly if the graphics equipment could communicate with the still store, and the still store could talk to the character generator, and all of them could talk to the disk recorder, and on and on. Questions raised on this topic with various manufacturers often were answered with, "Yes, that can be done," or "It's possible with existing technology," or "I don't see any reason that it wouldn't work."

But, as the computer industry discovered a long time ago, machine-to-machine communication often is easier said than done. This year's NAB, however, marked a milestone in connectivity among various black boxes, and among black boxes made by different manufacturers. The big news in Las Vegas was that not only are machines talking to each other, but also manufacturers—some of them competitors—are talking to each other.

The show floor was the scene of numerous demonstrations of various systems interfaced using one method or another to...
provide a system for users that was greater than the sum of its parts. Perhaps this approach was most apparent in the field of newsroom computer systems.

Everybody has agreed, in principle, that a system could be devised that would tie a newsroom terminal into a still store, remote truck, graphics generator, news data service, videotape editor, robot-controlled camera and even live video. But, agreement in principle doesn’t count if the ones and zeros of the digital bitstream don’t match the right protocol, word length, sample rate or whatever.

At the NAB this year, things were different. To paraphrase Churchill, never have so many systems talked for so long about so much.

The connectivity theme, in this observer’s opinion, was the big news of NAB ’88. And connectivity is likely to become one of the key elements in the success of new products to be introduced at future shows. It is no longer enough to have a box that does something impressive. The box also must talk to other boxes to compete in today’s broadcast/post-production marketplace.

Overall, a great show

Brisk business was reported at the convention by nearly every manufacturer the BE staff spoke with. Attendees, too, generally were more upbeat this year than at past shows. The hope was expressed more than once that this new-found enthusiasm and optimism was a sign that the broadcast equipment buying slump of the past few years finally has begun to turn around. Many companies reported record sales at the convention, certainly a good sign of the overall health of the industry.

The exhibit area this year included the Hilton Center, and the arrangement initially caused more than a little concern to exhibitors to be located there. Three years ago, when the Hilton Center was used for the first time, most exhibitors in that area were downright angry about the low level of traffic. This year, however, the NAB effectively managed traffic flow to make it easy for attendees to visit the Hilton Center exhibits, including placing a registration area in the building.

Overall, there were few complaints from exhibitors. Nearly all were pleased with the way the new show manager, Rick Dobson, got things done.

New products to go

Some NAB conventions are more interesting than others. Usually, the level of excitement depends on the number and types of new products introduced. Based on these criteria, NAB ’88 was a thrill and a half.

There was no shortage of new products for the attendees to examine. My vote for star product of the show was the D-2 format recorder, pushed by the broadcast industry’s “Big 2”—Ampex and Sony. The show boasted plenty of other significant product developments, too, including:

- Cameras: The move to CCD designs for ENG/EFP applications continued at an accelerated rate. Plus, there were significant introductions of CCD studio cameras. Improvements in CCD chips showed up as higher pixel counts, better high-speed shutter performance and improved resistance to vertical smear.
- Transmitters: The march of solid-state designs for both radio and television continued at a rapid pace. Improved efficiency was the name of the game for both radio and TV broadcasters, particularly UHF stations. Significant progress also was reported on the move of Klystrode-based transmitters into the field. (At press time, one was being installed at a station in Georgia.)
- Video effects: The videographics arena was characterized by products offering more features, faster speed, greater interface capabilities and lower cost. More graphics systems also were shown based on off-the-shelf computer platforms.
- Robotic cameras: This technology emerged at the convention as an important tool in the continuing drive for efficiency in station operation. Many engineers and technical managers got a first serious look at this technology.
- Satellites: New uplink and downlink equipment was shown, in addition to SNV trucks in all shapes and sizes. Despite all the talk about fiber-optics technology for terrestrial links, the satellite industry continues to prosper.

One major trend evident in many booths was the integration of personal computers into almost every corner of video, audio and RF systems. PCs could be found on the show floor controlling everything from antenna de-icers to video editors. PCs also were doing things that computers normally do, such as generating graphics, writing scripts and keeping the books.

NAB scorecard

A record 723 exhibitors participated in this year’s convention. The exhibit floor space covered 383,400 square feet, including... Continued on page 175
Sony
Betacam SP.
Bigger
than ever.
Now the Sony Betacam SP system is bigger than ever for the four essential areas of video operations: field acquisition, production, post production, and transmission. No other manufacturer sells a more complete line of products.

For the field a wide selection of advanced CCD and tube cameras handle the full scope of ENG and EFP applications. And the new single-piece BVW-200 sets a revolutionary standard for a compact, lightweight camcorder. Dockable VTRs, field portables and a host of peripherals, such as a color playback adaptor and wireless mic contribute to the unlimited flexibility of the Sony Betacam SP field acquisition system.

Whether in the field or in the edit suite, the Sony Betacam SP system provides unmatched versatility in video production; with features such as 4-channel...
audio, component/composite editing as well as the capability to interface with every other Sony Broadcast VTR.

For transmission, Betacart, Multicassette System, the standard of reliability, is now joined by the incredible 1000 cassette capacity Library Management System, which accommodates large and small cassettes for both program and commercial replay.

If you're looking for a system you can grow with, and a company that has demonstrated its commitment to that system, contact your Sony Broadcast representative.
Or call Sony at 800-635-SONY.
The NAB engineering sessions brought high-tech answers for today's complex problems.

By Brad Dick, technical editor

The 1987 NAB convention was a hard act to follow. But this year's convention was so upbeat you could almost hear the band playing as exhibitors and attendees discussed not only technology, but also plenty of purchases. Exhibitor after exhibitor spoke of taking orders—and many said they sold equipment right off the show floor.

Compared with the moods of some previous NAB conventions, the optimism among attendees and exhibitors at this year's show was a great feeling. Virtually everyone seemed to have a positive outlook on the state of broadcasting and appeared to be looking forward to a good year.

The engineering sessions, filled to overflowing, echoed the auspicious tone of the exhibit floor. Engineers wanted to learn not only about the latest technology, but also how it could be applied in their stations. As if on cue, the NAB assembled panel after panel of experts who could answer just those types of questions. The theme was practical and available technology—the kind engineers like. If you were unable to attend the show, or could not make it to all of the sessions you would have liked to attend, the following review may help fill in the gaps.

Radio sessions

From sessions on AM technical improvements to the Zootube radio show, engineers were faced with an almost overwhelming number of radio engineering sessions. Deciding what sessions to attend was made more difficult by the high caliber of the presenters.

The radio technical sessions seemed to deal less with future technology and more with today's how-to technology. Every link in the radio broadcast chain was addressed with sessions providing useful and practical information. The importance of discussing the everyday issues was confirmed by the high attendance at many of the sessions.

AM improvement

The Friday opening session on AM improvement began with a report by Harrison Klein, of Hammett and Edison, on the current state of AM technical standards. Hammett and Edison undertook a study of several technical areas, including atmospheric and manmade noise and maximum usable field strength, as part of its work for the NAB. Klein also discussed the FCC's Docket 87-267 Notice of Inquiry and reviewed technical criteria of AM stations.

Klein noted that adjacent-channel ratios, which generally have been ignored in the past, are inadequate. He said there is a great need to develop new methods of calculating night interference that would take into account adjacent-channel interference. The currently used RSS method does not consider adjacent-channel interference, he said, and does not give a realistic indication of actual interference conditions.

An important task yet to be completed is the development of an accurate way to predict \( E_{\text{min}} \) (minimum usable field strength). This is the field strength that produces the desired signal-to-noise ratio for a specified time in presence of noise. \( E_{\text{min}} \) can vary over a wide range.

Klein outlined the study on obtaining a 26dB-above-noise signal for specified percentages of time. Surprisingly low noise levels were encountered. In fact, in two cases, the noise figures rounded to zero. This means that a 0.1mV/m field strength would result in a 26dB noise ratio, even in business areas, under some circumstances. Klein noted that his work shows that the 0.1mV/m protection given to Class I stations is not entirely unreasonable. The report also showed that some areas require much more level, perhaps 1mV/m, to provide 26dB. The general indication of the study is that AM stations will need 1mV/m to 5mV/m signals to compete with FM station signals.

Interference monitor

A new AM monitor design, the splatter monitor, received a lot of interest from engineers who are concerned about signal quality. Although splatter has been a problem for AM for many years, it has wors-
Here's the only plug you'll see on our new product.

At Yamaha, we've been putting all our sound reinforcement expertise into our equipment for years. Now we've put it all into words. Presenting the Yamaha Sound Reinforcement Handbook. Without a doubt the only volume of its kind.

In it you'll find nearly 400 pages of explanations, definitions, diagrams and answers about sound. Covering everything from "What is a sound System?" to "Putting it all Together," plus every component and variable in between.

Which makes it perfect for the newcomer to audio. And a welcome refresher for the seasoned professional.

The Yamaha Sound Reinforcement Handbook. Available at your nearby Yamaha Professional Audio Dealer, college, university and technical bookstores. Published by Hal Leonard Publishing Corporation, P.O. Box 13819, Milwaukee WI 53213.

Pick one up today. It just may be the best source material you ever get to work with.

Yamaha Music Corporation, Professional Audio Division, P.O. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622. In Canada, Yamaha Canada Music Ltd., 135 Milner Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario M1S 3R1.
ened with the implementation of heavy audio-processing techniques.

The primary causes of splatter are negative overmodulation and high-frequency signals. Thomas Wright, Delta Electronics, suggested that splatter actually is wasted modulation because the splatter sidebands are not audible to the station's listeners. His company's device helps monitor the problem, allowing a transmitter to be tuned for minimum splatter. A block diagram of the monitor is shown in Figure 1.

**New antenna design**

Skywave radiation has long been a problem (or a blessing, depending upon the class of station) for broadcasters. A lot of effort has gone into eradicating or reducing skywave radiation, and two new designs are being considered for testing by the NAB. One new antenna design, the Corum antenna, received a lot of attention at the NAB. Research signs are being considered for testing by the NAB.

The design was developed by Basil Pinzone and James Corum, Pinzone Communications.

The antenna consists of a short vertical radiator, approximately 50 feet high, and a contrawound helix. The two structures are fed in such a manner as to reduce high-angle radiation and to increase the groundwave. (See Figure 2.)

The theory is too complex to describe in this short overview, but suffice it to say that the figures and data presented appear to support the presenter's contention that, based on scale modeling, the antenna does what it sets out to do.

**AM directional-feed system**

At previous NAB conventions, engineering papers on directional-antenna systems were as common as slot machines in Las Vegas. This year was an exception. Not to be completely forgotten, however, the topic was addressed by Kurt Gorman, Vector Communications. The theory is too complex to describe in this short overview, but suffice it to say that the figures and data presented appear to support the presenter's contention that, based on scale modeling, the antenna does what it sets out to do.

**Improved receiver circuit**

A paper addressing the need for improved receivers was a welcome addition to the sessions. The paper, "A Low-Cost, High-Performance AM Noise Blanker," by Oliver Richards, Sprague Electric Company, attracted a lot of interest.

His paper described an improved method of eliminating auto ignition, SCR and other noise sources. Briefly, it is an improvement on the familiar Lamb blanker. The processing of a noise pulse in a typical receiver is shown in Figure 3. Note that the noise pulse produces a long (and variable-length) audio pulse in the output. In the new design (shown in Figure 4), the noise is interrupted in the RF or IF stages.

Consequently, the noise is not amplified along with the desired signal. The receiver RF bandwidth determines the audio-gate detector timing. Because of this gate, and the sample-and-hold technique used, the sound or crackle produced by blanking is beyond the highest frequency that can be reproduced by the IF system. The resulting noise can be filtered out in the audio stages. The circuit is available on a monolithic IC using BiMos 4 processing in a 18-pin DIP.
The good news is...

Studio camera automation has arrived...the HS-110P.

The HS-110P automated pan/tilt head provides more effective utilization and distribution of production talent...and at a surprisingly affordable price.

- Our highly repeatable servos and stiff mechanical design provide the same feel and responsiveness of a manned camera...absolutely essential for camera automation.

- Four HS-110Ps, using our software driven Multi-Controller, provide a quality production with one operator. As an alternative, the HS-110P Heads can be controlled directly by a News Room computer via MultiController's serial input.

- These features coupled with our Multi-Controller's "shot storage" and "motion learn" capability provide the director with complete and repeatable camera moves...with less staff and improved communications...resulting in a more efficient production and a lower operating budget.

- Automate for your future...now.
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- Highly responsive servo design.
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AM interference

The Friday afternoon panel discussed the broader question of eliminating AM interference at its source. One panel member, Richard Smith, FCC, noted that out of 55,813 complaints received by the commission, some 40,000 were about home entertainment equipment. The agency received about 6,000 complaints in regard to power-line and bell transformers. The panel said that additional noise is being generated because power companies have reduced their commitment to power-line maintenance.

Fortunately, the problem can be attacked with inexpensive test equipment. The panel suggested using a small battery-powered radio as a detector if you are faced with an unknown noise source. It may help you quickly identify the cause for the interference. However, because transformer-generated noise can be carried for miles along power lines, you may have to walk far to locate the source.

At one point, an audience member suggested that all AM stations convert to narrowband FM to eliminate all the noise problems. Because the audience was composed primarily of AM broadcasters, the suggestion was not greeted with great enthusiasm.

Mike Rau, NAB, suggested that a working draft on power-line interference be developed between the NAB and the power industry. By the time the session ended, the consensus seemed to be that a number of good suggestions had been made and that there was hope for some improvement.

AM antenna techniques

The topic of conventional AM antennas was not neglected at the engineering conference. Grant Bingeham, Continental Electronics Division of Varian, described how grounding the top set of guy wires may reduce damage from static arcing and lightning. The technique creates a grounded-guy antenna with no insulators in its top-level guy wires. (See Figure 5.) The hot guys carry a substantial amount of RF current and provide a dc path from the tower to ground. The configuration tends to produce an umbrella of protection from induced electrical storm voltages on the remaining guy wires. He indicated that the tower bandwidth also is increased.

Although the tower impedance changes significantly, Bingeham said, it is possible to accommodate most designs. The technique is most effective for towers between 70° and 120° in electrical height. The vertical pattern is similar to that of an electrically short tower.

The success of FM stations has forced some AM stations to use towers designed for the needs of sister FM stations. Unfortunately, the height required by an FM station (greater than 0.8 of the AM station's wavelength) results in ineffective AM vertical patterns.

Ogden Prestholdt, A.D. Ring & Associates, discussed the use of electrically tall towers. He showed how to optimize a tall tower by sectionalizing it with insulators and/or inserting inductance or capacitance at the insulation points. The insulated section usually begins about two-thirds of the way up the tower. Some designs use a grounded base with the feed-point located a fraction of a wavelength up the tower.

Karl Lahm wrapped up the topic of AM broadcasting with a discussion of his study of 263 directional arrays using a computer program. Lahm maintained that the FCC antenna monitor tolerance is insufficient to maintain monitor points within limits for many situations. Because measured field intensity at specified monitor points can vary drastically with local conditions, he said, it may not accurately reflect the actual radiation pattern of the station. He said that many stations now classified as having critical arrays are being penalized unfairly.

After presenting statistical data to support his claim, Lahm suggested that each grounded-guy antenna with no insulators in its top-level guy wires. (See Figure 5.) The hot guys carry a substantial amount of RF current and provide a dc path from the tower to ground. The configuration tends to produce an umbrella of protection from induced electrical storm voltages on the remaining guy wires. He indicated that the tower bandwidth also is increased.

Although the tower impedance changes significantly, Bingeham said, it is possible to accommodate most designs. The technique is most effective for towers between 70° and 120° in electrical height. The vertical pattern is similar to that of an electrically short tower.

The success of FM stations has forced some AM stations to use towers designed for the needs of sister FM stations. Unfortunately, the height required by an FM station (greater than 0.8 of the AM station's wavelength) results in ineffective AM vertical patterns.

Ogden Prestholdt, A.D. Ring & Associates, discussed the use of electrically tall towers. He showed how to optimize a tall tower by sectionalizing it with insulators and/or inserting inductance or capacitance at the insulation points. The insulated section usually begins about two-thirds of the way up the tower. Some designs use a grounded base with the feed-point located a fraction of a wavelength up the tower.

Karl Lahm wrapped up the topic of AM broadcasting with a discussion of his study of 263 directional arrays using a computer program. Lahm maintained that the FCC antenna monitor tolerance is insufficient to maintain monitor points within limits for many situations. Because measured field intensity at specified monitor points can vary drastically with local conditions, he said, it may not accurately reflect the actual radiation pattern of the station. He said that many stations now classified as having critical arrays are being penalized unfairly.

After presenting statistical data to support his claim, Lahm suggested that each
MORE radio studio, FASTER delivery, LOWER cost... That's the MAGIC of MODULINK.

Don't let our MODULINK studio's classic good looks fool you. On the inside, MODULINK is really different. It's the first basic improvement in studio design in thirty years.

Designed and built by Arrakis Systems exclusively for Allied, MODULINK is a manufactured, modular radio studio system that can be custom-tailored to meet your exact specifications, yet its unique design allows your new facilities to be operational in days, not weeks or months.

Ideal for both new installations and renovations, MODULINK studio units come fully pre-wired with multi-pin connector "docking modules" which link all units and interconnect all equipment. We preassemble the furniture modules, install the electronics and test the entire package at our own facility. The units are then shipped to you by van. At your station, the fully-systemized MODULINK units are linked together, either by Allied installation crews, or by your own local people. Either way, the studio installation usually takes as little as a single day.

But MODULINK isn't just faster. It's better. The pre-wired, plug-in MODULINK modules offer greater electrical reliability than conventional point-to-point studio wiring methods. What's more, adding new equipment later on or troubleshooting an audio problem are so much easier with MODULINK.

Best of all, MODULINK's advanced design lets Allied give you more radio studio for lots less money. And that could be the difference between getting exactly the studio package you want, or settling for something less.

Before you start your next studio project, call the experts at Allied and let us show you how MODULINK can do it better, faster, for less.

CALL 714-752-6664

ALLIED Broadcast Systems
3901 MacArthur, Suite 200
Newport Beach, CA 92660
FAX: 714-752-0855
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Studio acoustics

Studio acoustics continues to be an important topic for radio and TV engineers. Because of format demands, many of today's studios must provide better acoustics than might be expected. Talk show studios and multitrack recording rooms demand careful attention to room acoustics. Apparently, plenty of stations are interested in improved on-air sound; the Sunday evening workshop was standing room only. The audience heard from studio design experts Peter D'Antonio, Norman Phillips, Alfred D'Alessio, Stanley Elliotting and David Schwind, who answered a broad range of audience questions on studio acoustics.

The panel agreed that although listeners may not be able to identify why a particular station sounds different, the fatigue that they experience as a result of acoustical problems will cause them to tune away. Studio HVAC systems came under scrutiny early in the discussion. Suggestions for minimizing the problems from these systems included locating the units far from the sound-sensitive studio areas and mounting the compressors on shock-isolating feet. Fan noise can be reduced by proper duct sizing and routing and blower selection. Acoustically lined ducts with several bends and diameter changes reduce fan noise sufficiently in many situations. For more stubborn cases, prepackaged silencers may be necessary.

A design parameter that limits station construction is ceiling height. D'Alessio stressed the need for adequate ceiling heights in studios, noting that large HVAC ducts make it easy to quickly run out of headroom. One solution is to run a soffit around the room. It can be used for ductwork, and it can be designed to accommodate monitor-speaker mounting.

Modular studios

Studio renovation often is a nightmare for the entire staff. In many cases, an essential studio is either left "as is" or is haphazardly rebuilt over a weekend to minimize downtime. Either approach frequently produces disappointing results.

A relatively new solution is to construct a modular studio off-site to exact specifications and reassemble it within an existing room. Properly constructed, a modular studio is indistinguishable from a traditionally built one. Although this method may seem expensive, the costs of downtime and the extra engineering time involved in traditional renovation may make the modular approach price-competitive.

Room shape and acoustical treatment

The "keystone"-shaped control room was advocated almost universally for state-of-the-art performance. In this design, the front of the room is narrower than the back of the room. The flaring walls improve the monitoring environment. In addition, the ceiling should slope upward from the front of the room, rising at least a foot by the time it reaches the back of the room. This design is used extensively in recording studio control rooms.

Sound absorption is only one of three primary sound-conditioning treatments. The others are reflection and diffusion. Hard, flat surfaces reflect soundwaves, while rough or random surfaces diffuse the sound. Highly absorbent rooms require more monitoring power. Reflective rooms require less monitor volume, but can confuse the operator with distracting audio images. Diffusion preserves loudness, and by scattering the reflected audio images, Diffusion preserves loudness, and by scattering the reflected audio images, studio engineers can create a more accurate and comfortable monitoring environment.

The panel reminded the audience that
The best of both worlds:

Until recently, most Audio Test Systems have been either manual stand-alone systems or external-computer driven automated systems. Engineers have long enjoyed the portability, ease of operation and cost effectiveness associated with manual stand-alone systems. Unfortunately, these systems have always lacked speed and documentation capabilities.

On the other hand, the ideally configured external-computer driven test system can provide speed, data analysis, documentation, graphics and integration with other GPIB test systems. Unfortunately external-computer driven systems are designed for production testing and are not suitable for troubleshooting or field work.

However, Sound Technology has combined the Best of Both Worlds into a portable, intelligent stand-alone system with complete PC compatibility: the Model 1510A! The Model 1510A can be used as an intelligent stand-alone system, and when connected to an external computer it becomes the ideal Automated Test System.

The ST1510A as a Stand-alone System
- Built-in Intelligence
- Portable
- Semi-automatic and Manual Test modes for fast troubleshooting
- Built-in CRT/Graphics

The ST1510A as an Automated Test System
- Graphics
- Test Chaining/limit testing
- Industry-standard Computer Interface (GPIB)
- User Choice of PC
- Bundled software for IBM, HP
- Compatible with Automated Switchers
- Production Testing

Contact us now for full technical and applications information. Learn firsthand why the ST1510A is the only test system that combines the best of both worlds!
New FM radio technology

If there had been a theme for this year's FM radio engineering papers, it would have been **Incidental amplitude modulation of FM transmitters and how it affects reception**. Three of the 14 papers presented in this radio session dealt with incidental AM. By far, the greatest audience response was to these three papers.

Geoff Mendenhall, Broadcast Electronics, presented an excellent summary of incidental AM, how to measure it and what techniques can be used to minimize it. Incidental AM comes in two forms: asynchronous, mostly from power-supply ripple and poor screen-voltage regulation; and synchronous, which is usually caused by limited bandwidth in the FM transmission system. The FCC requires only measurements of asynchronous AM, so it is more commonly understood by engineers. Synchronous AM measurements are more complicated because the station FM modulation monitor cannot be used to measure it with any confidence. Less common causes of incidental AM are limited bandwidth in antennas or multistation combiners.

Unless the transmitter has a serious design fault, incidental AM is controlled largely by proper transmitter tuning. Mendenhall said that, in most transmitters, minimum synchronous AM does not correspond to maximum output, best efficiency or other common indications of proper tuning. Parallel transmitters also must be closely phase-matched through a hybrid splitter and trombone section.

Mendenhall's measurement technique is shown in Figure 6. An RF sample is taken directly from the transmitter output using a directional coupler. This is fed through a 10dB pad to a precision envelope detector, to an RF filter network. The output is observed on an oscilloscope.

Another technique uses the dc output of a through-line wattmeter element to feed the RF filter and oscilloscope. This method seems simpler and less expensive and, judging from the audience response, is becoming popular. One attendee suggested listening to the amplified audio derived from the meter terminal of a through-line wattmeter and adjusting for minimum noise.

A display of either the passband or the AM waveform can be observed, depending on whether the scope is used in the X-Y or triggered mode. Mendenhall's paper, which is contained in the "1988 NAB Proceedings," describes methods for calculating the resulting synchronous AM in decibels below carrier level.

An interesting perspective on FM reception problems was presented by Bert Goldman, Shamrock Broadcasting, Merriam, KS. Using a Texas station as an example, he described how the hot, humid climate of the South often causes temperature inversions. When this happens, FM and other VHF signals frequently are refracted, reducing the signal level in the station's service area. This is particularly true when the inversion layer is below the level of the transmitting antenna.

Figure 7 shows a record of temperature inversions during the spring of 1987 at the Texas location. To compensate for this phenomenon, the station uses two FM antennas mounted on a single tower. One antenna is located at 2,000 feet, and the other is located at 1,000 feet.

To monitor reception conditions, two receive antennas are located at similar heights. These antennas monitor another station operating at 1,000 feet 30 miles away. When the signal strength of the lower antenna exceeds that of the upper antenna, an alarm alerts the operator to switch to the lower transmitting antenna.

### TV sessions

The TV sessions covered a wide range of topics, and most were well-attended. In fact, some were filled to capacity. Because engineers typically are concerned about effectively implementing new technology, the sessions were structured to meet that need.

New technology sessions ranged from new studio design techniques, to the ever-changing scene of graphics, to HDTV. Each area offered challenges to the engineer, especially in terms of understanding how rapidly changing technologies can fit into an existing broadcast facility.

### TV studio production/facilities

This year's session provided a great deal of the information necessary to build a studio from scratch or, more appropriately, from a blank screen.

The papers covered topics on construction, control and physical planning and computer-project management. Program-signal systems and acoustical planning ideas also were presented. The session concluded with a presentation on the use of these techniques to construct a modern TV broadcast studio.

A good example of computer-aided planning was presented by Marvin Born, KRISTV, Corpus Christi, TX. He discussed several different planning techniques that can help keep projects on time and within budget. Through the critical path method (CPM), a project is divided into four planning areas designated as strategic, tactical, management and evaluation. Each of the areas addresses a specific need in controlling and managing the many individual
The Abekas A53-D Special Effects with Key Channel and WARP

The acclaimed A53-D digital 3-D effects system has added an optional Key Channel to meet even the most demanding key processing needs.

The Key Channel lets you do everything under the sun. Manipulate irregular-shaped objects in 3-D and key them over other pieces of video. Position key signals horizontally and vertically. Freeze them independent of the video. Soften their edges and change polarity. And you can even generate drop shadows of any color or transparency, and position them wherever you want.

All A53-D features can be combined with the Key Channel in the key mode as well as the drop shadow mode. WARP shapes—including page-turn, circle, cylinder, split, etc.—can now have colorized and transparent drop shadows.

To overshadow your competition, add the A53-D Key Channel. For details, contact Abekas Video Systems, 101 Galveston Drive, Redwood City, CA 94063. (415) 369-5111.
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A53-D Key Channel casts a giant shadow
tasks that make up a project. Strategic planning involves the "total picture" approach to project construction. Ask yourself these questions: Is this a practical project? Does it meet the long- and short-term needs of my company? Strategic planning looks at the present and future needs of a company and defines how the planned construction will fill those needs. Tactical planning is a detailed look at the individual aspects of a project. This might include job assignments from start to finish, names of those who will work the assignments, required resources for the tasks and how each task relates to the others.

Each task in the CPM chart is assigned a name, a beginning and ending date and resources. The computer indexes the tasks, using the dates as a reference, and draws a visual aid to show which assignment times are critical to completing the project on time.

The PERT (performance evaluation and review technique) chart, shown in Figure 8, is a visual aid with the tasks arranged on a time-referenced graph. As information is added to the data in the program, new charts are generated to reflect the changes. Movement along the PERT chart time axis shows how quickly the changes will affect the project's completion date. The real value in using computer-aided project management is the ability to make quick changes in your plan and see how they affect the project.

The final step in project management is evaluation. Stand back and look at what you have accomplished. Did you succeed? Were the costs what you expected? The evaluation stage helps prepare you for the next project.

VITC vs. longitudinal

The advantages of using vertical interval time code (VITC) rather than longitudinal time code (LTC) were discussed by John W. Fullwood, The Fullwood Group. He likened the operation of VITC to devices added in-line to the video circuit. He pointed out that when video insert edits are made, VITC is erased. Consequently, it is impossible to re-edit to the same frame number. LTC, using the same time-code numbers, is used at or near play speeds while VITC is used during slow motion. The advantages of VITC compared with LTC, beyond slow motion, include: match-frame calculations and preservation of the second audio track for program material instead of time code.

With the proper modifications to a video-editing system, however, VITC can be used as the sole edit-control code. The modifications can be divided into two basic groups: feedback and non-feedback solutions.

One feedback solution requires that the VCR scanner be modified to permit it to provide the time-code address of the next frame to be erased by the flying erase head. The VITC is extracted from the pre-erase video output, and the feedback loop is completed when VITC is inserted into the record machine's video input during the recording of a video insert. A system block diagram is shown in Figure 9.

An alternative method involves modifying the AST head so that it is capable of scanning the track adjacent to the one
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Introducing Vista.
It will absolutely change the way you look at switchers.

The new Vista switcher gives you all the power and ease-of-use of a "big" switcher, in a third the space and at half the price.

Vista has four keyers and twelve buses with full program preset mix capability. So complex layering and sophisticated production are easy.

And since you don’t have to make multiple passes, you’ll have fewer generations and much cleaner pictures.

Revolutionary electro-luminescent display
A comprehensive display on the Vista control panel simplifies your most complicated production tasks. It provides all the information you need about operational status and memory setups, so you’ll always know where you are.

And few switchers of any size have a memory like Vista. It stores 24 complete panel set-ups and 24 sequences for fast, easy recall of any combination of switcher operations.

Unprecedented digital effects control
When it comes to inserting and manipulating ADO™ or other digital effects, the Vista switcher virtually doubles your capability. Effects that take two M/Es with ordinary switchers require only one on Vista, thanks to our new DigiLoop™ effects circuit.

So compare. You’ll find that big switcher power does not have to mean big size or a big expense.

For a descriptive brochure on the Vista switcher contact your nearest Ampex office today.
You're only 1/2 INCH AWAY from the highest cost/performance system available...
The Panasonic Pro Series

The recording format behind Panasonic's Pro Series delivers both the high performance and economy demanded by today's professional video users. By combining the exceptional capabilities of component technology with the convenience and economy of 1/2 inch cassettes, in a complete systems configuration designed for field recording, post-production, studio operation and networking.

The Panasonic Pro Series produces more than 400 lines of horizontal resolution in an affordable half-inch component system. For breathtaking detail and clarity throughout every phase of your video operation. And to preserve the definition of recorded images, the Pro Series boasts a signal to noise ratio of 47 dB. Which provides the perfect combination of high resolution and low noise.

To complement the high resolution of the system with brilliant, true to life colors, Y (luminance) and C (chrominance) signals originate from the Pro Series camera. Are maintained throughout the editing system. And viewed on Pro Series monitors. So the signals are free from cross color and dot interference, preserving the integrity of recorded images throughout the system.

The Pro Series also features two-hour record/playback operation on a single cassette. With professional quality Hi-Fi audio. To make the audio sound as great as the video looks. What's more, the Pro Series is upwardly compatible with standard VHS. So you can easily integrate it into your present video system. And utilize existing VHS programming.

But that's only half the story. Compared to a standard 3/4-inch system, the Panasonic Pro Series cost less to purchase and operate. Which means you can get higher performance at a lower cost.*

We also put a lot behind our product line. Like our broad network of Professional/Industrial dealers. And our own professionally staffed service and support network. With six key locations throughout the country. Who will help you select, maintain and upgrade the system configuration that's right for you.

For more information on the Panasonic Pro Series, call Panasonic Industrial Company at 1-800-553-7222. Or contact your local Panasonic Professional/Industrial Video dealer.

Panasonic Professional/Industrial Video

*Based on a comparison of Panasonic edit machines.
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that is being scanned by the flying erase head. On the C-format VCR, the piezoelectric deformation would be toward the bottom of the scanner.

The non-feedback method has only one implementation scheme, which uses a feature unique to the C format. Video information is encoded on the long diagonal tracks located at the center of the tape. A 16-line segment of the vertical interval is recorded on the short diagonal track located on the lower portion of the tape, and it is labeled sync.

If the VITC is confined to the 10-line segment of the vertical interval between lines five and 14, it will appear only on the sync track. If the VITC is further limited to lines 10 through 14, the signal will not interleave with vertical retrace. To make a video insert, merely turn off the sync head in the same way that audio 3 is turned off during an edit in systems that use LTC as the edit control code.

**TV engineering**

Karl Renwanz, WNEV-TV, Boston, related his station’s experience with component analog video equipment in both the M-format and Betacam SP products. Renwanz noted that a number of equipment “holes” remain in the component analog signal chain. He said there is still a need for more hardware, including component switchers, time base correctors, matrix converters, test signal generators and waveform and video monitors. Much of the equipment available is new and was developed in the past six years.

He indicated that most of the shortcomings of first-generation analog component hardware were addressed in the second-generation equipment. The new recorders have program-length capability, full onboard time-code facilities, dynamic motion control and improved NTSC encoding and decoding.

Renwanz reviewed some of the tests he performed on the Betacam SP products, noting that the new products show significant S/N improvements and multiple-generation capability compared with previous small-tape formats. The new generation of hardware does, however, place restrictions on the type of tape that can be used. At WNEV-TV, metal-particle tape is used throughout all operations because of the increased performance in both S/N and the number of cycles that a field tape can offer. Renwanz reported that the station has used the field tapes 12 times, and they are still in use.

**D-1 and D-2 design criteria**

The issue of D-1 vs. D-2 was a recurring topic of conversation at the convention. Many questions centered on the differences between the two formats and the ways they can be interfaced within a station. The format you select depends upon the particular application. As shown in Table 1, each format offers a set of unique features and performance advantages. The D-1 format is well-suited to high-end production applications. The D-2 application, on the other hand, may find application in existing composite-based facilities.

Curtis Chan, Centro Corporation, discussed the importance of careful planning when interfacing component and composite digital-based technologies into existing analog, hybrid or all-digital teleproduction facilities.
Panasonic® Pro Series Monitors.

Designed for production quality... With an eye on your budget.

Panasonic presents two very versatile, high-grade color monitors—the BT-D1910Y and the BT-M1310Y. Built for performance, these BT-Series monitors offer you the quality and reliability you’ve come to expect from Panasonic. Not to mention a wide array of features at an affordable price.

Our BT-Series provides you with the controls and connections necessary for studio applications—while serving a host of industrial, educational and professional video needs.

For maximum performance and versatility, both monitors offer complete, direct compatibility with the new S-VHS format—in addition to conventional signals. And video reproduction on the BT-Series is superb. As a matter of fact, the BT-M1310Y boasts a horizontal resolution of more than 560 lines, while the BT-D1910Y offers you greater than 550 lines.

What’s more, each monitor provides you with a full set of front panel controls. Like Line A/B split, S-Video input connectors, Blue single-only switch, pulse-cross circuit, preset picture off/on, comb/trap filter selectable and normal/underscan switch, just to name a few.

So when you are looking for professional quality, but still need to keep an eye on your budget, look into the Panasonic BT-Series high-grade monitors. For more information, call Panasonic Industrial Company at 1-800-553-7222. Or contact your local Panasonic Professional/Industrial Video Dealer.

Panasonic Professional/Industrial Video
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Even though the all-digital facility is here, full implementation of the technology is many years away. As stations begin to use the new hardware, the technical differences between digital and analog systems require special attention.

A critical area is that of level and phase matching. In interformat systems, conversion of signals between composite- and component-based systems may result in mismatched levels and phase discrepancies. Operators and engineers need to be especially careful to monitor each signal before and after encoding or decoding. Until digital color-correcting systems become available, it may be necessary to convert the signal back to analog, perform the color correction and again digitize the signal.

**Component-level servicing**

The complexity of today's broadcast system is creating problems for both manufacturers and broadcasters, according to Thomas Cavanagh, CBC. Cavanagh talked about the importance of proper maintenance in today's analog-digital production facilities. He said that it was important for manufacturers to understand that most equipment owners need not only emergency repair assistance, but also on-line, off-line and preventive maintenance assistance where faults are repaired to the component level.

Cavanagh identified three prerequisites for the achievement of high technical quality:
- The equipment must be inherently capable of delivering a quality signal.
- The equipment must be operated so as to take maximum advantage of its capabilities.
- The equipment must be adjusted and maintained to operate according to its specifications.

In the real world, the capabilities and operation of the equipment are beyond the control of the members of the maintenance staff. As technical specialists, however, they are more knowledgeable about the internal functions and, therefore, more

---

**Portable Partnership**

When you're on the scene, you're in the air—with a cellular phone and a Comrex. Our PLXmicro converts telephone quality to program quality around town or around the world.

The PLXmicro is the tiniest extender we've ever built. Just about pocket size, it stows—and goes—almost anywhere.

Yet despite its size, it's packed with features: the Comrex frequency extender is built in, along with interface for cellular telephone or standard dial line. There are microphone and tape inputs and automatic send level control. A monitor decoder, hybrid circuitry and headphone output allow full duplex operation.

Call or write for a demo tape of the difference that a Comrex can make.
IF YOU WANT THE BEST PRODUCTION 16 TRACK, YOU'LL HAVE TO SPEND A LITTLE LESS.

There's no getting around it. No one beats the 60/16 on features. At any price. Check it out. Two speeds without recalibrating each time you switch. Proprietary head technology so accurate that final EQing decisions can be made right in sync mode without rewind and repro verification. Gapless/seamless punch in/out with superior transparency. And unlike other 16s, the 60/16 has built-in dbx professional Type-I.

The compact, rugged 60/16 also gives you lightning fast lockup for use with synchronizers, incredibly precise spot erase, D-sub multi-connectors for faster setup with fewer cables and, oh yes, brilliant sound.

There simply is no finer 16 track available. Compare it with any other machine out there. Then compare the price. If money is an issue, you may have to settle for the best.
aware of the implications of operational factors on technical quality. The success of any quality-assurance program is directly related to the ability of operators and production users to detect equipment failures. The maintenance technicians may be able to repair the equipment, but only if they are aware of its failure. Cavanagh suggested that broadcasters request that manufacturers supply diagnostic documentation and sufficient training to permit a competent maintenance technician to quickly locate faults down to the component level. Although adequate diagnostics, documentation and training are not reality today, Cavanagh said, manufacturer cooperation will take place when users insist that these features and support services be included with the equipment.

TV audio and stereo

The TV audio session began with a standing-room-only crowd. However, the crowd didn't stay for the whole show. Randy Hoffner, NBC, described how surround sound has been used for years to enhance motion pictures. He went on to discuss the development of surround sound at length. Although surround sound is not new to TV audio, the subject was unfamiliar to much of the audience. Hoffner said that NBC planned to begin surround-sound broadcasting at a later date, noting that several components in the transmission path have yet to be thoroughly tested. Comments from the crowd reflected relief that surround sound is not another complex audio format that must be accommodate right away.

A paper that seemed to generate a considerable amount of interest addressed what must be a TV engineer's major concern—routing mono, stereo and SAP audio throughout a broadcast facility. Rick Craig, WGN-TV, Chicago, described how his station "reinvented the wheel" in terms of audio routing. Craig pointed out that stereo conversion requires first dealing properly with the multitude of audio sources in the TV station. You must ask yourself questions such as: How will out-of-polarity audio or reversed channels be corrected? What happens if a tape marked stereo is not really stereo, but rather, must be summed into a monaural signal prior to broadcast? In addition, some sources also rely on matrixed stereo audio, which must be decoded prior to broadcast. Finally, determine how you will handle SAP. Will there be silence on the SAP channel during commercials and at times when secondary audio is not available?

Facing these and similar questions is crucial to successfully building a new audio distribution-switching system. Craig outlined how his station specified special features for new hardware. His station required that DA cards be capable of performing a variety of switching functions, in addition to amplification. To accomplish this task, the DA card relies on a daughter board that provides on-board audio switching, matrixing and dematrixing. The desired modes can be selected through a BCD logic signal. After the sources have been controlled properly, it still is necessary to route the audio to the master control and station routing switches. Figure 10 shows how this task is accomplished at WGN-TV. The completed system provides versatility as well as ease of control—desirable operating features for a station.

The remaining sessions were devoted to stereo-production techniques. After the presentation on stereo routing, the meeting room almost emptied. Apparently, TV engineers and managers are far more concerned with routing stereo audio than they are about producing it.

High-tech graphics systems

The graphics and animation session centered on the theme of cost-effective graphics systems. According to Steven Bonica, NBC, the current graphics and effects systems are capable broadcast tools, but they are only as good as the people who operate them.

The morning's first paper, "Weather & News Graphics Survey Results and Interpretations," was presented by Dr. Joel Meyers of ACCU-Weather. His survey of TV stations throughout the nation produced some interesting findings. Most large stations, for example, maintain their graphic style through top-of-the-line in-house gear and personnel. The luxury of a large design staff with access to still-stores and ¾-inch tape decks results in a greater variety of custom graphics.

Most small-market stations, many of which do not have weather computers, use outside sources for news, weather and sports graphics. These sources typically include a current-slide service and daily network feeds to augment a slide library. As expected, the capabilities and output of the graphics departments representing mid-size markets fell between these two quality/support extremes.

Meyers discussed the subtle, yet important, difference between news/sports graphics and weather graphics. In the case of the news and sports, one concise thought or idea usually is presented in picture form to support a story. In the case of weather, however, several concepts are presented at one time, and they themselves are the story.

The key, then, is to communicate accurately and up-to-date information in a crisp and obvious manner. The future, according to Meyers, lies in digital feeds, new radar systems, the ability to watch storms move in real time and clearer design and animations.

Election graphics

Steve Davis, WPRI-TV, Providence, RI, took the podium to address another area with specific challenges: election computer systems. He described election night as a competitive and challenging time, with only one shot at getting it right.

Early election display systems, highly customized and subject to degradation and breakdown, were limited in their speed, graphic design and display capabilities. PC software advances, however, have solved most of these problems and opened the door to new, affordable, available and configurable software packages.

Davis pointed out that current, popular character generators are the mainstay of graphic display devices. Most of these incorporate a serial data interface (RS-232 or RS-422) that can be connected to an election computer.

He offered several recommendations in
One tape consistently gets good reports.

When you've got to get the story in one take, you've got to get Ampex. It's the tape professionals rely on to cover everything from four-alarm fires to world class sporting events. That's because we designed it to withstand the tortures of heat, humidity and freezing cold. And deliver fully saturated colors and rich, clean sound with minimal dropouts, tape after tape. Thanks to Ampex Process Management, our exclusive quality program. So you can concentrate on great shots instead of worrying about your tape.

Another Ampex exclusive is our convenient labeling system which helps you keep detailed, accurate shot lists as you go. And we always give you full technical support, immediate deliveries and the personal attention of your Ampex representative. So when you've only got one shot at a story, cover it with Ampex. Anything less could be bad news.

AMPEX
It's your best shot.

Ampex Corporation
Magnetic Tape Division
4Cl Broadway
Redwood City, CA 94063
(415) 367-3809
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selecting an election computer system. Be sure that the prospective system is capable of handling a local data source such as a standard news wire, manual entries and dial-up data such as that provided by networks for their affiliates. Check to see that the system provides tabulations, percentages, projections, the ability to customize and configure and, finally, backup and recovery provisions.

Once the system is chosen and installed, Davis said, tests using realistic data, sufficient rehearsals and preliminary on-air tests are necessary to ensure the best possible election-night results.

Future graphics applications Cathy Galvin, Ampex Video Systems Division, was the third speaker of the morning. Her paper focused on the practical, real-world integration of digital and analog equipment for today and tomorrow. The current operational and technical transitions are forcing people to learn new production methods. She noted that artists must learn to be creative in a technical medium in which engineers still are experiencing digital bugs. At the same time, advertisers and producers are calling for new and more attractive designs.

The near future is likely to see integration of composite digital and analog equipment alongside a "component island" of edit and/or graphic suites. She said integration will be helped by the CCIR 601 standard.

The past five years have brought a new wave of electronic designers who have made the jump from print. This transition, Galvin explained, transcends the boundaries of a paint system. And, as the learning curve matures, artists and designers will spend less time learning new technology and more time designing and producing better pictures. The ultimate "do-it-all"

Continued on page 52

Nothing sells an LPB® console like the station that bought one

We recently surveyed a group of radio station General Managers who purchased LPB audio consoles...

TX 100kw FM—"Delighted; it simply won't stop."

UT FM—"Love it; would certainly buy another. Best all-around console we've ever had."

NY AM—"Great board; our second LPB. Wouldn't buy anything else."

SC AM—"Best I've ever had. It was recommended by our consultant. Have anyone interested call us."

OH FM—"Our second LPB board, because we liked the first so well!!! Never had any problem with either."

WV 50kw FM—"Couldn't be happier with it. Certainly pleased with your rep's presentation."

CA AM/FM—"Our operators love it. It's a solid console. The good layout made it easy to install."

What are you saying about your console?

Call your LPB Dealer or LPB

LPB® LPB Inc.
28 Bacton Hill Road
Frazer, PA 19355
(215) 644-1123

© is a registered trademark of LPB Inc.
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Want a distortion analyzer that’s out-of-date...or up-to-date?

The new 1130 Distortion Analyzer from Boonton takes you out of the past and into the present with automatic and fast distortion measurements. Instead of the old, slow, manual-tuning method, the 1130 automatically displays total harmonic distortion, typically in less than 1 second.

In addition to fast distortion measurements, the versatile 1130 measures frequency from 5 Hz to 200 kHz, AC and DC levels to 300 V, and SINAD. And our selectable low-pass, high-pass, and weighted filters speed and simplify your testing.

But most important the model 1130 can improve your competitiveness:

- With its fast measurement rate. Automatic testing throughput is increased.
- With panel setups stored in memory. Redundant tests are duplicated quickly and consistently.
- With test repeatability. Interdepartment measurements are consistent.
- And with a very attractive price.

Standard Features:

- Distortion fundamental frequency range 10 Hz to 100 kHz.
- 10 mV sensitivity
- Residual distortion typically < 0.001%.
- Fully differential or single-ended input.
- Average or RMS detection.
- Non-volatile storage of 99 complete panel setups.
- Full function IEEE-488 bus interface, standard.

For immediate action, call or circle the appropriate response number.

BOONTON
Boonton Electronics Corp.
791 Route 10, Randolph, NJ 07869
Telephone (201) 584-1077
Fax (201) 584-3037

Signal Generators  Modulation Analyzers  RF Power Meters  RF Millivoltmeters  Capacitance Meters and Bridges  Audio Test Instruments
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NOW ALL YOU NEED TO DO ALL THIS,
IS THIS,

AND THIS.

The Tektronix VM700 Video Measurement Set puts complete digital monitoring and measurement at your fingertips. It offers more in performance and ease of use than you’ve ever had in a video measurement set.

All functions are controlled by a few simple, front-panel pushbuttons. Results are accurate and repeatable. And it’s all done by one powerful package, at a very reasonable price.

The VM700 makes all standard television measurements automatically. It can compare them to limits you’ve defined and generate an alarm message if limits are exceeded.

To save even more time, you can define any sequence of operations as a function. Later, when you want them performed, the measurements will be made automatically—complete with printout.

Access to manual testing at the touch of a button. For detailed analysis, an actual signal can be displayed and additional measurements made manually. Waveform mode cursors ease the way to accurate time, frequency and amplitude measurements. And you can expand any point of a waveform display vertically and horizontally just by touching the point on the screen.

To learn more, get in touch with Tek! Call your Tektronix representative to demonstrate the simplicity and power of the VM700. No other video measurement set provides so many capabilities in one easy-to-use instrument.

Tektronix
COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE
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system, however, probably will never be built, because not everyone needs such a system. In fact, it's unlikely that anyone could agree on what "do-it-all" includes.

CBS graphics facility
Patricia Dovas, CBS News, discussed the explosive growth of computer graphics in broadcasting and its unabated progress in the 1980s. Her paper, "A Centralized Graphics Facility for the CBS Broadcast Center," described the network's growth from early CBS Laboratories character generators to powerful 3-D animation systems, as well as the integration of artists into the editorial process.

To complete the expansion of the network's graphic capability, a joint planning committee—including representatives from the news, sports and engineering departments—began by first developing the system's goals. The controlled, creative environment required flexibility, visual contact among artists, proximity of equipment, compatibility with existing gear, ease of use and centralization of work. Aesthetically, the ergonomic goal was to make the work environment pleasing and functional. The result was clustered, modular work stations; half-height walls; track lights; a stereo; individual temperature controls; controlled traffic patterns; low noise levels; non-reflective, medium-tone walls; carpeting; and individual, adjustable work consoles.

Computer animation
Don Miskowich, Symbolics, discussed several points with respect to the state and future of computer animation. He said that rendering (the computer process of describing an object's attributes, such as size and reflectance capabilities) is being well-handled by today's hardware. In fact, he stated, the rendering "number-crunching" can now be sent out of house to independent rendering facilities.

Other major issues in computer animation, according to Miskowich, are its design and specifications. The detailed and time-consuming effort involved in designing each component detail, element by element and move by move, is a painstaking process.

Rule-based modeling and behavioral animation, however, are recent developments addressing this problem. These concepts are programs, or tools, to help animators quickly complete complicated designs. Although engineering rules such as these are common in computer-aided design (CAD) systems, they are just now migrating into modeling packages of animation systems.

In an example of flying birds in "Stanley & Stella in Breaking the Ice," the animator told the computer how fast and how slow the birds could fly, the turning radius to be used, that they could not run into each other or other objects in their physical environment, and that they should fly as close as possible to the flock's center. The 80 animated birds and their 80 fish counterparts resulted in an excellent, complex and engrossing film that was probably well beyond the scope of what an animator could do without these tools. The payoff in human productivity is great; animators and artists are freed from tedious technical details to do what they do best.

Advanced TV systems
At 8:50 a.m., only a few seats were available in room 18 for the advanced TV transmission systems engineering session. The session started on time, and by 9 a.m., it was standing room only. Robert Hopkins, Advanced Television Systems Committee (ATSC), provided an update of the committee's work in sorting the various proposals and formats.

Later, Dr. James E. Carnes, the David Sarnoff Labs, fired several shots in what may prove to be a long and expensive battle between the Japanese manufacturers and U.S. terrestrial broadcasters. Carnes suggested that most of the proposed
THE FUTURE OF UHF TELEVISION HAS ARRIVED ...

KLYSTRODES

The future of UHF Television Transmitters is again brought to you by COMARK. After extensive research, product development and testing, the world's first Klystrode TV transmitter will be on the air this summer. From the very first moment that the Georgia Public Telecommunications Commission turns on its new Comark 120 kW Klystrone UHF Transmitter, they can look forward to slashing their energy bills by $50,000 or more a year...year after year! Once again Comark has used groundbreaking technology to deliver tremendous bottom line savings for its customers, while the competition watched from the sidelines.

Best of all, these transmitters are in production now! Call your regional sales office for a firm price and delivery quotation.

Comark. Technology you can bank on.

COMARK COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
A Thomson-CSF Company

Southeastern Sales Office
Byron E. Fischer
P.O. Box 179
Cropwell, AL 35054
(205) 525-5660

Northeastern Sales Office
Richard E. Fiore, Jr.
P.O. Box 616
Southwick, MA 01077
(413) 568-1808

Western Sales Office
Marty Jackson
P.O. Box 66507
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
(408) 438-4273

COMARK COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
A Thomson-CSF Company

P.O. Box 506, Route 309 & Advance Lane
Colmar, PA 18915 • (215) 822-0777 • Telex: 846075
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HDTV systems pose serious problems for broadcasters because they require extra spectrum or are not compatible with existing NTSC receivers. Carnes also said that when HDTV images become available to the home viewer, NTSC images will appear (to the viewer) to be impaired. He asserted that, in lieu of a practical approach for broadcasting advanced TV images to the home, terrestrial broadcast is likely to become the "AM radio of video." Carnes spoke strongly against the proposed NHK proposal, which he said would end more than 40 years of terrestrial broadcasting in the United States and could result in the demise of 850 TV stations that serve local communities.

Richard Iredale, The Del Rey Group, proposed the HD-NTSC standard of HDTV, which produces a 6MHz compatible NTSC

Continued on page 58

**Table 1.** Comparison of D-1 and D-2 applications and key parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPLICATION</th>
<th>D-1 FORMAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAYERING</td>
<td>MULTI-EFFECTS EDITING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASTERRING/REPLICATION</td>
<td>FILM-TO-TAPE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATA STORAGE/ARCHIVE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VIDEO I/O</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RGB/Y, R-Y/B-Y/BETACAM/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP - 125/EBU TECH-3246-E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AUDIO I/O</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-CHANNEL (AES/EBU)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASSETTE</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19mm-S,M,L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLAY TIME</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SMALL</td>
<td>16µm 11 MIN 13µm (TAPE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
<td>34 MIN 41 MIN 94 MIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LARGE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAPE COATING</td>
<td>850E METAL OXIDE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAPE SPEED</td>
<td>286mm/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| D-2 FORMAT                         |                                                                          |
| PRESENT TYPE C APPLICATIONS        |                                                                          |

| COMPOSITE ANALOG RP-125X           |                                                                          |

| 4-CHANNEL (AES/EBU)                |                                                                          |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASSETTE</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19mm-S,M,L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| PLAY TIME                          |                                                                          |
| SMALL                              | 13µm (TAPE) 32 MIN                                                      |
| MEDIUM                             | 94 MIN                                                                  |
| LARGE                              | 208 MIN                                                                 |
| TAPE COATING                       | 1,500e METAL PARTICLE                                                   |
| TAPE SPEED                         | 131.7mm/s                                                               |

By the turn of the century there will be 12,500,000,000 more slides to file...

The image boom is coming... And you need to be prepared.

Computerize your slide library with the speed and efficiency you've grown to expect from today's workplace.

The best approach? The Gallery 2000 Automated Image Library from Rank Cintel. It's a database, still store, workstation network, graphics, and on-air production and transmission tool in one.

Gallery 2000 manages from 400 to millions of slides. And since it's 4:2:2 compatible it integrates with a range of digital studio devices - today and tomorrow.

**Call for a free systems analysis of your company's image management needs:**

312-426-2450

Rank Cintel Inc.
Gallery 2000

704 Executive Boulevard, Valley Cottage, New York 10989, New York Telephone: Sales -- (914) 268-8911
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When you're in the fast-paced business of news, why use outdated microphones? Time marches on, and old habits become bad habits if you don't keep up with the times.

The M 58, on the other hand, proudly benefits from new technical developments like a unique design employing a tiny, low mass diaphragm. Highly sensitive and accurate, its contoured upper frequency response produces unprecedented intelligibility, even off axis. A sophisticated modern internal shock-mount system reduces handling noise and vibration down to new levels. The 58 is scientifically "weight balanced" for greater comfort during lengthy interviews. Its slim, elegant profile and special "on-camera" finish look exceptional—in an understated way—on camera. The mic's thoroughly rugged and reliable construction stands out in a world of "disposable" mics.

If your news microphone is old news, audition an M 58 at your authorized Beyerd dealer and experience the sound of modern news mic technology. Or contact: beyerdynamic U.S., 5-05 Burns Avenue, Hicksville, New York 11801, (516) 935-8060, FAX (516) 935-8018.

ACCURACY IN AUDIO

beyerdynamic
Canon Answers the Needs of the Broadcast Industry Once Again.
Introducing the Canon J50X9.5BIE.

Canon answers the demanding requirements of electronic field production with the sensational new J50X9.5BIE. The perfect lens for outdoor events like the Super Bowl and the Calgary Olympics where the J50X was put into action. Featuring a 50X zoom ratio, f1.4 maximum aperture, and an effective focal length of 9.5 to 950mm, thanks to its built-in 1.5X and 2X extenders. Any way you look at it, the J50X9.5 gives you incredible reach. Yet, it's great indoors too, with a minimum object distance of 7.2 feet and macrofocusing to 20 inches. Plus the usual high M.T.F., minimized distortion and chromatic aberration you've come to expect from Canon broadcast lenses.

An optional rotary shutter provides a choice of 1/1,000th, 1/500th and 1/250th sec. high shutter speeds and will interface with most major manufacturer's cameras.

The J50X9.5BIE is designed for outstanding performance on both 2/3" tube and CCD cameras. And with a weight of just 36 lbs., these credentials are even more impressive. Simply stated, the J50X represents the most advanced design in optical technology available to the broadcast industry today. There is no better lens to meet the tough professional standards of electronic field production. So the next time you need a broadcast lens with the reach of a 50X zoom and unsurpassed optical quality choose Canon. Because no other lens measures up.
Good Reasons To Call RTS When You Need A High-Performance Amplifier System.

Our Series 2500 Amplifier System affords a broad range of amplifiers with top-rated specifications that sound great! For example, distribution amplifiers, line drivers, buffer amps, VCA circuits, and microphone preamps. Special products include a mix-minus matrix, summing switcher, multiple relays, and more.

We think you'll agree with our sound reasoning. Please call or write for detailed literature.

PROFESSIONAL INTERCOMMUNICATIONS • PROFESSIONAL AUDIO PRODUCTS

1100 West Chestnut Street • Burbank, California 91506 • Telephone 818 840 7119 • Telex 194855 • Telex 818 842 4921
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system. The Del Rey system includes doubling the current resolution, using a wide aspect ratio, removing NTSC artifacts and going to digital audio. The increased resolution would come from changing the shape of the screen pixels, allowing three times as many pixels to be placed in the same area on the display device.

Several other parameters would be changed with this system. The frame rate would be slowed to 10fps for stationary objects and to the normal 30fps for objects in motion. The pixels would be scanned sequentially, removing the flicker that would be expected from such a slow frame rate. Small bars added to the top and bottom of the picture would contain digital information such as audio and would make the 5:3 aspect ratio compatible with NTSC's 4:3.

The MUSE family of HDTV transmission systems was presented by Taiji Nishizawa, the Japan Broadcasting Corporation (NHK). The NHK HDTV system was tested last year in Washington, DC, using two contiguous UHF channels. Because there is a strong desire in the United States for an NTSC-compatible system using the current channel plan, NHK has proposed a series of plans using the MUSE standard (see Figure 11).

NHK is proposing adoption of the MUSE 1125/60 format for studio use because this standard already is being used in equipment currently on the market. NHK then suggested one of the other MUSE systems as the transmission standard if NTSC compatibility is absolutely necessary.

William E. Glenn presented a signal propagation and interference study for a compatible HDTV transmission system, developed at the New York Institute of Technology. The system, called VISTA, is a 1,125-line format. It operates by passing the HDTV signal through an encoder, which results in an NTSC-compatible signal that the station transmits in the normal manner. An augmentation signal also would be broadcast, conceivably by a UHF station. Consequently, the HDTV receivers would require separate tuners for the two frequencies.

Glenn also said that many of the proposed systems are using analog components with different time bases. He claimed that these differences may result in echo shift in a UHF/VHF broadcast system. Path differences may shift the position of echoes (stretch them out) in the display, resulting in the chroma and luminance having different echo positions on the screen. The VISTA system uses the same time base for all signals, so that if echoes result, they fall close in to the main image, as with the present NTSC signal. The system will be tested within the next year, and propagation studies will be conducted to verify some of the proposals.
COMPARE OUR SYSTEMS CAPABILITY... AND DISCOVER HOW YOU CAN LAUNCH A COMPLETE, ULTIMATE-QUALITY INTERCOM SYSTEM PROVIDING ALL THE FUNCTIONS YOU NEED. WHETHER YOU SEEK THE LATEST IN DIGITALLY-CONTROLLED BELTPACKS—FULL-DUPLEX WIRELESS TRANSCIEVERS—HIGH-PERFORMANCE FEATURES SUCH AS MICROPROCESSOR-CONTROLLED STATION ISO—IFB/PROGRAM INTERRUPT—CLEAR-COM'S FAR-REACHING PRODUCT LINE GIVES YOU MORE COMMUNICATIONS POWER AND FLEXIBILITY THAN EVER BEFORE.

TO GO WHERE NO INTERCOM HAS GONE BEFORE... IN ANY APPLICATION WHERE FAST, EASY, CRYSTAL-CLEAR COMMUNICATION IS VITAL:

- BROADCAST STUDIOS
- MOBILE TELEPRODUCTION UNITS
- POST-PRODUCTION FACILITIES
- INDUSTRIAL/CORPORATE SYSTEMS
- CONVENTION CENTERS
- PERFORMING ARTS/SPORTS COMPLEXES
- THEATRICAL PRODUCTIONS

AS CLEAR-COM SYSTEM APPLICATIONS AND CONFIGURATIONS CONTINUE TO EXPAND, ONE FACT REMAINS THE SAME. CLEAR-COM PROVIDES COMPLETE ENGINEERING SUPPORT, ABOVE AND BEYOND ALL TERRESTRIAL EXPECTATIONS.

EXPLORE THE CLEAR-COM SYSTEM. AT A PRICE THAT'S DOWN-TO-EARTH—FOR PERFORMANCE THAT'S LIGHT YEARS AHEAD.

MAKE CONTACT WITH YOUR CLEAR-COM DEALER OR WRITE/CALL US FOR A FREE BROCHURE.
Figure 11. The MUSE family of HDTV systems is based on the 1125/60 HDTV studio standard. Note the various proposed distribution methods.

UHF transmission systems

The common thread running through all the papers in the UHF-TV transmission systems session was improved ac-to-RF efficiency. The improvement can come through more efficient transmitter operation or by placing radiated power where it will do the most good.

Harvey Arnold, University of North Carolina Center for Public Television, presented an informative paper on updating older transmitters with modern technology. Arnold argued that upgrading existing hardware, rather than purchasing a new transmitter, can be effective in some situations. He made seven suggestions for equipment upgrading:

- Replace the high-voltage contactor. Although this may not directly affect efficiency, it can have a significant effect on system reliability.
- Replace the heat exchanger. Water-cooled klystron transmitters will benefit from improved cooling capacity as well as better temperature regulation.
- Replace the filterplexer with a modern notch diplexer. This will reduce insertion loss.

Harvey Arnold, University of North Carolina Center for Public Television, presented an informative paper on updating older transmitters with modern technology. Arnold argued that upgrading existing hardware, rather than purchasing a new transmitter, can be effective in some situations. He made seven suggestions for equipment upgrading:

- Replace the high-voltage contactor. Although this may not directly affect efficiency, it can have a significant effect on system reliability.
- Replace the heat exchanger. Water-cooled klystron transmitters will benefit from improved cooling capacity as well as better temperature regulation.
- Replace the filterplexer with a modern notch diplexer. This will reduce insertion loss.

Harvey Arnold, University of North Carolina Center for Public Television, presented an informative paper on updating older transmitters with modern technology. Arnold argued that upgrading existing hardware, rather than purchasing a new transmitter, can be effective in some situations. He made seven suggestions for equipment upgrading:

- Replace the high-voltage contactor. Although this may not directly affect efficiency, it can have a significant effect on system reliability.
- Replace the heat exchanger. Water-cooled klystron transmitters will benefit from improved cooling capacity as well as better temperature regulation.
- Replace the filterplexer with a modern notch diplexer. This will reduce insertion loss.
Here is the World's Only Universal TV Signal Analyzer With:

- **High Speed** — 40 parameters in only 3 sec. — nothing else comes close.
- **High Precision** — Accurate and repeatable 0.01 resolution.
- **Multi Waveforms** — VITS, full field and selective field measurements for all applications.
- **Signal Subtraction** — Local and remote subtraction of input errors.
- **Limit Comparison** — Urgent, caution and acceptance limits for all parameters.
- **Remote Control** — GPIB and RS232-C as standard.
- **10 Video Inputs Standard** — Expandable to 64.
- **Hard Copy** — Screen dump or user definable printouts.
- **Search and Recognition Mode** — Allows VITS to be found and measured.
- **Multi Standard** — One instrument measures 525 and 625.

PLUS...

- **Plus...**
- **Multi Waveforms** — VITS, full field and selective field measurements for all applications.
- **Signal Subtraction** — Local and remote subtraction of input errors.
- **Limit Comparison** — Urgent, caution and acceptance limits for all parameters.
- **Remote Control** — GPIB and RS232-C as standard.

This one instrument, Model 2924, satisfies all video assessment applications... for users and manufacturers of studio, links, transmitters, satellites, switches, cable TV...

For detailed literature...or a Demo...

**CALL TOLL FREE**

1-800-233-2955
loss allowing easier power upgrade and conversion to MTS stereo.

- Replace the exciter and IPA. A new exciter sets the stage for other upgrades such as stereo or pulser operation. Additionally, a new exciter allows wider video precorrection, multiplex capability and the elimination of high-power vestigial sideband filters.
- Install a pulser. Although difficult, this can be one of the most cost-beneficial of all upgrades. The savings in decreased power bills may quickly pay for this change.
- Replace the beam supply. Today's supplies are rugged, reliable and do not contain PCBs. Mounting such a supply outside the building also can reduce air-conditioning load.
- Replace the antenna. Antenna replacement can improve and tailor power distribution to provide a better signal over desired population areas. A new antenna may provide additional effective radiated power and greater reliability and eliminate the need for de-icers.

The total cost for these improvements, including the antenna, can total approximately $425,000, which may be less than a new 60kW transmitter. One drawback to these upgrades is that your engineering department will have to spend many hours planning and executing the changes.

Klystrons, Klystrodes and transistors

The final report on the multistage depressed-collector klystron (MSDC), by Earl McCune and Glen Huffman, Varian Associates, covered the project started by Varian in 1984. The MSDC project was initiated jointly by funding from NASA, NAB and PBS in an effort to increase the operating efficiency of klystrons.

The tube, now designated VKP-7555S, was tested at 60kW peak sync power at 850MHz. Tube construction is essentially identical to that of any other klystron, with the exception of the collector assembly. On the MSDC tube, the collector is comprised of four stages and shaped to distribute current as RF drive levels change. The tube has 40dB of gain, an 8MHz bandwidth and a 1.316 figure of merit. Test results are termed as “encouraging” and compare closely with predicted values.

Klystrode

Merrald Shrader, Varian Eimac division, presented a paper updating the latest in Klystrode technology. In 1985, Klystrodes could produce 30kW at 72% efficiency. Currently, Varian is producing a 60kW Klystrode operating at Class B with 80% efficiency. The tube's double-tuned output cavities are used to obtain the required bandwidth, and the antenna is coupled into the second cavity.

The tube demonstrated its ruggedness during developmental testing when the system load opened up. The tube continued to operate with no damage, according to Shrader. Although the operating situation is not recommended, the test indicates the Klystrode's capability to withstand unusual conditions.
Introducing

The most innovative pair of STLs on the market.

- Frequency Agile
- Excellent Selectivity
- Comprehensive Metering
- Built-in Receiver Transfer Circuitry
- Switchable Monaural/Composite Operation

The PCL 6020 and 6030 Studio-Transmitter Links blend technology and innovative design to provide a reliable, high-performance alternative to leased telephone lines.

The PCL 6000 Series STLs feature transparent audio, excellent selectivity, built-in receiver transfer circuitry, extensive front-panel metering, and frequency agility.

Now, you can select monaural or composite operation from a single system in the field. Receiver IF bandwidth can be set in the field or in the factory for 100 to 500 kHz channel spacing.

**PCL 6010 Transmitter**

The 6010 Transmitter is common to the 6020 and 6030 systems, and uses direct modulation techniques. FM frequency modulation is converted to final output through an up converter mixer. For long STL paths, a 15-watt transmitter power output is available as an option.

**PCL 6020 System**

The dual conversion PCL 6020 Receiver uses an FM quadrature detector to provide maximum fidelity. Use the PCL 6020 to replace an older STL, such as the PCL-505 for a 10 dB improvement in SNR and stereo separation.

**PCL 6030 System**

The PCL 6030 system offers the highest performance in hostile RF environments. The triple conversion PCL 6030 Receiver uses a digital pulse counting discriminator to provide the transparent audio necessary with aggressive processing techniques.

Call Moseley Marketing for more information, and for all your STL needs.

Moseley

111 Castilian Drive
Santa Barbara, CA 93117
805 968 9621
FAX: 805 685 9638
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The design of even more powerful Klystrodes has been spurred on by space defense research. Varian is proposing a superpower Klystrode capable of 50kW average power and peak power of 500kW. In the next phase of the project, a tube will be developed with an average power of 500kW and peak power in the megawatt range.

**Klystrode transmitter**

Nat Ostroff presented a paper on Comark's new line of Klystrode transmitters. The principle design advantages are simplicity and efficiency. A Klystrode design has an inherent need for more drive, about 600W for 60kW operation. But operation in Class B results in a total plant power consumption of 83kW for 60kW RF output. This figure compares with 140kW total plant input for the same 60kW RF out with some other designs.

The transmitter has some unique power-supply requirements, including a sophisticated crowbar circuit that will shut down a 50A trip in 10µs (see Figure 12).

**Solid-state UHF transmitters**

Solid-state power amplifiers have reached the UHF broadcaster. Joe Engle, NEC, discussed the American debut of a solid-state UHF TV transmitter. Each power-amplifier module develops 800W of RF and, like Klystrodes, draws power only while being modulated. The transmitter provides redundant operation with two 800W RF modules, each of which are powered by a separate power supply. Any module can be removed while the transmitter is on the air, allowing for on-the-air replacement.

The highest power-supply voltage is 28V; consequently, other than ac supply-line voltage, no high voltage is present within the transmitter. Because there are no filaments to warm up, the transmitter is an effective instant-on device. Total transmitter efficiency is 88%.

The offerings at this year's NAB engineering conference were bountiful. In fact, there were far more sessions than you could ever hope to attend.

The 566-page "Proceedings," available from the NAB, contains many of the papers presented at the convention, as well as many of the visuals used with them. So, if you were unable to attend all the sessions that interested you, or if you simply couldn't make it to NAB this year, the "Proceedings" will be a good reference guide.

**Fiber-optics update**

By Rick Lehtinen, TV technical editor

Fiber optics was the topic of two speeches at this year's NAB convention. Richard O. Claus, of the Fiber and Electro-Optics Research Center of Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA, spoke on "The How and Why of Fiber Transmission Systems". Robert Blackburn, of Bell Communications Research, Morristown, NJ, reported on the use of fiber as a means for telcos to transmit customer signals.

**Light propagation in optical fibers**

Claus described an optical fiber as a series of concentric, cylindrical layers of dielectric material (glass or plastic), about the thickness of a human hair. The fiber is covered with buffers and jacketing to make it durable, and several fibers may be bundled together with strain-relieving material to form a cable. Light rays travel down the core of an optical fiber in about the same way a bullet would travel down a long pipe. It would bounce from side to side, and a number of different trajectories would be possible. It could go straight down the middle, ricochet from side to side, or maybe even corkscrew. The same is true of light traveling by way of fiber.

A path with few bounces most quickly gets the light to where it's going: a heavily reflected ray will lag. This is one cause of distortion in fibers. Also, current optical emitters have broad spectrum outputs, and light of different frequencies travels down the pipe in various trajectories, causing similar distortion problems. Consequently, there is a practical limit to how long a fiber can carry a signal before retransmission is necessary. Although the distortion in optical fiber is minimal compared with that in copper conductors, it is, nonetheless, a factor in system design.

In spite of this, fiber has fantastic potential applications in broadcasting. An optical-fiber communication system can be thought of as a radio system with a carrier frequency of 1000THz (100,000GHz), about a million times the frequency of current TV transmitters. Theoretically, this means a potential for about a million times the modulation bandwidth of current television. Today's fiber systems have about 1,000 times the bandwidth of copper systems. Although this is more bandwidth than is needed at present, the fibers have the facility to accommodate future systems expansion.

Fibers are made of dielectric materials. This means they don't conduct, they don't radiate and they don't crosstalk. They also don't pick up hum currents from stray electromagnetic fields, as copper can, which makes them immune to EMI, RFI and EMP, or electromagnetic pulse from nuclear explosions (Fiber is affected by radiation, however, through the radiation's effects on impurities in the glass. When the radiation is removed, the fiber returns to normal.) Because a fiber transmission system resembles a long opto-isolator, there are no ground loops. And no voltage flows, so fibers can't make sparks, which makes them safe in most environments.

Fibers are small and lightweight, saving conduit space and loading. They can conserve radio spectrum in point-to-point applications, and, because they are difficult to tap, they are secure. Finally, the cost of fiber-optic equipment and cable has declined dramatically over the past decade. There may be a higher front-end cost, but long-term cost/performance trade-offs also should be considered.

Fiber also can be used for remote illumination and sensing. With proper coupling, external stimuli can affect the way fiber transmits light, changing its intensity, phase and polarization. This means that a broadcaster could use fiber optics to monitor electric current and temperature and to detect fire or intruders.

**Networks of tomorrow**

According to Blackburn, customer-controllable terrestrial 45Mb/s (DS3) distribution networks using optical fibers or microwaves may be available in the future. Such networks could serve as an alternate or supplement to existing satellite distribution systems.

Video-rate coders, necessary for conversion of video signals into the digital format of DS3, are available and have been used in broadcast applications. Unfortunately, standards allowing interchange between coders of different manufacturers have yet to be developed, hindering large-scale use of the systems.

Nevertheless, designers envision the development of terrestrial networks having the same autonomous control (ability to switch and reconfigure the network at will) that broadcasters have become accustomed to with satellites. Satellites would back up this network, and vice versa. Five TV networks, four interexchange carriers (long-distance carriers) and 12 equipment suppliers are slated to participate in an 8-city test of this type of distribution network next year.
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Electromagnetic radiation update

By Brad Dick, technical editor

Environmental concerns continue to haunt broadcasters. As evidence were the sessions dealing with PCBs and RF radiation problems, where attendees learned of recent attempts to deal with both issues. On a day-to-day basis, the FCC RF exposure guidelines seem to create the most problems.

Many broadcast engineers find it difficult to perform their work while conforming to the commission's regulations on RF exposure. This is especially true at powerful AM stations. At least one company is working on the problem by developing remote antenna meters. As outlined in the session, the problems associated with reading AM base current from remote locations are not solved easily.

Another difficulty centers on the high RF fields generated in antenna tuning units (ATUs), which occasionally must be adjusted or repaired. Unfortunately, engineers are notorious for working on these devices with RF applied. Richard Tell, Richard Tell Associates, presented evidence from his research showing the intense magnetic fields that are possible, especially around the coils in high-power AM installations. By the time Tell finished, at least some of the attendees may have decided to mend their ways.

The key to operator safety lies in conforming to the regulations with respect to RF exposure. In an effort to protect both the public and station operators, the commission released an ominous-sounding document entitled "Evaluating Compliance With FCC-Specified Guidelines for Human Exposure to Radio-Frequency Radiation," otherwise known as OST 65. Although the bulletin is "not designed to establish mandatory procedures," you can bet your station had better meet the guidelines if you want to stay in business.

ANSI protection guidelines

The guidelines are based on the radiation protection recommendations issued by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) in 1982, titled C96.1-1982, "American National Standard Safety Levels With Respect to Human Exposure to Radio-Frequency Electromagnetic Fields, 300kHz to 100GHz." Effective Jan. 1, 1986, all broadcast stations were required to meet the exposure levels specified in these guidelines.

However, because the guidelines are complex, the commission developed tables, figures, equations and other helpful information for stations to use in determining compliance, and this data was issued in OST 65. This bulletin is the key to finding out whether you meet the requirements.

So what?

Broadcasters are required to certify that their facilities meet the exposure in two general forms: license renewal and construction permit applications. If the application or renewal form asks the question: "Is commission grant of this application a major action under Section 1.1305 of the FCC rules?" then you have to determine your station's compliance. You want to be able to answer this question with a "no." Otherwise, you must attach a narrative describing the facility. The commission would weigh the information, and perhaps call for an environmental impact statement, which might require modification of the proposed or existing facilities.

Fortunately, most stations will be able to truthfully answer no to the question. However, before you can, you must assess the current RF exposure levels around your transmitter and tower site. This is where a copy of OST 65 is required.

Determining compliance

Three determination methods, ranging from simple to complex, are described in the bulletin. The easiest compliance-determination method relies on printed tables and figures. Many broadcasters will be able to determine that their facility is in compliance simply by using these tables and figures. A table of worst-case situations was developed by the NAB and can be used as a guideline (see Table 1). However, do not use the table in determining actual compliance for your station. Instead, use the data and methods contained in OST 65.

If the bulletin's tables and figures do not indicate that your station is in compliance, try to determine compliance through the calculation methods listed.

The last determination method relies on RF measurements. The procedures are complex and probably should not be undertaken by stations without outside expertise. Community antenna, multiantenna or other complex RF situations also are likely to require measurements.

Again, the decision to make these measurements should not be taken lightly. The measurement procedures are complex, and specialized equipment is needed. You'll be glad you obtained specialized expertise if your measurement data is challenged later.

Operator safety

Although it is often easy to bring a transmitter site into compliance as far as the public is concerned, through fencing or other restrictive tactics, maintaining a safe RF environment for your staff may be more difficult. Maintenance personnel often must work close to high-RF potentials. A change in work habits may be required if maintenance or adjustments make it necessary for an employee to be near high-power transmitters, ATUs and antennas.

Train your operators to follow safe practices when working near high-power RF components. Don't be shy about telling the station manager that the station needs to leave the air for maintenance or that power must be reduced while adjustments are made.

Finally, do not allow contractors to work in or near your facility without providing them adequate protection. For example, many stations no longer will be able to maintain normal operations during tower lamp replacement. In a case such as this, either switch to another antenna, reduce power or leave the air when workers are near excessive RF levels. In today's litigation-minded society, you don't want to be responsible for someone being hurt because the transmitter power was not reduced sufficiently while they went about their jobs.

Table 1. The values shown represent "worst-case" examples in terms of power output and distance from the antenna. Complete details are available in FCC bulletin OST 65.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AM STATIONS</th>
<th>TV STATIONS</th>
<th>FM STATIONS WITH CIRCULAR POLARIZATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANSI LIMIT = 100mW/cm²</td>
<td>ANSI LIMITS:</td>
<td>ANSI LIMIT = 1mW/m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERP</td>
<td>DISTANCE (FT)</td>
<td>ERP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1kW</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>318kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5kW</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>CH. 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10kW</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>CH. 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25kW</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>UHF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50kW</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2,000kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5,000kW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Wouldn’t it be great if somebody built a fully integrated station automation system that could handle all on-air operations, with off-the-shelf hardware, and backed by a ten-year warranty?
Somebody does.

The SAS-2 from Utah Scientific—part of a growing line of integrated automation systems. Machine control, cart control, business service interface, off-line recording—complete systems from a single source. And all backed by the industry’s only ten-year warranty.
Welcome back to Las Vegas!

With the NAB banner planted firmly in the Vegas venue (for two years, at least), the grandame of broadcast equipment shows opened to record crowds. And to the delight of vendors, this year’s crowds were in a buying mood. It was a “really big show” for the exhibitors and the attendees.

Of course, BE was there. Our 32 associates combed each booth and attended dozens of press conferences, briefings, booth tours, demonstrations and hospitality suites, gathering far more data than could ever fit into this issue. We knew that much of what we learned would have to wait for later publication, because to print it all would fill several volumes.

To make sure that the information that did see print was most in line with the needs of today’s broadcasters, we organized the fourth annual BE “Pick Hits” panel, 10 independent experts who agreed to take some time out of their NAB schedules to tell us what products they found new and interesting. They set out to select 10 radio and 10 TV products.

As always, the judges looked for products that are new, that have been designed to offer unique solutions to everyday broadcast problems, and that do the job at a fair price to the end-user. Obviously, not every new offering could be included on the pick hits list, so be sure to see “Show of Shows,” page 80D, for descriptions of all the new products we could find at the show.

BE’s panel of independent experts shares its favorite new products from NAB ’88.

By Brad Dick, radio technical editor, and Rick Lehtinen, TV technical editor

*TV pick hits*

**Ampex Corporation: ACE-25 editor**

The ACE-25 is a unified, integrated, computer-based editor, designed for the newsroom, off-line suite or the small post-production facility. The system controls up to four VTRs (three source, one record) and three GPIs. A modular product, the editor’s standard chassis provides slots for an optional internal 6-input composite or component switcher and a 6-input audio mixer with equalization. Two RS-422 ports allow interface to external switchers (such as the Ampex Vista and Penguin and Grass Valley Group’s GVG-100).

The unit has a 1,000-line SMPTE EDL and can perform cuts, wipes, dissolves and keys in either audio-follow-video or split audio and video modes. A key feature is the multifunction rotary knob, which con-

**The rules**

BE’s panel of judges followed these basic guidelines to select products as pick hits:

1. **They must be new products, not shown at a previous NAB.** In cases in which it was difficult to distinguish a “new” product from a modified or old product, they considered a new product to be one with a new model number or designation.

2. **They must have some positive impact on the everyday work of the user.** The judges searched for equipment that would be used on a regular basis at a station. They looked for equipment that provided a new solution to a common problem.

3. **They must offer a substantial improvement in current technology.** Although the equipment didn’t have to feature unique circuit architecture, the panel was alert for some new ideas on applying current technology.

4. **The product’s price must be within reach of the intended users.** The judges sought products marketed to a wide spectrum of broadcasters.

5. **The products must be available for purchase.** Equipment must have been displayed on the convention floor, be in production (or nearly so), and have delivery dates scheduled for within the year. Products demonstrated in private showings did not qualify.
A SUPERIOR TV DEMODULATOR NEEDN'T COST AN ARM AND A LEG!

At Rohde & Schwarz we've been selling high performance TV demodulators for years... and saving our customers thousands of dollars over competitive units. Our latest EMF series features envelope and synchronous detection. There's a Q signal output for ICPM measurements and an internal zero reference pulse for accurate modulation measurements.

The EMF series also provides a wide-band (120 kHz) aural output. Three feature-packed models to choose from:

- Model EMFT. Synthesized all-channel receiver including CATV to 550 MHz. (Frequency is selected by channel number ± 100 kHz AFC). Switchable SAW filter for adjacent channel requirements.
- Model EMFK. Single channel crystal-controlled receiver with a sensitive and selective front end for off air reception.
- Model EMFD. The precision TV demodulator for every transmitter site.

If you are willing to pass up Q-signal outputs, the EKF2 series offers synchronous demodulation and optional wide-band aural output at 1/3 less cost.

RROHDE & SCHWARZ
4425 Nicole Drive, Lanham, MD 20706
Telephone (301) 459-8800

Outside USA contact:
Rohde & Schwarz Headquarters;
D-8000 Munchen 80, Multiliftstr. 15,
Fed. Rep. of Germany
Tel.: (11) 9191 29-0
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controls all audio input levels, output levels, monitor levels and equalization parameters. For the internal video switcher, the knob sets fader position, video mix levels and key clip levels. It controls basic transport functions and also scrolls the EDL.

The ACE-25 is available in NTSC, PAL and PAL-M versions.

**Ampex Corporation: VPR-300 D-2 videotape recorder**
(Shared award with Sony DVR-10 D-2 VTR)
The judges were taken with the arrival of D-2 machinery. Two offerings in particular caught their eyes. As a result, the Ampex VPR-300 and the Sony DVR-10 (see page 74) share honors as one of the pick hits of the show.

The VPR-300 is a high-performance D-2 (digital composite) format VTR. Patterned after the performance characteristics of a VPR-3 with Zeus, the VPR-300 delivers all the performance features that users of 1-inch have become accustomed to, plus some. It can shuttle forward and backward at up to 60 times play speed, in color. Because it is digital, the recorder can provide 20 transparent generations of dubbing and redubbing, which is important in editing.

The VTR accommodates all three cassette sizes supported by the D-2 format. Using the largest cassette, the machine could record for nearly three and a half hours. The VPR-300 is gentle with tape as well, employing air guides and a pinch rollerless capstan. It also comes with an exceptional diagnostic package.

Perhaps the biggest plus is that it is compatible with the existing wiring in most broadcast facilities. A roll-out/roll-in replacement for any component system, the recorder is available in NTSC and PAL.

**BTS: LDK-900 studio CCD camera**
The BTS LDK-900 is a compact studio and field-production camera with high-resolution frame transfer CCD sensors. The camera uses a CCD/shutter combination, with picture elements of 610×492 in NTSC and 604×576 in PAL. Sensitivity is 1,750Ix at f/5.4, S/N 58dB (NTSC) at normal gain.

The camera may operate self-contained or with full RGB triax remote control capable of up to 2,000-meter cable runs. For use in stand-alone modes without a CCU, a small, optional local control panel allows painting by the camera's side. The LDK-900 consumes little power—170W, including a 70VA utility power outlet. It weighs less than 40 pounds. The unit is wrapped in a unique circular carrying handle. Other features include 7-inch viewfinder, microprocessor control, electronic exposure control, teleprompter channel, program-quality audio channel and intercom.

**Eventide: BD-1000 video/audio delay unit**
The Eventide BD-1000 digital video delay was cited for its ease of use. Similar to the companion audio delays that have protected call-in radio shows for years, the video delay now makes it possible to delay video out of a control room for one to 20 seconds. If someone says a "no-no," the producer can hit a dump button, and the program will return to real time. The BD-1000 will gradually remake the delay, invisibly "catching up" and automatically re-establishing the delay protection, without having to interrupt the program. The unit is RAM-based, and there are no moving recorder parts.

**Innovision: endoscopic lenses**
The novel Innovision lenses will most likely find application in documentary work and other uses requiring hard-to-get shots (such as photographing the inside of a beehive). These lenses consist of a series of glass optic relays that run down the center of a stainless steel tube. Outside the optics, but still inside the tube, are bundles of fiber optics that shine out of the front of the lens to illuminate the subject. Light from the 250W, 5,600°K illumination source is fed to the fiber optics at the camera end from a special saline-filled "Liquid Light" flexible cable. The lens couples to the camera body with an adapter that includes the focus ring. The lenses have an angle of view of approximately 60° and various angles of view depending on the lens choice. Most can rotate 350° around the long axis without having to move the camera.

**Larcan: solid-state TV transmitter**
The Larcan solid-state VHF-TV transmitter, dubbed the "M" series, is modular; adding more power is a matter of dropping in more cards. The highest voltage used (other than the PC power) is 35V, so all the problems and dangers associated with vacuum-tube power supplies are...
Your next news story could be on any satellite, in any format.

With MAT, you'll have it in seconds.

MAT gives you unprecedented access to any satellite, at any time. So if you want to monitor an uplink from anywhere in the country, you can do it.
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MAT can also be located away from your station to avoid C-band interference, and controlled remotely through a computer dumb terminal via phone line or STL link.

Meets tough broadcast specs.

MAT was designed for use in the professional broadcast environment, so it meets or exceeds all RS 250B specs. And in addition to a normal video output, MAT provides an AGC’d output that maintains a constant level, regardless of source deviation.

There are a number of options with MAT, including terrestrial interference traps that can be programmed for use on just those channels that demand it, and your choice of a 3.66, 5, or 7 meter antenna, with either a motor-driven el/az or polar mount. And as always, we’ll be happy to work with you to meet any special requirement you may have.
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Varian's Microwave Tube Division now offers UHF-TV broadcasters two new devices that can significantly reduce their power bills. These devices are the Multi-Stage Depressed Collector (MSDC) Klystrons and Integral Cavity Klystrons with Annular Control Electrode (ACE) guns.

The photo on the left is the new 60 KW VKP-7995 integral cavity MSDC klystron. This MSDC prototype was developed at the Varian Microwave Tube Division with support from NASA, PBS, NAB and various UHF-TV transmitter manufacturers. This new MSDC klystron will provide a figure of merit of up to 131 and will require approximately 50% of the power required by klystrons of equal power ratings with figures of merit of 65 to 70.

In addition to the integral cavity MSDC klystron, Varian will have its wideband external cavity MSDC klystron in full production by 1989.

Varian Microwave Tube Division
611 Hansen Way
Palo Alto, CA 94303
Telephone: (415) 424-5678
ACE Klystrons
Varian has incorporated an Annular Control Electrode ("ACE") to provide low voltage pulsing capability and efficiency enhancement in our "S" Series UHF-TV klystrons. In conjunction with the improved linearity correction available from most original equipment manufacturers, these klystrons can provide the highest efficiency available in the world today, with a figure of merit approaching 85. The improved efficiency is coupled with the added reliability inherent in low voltage pulsing systems and the documented life of five cavity klystrons.

ACE Klystron Retrofits
These klystrons are now available from Varian for new transmitter applications and can be readily retrofitted into existing transmitters with kits available from OEMs. Contact Varian for recommendations on retrofits.

*VKP-7553S VKP-7554S and VKP-7555S
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Units can be ganged together until desired power is reached. Amplifiers slide in and out of the unit and require no tuning. Control and metering are greatly simplified: the transmitter is either on or off—elaborate control logic is not required. Abundant monitoring is available. The Larcan Tek-IV exciter is solid-state and can provide TV stereo, SAP and pro channel.

**Magni Systems: 560 component/composite waveform monitor and vectorscope**

The Magni Systems WFM560 waveform monitor provides six video inputs, enabling you to run two complete signal sets in the same component format or to tailor combinations of two standards (including composite) for your particular requirements. Switching among formats (SMPTE, composite, Betacam, M-II and RGB) and displays (alternate, parade, A-B, and composite) is accomplished from the front panel, as is memory storage of up to 18 switch positions for later recall. Readouts provide an on-screen display of such parameters as input format, line selection and sweep speed. Cursors simplify measurements of time (reading out in time or as cycles of subcarrier), voltage (reading out as IRE, volts or percentages of predetermined amplitude) and rise times.

An on-board transcoder converts Y/Pb/Pr, Beta or M-II standards into standard RGB for use on a picture monitor or any other application.

**Nikon Corporation: TV-Nikkor ENG/EFP lenses**

Although they were included in another pick-hit item, the Nikon series of lightweight ENG lenses deserved special mention on their own merits. The two lenses, the S15×8.5B, weighing in at just 2.7 pounds, and the S13×9B, which weighs 2.4 pounds, are made of extra-low-dispersion glass. The front lens group, accounting for 60% of the lens weight, uses a newly developed lightweight optical glass. The lens shapes also were redesigned to reduce size. The lens barrel and servo sections are made primarily of lightweight magnesium alloy, and the servo section is integrated with the extender, enabling better balance during operation. The result is a high-quality lens, small in profile, and extremely lightweight.

Additionally, the lenses are optimized for CCD cameras. Special antireflective coatings are used in the lenses’ 20-plus elements to minimize internal reflections. This is important because a CCD camera often is used to shoot strongly backlit scenes with the light source in the frame, being that the CCDs are immune to "burn-in." Chromatic aberration is held extremely low, because a CCD camera has no provision to adjust for it. The lenses exhibit a high, flat, modulated transfer function, even to the edge of the picture frame.

**Sony Corporation: DVR-10 D-2 videotape recorder**

(Shared with Ampex VPR-300 D-2 VTR)

Two manufacturers shared honors for introducing D-2 machines. The Sony DVR-10 joined the Ampex VPR-300, in the opinion of the judges, as a fine embodiment of this new standard.

The DVR-10 is compact, about the size of a Betacam studio VTR, and weighs 103 pounds. It accepts the M or S size cassettes, for a maximum play time of 94 minutes. Cassette size is identified automatically within the unit. The recorder can reproduce a recognizable color picture from tape shuttling at up to 40 times play speed. The control systems of the DVR-10 will interface directly with the 1-inch, Betacam and U-matic lines of Sony machines.

Operator prompts for the DVR-10 appear on a 640×200-dot electroluminescent panel. The panel also indicates tape direction and run time and provides audio metering.

One aspect of the D-2 format demonstrated by Sony probably deserves comment. Both pick hit manufacturers’ D-2 products have the capability to read before write, and because of the multigenerational capability of the D-2 format, it is possible to do limited editing, say the insertion of supers, on a single machine. Although this is risky (the original video is erased), the judges were intrigued by the possibilities.

**Tektronix: VM-700 video measurement set**

The VM700 is a complete video...
...or high water.

Don’t get stuck with a fair weather truck. Neither rain, nor snow, nor 40 mph winds with gusts to 60 mph, will keep Centro’s Satellite Networker™ from getting your signal through. This sleek, low profile, high performance SNV can turn any story into more than a remote possibility, and link you instantly to the rest of the world.

Centro is building everything from single thread uplink only utility trucks, to fully redundant SNV’s with microwave capability, full compliment of production gear, and complete communications packages. And, Centro can build exactly the truck you need. Just the way you want it. On time, and within budget.
Monitoring and measuring instrument that can make automatic, as well as manual, measurements. In the automatic mode, measurements are compared with user-definable limits, and if there is a discrepancy, an alarm message is generated. In manual mode, cursors aid in measuring time, frequency and amplitude.

The waveform can be expanded to about any point both horizontally and vertically, and the axes expand so that the units are correct as displayed. All the information on the screen, as well as the results of automatic measurements, can be dumped to a printer via a standard RS-232C port. A picture mode allows the user to see the signal under test and, using the cursors, to select a line off the picture for waveform or vectorscope display.

Radio pick hits

- **CompuSonics: disk storage and editing system**
  Cost-effective digital audio storage and expanded editing capabilities made the EXD module and Mac/PC editing software a pick hit for the 1988 panelists. The expansion module provides storage capacity for up to four 380Mbyte drives. Each drive holds 1.75 hours of stereo audio at a 32kHz sampling rate, and up to six hard disk drives can be connected to the DSP controller.

- **Delta Electronics: splatter monitor**
  The SM-1 AM splatter monitor provides AM broadcast engineers with a means of accurately and easily measuring off-channel emissions (splatter) to ensure compliance with the FCC regulations or the more stringent recommendations of the NRSC.
  The monitor measures both the I (in-phase) and the Q (quadrature) modulation components. An adjustable frequency offset permits measurement of splatter in 1kHz steps beginning 10kHz away from the carrier. The monitor also can be powered from an external battery for portable operation. An adjustable alarm output permits remote-control monitoring of the selected parameters. A front-panel speaker permits monitoring of the meter-selected interference.

- **Design Radio Labs: ACM-1 noise meter**
  The ACM-1 is a precise AM noise meter that provides an LED-graphic display of AM noise on an FM transmitter or TV aural carrier. An LED display with 20dB of range indicates AM noise to aid in precise transmitter tuning. The ACM-1 also provides a remote-control output so data can be read at the studio. An adjustable-threshold alarm can signal the operator when AM noise has increased beyond a predetermined level.
  A front-panel jack provides a scope display signal, which can be used to assist in identifying AM noise components. Both audio and data outputs are available on the rear panel.

- **Gentner Electronics Corporation: routing distribution amplifier**
  The routing distribution amplifier (RDA) combines the features of both a routing switcher and distribution amplifier. It provides eight inputs and 28 outputs, where any input or any combination of inputs can be routed to any output. An 8-position dip switch for each output selects the combination of inputs to be directed to that output.
  Input levels are adjusted while monitoring a bicolor LED display. This allows the proper ratio of input to output gain, and assures that one adjustment isn't fighting the other. Coarse audio level adjustment is accomplished through a 4-position dip switch, and fine audio level adjustments are made with the trimmer level control. All trimmers and dip switches are located behind a removable front panel.

- **Gentner Electronics Corporation: 3-line digital frequency extender**
  The EFT3000 is a 3-line digital frequency extender providing a frequency response of 50Hz to 7.5kHz. The EFT3000 also can operate over one or two lines, with reduced program bandwidth.
  The unit provides totally automatic setup, including: auto-dialing, auto-answering, automatic encode/decode, group delay adjustment, phase correction...
NEED A COMPACT INTERCOM?

The innovative CS9500 is ideal for radio and television stations, production facilities and mobile vans where a totally programmable and high performance digital intercom is required. System features include:
- Very compact: only 3 Rack Units (5¼") high!
- Totally field expandable up to 50 x 50 matrix
- Innovative microprocessor-based architecture
- Dual redundant switch-mode power supply

In addition to Point-to-Point communications, other capabilities include:
- Party Lines
- Fully programmable control panels
- IFB's or Program Interrupt
- 2/4-wire interface
- 2-way radio interface
- Telephone interface

The CS9500 is a high performance, space saving and cost effective solution to your intercom needs.

McCurdy Radio Industries

WE'RE ON YOUR WAVE LENGTH
and equalization using digital signal processing. Noise reduction in the unit occurs in the digital domain through the use of a special noise-reduction algorithm. An internal routing switcher configures the three lines automatically for low-, medium- and high-frequency shift. Once the lines are established, the automatic level calibration and equalization take approximately 10s. Remote cuing with built-in microphone and headset amplifier is a standard feature.

**Henry Engineering differential summing amplifier**

The Henry Engineering MixMinus Plus is designed to add a mix-minus output to a broadcast console. This output is typically used to feed the send input of a telephone hybrid device. The MixMinus Plus has two inputs and one output. One input is fed with the console program output. The second input is fed from the hybrid receive audio, tapped after the phone-channel console fader.

The MixMinus Plus subtracts the hybrid receive signal from the program output, creating a program mix-minus in the receive (caller) audio. The front-panel null adjustment provides approximately 40dB of caller audio rejection (30Hz-3kHz). The inputs and outputs can be balanced or unbalanced. The unit provides a gain of unity, and the output stage will drive a 600Ω load to +26dBm.

**Moseley RPL remote programming system**

The Moseley RPL 4000 remote programming system consists of an RPL 4010 transmitter and RPL 4020 receiver. The transmitter is fully synthesized for operation from 450MHz to 456MHz. Maximum RF output is 20W. The RPL has one line/mic input and one additional microphone input. Audio bandwidths from 5kHz to 15kHz are possible. The system can operate on 25kHz, 50kHz and 100kHz channels. Encoding and decoding for repeater and noise-reduction companding are available. The receiver provides dual-frequency operation with remote-control selection. The receiver has a subaudible decoder and an optional DTMF decoder. Optional variable IF and channel selection also are available.

**Pinzone Communications Products antiskywave AM antenna**

The Pinzone Corum antenna provides a new technique for controlling the elevation plane pattern of AM broadcast antennas. The structure is a low-profile, low-wave, vertically polarized, self-resonant, omnidirectional radiator with a substantial feedpoint impedance. The antenna offers several advantages: it employs near-ground construction, it can be used to retrofit most existing arrays, and each element of the phased array has a much narrower elevation plane pattern. The arrays of concentric Corum elements may be used to tailor a pattern that other designs may not be able to provide. The antenna's low-profile radiators may be usable in situations in which traditional antennas are impractical.

**Potomac Instruments programmable controller**

Intelligent, user-programmable remote control is featured in the Potomac Instruments 1500 PC programmable controller. The system uses an 8085 microprocessor and can operate as a stand-alone intelligent controller. It may be linked via landline or radio to the optional 1510 studio terminal for automatic remote-control applications. The 1500 PC is provided with the necessary I/O interface hardware and software for autologging, external video display and telephone interrogation. System programming is accomplished via front-panel controls and menu selection.
20 gets you 40. 40 inputs plus 8 subs for tracking, overdubbing or mixdown means flexibility and control without re-patching at every step. Thanks to the flexibility of the WR-T820B, you can use the monitor section during mixdown to gain 20 extra inputs—over and above the WR-T820B’s 20 input modules. So 20 really does get you 40!

The WR-T820B’s performance and construction quality are every bit as remarkable as its design. Premium, high-speed IC’s in the gain stages give it an open sound that does full justice to all those incoming signals. And our faders are rated at 300,000 operations—20 times the life of a typical carbon fader. Just two examples of RAMSA’s integrity in design and component selection.

See your RAMSA dealer for a complete demo. Or contact us for further information at: 6550 Katella Ave., Cypress, CA 90630, 714/895-7200.
The judges

We selected 10 well-known and respected independent industry experts to act as our panel of judges. Five judges selected radio products, and five selected TV products. Those experts who served on our 1988 panel were the following:

**For Radio:**
- **John Battison**
  BE’s consultant on antennas/radiation
  Owner, Battison and Associates
  Columbus, OH
- **John Dehnel**
  Chief engineer, KSL-AM
  Salt Lake City
- **Tom McGinley**
  Director of engineering, Cook Inlet Radio Partners
  (formerly First Media Radio Group)
  Washington, DC
- **Andy Laird**
  Vice president of engineering, Radio Group
  Heritage Media Corporation
  Los Angeles

**For Television:**
- **Don Ball**
  Chief studio engineer, KSL-TV
  Salt Lake City
- **Robert Hess**
  Director of engineering, KOVR-TV
  Sacramento, CA
- **Chuck Morris**
  Director of engineering, KIRO-TV
  Seattle
- **Karl Renwanz**
  Vice president of engineering and operations, WNEV-TV
  Boston
- **Steven A. Smith**
  President, Broadcast Technology Consultants
  Overland Park, KS

Alternate (Both TV and Radio):
- **Marvin Born**
  Vice president of engineering
  Gulf Coast Broadcasting
  Corpus Christi, TX

Ed Treese
Contract radio engineer
Merriam, KS

**Do You Want To ‘Talk’ Audio?**

**AESNET ON COMPUSERVE**

John Hoffman
Net Administrator
76703, 1036

on the CRT screen. The basic configuration includes up to 16 operating modes, each with 16 telemetry, status and control channels.

**TFT remote pickup unit**

The TFT model 8888 RPU system provides 50Hz to 15kHz audio response for ±10kHz and ±35kHz deviation. The transmitter provides up to 25W of power with frequency-agile operation. Two preset frequencies are selectable from the front panel. The transmitter provides three audio inputs, two microphone channels and one line-level channel, which minimize the need for an external mixer. A built-in limiter prevents overmodulation. A built-in headphone amplifier permits the operator to monitor the mix.

An on-board microprocessor is an integral part of the receiver's IF section, enabling frequency-agile operation. The operating channel can be selected from the front panel or by DTMF remote control.
The need for technical expertise has never been greater, and the competition has never been tougher. Focus on your future by attending the 1988 SBE National Convention and Broadcast Engineering Conference, September 22-25 in Denver. Examine the latest broadcast equipment from leading manufacturers. Attend technical sessions that provide practical answers to today's problems.

This year's convention will provide more exhibit hours and more technical papers than ever before.

Keep an eye on your future. Attend the SBE National Convention and Broadcast Engineering Conference.

Denver Convention Complex
Denver, CO
September 22-25

Co-located with the Rocky Mountain Film and Video Expo and ITVA Region 8 Conference.
It pays for itself...
The Panasonic MII Cart

Panasonic
Official Video Equipment Of
The 1988 Olympic Games

Title 36 United States Code Section 380
automatically.
Machine. Available now.

Now our most technologically advanced cart machine is also one of the most versatile. Presenting the Panasonic MII cart machine.

- From 10-second spots back to back, continuously, to two months of 24-hour automatic program airing.
- Uses 10-, 20-, 30-, 60- or 90-minute cassettes in any desired mix.
- Capable of record and playback of single or multiple events on the same cassette.
- Uses up to 5 standard MII studio VTR's plus 3 optional outside sources.
- Modular design—various configurations to suit user's needs and budget.
- Expandable—from 120 cassettes up to 3 rotary libraries that can hold over 1,150 cassettes.
- User-friendly software and hardware tailored to customer needs.
- Cost-effective operation and ease of maintenance and access.
- Backed by Panasonic MII 24-hour service support system.

Call our field offices now:
Northeast: One Panasonic Way, Secaucus, NJ 07094; (201) 348-7671.
Washington, D.C.; (703) 759-6900.
Southeast: 1854 Shackleford Court, Suite 250, Norcross, GA 30093; (404) 925-6772.
Midwest: 425 E. Algonquin Road, Arlington Heights, IL 60005; (312) 981-7325/(317) 852-3715.
Southwest: 4500 Amon Carter Blvd., Fort Worth, TX 76155; (817) 685-1132.
Western: 6550 Katella Avenue, Cypress, CA 90630; (714) 895-7209.
Northwest: (408) 866-7974.
Let's face it. You probably didn't get to all the exhibits at NAB. Here's a post-show tour your feet will love.

Coordinated by Carl Bentz, special projects editor

There are two primary reasons for going to the NAB convention: to learn more about the broadcast industry from the many technical seminars and to find out what's new (for the next capital budget wish list). If you're like most attendees, you probably didn't see half of what was there. So, for those of you who wish you'd made it to more exhibits, or if you were unable to attend the convention, the following new product wrap-up will help you keep abreast of this year's bells and whistles, nuts and bolts.

Products from 723 manufacturers were displayed to more than 46,000 attendees. The tally of new, upgraded and enhanced products comes out to about 2,000—not bad for an industry that has experienced less-than-favorable economics in the past few years.

In "Show of Shows," the new products are described briefly, and each is accompanied by a reader service number to help you get more information from the manufacturer. The list consists of four major divisions: audio, RF, support and video products. Each is subdivided into several categories of products that fall under that general topic. The breakdown of categories is shown in the following outline. It's worth your time to thumb through the entire list, but if you're in a hurry to read about a particular kind of equipment, page numbers indicate where each subdivision begins.

**Group A—Audio Products**
- **A1 (84):** Mixers (on-air, portable, production, recording; studio automation).
- **A2 (86):** Processors (compressors, limiters; delays, effects; noise reduction; telephone hybrids).
- **A3 (90):** Recording (analog, digital; audio editing; recording accessories; transport synchronizers).
- **A4 (94):** Sources, monitors (CD players, phono; headphones, headsets, intercoms; speakers, monitor amplifiers; wired, wireless mics).

**Group R—RF Products**
- **R1 (100):** Transmission (antennas, towers; radio, TV transmitters; transmission line).
- **R2 (108):** Microwave (antennas, electronics; ITFS, OPS, STL, radar RF; MDS, MMDT).
- **R3 (110):** Amplifiers (grid power tubes, klystrons; assemblies, cavities).
- **R4 (112):** Receiving (demodulators, modulation monitors; receivers).
- **R5 (112):** Generation (exciters, generators, subcarrier systems, stereo FM, TV, paging).
- **R6 (116):** Satellite (antennas, controllers, electronics).

**Group S—Support Products**
- **S1 (118):** Automation (hardware, software; business, traffic, newsroom, on-air; remote-control systems; clocks, timers; 2-way radio, paging, data transmission).
- **S2 (124):** Wire, cable (audio, video, coax; connectors; fiber optics; patchbays, panels; cords; power distribution).
- **S3 (126):** Storage and studio (equipment cases, bags; racks, consoles; acoustical material; studio fixtures).
- **S4 (128):** Recording media (audio, video, data; reel, cassette, disk; analog digital formulas; cleaners, conditioners, degaussers; shippers).
- **S5 (130):** Distribution (A-V, data distribution amps, routing switches).
- **S6 (134):** Test equipment (delay lines, filters; signal generators, monitors, meters; RF loads; tools; UPS, power conditioning, power transformers, voltage regulators).
- **S7 (140):** Facilities (design, construction, consultants; studio, mobile; equipment leasing, rental).
- **S8 (140):** Programming (distribution services, effects, music libraries; production services; satellite time brokers).

**Group V—Video Products**
- **V1 (142):** Cameras (EFP, ENG, studio; camera tubes, CCDs; lens systems; pan/tilt heads, pedestals, tripods; control, robotic systems).
- **V2 (148):** Recording (analog, digital, editing, animation; time-code equipment; transport synchronizers).
- **V3 (156):** Film cine (video-for-film, telecine, film-to-tape transfer, film editing equipment, cleaning, inspection equipment).
- **V4 (157):** DC power, light (batteries, packs, belts, chargers, reconditioners; lighting instruments, controls, lamps).
- **V5 (159):** Effects, graphics (production titlers, digital effects, graphics systems; prompts; video production systems).
- **V6 (168):** Switchers (master control, video production).
- **V7 (168):** Processing (composers, keyers; encoders, decoders, signal correction; standards, format converters; sync generators, VBI IDs, TBCs, synchronizers).
- **V8 (173):** Displays (video monitors, projection systems).

Continued on page 84
The inside story on Flexwell is performance

Flexwell Transmission lines offer low RF loss, smooth impedance coefficient, and conservatively rated power handling capability.

Flexwell utilizes a copper corrugated outer conductor, solid or corrugated inner conductor (depending on size), and a tough, durable, corrosion resistant polyethylene jacket suitable for burial and prolonged life. A low loss foam version called Cellflex is also available in 1/2", 7/8", 1 1/4" and 1 3/8" sizes.

Air dielectric Flexwell in smaller diameters (1/2" and 7/8") offer a field proven, fixed helix design called Spirafil II, a single, continuous extrusion which locks the center conductor coaxially within the outer conductor, resulting in a linear impedance coefficient throughout the entire length of line.

Larger diameter air dielectric Flexwell Cables, (1 1/2", 3", 3 1/2" and 4 1/2") feature a unique vertebra helix design to achieve optimum crush and tensile strength. Its "pillar effect", using less volume of dielectric, provides lower loss and higher average power handling capability due to the more rapid dissipation of heat from the center conductor.

Flexwell has it all: low loss, low VSWR, high power handling, smooth impedance coefficient, and rugged, long dependable life. Cabewave System's Flexwell is type accepted for sampling systems in accordance with FCC Part 73.68.

For complete details contact Cabewave Systems, 60 Dodge Ave., North Haven, CT 06473. Tel. 203-239-3311

Cablewave Systems
DIVISION OF RADIO FREQUENCY SYSTEMS, INC. 60 Dodge Ave., North Haven, CT 06473 (203) 239-3311

Circle (54) on Reply Card
With low key lighting, differential lag can be a problem. Amperex Plumbicon tubes with built-in bias light increase the speed of response of the layer, and lag is virtually eliminated.

Comet tailing and loss of detail in highlights are minimized by using the Amperex patented Diode Gun or anti-comet tail (ACT) tube. Both solve this problem by providing high beam current to stabilize highlights.

High audio levels can produce the annoying problem of microphonics. Amperex attacked this at its source, and all Amperex Plumbicon tubes have a unique mesh designed to prevent the build-up of mesh vibrations—not just to dampen them.

Six of TV's toughest shots and how
The problem of image retention. By examining layer physics and semiconductor properties, Amperex developed a new extended red layer. Now you can include brilliant reds in your scene without concern for image retention.

Low output capacitance Amperex Plumbicon tubes help maintain high signal to noise performance. This helps prevent loss of detail and increased video noise in low light areas of high contrast scenes.

Because of special photoconductive layers for each color and an optimized electron optics design, the Amperex Plumbicon tubes provide the highest resolution for each image format. This resolution is measurably higher than earlier tubes.

Amperex Plumbicon® camera tubes handle them.

Ordinary pick up tubes can handle ordinary TV shots. But when you have to contend with low light levels and bright highlights—the glare of reds and the blare of trumpets—you need the extended performance of Amperex Plumbicon® TV Camera Tubes.

Amperex invented and refined the pick up tube technology that makes it possible to handle the 6 toughest shots in TV. Since the original Plumbicon cameras were introduced, your business has become more competitive, more demanding. Camera designs have become more complex. That's why we continued to invest in improving the performance of the Plumbicon tubes. That's why we offer today's range of extended performance Plumbicon tubes.

Today, virtually every TV camera system—domestic or imported—is designed to use the Plumbicon tube. And that makes the handling of the toughest shots in TV very easy. Simply specify Amperex Plumbicon TV camera tubes.

Made in Rhode Island, U.S.A. Delivered to you in twenty-four hours or less.


Amperex Plumbicon®...we see things your way.
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### Audio Products

#### A1: Mixers

- **On-air, portable**
- **Production, recording**
- **Studio automation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allen &amp; Heath</td>
<td>Phantom series: 8/16-bus multitrack recording console; 24, 32, 40 inputs; standard µP muting control.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMS/Calrec</td>
<td>LOGIC 1: automated digital audio mixer; integrates with AMS Audiofile disk recorder; moving fader; Logicator touch-sensitive controls; 32-bit architecture; internal dynamic range &gt;1500dB; level indicators integral to knobs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Developments</td>
<td>AD066-10: mic splitter; 1-in×4-out; ±0.5dB, 20Hz-20kHz. AD150: mic/line module; transformer-balanced mic input, electronically balanced line; 48V phantom, 12V Tonader/AB powering; phase switch; EQ, high pass filter; overload indicator. AD062-7: edit mixer; 8-16 input system. AD145-4: edit mixer in 4, 6- or 8-input configurations. AD110: digital edit mixer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Kinetics</td>
<td>REFLEX: centrally controlled VCA faders, muting, auxiliary switching automation system; retrofits to mixing console without modification.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autograph</td>
<td>AC/IC console modules: upgrade kits including IA input amplifier, MXA-2 mix amp, LA-3 line amp, MPA-2A mic pre-amp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadcast Electronics</td>
<td>Mixtrak-90: modular mixer for on-air work; 12/18-input models; stereo capability; sequencing to set up of entire station break for automatic performance, including equipment starts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Creations</td>
<td>DISKMIX: console automation storage, editing system; SMPTE, MIDI timing interfaces; operates with ARMS, JH-50 console computer systems for enhanced functions. ARMS-II automation: VCA fader retro system; integrates with console; Super Group input sub-grouping, solo-mute, optimized VCA fader modules. Moving Faders: for DISKMIX automation, multiple µP, 10-bit data conversion, P&amp;G faders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorrough Electronics</td>
<td>Model 700: dual-channel on-air console; 7-position, 15-line, 3-mic inputs; loudness meter option.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR-A</td>
<td>AS-740: audio-follow mixer; operates with FA-740 TBC/EC-7470 editing controller.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gentner Electronics</td>
<td>Combination remote mixer: four mic inputs, headset amp; each headset monitors its input or master channel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grass Valley Group</td>
<td>AMX-170S: automated console; integrates with editing controller; eight VCA inputs route to four program outputs; E-MEM setup of faders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrison Systems</td>
<td>AIR-790: on-air console; mono mic, stereo line, remote line inputs; logical control avoids source on air and audition simultaneously. PRO-790: general purpose production console; mono mic, line and stereo line inputs; levels and mutes controlled by fader/switches, VCA fader groups or proprietary video switcher, editor interface.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logitek</td>
<td>Stereo Pre-10: mixer input expander.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neotek</td>
<td>Essence audio console: multitrack effects layup, ADR, Foley recording, post-production assembly, synthesizer sampling and assembly. Elite, Elan: multitrack recording consoles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rupert Neve</td>
<td>V60 console: post-production, film, music mixer; Neacm 96 moving fader automation; in-channel dynamics with external side chain control, advanced mix-cue, variable balance of overdub tracks, 4-band FSE EQ. Prism series: rack-mount audio consoles; FSE format spectrum EQ; mic amp, compressor, limiter, gate, expander functions; powered from console or separate supply. DTC-1: digital transfer console; total digital mixing, processing chain to prepare master tapes for CD manufacture; compatible with AES/EBU and Sony 1610/1630 formats; automated with 250 snapshot memories.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soundcraft Electronics</td>
<td>SAC 2000: on-air desk; range of module options; opto-isolated universal logic interfaces enable console to communicate with outboard ancillary equipment. TS-12 automation: exclusive for TS-12 console. *6000 console: split-bus architecture; configurations to 24-bus, expandable to 32-track monitoring. *200BV/E: 8-input model of series 200B console; for video editing room.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soundtracs</td>
<td>FM range: updated, modular mixing consoles; six mainframes, 11 modules configure for production, dubbing, sweetening, matrix, sound reinforcement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid State Logic</td>
<td>G Series: SSL mixing system; an integrated working environment; based on SSL master studio system with computer hardware, onboard memory, high capacity disk cartridge storage, optional remote keyboard. G series computer: hardware with on-board memory, high capacity disk cartridges; optional remote keyboard.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony Professional Audio</td>
<td>MXS-3056 enhancements: software upgrade, wild fader option; vacuum fluorescent light meters; ADS-3000 hard disk automation system with Version 2.0 software.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UREI</td>
<td>7510B mixer: upgrade to 7510A system with Background Threshold Trim, preset threshold adjustments; 2-mainframes link to create 48 channels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward-Beck Systems</td>
<td>RP2200: radio production console; multitrack interface to existing WBS radio consoles; mono, stereo inline EQ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheatstone Broadcast Group</td>
<td>TV-500: MTS master control console; four stereo subgroups, two separate stereo master buses; mono bus for SAP, sum outputs; also foldback, mix minus, special effects. Model A-20: radio on-air console; 10-input; mono-mic, stereo-line, control room, studio, full function machine modules.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Yamaha Music                   | MV422: multisource mixer for production, edit suites, remote vehicles; four mic, two line source inputs; XLR, 1/4” connectors; 2-band EQ on mics; effects send; L/R master, composite monaural outputs. DMP7: mixing processor; 8x2 console with...
The wireless mic you asked for.

True-diversity systems with the professional quality you expect from Cetec Vega, at unusually attractive prices.

**PRO 2 Series**
Cetec Vega's PRO 2 dual-receiver true-diversity wireless-microphone systems are far superior to phase-diversity and all other diversity systems for eliminating dropouts caused by multipath (reflected-signal) conditions. Configured around the technically advanced Model R-32 true-diversity wireless receiver, the systems are extremely reliable and provide crisp, clean, clear, solid audio.

The ruggedly constructed R-32 diversity receiver features Cetec Vega's advanced DYNEX II audio-processing system for superior signal-to-noise ratio and widest dynamic range.

A PRO 2 true-diversity wireless system, built with typical Cetec Vega professional quality, normally would be expected to cost more than other systems. However, through innovative design and advanced manufacturing techniques, the systems are available at unusually attractive prices.

Contact your Cetec Vega dealer (or factory representative) for more information.

All Cetec Vega products are made with pride in the USA

**Cetec Vega**
Division of Cetec Corporation
9900 Baldwin Place
El Monte, California 91731-2204
Telephone: (818) 442-0782
Toll-free: 800-877-1771
Telex II: 910-587-3539
FAX: (818) 444-1342
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digital EQ, three integral digital effects processors, moving fader memory.


Stereo MC-series consoles: 8, 12, 16 inputs; 3 aux sends, headphone cue system.

Monaural EM powered mixers: 4, 6, 8 inputs; 150W 4Ω, two aux sends, integral reverb.

Audio Products

A2: Processors

• Compressors, limiters
• Delays, effects
• Noise reduction
• Telephone hybrids

AKG Acoustics
ADR 68K V4.00: software enhancement to reverb/effects processor; hall/DDL, hall/hall, hall/chorus, plate/plate splits; MIDI parameter control; enhanced sampling in effects; expanded presets, help screens.

Circle (518)

ANT Telecommunications
E-413: Telcom C-4 24-channel noise reduction system.

Circle (644)

Aphex Systems
Model 124: 10/4 audio level interface; converts -10dB unbalanced lines to servo-balanced +4dB, +8dB outputs; simplifies connecting to external EQ I/O ports of Eliminator; 4-band digital control; all parameters individually adjustable; by Armadillo Audio.

Eliminator: stereo signal processor; digitally controlled differential input AGC; intelligent expander; peak limiter, clipper; by Armadillo Audio.

AMP-1 processor: AM stereo tri-band system; complements AET-1 AM stereo exciter, other C-QUAM systems; broadband AGC, slow attack, release; processing in L+R/L-R matrix mode.

Circle (697)

Energy-Onyx
AM Protector-Enhancer: use with existing limiter; switchable audio pre-emphasis circuit; integral 10kHz filter; 10dBm headphone; <0.1% distortion; meets NRSC recommendations.

Circle (745)

Eventide
H3000, H3000B Ultra Harmonizers: pitch change, audio effects processor; H3000B version includes 50 radio-relevant audio effects, automatic stereo time compression.

B1000 digital video delay; TV counterpart of B3 audio delay; 1-20s delay available; Dump button deletes offensive audio/video section, then catch-up feature rebuilds A/V delay to re-establish protection.

Circle (750)

Fairlight Instruments
Series III: music, sound production computer; create, edit, synchronize music, sound effects; create, edit, synchronize music, sound effects; 16 channels, expands to 80.

MXF Music Effects: post-production system; Cue-List of instructions coordinates sound effects, music; Series III CPU with SMPTE, MIDI

Continued on page 90
Dear UHF TV Broadcaster,

We are TV broadcasters as well as antenna manufacturers, and as such we have come upon a major problem which could impede the efforts of all of us to compete with other HDTV & Stereo delivery methods. We have found that certain types of TV transmitting antennas can cause large reductions in effective bandwidth, and in aural levels, which could result in terrestrial broadcasting being seriously blocked from advanced uses of the TV spectrum. Therefore we are urging all stations to make a few simple measurements to permit determination of the extent of this problem. It is especially important to do so if your antenna is a bottom fed coaxial or waveguide slot array. Contact your consultant or chief engineer.

An easy procedure for determining if your antenna is contributing to the problem is enclosed, as well as an article describing the theory, and a summary of measured results to date, indicating some severe degradation of reception. *

If an HDTV system is chosen that critically depends on use of the full 6 MHz channel width, which now appears likely, the condition we have found will have a particularly deleterious effect on broadcasting, but would probably not be apparent until it is too late for many stations to correct it. Therefore performing the recommended tests at this time could be of considerable value to the future of the broadcast industry.

We would appreciate being informed of the results, and we will provide any assistance we can. Please do not hesitate to contact us.

Yours very truly,
Bogner Broadcast Equipment Corp.

Richard D. Bogner
Technical Director

* CONTACT US FOR THIS MATERIAL IF YOU MISSED THE COPY THAT WAS SENT TO YOU!

Bogner Broadcast Equipment Corp.
603 Cantiague Rock Road, Westbury, NY 11590
Tel: (516) 997-7800 • Fax: (516) 997-7721

Circle (58) on Reply Card
Pick up a new Sony ED Beta and get better.

It's the kind of definition that gets second looks from everybody.

The kind you've always wanted.

Because the new Sony ED Beta VCR format (E for extended, D for definition) produces a picture of incredible clarity.

A picture that could only result by shifting from 5.6 MHz to an astounding 9.3 MHz in the luminance carrier signal. A signal-to-noise ratio improved by 3 dB over SuperBeta. An eye-opening 500 lines of horizontal resolution.

Making it a picture unsurpassed for home off-air recording. Vivid, lifelike and highly detailed. Like you're used to seeing in a broadcast booth.

Besides improving what you see, the ED Beta VCR improves what you hear. With Beta Hi-Fi sound. A dynamic range of more than 90 dB. And a frequency response of 20 to 20,000 KHz.

What's more, to insure what you record has the best possible video and audio, ED Beta uses our newly developed, metal particle tape. Which allows for extremely high-density recording.

In short, ED Beta is a format best appreciated by those of you with a very well-developed sense of video.

The machine made for home workouts.

Everything we mentioned above and more is packed into the new Sony EDV-9500 ED Betamax Professional Editing VCR.

It has our exclusive tape stabilizer system, so time-base error can be reduced significantly.

And editing features unavailable for home use until now. Like pre-roll editing accurate to within ±3 frames. An 8-segment programmable assemble edit with random sequence capability. And a direct Jog/Shuttle dial with digital freeze-frame for jogging the tape while in play.

We've also included dual Flying Erase heads. An on-screen linear time & frame counter. 2 S Video inputs and outputs. And 2 sets of Video/Audio inputs and outputs for easier editing and use with any camcorder.

There's only one format like ED Beta. Which means there's only one machine like the EDV-9500 ED Beta VCR.

And only one place you'll find it. Call 1-201-930-7669 for the ED Beta dealer nearest you.

Ask for the Sony ED Beta. The ½" VCR with muscles.
definition instantly.
Orban Associates


*787A programmable mic processor: parametric EQ, compressor, de-esser, noise gate; 99 control setups; MIDI, RS-232 control interfaces available.

222A stereo spatial enhancer: detects, enhances psychoacoustic directional cues in stereo material; increases brightness, clarity, spatial/transient definition.

9105A Optimod-SW: processor for international shortwave AM and SSB broadcast; 3-4dB greater loudness than standard system compensates for noise, interference.

ACC/204 composite isolation transformer: improves S/N, prevents ground loops between stereo generator; installs at exciter, presents generator composite output with balanced floating load.

See ad pages 7, 17

Pinzone Communications

AA-280 audio interface: for unbalanced-to-balanced 6000 audio.

See ad page 176

Audio Products

A3: Recording

**Analog, digital**

**Audio editing systems**

**Recording accessories**

**Transport synchronizers**

Alpha Audio

BOSS keyboard: editing system accessory; all keys assignable through programming; jog knob for search, jog.

See ad page 175

AMS/Calrec

AMS Audiofile update: software with cut/paste, scrub edit, other features; interface to video editing controllers.

See ad page 158

ASACA/Shibasoku

AAM-700: IC card audio file; S-RAM storage of 12.5s per card; maximum of 30 cards for 360s of monaural audio; six independent output channels; message sequencing; RS-422 remote control; DPCM coding.

See ad page 155

Audio Broadcast Group

Rexon C270: 2-track audio recorder.

See ad page 156

Audio Kinetics

ES Eclipse: 16-machine controller for audio post-production; ESbus controller.

See ad page 155

Broadcast Electronics

PT90-RPS: companion record/play deck to PT90-PS play-only cart system; continuous auto phase correction; learn mode detects type of tape in use for EQ adjustment.

See ad page 167

Broadcast Supply West

Sony PCM-2500: pro R-Dat recorder.

Otar MX55: reel-to-reel recorder.

See ad page 164

Columbine Systems


See ad page 165

CompuSonics

Editing enhancement: cut-and-paste edit on DSP-1500 recorder, program sequencing with serial data or MacSonics software option on Macintosh computer.

PC/Sonic: front-end software for DSO-1500 cartridge recorder/editor.

MacDSP: software to control one or more DSP1200 or I4202 units.

EXD-750: hard disk storage; 760MBabyte rack-mount attaches to DSP1500 with 210 minutes stereo recording capacity; may be used for direct playback or allows audio

See ad page 149

Circle (779)

See ad page 82

Howe Technologies

2300A PhaseChaser: detects, corrects inter-channel time delays in stereo program; maintains mono compatibility, improves stereo imaging; auto fill-in capability, polarity reversal correction.

Circle (807)

IMC/International Music

SMX007: battery-backed sampler-expander; 10-sample non-volatile memory.

Circle (815)

Inovonics

#222: NRSC processor; complies with AM improvement program; adaptive pre-emphasis characteristic, enhances signal intelligibility and presence.

Circle (819)

Kintek

KT-904 mono-stereo converters: S for TV broadcast; 2-post for post-production; /Plus2 includes Monogord, correlation monitor.

Circle (844)

Lexicon

Model 2400 compressor, expander: stereo capability; no dedicated machine control interlace to run Master module; slaves to variable speed playback with Timecode Follow interface.

CP-1 digital environment processor: 12-program set generates reverb, ambience, panorama, surround; enhances home listening with stereo or to six additional speakers.

LXP-I: multiple effects processing; VLSI circuitry creates hall, room, plate, gate, inverse reverb, delay, chorus effects; 16 presets, 128 user memory registers.

Circle (862)

Rupert Neve

New Prism: rack-mount units derived from Series V consoles; powered from existing console; Fomant Spectrum EQ, mic amp/dynamics modules.

Circle (930)

See ad page 133

Circle (753)

Gentner Electronics

Hybrid coupler: send, caller capability makes 2-wire circuit into 4-wire system.

Auto coupler: auto answer, disconnect with send, caller capabilities.

Silence sensor: detects presence, loss of audio; programmable timeout from 1s to 99 min.

Handset interface: provides telephone interface for EFT equipment via telephone handset.

EFT-100 frequency extender: 2-way system for use with existing hybrid; requires single telephone line.

EFT-900A extender: single-line, 2-way device; integral coupler; mic, headset amplifiers.

EFT-1000A: 2-line frequency extender; auto answer, auto encode, decode; two couplers, integral mic, headset amps.

EFT-3000: digital frequency extender; 3-line with digital processing for 7.5kHz bandwidth on all three lines; auto answer, EQ, phase correction, group delay alignment.

EFT battery pack: 4-hour dc power for EFT products when ac is not available.

Remote systems: complete packaged systems to simplify setup and operation for telephone remote; all equipment pre-wired in single travel-approved case.

Circle (779)

See ad page 133
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Broadcast Engineering
You're burning the midnight oil.... Final edit's due at 8 a.m.
Be glad you have a Prodigy—the new switcher with more brain-power in a smaller package.
Forget about old two mix/effect systems.
A reliable video switching and special effects system follows the new industry standard—multi-level effects with look-ahead preview. Much more than just another clone, Prodigy raises the standard—offering features no one else does, even on their most expensive systems. Prodigy includes stereo audio-follow-video, editor interface and effects memory—a complete system for less than $10,000!

Have it your way.
Modify Prodigy to suit your style of operation and create memorable performances. Program up to 99 events into Prodigy's 68000 microcomputer, then preview the results instantly. Ten programmable sequences link 80 on-line memory registers, and ten learned operator transitions track your actions over time. With Videotek's exclusive Times Six Plus black burst generator, system timing is virtually automatic.

Who says the grass is greener? Equally at home in the post-production facility, newsroom or studio—Prodigy rack-mounts in minutes and its software talks to a wide range of popular editing controllers.

Get your hands on a Prodigy and let the performance begin! For more information or the name of your nearest Prodigy dealer, call Videotek today.

VIDEOTEK INC.
243 Shoemaker Road, Pottstown, Pennsylvania 19464 • (215) 327-2292
TWX 710-653-0125 • FAX (215) 327-9295
to be transferred to cartridge disks.

DSP-1202: dual digital audio cartridge player.

Circle (862) See ad page 165

DHK Group

Audio: digital recording, playback, editing of encoded audio; 14.5kHz stereo bandwidth; for radio automation, basic system has 105 minutes of hard disk storage.

Circle (1220)

Digital Audio Research

SoundStation II: multichannel digital recorder, production workstation; direct-access sound editing, 20-bit processing; keyboard, touchscreen control.

Circle (702)

Fidelipac

Remote control: all functions for DYNAMAX CTR-100 series NAB cart machines.

Circle (760) See ad page 155

FOR-A

Sirius-100: digital audio memory; multiple feature storage system.

Circle (767) See ad page 155

Fostex

R-DAT: digital recorder/player; locks to video with SMPTE time code for editing.

Circle (770)

Harris Broadcast

XD-001UH: digital tape recorder, player; rack-mount; start ID, program numbers assist in fast cue, music search; remote control option; by Aiwa.

Circle (796)

Image Video

AES-2000: digital audio editing system.

Circle (814)

IMC/International Music

DR1200: 12-track digital recorder; PCM design, 44.1K/48kHz sampling; 17-minute record time on Video 8 cartridge; 16-bit resolution.

Hard drive interface: for S900 sampler to most hard disk drives.

Circle (815)

IMS/Integrated Media Systems

Dyaxis: disk-based digital recording, editing system; format conversion with SMPTE synchronization; Macintosh with Maxmix software; disk capacity options to 1.2GByte.

Circle (818)

Mitsubishi Pro Audio Group

X-86HS: 2-channel digital recorder; samples at 44.1kHz, 48kHz, 88.2kHz, 96kHz; response to 40kHz possible at higher sample rates.

X-86C: 2-channel, dual-format digital recorder; compatible with X-90 format tapes.

Circle (904)

Nagra Magnetic Recorders

TA-Box: connects to T-Audio time code in twin recorder mode with TA-RSA on Sony-2 protocol; for 2-machine audio/video editing.

TA-RSA: RS-422 adapter for T-Audio, allows double system editing on single recorder editors; use with T-Audio machine fitted with TACATC2 keyboard.

Circle (921)

New England Digital

Graphics workstation: Macintosh II controls Synclinvar and Direct-to-Disk digital audio systems; 18 color graphics screens, multitasking.

PostPro: digital audio post-production system; 8-track Direct-to-Disk recording, editing; direct transfer from digital tape through PRODIGI standard; AES/EBU, DASH interfaces planned.

Time Compression: for PostPro 8-track Direct-to-Disk multitrack recorder; expands, contracts length of program while retaining fidelity of speech, music.

PostPro enhancement: waveform editing; word alignment; dynamic output allocation; time compression; direct digital transfer module.

Circle (931)

Otarri

MTI-100A: 24-track master recorder; pinch-rollerless; auto alignment of record, reproduce parameters; analog recording with digital control from alphanumeric keypad, LCD display.

MX-55 2-track series: table-top recorders; overbridge, time-code overbridge versions; Dolby HX-P dynamic record bias linearization; gapless, seamless punch-in/out; mini-locator, cue speaker; optional VEM double speed voice editing

MX50 prototype: 2-track professional recorder, reproducer, mini-locator, independent reel size selection for supply, takeup; other standard Otari features.

MX-55 prototype: 30IPS version of 1/2" recorder; including EQ section, machine control software; no changes in head or motor required.

T-700 TMD: high-speed video duplicator; Thermal Magnetic Duplication at speeds to 150x normal play; tape bin loop design.

Circle (949) See ad pages 15, 127

Pacific Recorders & Engineering

Dolby Spectral Recording: Maxtrax formal cart machine, performance equivalent to 16-bit linear PCM digital audio recording; 924B dynamic range, improved headroom, reduced distortion.

Circle (951)

Panasonic/Ramsa

SV-350: portable R-DAT recorder; balanced XL inputs; 2.2-hour record time from NiCad batteries; dual MASH multistage noise shaping A/D converters, 64x oversampling digital filtering.

SV-3500: rack-mount, ac-powered R-DAT machine; remote control; XL inputs, outputs; fast access; multiple repeat mode; 32kHz, 48kHz record sampling; 32kHz, 44.1kHz, 48kHz playback sampling; IEC interface for direct digital transfers.

Circle (956) See ad page 79

Quantel

HarrySound: digital audio editor system; controlled from Harry with tablet, pen; six audio record/play "reels" with control of cut, crossfade, offset, gain profile, mix; by SSL.

Circle (976) See ad page 131

Sharp Electronics

SX-D100: pro R-DAT recorder; 44.1kHz, 48kHz sampling; infrared remote control; hour, minute, second tape counter; play, record timer function; audible cue, review.

Circle (1024)

Solid State Logic

01 Digital Production Centre: signal processor, storage, mixer, editor functions in a single system; features of 8-channel analog mixer with digital quality; integral A/D conversions.

HarrySound: digital audio editor; extends capability of Quantel Harry video editor; analog to digital inputs or direct AES/EBU digital interface; random access to edit points; no generation losses.

Circle (1034)

Sony Professional Audio

PCM-2500 pro R-DAT recorder; SDIF-2, AES/EBU connectors interface 32, 44.1, 48kHz sampled signals for digital dubs to, from CD mastering system and DASH recorders.

DAE-3000 digital editor: CD master tape production system with editing resolution to 23µs; improved crossfade; 16-bit digital gain fader; edit setup menus.

Circle (1039)

Soundmaster

EBU/SMPTE bus interface: for machines using this protocol.

Soundmaster: integrated audio, video editor control with Synchro distributed processing, Smart Sync vari-speed machine synchronizer.

Shuttle Goto Interface: varies speed of reel motors rather than FFW, REW commands; interfaces for many video machines, as well as Sony, MCI, Studer.

SHUTL: remote control; shuttle, jog modes for audio, video decks; 13 programmable user keys permit 79 keystrokes per key.

CMX Download: permits Soundmaster system to clean video edits, auto conform the EDL list; all EDL functions included.

Circle (1044)

Stanton Magnetics

Disco Starter kit: everything the DJ needs to get started.

DSP1017: 3-stylius pack.

Circle (1046)

Studer Revox America

Enhanced A820-8: 8-channel 1" A820 series multichannel recorder.

A807 VUK series: floor console recorder; HS high speed 1/4" 2-track; 4/1/2" 4-track 1/2"; 3-speed, dc-servo capstan motor, MDAC electronics, Dolby HX Pro; RS-232 remote control.

C274, C278: compact 4-track 1/4", 8-track 1/2" recorders; 15/32/15ips; LED-peak, Vu graph meters; remote port; internal time, date code generator; reader; Dolby HX Pro Headroom Extension; SMPTE center track LTC.

C270: compact 2-track 1/4" recorder; 3-speed and varia/je; monitor speaker, headphone output; Autolocator with Zero and Address cueing.

Circle (1059) See ad pages 34, 171

TASCAM

PRO DAT DA-50: digital cassette recorder; 32kHz record/play, 48kHz record/play, 44.1kHz play sampling; oversampling digital filter; intelligent disk-top hard-wired remote control.

ATR-80 recorder: 24-track 2" system.

#238 Synccassette: 8-track cassette recorder.

ES-50: transport synchronizer, with ES-51 controller.

MTS-30: MIDI tape synchronizer.

ATR6106: 16-track format recorder; 1" tape.

Circle (1075) See ad page 45

WaveFrame

SoundStore: 90-900MBYTE hard disk sample sound storage; for AudioFrame system; database, query provides fast location of individual sounds.

Memory expansion: 6MBYTE, 28MBYTE modules extend recording time of AudioFrame Sampling Synthesizer to 69s, 370s.

AudioFrame: audio workstation; produces
Get in sync with Videotek's versatile team of timing devices.

No matter what your application, Videotek has a range of feature-rich timing devices to suit it—and your budget.

Take our new VDP-8000 Frame Store/Synchronize with independent Freeze Field capability. Or our two blackburst generators—each with individual horizontal and subcarrier timing correction—or up to six sources. The Times Six Plus model offers manual or automatic operation and automatically compensates for cable length and equipment drift.

Our new drift-free VSG-20" digital sync generator with six isolated blackburst outputs, audio test tone and "textbook" SMPTE color bar outputs can drive the whole show. And all units feature front-panel gen lock input and presence indicators.

Don't waste any time! See your Videotek dealer for details!
Audio Products
A4: Sources, monitors

- CD players, phono
- Headphones, headsets
- Intercoms, speakers
- Monitor amplifiers
- Wired, wireless mics

AKG Acoustics
C-562: natural response, shock-isolated boundary mic, windscreen.
C-522 ENG mic: electret capsule in hand-held, boom type; MS or X-Y stereo configurations.
C-414BULS: FLT condenser mic; large diaphragm, ultra-linear response; 4-pattern selection.

Perrott Engineering Labs, Inc.
For information, call or write:

ATI/Audio Technologies
M11 mic amp: low-noise, high CMR direct balanced input instrumentation amplifier; distortion-free, transformer isolated line output; variable gain in; switchable limiter; low-cut filter; 45Vdc phantom power; output phase reversal.
Circle (590)

Audio Technica
Model AT4071: externally polarized, transformerless line-gradient mic; lightweight, low-noise, high output.
Model AT4073: short version of AT4071; slightly wider acceptance angle.
Model AT75050: 4V microphome phantom supply; ac-powered.
Model AT4031: cardioid studio/field production capacitor mic.
900 series: studiophones ATH909, ATH911 open-back; ATH910 closed-back; 96dB sensitivity; 4-24u matching impedance; 20Hz-20kHz (to 25kHz for -9.1).
Circle (567)

Benchmark Media Systems
Interface amplifiers: balanced, unbalanced inputs, outputs; mixing balanced outputs; headphone amps; custom configurations; 1-RU rack-mount.
Circle (598)

Beyer Dynamic
MCE10 mic: miniature hypercardioid.
MPC50: cardioid or hypercardioid acoustical boundary mic.
Pre-amp: for MCE 5 omni, MC10 supercardioid condenserlavaliere mics; allows battery or phantom power from 12V-48V.
MCE85 mic: short shotgun for studio, on-location; on-camera, fishpole boom, hand-held; 95g weight; condenser element, hypercardioid pattern; response 50Hz-18kHz; phantom power 12V-48V.
MCE81 mic: shock-mounted supercardioid.
M58 mic: ENG/EFP sports, news interviews; internal shock-mount reduces handling noise; extended response, weight-balanced, no-glare matte black finish.

Bryton
BP-1: 1/4", 180° stereo; 30dB SPL; 12V, 85mA; 5Hz-20kHz; multiple outputs; panel mounted; audio hold; variable LED display.

Cetec Vega
Ranger 2: wireless mics, 2-B T-93 bodypack, 2BM LM-20EX mini omni electret, 2HA T-96 hand-held, 2HV T-94 Vega K4 condenser; CVX audio processing; 98-9 true-diversity receiver.
Q Plus: wireless intercom; full duplex operation, programmable interface.
R-33 ProPlus: miniature wireless microphone for ENG.
PRO 2: wireless mics; 2-B T-37 bodypack, 2-HE T-36 EV BK-1 condenser, 2-HS T-39 handheld Shure SM96 condenser element; R-32 true-diversity receiver.
Circle (657)

Clear-Com Intercom Systems
TWC-10 adapter: two standard Clear-Com channels (on separate cables) to single standard 3-pin microphone cable.
WBS/STR wireless intercom: WBS-6 base, WTR-1 portable transceivers; accessories; full duplex, dynamic companding; low noise, good dynamic range.
TW option: converts 6-pin cable, 2-channel intercom to single 3-pin cable, 2-channel operation.
ISO-4000: station isolation system; establish private, isolated 2-way communications between Clear-Com stations in conference line intercom system; expands to isolate 16 stations from multiple control points.
RXM-1 control: remote kill function; shuts off live intercom mics to cancel noise; for series 500 belt, main or remote stations.
Circle (646)

Comprehensive Video
Production Music Library: 5-CD collection, in stereo.
Circle (658)
FOR BROADCASTING EXCELLENCE...
SOLID, POWERFUL, TELEVISION AND RADIO EQUIPMENT

High Power UHF TV Transmitters
TTC's Silverline UHF TV Transmitters provide the ultimate in picture quality, reliability and efficiency. These transmitters are designed that way, without compromise.

All new state-of-the-art design utilizes CMOS logic for control functions. Silverline multiple klystron transmitters maximize reliability by offering total redundancy. Each multiple klystron transmitter includes two or more amplifier cabinets, control circuits, high voltage contactors, beam supplies, cooling systems and exciters.

Low Power Transmitters
TTC offers a full line of outstanding VHF and UHF translator-transmitters, with an ultra-stable design that assures high quality and trouble-free operation.

For both VHF and UHF TV up to the 100W level, TTC offers solid state translator-transmitters designed for worry-free unattended operation in remote and hostile environments.

The 1000 Watt TTC XL1000 has become the best selling UHF transmitter in the world. Long-term reliability, performance, advanced capabilities, and versatility for use with UHF, VHF, satellite, or video inputs provide you with assurance of lasting quality.

FM and AM Radio Transmitters
TTC has established a longstanding track record for producing highly reliable and durable FM and AM radio transmitters—combining unsurpassed value and performance.

A complete line of transmitters is manufactured including units with a power output of as low as 30 Watts and ranging upward to 50,000 Watts.

Featuring our clean, uncomplicated designs incorporating refinements developed from over twenty years of proven performance in radio stations worldwide, today’s TTC radio transmitters provide unmatched price-performance value and quality.

If you missed us at NAB, call or write us at our new location:

TELEVISION TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION
P.O. BOX 1385  •  BROOMFIELD, COLORADO 80020 USA  •  (303) 665-8000  •  TWX: 910-938-0396 TTC COLO

Circle (63) on Reply Card
When Time is Unreal, You Need Real-Time.

Quanta presents a very practical solution to crunch time: the new anti-aliased, free-form Delta I™ character generator with real-time operation. Real-time as in instant sizing by character, instant rendering, and instant digital compositing.

And with features like flash digitizing and dual frame buffers, Delta I is the perfect solution to your production pressures.

The new Delta I character generator from Quanta. Real-time for the next time you’re in a squeeze.
The one and only name in Telecine Camera Systems is Ikegami. And now Ikegami offers complete Telecine systems including two photoconductive telecine cameras, optical multiplexer, 35mm slide projector, 16mm motion picture projector as well as audio-tally interface panels and machine controls.

Both cameras, the TK-970 and TKC-990 utilize photoconductive 1 inch Vidicon tubes (Saticons* are optional) and provide consistent highest quality performance and reliability in on-line applications such as local viewing or direct on-air broadcast; and off-line where the video signal is recorded.

The TKC-990 features computer-controlled automatic set-up of the camera operating parameters, as well as automatic set-up of registration level, shading and detail correction for up to three input projectors.

Both cameras utilize a built-in large image field lens, neutral density disc for automatic light control and automatic color balance circuitry.

The FPH-16 16mm telecine projector, SPR-35 35mm slide projector and MPK-3V optical multiplexer round out a system that stands alone in the industry.

For a complete demonstration of Ikegami Telecine Systems as well as our cameras and monitors, contact us or visit your local Ikegami dealer.
Here's a far out way

Introducing the Cycle Sat Satellite Courier System.

With the dramatic increase in the number of spot commercials and the revenues they generate, your television station faces a critical need for a dependable, fast, accurate system for receiving network quality spots and traffic instructions on time.

Any commercials OR traffic instructions that are misplaced or damaged due to land or air courier error can mean financial loss to your station or the inconvenience of "make-goods."

Now there's the Cycle Sat Satellite Courier System. Cycle Sat can provide you with network quality spots AND traffic information — including updates in a timely fashion, allowing you more scheduling time. Changes in trafficking can now be instantaneous instead of late or lost.

Cyclecypher downlinks fast!
Cycle Sat's proprietary Cyclecypher®, when installed in your station, is capable of automatically recording only those spot commercials
to deliver TV spots...

way to receive them.

intended for your station. What's more, they may be recorded in off-peak time periods.

With reception of either Ku-band or C-band, our nightly transmission schedules reduce your recording equipment conflicts by allowing you to receive all scheduled commercials during a single feed. By the use of the Cyclecypher system, you can reduce operation time and store commercials in just 25% of the space required to store a similar number by conventional means.

The Cycle Sat Package.

When you sign-up for the Cycle Sat Satellite Courier, you will receive the Cycle Sat package, which includes: a Cyclecypher, Ku-band/C-band satellite data decoder/receiver, a high-speed Cycle Sat printer, a remote record indicator, two interface cable packs, and $100 to help cover your installation costs.

For consistent clear picture quality, reliability, timely delivery and scheduling of spot TV, call toll-free 1-800-622-1865.

DELIVERS CLEAR SOLUTIONS

A subsidiary of Winnebago Industries Inc.
119 Willowglen Drive
Forest City, Iowa 50436

Offices in Los Angeles, Chicago and New York
Component.

**BP317:** portable single-channel headset user programmable.

**Nady Systems**

**101VHF wireless:** 1-channel receiver; **101HT** hand-held or **101GT** bodypack transmitter; 170-216MHz spectrum.

**Nady 1200VHF:** wireless; diversity receiving; **HT** hand-held, **GT** bodypack, **LT** instrument mic transmitters.

**Panasonic/Ramsa**

**SL-4300:** single-tray CD player; broadcast, production, sweetening, on-air; 10-key pad for direct access to any track; preset play sequences for 20 track selections; automated playback with multiple units.

**SL-4700:** CD player with removable 6-disk magazine; 36-step programmability for one disk or tracks across all six disks; 4x oversampling digital filter.

**Peerless Sales**

*040-815-02** Radial Cube: mounts speakers up to 75 lbs on wall, ceiling; directional H/V axes adjustments.

**R-Columbia Products**

52/XT: headphone/microphone for the telephone.

6058/T: ENG/IFB "hands free" telephone; tone dialing; mic mute switch; incoming call volume control; aux mic input for ENG, aux out for IFB.

52/700: amplified camera operator headphone; lightweight; phantom-powered amplifier, noise-canceling mic; standard PJ-051 plug.

**TR-50/PRO:** 2-way wireless intercom headsets; 2-channel; channel selector allows operation on either of 2 non-interfering networks in the same area.

**TR-50/B:** wireless-to-wired base station interface for TV camera intercoms; full, partial duplex.

**RF Technology**

**RF-101B/104B:** 950MHz diversity wireless mic; 101W capacity; 50Hz-20kHz.

**ROH**

*303PS:* portable party-line supply; phantom power 12-15 Pl. headset stations, beltpacks; user programmable.

**RTS Systems**

**BP317:** portable single-channel headset user station; **TW** or **Series 17** intercom component.

**CC62/CPK62:** intercom user station mini circuit card/assembly; **TW** intercom component.

**CIF612:** camera-isol interface; **TW** intercom component.

**Swintek Enterprises**

**Mark 2000P:** lightweight, full-duplex transmitter; integral antennas; compatible with standard headsets.

**Symetrix**

**SX-201:** parametric EQ/pre-amp.

**SX-202:** dual mic pre-amp.

**SX-203:** single-line telephone interface.

**SX-204:** headphone amplifier.

**Telex Communications**

**HT-400:** 2-channel wireless mic, transmitter.

**LM-300:** unidirectional lapel mic system.

**WT-400:** 2-channel wireless mic transmitter.

**FMR-4:** 4-channel wireless receiver.

**ENG-4:** 4-channel wireless receiver.

**TV Equipment Associates**

**Drake intercoms:** µP-controlled matrices, talkback features.

**Whirlwind**

USA audio power amp: 40W stereo.

**PHMAS:** headphone amplifier system.

**Ward-Beck Systems**

**MicroCOM:** µP-controlled TV plant intercom; bidirectional data transfer on single audio pair, assignable key functions, alpha/numeric readouts, central salvo reprogramming.

**Yamaha Music**

**SI10H/SI15H:** Club series speakers; 10" or 15" with horn tweeter; 200W program power capability.

**SM10H/SM15H:** 10" or 15" Club speaker series with horn tweeter; slant-front floor monitor; 150W or 200W program power capability.

**SR140, SR-740:** playback reference monitors.

**1-6.5" mid-range, 1-3.2" bullet tweeter with horn tweeter; slant-front floor monitor; 200W program capability.**

**MZ203Be:** dynamic vocal mic; white-cone woofers, soft-dome tweeter; with laminated beryllium diaphragm.

**MZ106S:** dynamic mic; high quality with OB/On switch.

**SX-201:** parametric EQ/pre-amp.

**SX-202:** dual mic pre-amp.

**SX-203:** single-line telephone interface.

**SX-204:** headphone amplifier.

**Telex Communications**

**HT-400:** 2-channel wireless mic, transmitter.

**LM-300:** unidirectional lapel mic system.

**WT-400:** 2-channel wireless mic transmitter.

**FMR-4:** 4-channel wireless receiver.

**ENG-4:** 4-channel wireless receiver.

**TV Equipment Associates**

**Drake intercoms:** µP-controlled matrices, talkback features.

**Whirlwind**

USA audio power amp: 40W stereo.

**PHMAS:** headphone amplifier system.

**Ward-Beck Systems**

**MicroCOM:** µP-controlled TV plant intercom; bidirectional data transfer on single audio pair, assignable key functions, alpha/numeric readouts, central salvo reprogramming.

**Yamaha Music**

**SI10H/SI15H:** Club series speakers; 10" or 15" with horn tweeter; 200W program power capability.

**SM10H/SM15H:** 10" or 15" Club speaker series with horn tweeter; slant-front floor monitor; 150W or 200W program power capability.

**SR140, SR-740:** playback reference monitors.

**1-6.5" mid-range, 1-3.2" bullet tweeter with horn tweeter; 200W program capability.**

**MZ203Be:** dynamic vocal mic; white-cone woofers, soft-dome tweeter; with laminated beryllium diaphragm.

**MZ106S:** dynamic mic; high quality with OB/On switch.

**SX-201:** parametric EQ/pre-amp.

**SX-202:** dual mic pre-amp.

**SX-203:** single-line telephone interface.

**SX-204:** headphone amplifier.
For every one of their new cameras, CTV Television Network, Ltd., host broadcasters for the '88 Winter Olympics, selected Fujinon — more than 8 lenses in all. In the strongest domination of the games, all the action captured by CTV cameras — from the widest panoramas to the longest, tightest close ups on the slopes — will be through Fujinon lenses.

Covering the downhill like it’s never been covered before, Fujinon is providing a new secret weapon...the longest focal length lens ever used in broadcast television. Watch the races and see the difference.

Twenty-eight new CTV cameras will be equipped with the industry-proven A44X9.5ESM. From a wide 9.5mm out to 420mm and an F1.4 maximum aperture flat to 240mm (F2.5 at 420mm), the A44X takes first place for the best ramping characteristics in the long focal length competition!

Fujinon's brand new 13kg A34X10ESM will be on 10 new CTV cameras. No larger than the lens it replaces (the A30X11ESM), its coverage is wider and longer. From 10mm to 340mm with an F1.6 that's flat to 229mm. Naturally, it has a built-in 2X extender.

In the handheld competition, Fujinon wins hands down with 28 new CTV cameras equipped with the A14X9ERM, 7 cameras with the A8.5X5.5ERM ultrawide zoom, and five cameras with the A18X8.5ERM. All three compact, lightweight, weatherized lenses have built-in extenders.

Long the industry's favorite ENG lens, the A14X9ERM zooms from 9mm to 126mm while the maximum aperture is F1.7 out to 103mm. For events demanding wider and longer coverage, the 18X provides 8.5mm to 153mm range with an F1.7 aperture constant from 8.5mm to 116mm (F2.3 at 153mm). And for wide angle abilities, nothing beats the A8.5X5.5ERM. It's an F1.7 that zooms from 5.5mm to 47mm. And even with its 1.7X extender in position, it provides a familiar 9.4mm wide angle.

In addition to the CTV cameras, most of the production companies supporting the coverage will be bringing Fujinon equipped cameras. And, naturally, Fujinon will be on hand to provide field support. After all, one reason Fujinon lenses are so widely used is Fujinon service — it's as good as gold, too.

To learn more about the lenses that scored a clean sweep, you'll get more information or a demonstration by calling the Fujinon location nearest you.
Before The Phantom

These Two Weren't Speaking

But now, the video editing system communicates beautifully with the ATR, thus eliminating the need for an expensive audio suite. And all the credit goes to the unique, new PHANTOM from Cipher Digital.

Technically speaking, the PHANTOM is a VTR Emulator that allows video editing systems control of audio transports. It accepts information from virtually any video editing system via the RS-422 interface and provides parallel information to the audio transport. Designated around a high-speed microprocessor, the PHANTOM has the capability to provide control of up to four events and will even interface U-Matic type VCR's with video editing systems designed for 1" VTR's.

To get the conversation going in your editing suite, contact Cipher Digital today! Call (800) 331-9066.

Circle (68) on Reply Card
MULTIPLE CAMERAS. ONE OPERATOR.

Impossible? Not if your cameras are mounted on EPO Servo-Controlled pan and tilt heads. These extraordinary, labor-saving devices, which first found favor in legislatures where remote-controlled, unobtrusive coverage was a key factor, are now the basis for complete remote-controlled news studios.

Just look at these outstanding features:

- Up to 500 preprogrammed positions per camera, including control of iris and black levels
- Programmable fade modes that provide smooth transition from preprogrammed shots
- Ability to zoom and focus
- Unobtrusive
- Can be operated via telephone lines or microwave in a remote studio away from the main studio location
- Wide range of pan and tilt heads, for full studio cameras with teleprompters to ENG type cameras
- Wide range of control options, from panels with multiple-shot memories to simple joy stick remote controls.

It's flexible, affordable—and it's sold and serviced exclusively in the U.S.A. by A.F. Associates.

THE RADAMEC EPO REMOTE CAMERA CONTROL SYSTEMS
Your news show's bottom line will never look so good.

A.F. ASSOCIATES INC.
ADVANCED SYSTEMS AND PRODUCTS FOR THE VIDEO INDUSTRY
100 STONEHURST COURT, NORTHVALE NJ 07647 (201) 767-1000
10650 SCRIPPS RANCH BLVD SUITE 200 SAN DIEGO CA (619) 530-2970

Circle (69) on Reply Card
GE IS THE LIGHT THAT TAKES THE HEAT OFF THE PERFORMERS.

The pace is frantic. Five minutes to airtime. Late breaking news has just been handed in. As the countdown begins...the lights go on.

For the performers, ordinary stage and studio lights can be torturous, because they generate so much heat. That's why GE invented the GE Watt-Miser Quartzline® lamp. This Quartzline lamp, with a revolutionary infrared reflecting coating, delivers 90% of the

GE Lighting lights up the night while generating 35% less heat than ordinary stage and studio lights.

The pace is frantic. Five minutes to airtime. Late breaking news has just been handed in. As the countdown begins...the lights go on.
light of ordinary stage and studio lights while using up to 35% less wattage. It generates less heat, which means more comfortable working conditions for the people onstage and the people backstage. It also reduces the load on the air conditioning system and fits existing fixtures.

With features like these, it's not surprising that more and more people are using them. Because when what's onstage is hot, GE Lighting keeps it cool.

GE is Light.
Continued from page 102

Express Tower
EXCO towers: for radio, TV, microwave; range 250-1,480 feet; designed, fabricated to EIA-222D standards; faces to 144".
Circle (1223)

Flash Technology
FTB 205A: ElectroFlash beacon; FTB 205A white flashing light; SC 110 controller; meets FAA tail structure marking requirements and Transport Canada, CSA approved.
Circle (764)

Graves & Graves
Tower services: construction, maintenance on communications towers.
Circle (1224)

Harris Broadcast
Training courses: AM, FM, RF circuitry covered in technical training program at Quincy, IL.
SX-SA: single-phase 5kW AM transmitter.
DX-25: 25kW digital solid-state AM transmitter; better aco-to-RF efficiency; reduced audio overshoot, tilt, ringing; redundant RF PA design.
HT-10PM: 10kW FM transmitter; single 4CX7500A PA tube in 1/4 cavity; broadband tuning; auto VSWR foldback; 50dB interstage impedance permits bypassing of IPA, PA for low power operation.
FM-20K2: 20kW FM transmitter; single 4CX20000A tetrode in wideband 1/4 cavity; requires 31kW input power; FlexPatch feature allows pre-amp, IPA or PA to be bypassed for continued operation at low power.
FM-20K2, FM-25K2 enhancement: improved cooling system reduces overall ac power consumption for greater efficiency.
FM-30K: 30kW FM transmitter; single tetrode design requires 48kW input power; auto VSWR foldback circuitry: FlexPatch feature.
Circle (796)

Hughes & Phillips
Guy guards: 2-piece guard fits over base of guy to protect against ice damage.
Circle (1225)

Itelco
T100/300 series: Band I, III VHF TV transmitters in serial, parallel configurations; ratings from 1W to 40kW, external, internal diplexed; 1-tetrode or solid-state visual PA, solid-state, dual sound facilities; external cavity klystrons.
B8980 series: complete range of feeder components.
Circle (879)

Micro Communications
*55000: VHF TV switchless combiner; hot switching for visual and aural transmitters without lost airtime.
*55070: UHF TV switchless combiner; hot switching of aural or medium power visual signals.
*55090: 180kW switchless combiner; system for operation of three visual transmitters.
50000: UHF high-power guide antenna; improved efficiency and reliability with higher power capacity.
TTL circuitry: µP controller for MCF motor-driven equipment; requires only momentary closures for operation.
Circle (890)

Midwest Communications
TX60S: 60kW UHF TV transmitter; standard and redundant configurations; series includes 30kW, 120kW and 240kW rated systems; by Technalogix.
Circle (901)

Omega International
Synchronous repeater: locks FM transmitter and repeater to same frequency; in phase; reduces degrading of signals in overlap areas.
Circle (925)

Pinzone Communications
Corum AM antenna: anti-skywave, anti-fade system; low profile nearly equal to a 190° tower (635 feet at 620kHz).
Circle (969)

QEI
FMQ-series: FM transmitters; field upgradable models from 3.5kW to 30k; with 695 exciters; single, ground-grid triode PA.
Circle (975)

Rapid Deployment Towers
RapUp: transportable tower; non-telescoping design; 70-300 feet, deploy at 10 feet/s.
Circle (1226)

ROHN
7500 SR: guyed tower with 76" face, suitable to heights of 2,000 feet.
Circle (1001)

Singer Products
CCA FM500G: FM transmitter; ground grid 3CX8000A7 PA to produce 500W output; auto overload, recycle, optional SWR protection; FM20G 20W exciter.
AM-15000HFH: broadcast, short wave transmitter covering HF band from 1.5-10MHz; 15kW rms output; for A3 and A0 (CW) emission; PA 4CX15000A, modulators 4CX5000A, IPA 4-400A.
Circle (1030)

Tennaplex Systems
ALPHA: high-power, multistation combiner. Hardware: Spinner coaxial, waveguide accessories.
Circle (1031)

Thomson-LGT
Series 8000 VHF: VHF TV transmitters; solid-state 1W-30kW, single-tube 5kW-30kW; for all TV standards; capable of MTS sound operation.
Series 8000 UHF: TV transmitters: solid-state 2W-2kW, single-tube 1kW-20kW, klystron 20kW-30kW; ICEM ≤3'; all TV standards.
ELUHF 2000S: UHF TV transmitter with IF modulation; single-tube design; 2kW output visual rating; for all TV standards.
ELUHF high power: 20kW, 30kW, 60kW UHF TV transmitters; 2-klystron systems with EEV or Valvo devices; visual PA may be tetrode; water or vapor cooling.
EVHF 1000S: 10kW VHF TV transmitter; solid-state aural, single ceramic tetrode visual PA in grounded-grid configuration; 24kW power consumption.
VHF: UHF transposers: 2W-2kW repeater systems: applicable to all TV standards; solid-state designs except single-tube models for 1kW, 2kW UHF.
RAMSES series: FM transmitter; output powers from 1000W to 5kW; solid-state design; mono, stereo, SCA, RD signals compact, redundancy.
Circle (1102)

TMD/Will Burt
Telescoping mast: 30 feet extended, nests to 6 feet.
*7T42,357/367: telescoping mast; black anodized finish; 42ft height.
Circle (1107)
Beat the traffic.

M/A-COM opens up a new lane for broadcasters with our new 18GHz microwave system.

If you’ve been looking for an open frequency at 7 or 13GHz, you’re not alone. In many areas, they simply aren’t available: there’s too much traffic and not enough spectrum.

M/A-COM’s new 18GHz microwave system gives you another option: a wide-open band which the FCC has assigned to broadcast. It gives you 50% better link availability (or 40% longer range) than 23GHz, and none of the congestion of the lower frequencies.

The MA-18CC is a fully-featured microwave system, designed to meet or exceed all RS-250B short-haul performance specifications. It is field tunable, and a single Gunn oscillator covers a wide selection of frequencies so spare parts can be kept to a minimum.

For over 20 years M/A-COM MAC has specialized in providing microwave radio equipment to broadcasters. Every unit with our name on it is built in our own factory, so we not only control the quality, but we know how to service it.

For more information on how you can streamline your microwave needs, contact M/A-COM MAC, Inc., 5 Omni Way, Chelmsford, MA 01824, (617) 272-3100.
Confier QL-1010: wireless cable/MMDS block downconverter; 31-channel capacity; processes all or some channels in ITFS/OFPS groups, 2500-2686MHz. 
PT-2528: 4" ITFS receive antenna; 1-piece perforated Al reflector; matched feed assembly; mounts to 2" to 4-1/2" OD mast.
QL-30T1: integrated dual-band MMDS block downconverter; common input, common output; for MDS channels 1, 2 and all ITFS/OFPS channels; Interdigital Filter for improved image, out-of-band rejection; SMD technology.
QL-30T3: integrated dual MMDS block downconverter; separate inputs with common output; Interdigital Filter. 
Circle (671)
EMCEE 
MC2127 downconverter: for 2.15-2.7 GHz MMDS, ITFS; broadband design; output bandwidth 100-400MHz; conversion gain 25dB minimum. 
Circle (742)
Enterprise Electronics 
LARS-88 Baby Radar: Doppler weather radar; lightweight, X-band; options of remote display/control, color printers, 30Mbyte image store disk.
DWSR-88, -88CTV: Doppler radar systems for weather, weather surveillance; intensity, velocity, color display modes; improved clutter reduction. 
RP-522: color remote radar data display processor. 
Circle (746)
GE Command 
Probond/Command: addressable bandwidth compression, scrambling system for use on MDS, MMDS, ITFS, OFPS systems. 
Circle (788)
Graham-Patten Systems 
VAMP II system: puts two PCM audio channels above video on TV STL system. 
Circle (787) See page 112
Harris Farinon Video 
FMT-40, FMR-40: video transmission equipment; dc-coupled video circuitry, sync-gated modulator; IF heterodyne or baseband radio relay for STL.
Heterodyne microwave upgrades: FET power amplifiers for 1.7GHz to 13.25GHz transmitters, receivers. 
Circle (1227)
Ikegami 
PP-80: ENG microwave equipment; high-power 2GHz and 7GHz; complements lower power PP-70 series. 
Circle (812) See page 97
Mark Antenna 
P21AT27KG-2: 6" diameter compact grid-type microwave antenna; also available in 4, 8, 10, 12-foot sizes. 
Circle (1228)
Micro Controls 
TSL 2001: 450MHz transmitter-studio link. 
Circle (895)
Microwave Radio 
Model 2A20: ProStar ENG antenna. 
MR, MR: ProStar receivers. 
Model 2T2: ProStar portable microwave transmitter. 
Circle (900)
Moscley Associates 
PCL-6000 series: STL system with 6010 transmitter and 6020, 6030 receivers; 15kHz monaural or wideband composite stereo by change of jumpers; dual configuration with no measurable crosstalk.
RPL 4010, 4020: remote programming link; portable transmitter, receiver; synthesized, extended measuring; high rejection characteristic in crowded UHF bands. 
Circle (914) See page 63

Nurad 
230HP2L: 23GHz parabolic antenna in 4-series systems; fiberglass, removable radome, rotatable feed, universal pipe mount bracket. 
130CP2S, 130CP2S: 13GHz compact parabolic antennas; 12", 24" diameters; quick-connect attachment; circular polarization. 
70CPIS, 70CPIS: parabolic antennas, compact design for 7GHz; 12", 24" diameters; circular polarization; quick-connect attachments. 
20PT10-2: 2.5GHz portable ENG transmitter with 40dBm output; quick-connect antenna mount; FT-series includes 2GHz units. 
Circle (837)

Radiation Systems 
Hardware series: various waveguide, coax, hangers and accessories. 
Satcom Tech *240AT: transportable 2.4m uplink trailer system; *240KT antenna system; 3-axis pedestal with auto stow/ploy, digital position display; dual generators; collapsible feed support boom. 
Circle (892)

RF Technology 
RF-200LC: ultra-portable receiver; operates with UPL series transmitters in 1.7-2.7GHz range. 
RF-203B: ultra-portable transmitter; 1.7-2.7GHz, frequency agile; two audio channels with mic/line switching; 500mW output. 
RF-FLP: colinear omnidirectional antennas for helicopter, central receiver and wireless camera receivers. 
RF-CD: automatic tracking antenna system for wireless camera; 1.7-1.3GHz applications. 
RF-SC: low-profile antennas for boat, racecar, backpack wireless camera operation. 
Circle (895) See page 164

Rockwell International 
DVS-1000: digital video system; video, stereo audio; DS3 interface to 44.736 Mb/s asynchronous; for NTSC/system M video; complies with FCC part 15 subpart J. 
Circle (998) .

TFT 
Model 8888, 8889: remote pickup transmitter, receiver; 25W; frequency agile; selectable deviation, receiver bandwidth; cue, remote control with DTMP signals; front panel metering for diagnostics.
Model 8700: STL transmitter-studio link; optional 4-channel TDDM time division data multiplex allows four users to share TSL system with DTMP address codes; operates in 450MHz P channels. 
Circle (1094) See page 141

Thomson Video Equipment 
Vidiplex TTV 7552: decoder, decoder allows two interlaced, synchronous images of same standard on single transmission channel. 
Circle (1101) See page 167
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DALSAT DELIVERS RATINGS

Dalsat’s SNG-12 produces outstanding market share with live coverage.

- Baby Jessica’s Rescue (WFAA TV - Dallas) 50 SHARE
- 1988 Calgary Olympics (ABC) 27 SHARE
- Delta 191 Crash (WFAA TV - Dallas) 53 SHARE
How many thousands of dollars have you buried in the past couple of years?

Here's good news. Henceforth, this money goes back in your pocket Because Christie's CASP® brings dead NiCads back to life.

Our exclusive charging method actually reverses electrochemical deterioration!

And Christie's microprocessor-based CASP handles every type of rechargeable battery.

Gives each exactly the type and amount of current it needs for a cool, fast properly balanced charge.

Operates unattended too

All you do is load and unload batteries.

"Here lies a Nicad
Whose cost was quite large,
Deep-sixed because it
No longer would charge."

- Anon.

CASP comes in two models. The user-programmable CASP/2000 delivers everything your battery can possibly need for peak performance and long life.

The economy CASP/1000 is a user-friendly GO/NO GO system, pre-programmed for all the most popular types of batteries.

So save your valuable NiCads from an early grave. Get full information from Mike Diamond at Christie Electric Corp., Torrance, CA 90509-2872.

Phone (213) 3200808.

FAX (213) 618-8368.

CHRISTIE
RAISING THE DEAD

Circle (73) on Reply Card

The TOTAL SOLUTION to Automated Audio Measurements

Amber offers the full package for automated audio tests: high performance GPIB hardware and easy to use, comprehensive software. At home both in the lab and the production line, the Amber 5500 Audio Measurement System and the PC-based AudioCheck software package gives you instant, complete and accurate results. Simple menu driven, self-running software lets you easily define complex tests with outputs as simple as PASS/FAIL tickets to comprehensive full color graphs and custom multi-page test reports.

State-of-the-art measurements with balanced or unbalanced interface, distortion below 0.001%, noise below -120dBV qualifies the latest digital or analog systems in broadcast, telecommunications and consumer audio applications.

Find out how easy audio testing can be. Call us today.

Amber Electro Design Inc.
3391 Griffith Street
St. Laurent, QC Canada H4T 1W5
Telephone (514) 735 4105
US Toll Free 800 361 3697

Circle (74) on Reply Card

RF Products
R3: Amplifiers

• Grid power tubes
• Klystrons
• Assemblies, cavities

Amperex Electronic
9401: power tetrodes for UHF/VHF TV and FM broadcasting.
YL1750: UHF power tetrode.
YK1270: air-cooled klystron.

Circle (535) See ad page 82-3

Econco Broadcast Service
ACX3500A: rebuilt tetrode power tube.

Circle (725) See ad page 125

EEV
K3936L24: air-cooled C-band satellite uplink klystron.
K3153BCD: 15kW air-cooled UHF TV klystron; K4153 circuit assembly.
K3773BCD: 70kW wideband UHF TV klystron with K4653 series circuit assemblies.

Circle (731) See ad page 125

Hipotronics
de beam supplies: for transmitters.

Circle (901)

Keltec Florida
R60-300kU: medium power Ku-band TWT amplifier.
R90: high power TWT amplifier.
R59-125C: low power C-band TWT amplifier.
H60-300kU: hub-mount TWT amplifier.

Circle (839)

MCL
*10906: 300W K-band hub-mounted TWT amplifier.
*10890: 500W Ku-band phase-combined hub-mount ABSAT TWT amplifier.

Circle (888) See ad page 179

Richardson Electronics
Siemens YD1381, YD1275: planar triodes for TV translators.

Circle (996)

Stantel Components
W2MC12H, W2MC16K: TWT C-/Ku-band power devices, rated 300W for earth station HPAs.

Circle (1298)

Thomson Electron Tubes/Device
TH-3694: 450W TWT for DBS uplink earth stations operating at 18GHz; for forced air cooling; current control anode counteracts tube aging.
TH-2426: 2kW earth station klystron; 14GHz operation, minimum gain of 37dB with instantaneous bandwidth greater than 85MHz, forced air cooling, permanent magnet beam confinement.

Circle (1099)

Varian Associates
X2254: air-cooled Klystrone, rated 15kW.
ACE retrofit: for use with VKP 7553-4-5 annular control electrodes; reduced energy costs, increased efficiency (to 85% figure of merit) for integral-cavity transmitter; includes pulser, ex- cit, visual drive amp.

VKP-7990: external cavity klystron, multistage depressed collector design.
P5-5093 ACE: high efficiency, external cavity
While Ed Murrow invented broadcast journalism to report a world war, Harris supplied the radio equipment that carried the word.

As Mr. Spock sailed the galaxy, Harris introduced the first VHF television transmitter with I.F. modulation.

And when TV miniseries first glued viewers to their chairs night after night, Harris put the broadcast industry's largest field service team on call 24 hours a day. Seven days a week!

Now, as MTV, Talknet, and L.A. Law set the pace for programming, Harris is leading the way with digital and solid-state systems that are revolutionizing radio and TV technology.

Harris started making waves in 1922. Since then we've introduced over 50 industry firsts. From the transcription turntable. To the digital, solid-state AM transmitter.

And we're the only manufacturer with a Technical Training Center. Not just for Harris hardware. But to teach your staff how to operate and maintain any transmission system on the market.

In our business, you either make history. Or you become history.

That's why programs like Star Trek became classics. And that's why Harris is still America's only full line broadcast equipment manufacturer.

Find out how Harris is leading broadcast manufacturing into a new century. Call TOLL FREE:

1-800-4-HARRIS
Extension 3011

The U.S.S. Enterprise™ and © 1988 by Paramount Pictures Corporation. All Rights Reserved.

Circle (75) on Reply Card
RF Products

**R4: Receiving**

- Modulation monitors
- Receivers

**BEXT**

RXG/FM: programmable composite receiver for translator, booster systems; with programmable modular transmitter, creates a programmable translator/booster with synthesized inputs/outputs.

Circle (1266)

**DX Communications**

DSA-676: C/Ku-band remote control receiver; RS-250B spec for full and half transponder use.

DHA-530: CATV channel processor.

DSA-646: C/Ku-band receivers, for exact transponder frequencies.

DSA-525: very low noise Ku-band LNB block converter.

DSA-656: C/Ku-band receivers; for full, half transponders.

Circle (715)

**Emergency Alert Receivers**

EBS tone-alert receivers.

Fixed frequency FM: crystal-controlled, dual ceramic filters; 5" Alnico speakers.

Model 80 SCA receivers: dual FET front end; 41kHz, 67kHz, 91kHz subchannels; 3-trap, 3-tuned circuits.

Circle (744)

**Gorman-Redlich**

CEB encoder, decoder: complete 2-frequency EBS system per FCC requirements.

CRW weather receiver: 0.28µV sensitivity; MOSFET RF amp, crystal-ceramic IF filters; 1,050Hz tone triggers relay to enable receiver output, alarm, recorded message.

Circle (785)

**McMartin Industries**

Super S series: SCA encoder, generator/modulation monitor, SCA tuner, decoder module for 3, 4 or 5 SCA subchannels on an FM broadcast signal.

Circle (890)

**Motorola-AM Stereo**

MC13024/13022: C-Quam low and medium voltage AM stereo receivers.

Circle (915)

**Telemet**

4504-B1 BTSC synchronous detector: operates with various non-stereo demodulators for determination of ICPM; integral low-pass filter for quadrature output; integral demo tester.

Pro channel demod: allows remote/field crews to receive Pro BTSC channel for communications purposes.

Tunable demod: all TV channel capability.

Circle (1084)

**Wegener Communications**

Series 1800 receiver: for audio, data subcarriers above video or FMx2 broadcast transmission on C/Ku-band; remote transponder selection, subcarrier tuning, authorization; multiple channels of data, audio.

SDM2000: Dolby digital audio transmission system; for C-/Ku-band networks; compatible with FMx2 subcarriers above video and SCPC.

Circle (1185)

**RF Products**

**R5: Generation**

- Exciters, generators
- Subcarrier systems
- Stereo, FM, TV
- Paging

**Acrodyne Industries**

Marconi B7500: UHF exciter and drive system.

Circle (506)

**AEG Bayly**

RDSC 3237: radio data system encoder; for addition of supplementary information to multiplex signal for FM broadcast transmitters.

Circle (514)

Continued on page 116
To get a bigger slice of your video patching business, we borrowed an idea from the experts.

Quick delivery.

Whether it's a pepperoni pizza or a patchbay, nobody likes waiting for deliveries. And when you order video products from ADC Telecommunications, you don't have to. Because unlike other manufacturers, we sell through a nationwide network of video distributors. So instead of waiting weeks for delivery from a factory a thousand miles away, you simply call the ADC distributor in your area.

But you don't have to order an extra-large with everything to get fast delivery. We'll give you the same service even if you just need a few patch-cords. Because we know if we offer a broad range of quality products at fair prices, and deliver them faster than the competition, we'll get a bigger slice of your business. We call it the "Domino Theory."

For the name of your local ADC stocking distributor, call 612-893-3126 east of the Mississippi, or call 612-893-3119 west of the Mississippi.
News events change so can MicroSwift.

The remote camera control system.

Experience the freedom of movement that MicroSwift gives you.

No other remote camera control system in the world feels like it or moves like it. MicroSwift's unique servo-control system automatically puts you in a better position. The servo-controlled pedestal allows the operator to raise and lower the camera from 24 to 58 inches as well as control the pan and tilt, zoom, focus, and camera functions.

Smooth, silent, accurate and repeatable. The quality and versatility of MicroSwift's digital control is equally impressive.
Television studios. Legislatures. Conferences. Wherever manual camera operation is impractical, unacceptable or prohibitively expensive MicroSwift is precise, articulate and impressively cost effective.

The unique MicroSwift system offers the dual advantage of exceptionally rapid subject finding through automatically selected pre-programmed shots with full operator override.

MicroSwift also has a superb memory for camera positions. It can store up to 1500 with a repeatability accuracy to 0.03 degrees.

Sophisticated inside, simple outside. MicroSwift is very easy to operate, even when several cameras are linked into the system, and for a totally automated environment MicroSwift offers machine control capability.

The standard MicroSwift range also includes a choice of control panels depending on the complexity of the proposed application. From single camera to complex multi-camera use.

And from Vinten, the world's leading producer of camera mounting systems you're assured of reliable, remotely controlled on-air movement wherever cameras are located.

Innovative design. Superbly engineered. Whatever your angle MicroSwift will cover it. Contact Vinten at one of the following addresses:

Vinten
Vinten Equipment Inc.
275-C Marcus Boulevard Hauppauge
New York 11788-2001
Telephone (516) 273-9750 Telex 640470
Telefax (516) 273-9759

Vinten Equipment Inc.
8115-B Clybourn Avenue Sun Valley
California 91352-4022
Telephone (818) 767-0306 Telex 182686
Telefax (818) 767-0772

MicroSwift
Repeatably the best.
Continued from page 112

**DX Communications**

**DSM-150**: CATV modulator, channels 14 to 78.

**DSM-322**: FM stereo modulator.

**DSM-680**: CATV modulator for channels 2-YY; RTSC stereo capable.

Circle (715)

**Harris Broadcast**

THE-1: 315W or 3.5-55W solid-state FM exciter; direct carrier modulated oscillator; two composite, two SCA inputs; broadband design requires no tuning.

Circle (796)

**Inovonics**

*R705*: FM stereo generator; FMX option available; low-pass filter, transmission pre-emphasis; digitally synthesized pilot(s), subcarriers(s); overshoot control.

**Harris Broadcast**

**Circle (715)**

**Inovonics**

*R655*: 8 channel FM stereo exciter.

Circle (796)

**Marconi Communication Systems**

**BT500**: UHF exciter and driver system.

Circle (879)

**Marconi Electronics**

**SCG-10**, **SOD-10**: subcarrier generator, demodulator; stand-alone components for subcarrier link service on microwave systems; audio processing options for selection of pre-emphasis, encode/decode boards; ac/dc operation, auto mute.

Circle (881)

**Modulation Sciences**

**FM ModMinder**: TV audio modulation status panel; use with any FM demod or high quality receiver.

Circle (909)

**Motorola/AM Stereo**

**Model 1400**: C-Quam AM stereo exciter.

**Model 1400**: C-Quam AM stereo generator.

Circle (915)

**Phillips T&M/Pro TV**

**PM 5687**: TV digital sound modulator.

Circle (965)

**QEI**

**Model 695**: FM broadcast exciter; distortion <0.025%.

**Model 705**: FM stereo generator, modulation control; modulation metering, peak counter; broadband PLL design; 5-20W output; spectrum output for Bessel-null calibration.

Circle (975) See ad page 183

**Rohde & Schwarz**

**DMC05 data corder**: RDS (radio data service) device, modulates 57kHz FM auxiliary carrier with data to tune automotive radio while driving in areas between main and booster transmitters; under test in West Germany.

Circle (1000) See ad page 69

**SCA Data Systems**

**Music 4**: 4-channel SCA generator, receiver systems; high quality 10kHz and low distortion 5kHz channels; meets FCC standards for recording; audio material not receivable with existing receivers.

**9600 bps**: complete FM SCA data system; generation compatible with communications to 30 mile radius from FM station; integral error detection, correction; auto scanning; asynchronous, synchronous operation.

**Data 4**: allows single FM subcarrier (67kHz, 92kHz) to support four independent data channels; data rates from 01,800 b/s with 5kHz bandwidth per Data 4 channel.

Circle (1276) See ad page 173

**TFT**

**Model 884**: FM modulation monitor; baseband and stereo; frequency agile with Peak Modulation Duration Differentiator PMDD circuit.

Circle (1094) See ad page 141

**TTC/Television Technology**

**XD-20UA**: Silverline UHF TV exciter; correction circuitry and pulser system.

Circle (1117) See ad page 95

**RF Products**

**R6: Satellite**

*Antennas, controllers*  
*Electronics*  

**Acrodyne Industries**

**Marconi Transat 37, 56**: road-transportable satellite earth station; elliptical antennas of 3.7m and 5.6m; mounted on trailer, flat-bed or semi-trailer; electronics in separate container.

Circle (506)

**Advent Communications**

**Upconverters**: Ku-band AUC 3141; C-band AUC 3061.

**AVE 2141**: Ku-band broadcast uplink video exciter; exceeds RS-250B, CCIR RS671 requirements; switchable for PAL, NTSC, SECAM, all MAC formats; clamped AFC system; four audio subcarriers; remote control.

**Portable uplinks**: antenna, electronics fit into two shipping cases for easy transportation.

**AVE 2061**: C-band uplink video exciter.

Circle (1192)

**Andrew**

**4.5 E6**: 4-port C/Ku Cherry-Picker system.

**C/Ku upgrade**: 5, 6-port uplink kit.

**Uplink upgrade**: prepares 7.3m antenna systems for transmitting.

**7.3 E6**: Cherry-Picker TVRO antenna system for lower EIRP regions; motorized, dual band C/Ku, dual polarization; 4-port feed system; APC-100 programmable antennas; 1-way coiner; ASR-300 video receiver, ASC-1000 ESA system controller options.

Circle (541)

**AVCOM of VA**

**SCPC demods, downconverters.**

**SCS-200**: tunable satellite audio receiver; wide-band with high-stability downconverter, frequency agile demodulator; presets for 4 frequencies; AVPAND-A processing.

Circle (574)

**BMS/Broadcast Microwave**

**BMT-HGR**: Ku-band uplink exciter; solid-state; full or half transponder operation; SCPC input standard; CW video switch; exceeds RS-250B, meets INTELSAT requirements; tunes 1MHz steps.

Circle (597)

**Comtech Antenna**

**EC6 antenna controller**: 64-position satellite memory; LCD display shows position, visual prompts during installation; program pack is removable software cartridge, accessible from rear, for simplified updating or customizing; RS-232 ports.

Circle (668)

**Dalat**

**SNG-12**: Ku-band transportable system; 3.7m TRI-FOLD antenna, electronics, electrically driven azimuth movement; Volvo GM F6-13 cab-over diesel truck.

Circle (667) See ad page 109

**Harris Farinon Video**

**VE-14 enhancement**: Ku-band exciter upgrade with four tunable subcarriers, switchable IF bandwidth assembly.

Circle (1227)

**Keltec Florida**

**H60-300Ku**: hub-mount TWT amplifier.

**R40-50Ku**: 50W Ku-band TWT amplifier.

**R60-300Ku**: medium power Ku-band TWT amplifier.

**SN-200Ku**: 300W Ku-band TWT fly-away amplifier in a single flight case.

**R90-600Ku**: high power TWT amplifier.

**R50-25C**: low power C-band TWT amplifier.

Circle (839)

**Marconi Communication Systems**

**Transat 37, 56**: road-transportable satellite earth station; elliptical antennas of 3.7m and 5.6m; mounted on trailer, flat-bed or semi-trailer; electronics in separate container.

Circle (879)

**MCL**

**20076**: 5W Ku-band communications adapter, transmitter.

Circle (888) See ad page 179

**Microdyne**

**Newshawk**: satellite video/audio encryption system for news gathering backhaul.

**M.A.T.**: Microdyne automated satellite terminal; includes 1100 BKR(M) broadcast receiver, meets RS-250B.

**IH0BKR**: broadcast satellite receiver; agile in Ku/Cbands; meets RS-250B.

Circle (896) See ad page 71

**Miniport Computer Consultants**

**MACI**: antenna controller; features receiver control, remote access and networking capabilities.

Circle (1260)

**Midwest Communications**

**S-18 Mobile**: news gathering system; 4-port antenna, communications adapter; 1.8m DMK antenna by Vertex; Ford E-350 cargo van; meets 2° spacing.

**S-2 Flyaway**: Vertex 1.8m segmented antenna; azimuth, elevation assembly; redundant electronics available.

**Video Scamp**: Vertex 4.6m or 6.1m Ku-band antenna; hub-mounted electronics; remote computer control.

**RC-8097B**: auto satellite locator; includes antenna controller with auto pointing of mobile Ku-band antenna; uses Loran-C signals to deter-
because they work well and they're so easy to use"

"That's what I tell colleagues from other stations when they ask why I prefer Auditronics consoles," says Jon Book, Engineering Manager, Studio Systems for WOC-KIJK in Davenport, Iowa. "We have about 15 people working the boards between our AM and FM operations so ease of use is very important to us. Our five Auditronics consoles in on-air and production let our people air a highly professional product on both our programming and the commercials we produce."

Call us now to find out more about why Jon Book buys Auditronics consoles for on-air and production, toll free 800-638-0977.
mine location of up-link truck.
Circle (901) See ad page 1

Pinzone Communications
MAC-1 controller: receiver control, remote access, networking capabilities; time-programmable satellite antenna control unit. Model 9270: all-format C/Ku-band receiver with Comtech, Vertex antennas; stereo audio, eight subcarrier presets, auto offset for 1/2-transponder operation; covers 36 current satellite formats.
Circle (965)

Scientific Atlanta
7670 controller: total centralized control of earth station from on-site or remote (via modem) with multitasking PC-based system; preconfigured, reconfigurable menus, screens; hardcopy of all system component parameters; allows prescheduled automation.
Circle (1019)

Standard Communications
LNBC-12C: HEMT GaAs FET Ku-band, low-noise amplifier, block downconverter; available for various ITU frequencies. Agile Omni International: video/audio satellite receiver for all ITU frequencies and satellite formats; applicable for NTSC, PAL, SECAM and MAC transmission standards. Agile Omni Pro: RS250B video/audio satellite receiver, full feature. LNBC-4B: HEMT GaAs FET C-band low-noise amplifier, block downconverter.
Circle (1048)

SureShot Satellite Network
Transportable uplink facilities: outfitted for C-/Ku-band; available on lease for networking; transponder brokers.
Circle (1281)

Thomson-LGT
RSA series antennas: 2m antennas for use with Telecom 1 (RSA 31 AG) or Eutelsat/Intelsat (RSA 30 AG) satellite signals. Transposer: satellite-to-terrestrial repeater system; power output range 0.3W to 100W UHF or VHF; input 900-1700MHz; 12-24Vdc power by coaxial cable for LNC.
Circle (1102)

Toshiba
Mt-3 Scoop System: portable satellite news gathering system; collapsible to 3-case package; offset parabolic antenna; 1.8m reflector; exciter, HPA.
Circle (1109)

Varian Microwave Equipment
VSTAR: small terminal amplifier; 50kW rated TWT module, power supply, P-controlled CMOS logic module; antenna-mounted. KSRP: klystron service replacement program; purchase replacement klystron in advance at discount; device stored at depot and delivered when needed.
Circle (1288)

WATCO
8606A transmitter: 300W TWT amplifier; 1414.5GHz; compact HPA for ground fixed, mobile, flyaway package; digital metering for functions, status, rack-mounted. 8702 transmitter: 300W, Ku-band; antenna-mounted. 8711 transmitter: 400W, Ku-band, rack-mounted.

Support Products
S1: Automation
- Hardware, software
- Business, traffic
- Newsroom, on-air
- Remote control systems
- Clocks, timers
- 2-way radio, paging
- Data transmission

Betacam With Triax Control
Live broadcasting with ENG cameras began with Telemetrics control systems.

Controls • Video • Audio • Genlock • Power
Telemetrics—for over 20 years the innovators of camera control multiplexing systems.
Any way you look at it, this was no easy assignment for National Video Center Recording Studios: two nights of Carly Simon in concert had to be edited down to a one-hour HBO special. The schedule was tight; there was no room for error. That’s why EASTMAN EVT-2000 Broadcast Video Tape was chosen for this assignment by senior colorist Bill Willig and editor Chris Hengeveld.

Bill: “The hard part was matching colors. The concert was filmed at dusk, with big arc lights for keys. And we had lots of reds, the toughest color in video. But our Eastman tape held up fine. Actually, we went to four generations with this tape. Film transfer, editing, master, then dubbing. The quality was amazing. A technical person might see the generation differences. But you couldn’t see it on the broadcast.”

Chris: “Some tapes have tremendous dropouts. Especially saturated color. But when we use Eastman tape for a job, we never have those problems. Our clients love the color.”

Bill: “We were really pushing to get it done. HBO was running promos, and actually had it in the program guide before it was shot. That kind of schedule called for Eastman tape reliability.”

Chris: “We’ve been using it for two years for a lot of different jobs. It’s one of the many tapes we use that’s never let us down. We trust it.”

Find out how EASTMAN EVT-2000 Broadcast Video Tape can star in your next production. For information call 1-800-44-KODAK, Ext 814 (1-800-445-6325, Ext 814).
AF Associates
Cue Computer: centralized management, controls for caption generators, video mixers, VTRs, lighting control, data tablet operation, by Radamce EPO.
Circle (515) See ad page 103

Alamar USA
M-II, S-VHS interfaces: transport controllers; integrates MC1055 coaster sequencer, Auto-Cart, Copy-Cart and News-Cue.
News-Cue: auto tape deck control for news department; VCR automatically rolls tape, reads, reports tape ID, title, then cues for pre-roll.
RCMP-5 remote control panel: uses ESbus network to operate any five devices currently on line on any SC-2000 controller.
Traffic System: IBM PC-based traffic management program for sales, accounting, programming, equipment scheduling, inventory management.
Circle (519)

AMX
ATP: LCD control panel.
SX-DCU: data control unit for serial and infrared-controlled equipment.
Circle (540)

ASACA/Shibasoku
ACL-5000, 5100: auto random access cart playback system; available for 48 or 300 cassettes; -5000 for M-II, -5100 for Betacam, Betacam SP; barcode, SMPTE time code for ID; minimum playback time, 15s.
Circle (555)

Automated Business Concepts
MAPS: radio business system, runs on IBM-AT or AT compatibles; accounting, sales, management, programming software.
Circle (573)

BAI/Broadcast Automation
Live Assist: 24-programmable event automation; 10-position thumbwheel switches for programming; 8-input channel mixer, L/R, mono outputs; 20Hz-20kHz response.
Automation: remanufactured systems.
Circle (605)

BASYS
Archive I: integrated multiple user newsroom archiving software; on-line, on-line, information storage/retrieval; addressing capability to more than six million stories.
Release 9: newsroom software enhancements: auto display refresh, variable split screen, call capture.
ANGIS interface to Media Computing automated news graphics interface system software; links with Chyron or Aston 4 character generators to integrate graphics; also links to ANGIS election reporting system.
TIMELOT: personnel scheduling software; to track and control complex scheduling of personnel under unit and non-union contract conditions.
NEXIS interface to on-line information service system from Media Data Central. Media Touch interface: touch-screen access to news, weather, sports copy, wire service capture; includes OpLOG, OmniPLAY station business systems.
Circle (581)

Brite Voice Systems
Information Hotline Computers: advertiser-supported, telephone information systems; free to callers.
Circle (570)

Broadcast Electronics
MVDS remote control: µP video diagnostic system for any A-series FM transmitter from Broadcast Electronics; control the transmitter via modem from your personal computer via telco or STL/SCA; multi-transmitter interface option.
Circle (607)

Broadcast Management Plus
J-Plus: software venture with Jefferson Data Services; combines data storage capacity of series 1 with the PC; improves electronic interface between station and rep firm.
Circle (608)

Broadcast Video Systems
VIC3000: BVI data transmission system.
Circle (610) See ad page 192

CBSI/Custom Business Systems
System interface: links radio automation system to broadcast business computer.
Circle (630)

Channelmatic
LI7 Ben: clock controller; 7-day programmability; 8-outputs individually programmable with 100 switches; 4-key pad program interface; EPROM program storage, RAM parameter storage.
ADCAST: random access commercial insertion system.
8-BALL: instrument grade monitor switcher; audio, video sections; vertical interval switching.
Broadcaster II: automatic, videocassette changer; random access of 15 cassettes; 7-day programming, 100 events/day; auto duplication mode with external video source and record deck; for 3/4" cassettes.
Circle (638)

Colorado Video
*240*/241: vertical blanking interval freeze-frame video transmission system.
Circle (651)

Columbine Systems
Columbine/Salmon Sales Management: system for IBM PC or PS/2.
Columbine/Finance: new financial management application software.
Enhancements: sales, traffic, billing software upgrades.
Columbine/Music: software.
Prompter interface: links Columbine/News Management software to QTV Tewsprontier 1.
Circle (652)

Connolly Systems
CATS: computer aided transmission system; automatic control of all sources, presentation mixer according to prearranged schedule; manual override; hardcopy printout of stored schedules.
VTS-100: VTR sequencer, switcher controller; allows control of 16 machines, auto program recognition, time code cuing and replay, extendable to other transmission equipment.
Circle (673)

Cubicle
Network Link: Ethernet direct transfer of image files and data from PictureMaker 3-D animation system to Vertigo computer graphics systems.
Circle (685)

Cycle-Sat
Satellite Courier system: automated delivery system, operated with GE American Communications; uses addressable equipment at TV stations to record commercials during off-hours. Cyclicipher: decoder, receiver; activates a designated VTR at station when commercial or other material is directed to the station; equipment lease plan.
Circle (687) See ad pages 98-9

Data Center Management
DCM election reporting system: electronic newsroom equipment, with electronic prompting, generic CG/titler interface; stand-alone or part of newssystem.
Circle (690)

Digital Equipment/DEC
VAR family: computers with VMS software architecture; Ethernet/DECnet networking tools; for newsroom, programming, accounting, traffic, operations.
Circle (704)

DKW Systems
CABS: computer-aided broadcasting software; CABS/PS programming, scheduling; CABS/LA live-assist; CABS/LA + live-assist with full automation.
Circle (711) See ad page 195

Dyson/Technology
VICAT: vertical interval control, transmission system; enter data through RS-232 link for transmission in VBI over cable, microwave, satellite; encoder, decoder operates on NTSC, PAL, SECAM.
Circle (717)

Dynatech NewStar
APS robotic camera interface: option for NewStar systems; communicates camera shot sequence to Total Spectrum Manufacturing camera controller.
PC NewStar: terminal for newsroom systems; operates on PC/AT or PC/386 systems; requires 640K RAM, supports monochrome, color monitors; one floppy drive required.
LEADER: newsroom election system; PC/AT MS-DOS based; supports titles from BTS, Chyron, Quanta; producer's screen for monitoring multiple races.
Circle (721)

Edit Line
Edit Line TTA 2000: automation system based on Amiga 2000 computer, up to six machine controllers; 8x1 A/V switcher; bus controller, two machine control units with integral time code readers; for CATV LO.
Circle (1243)

EGG Enterprises
VBI data distribution system: allows new revenue source by offering data service providers a point to multipoint transmission network; 5.7272Mb/s instantaneous data rate, for
Introducing the New Generation of Wireless Microphones from HME.

All New RF Link. All New Switching Diversity. All New Packaging. And Unbeatable Sound.

HME's new Series 50 is so advanced that anything else is a compromise.
Here's just a few highlights:
A completely new RF link greatly improves the capture ratio for dropout-free performance under the most demanding conditions. Our new state-of-the-art noise-free switching diversity system has broken the price/performance barrier.
There's a new, rugged ABS body on the handheld models, along with an advanced internal antenna with superb radiation characteristics. The new dual-frequency body packs give you top performance under physical as well as electrical abuse.
HME's new NRX II™ noise reduction system has to be heard to be believed. It's the only noise reduction system designed expressly for wireless microphones. And it's available only in HME's New Generation Series 50, both handheld and body pack.
See your HME dealer for the final shock: You'll find HME's Series 50 price below every other professional system. That's because we're sure every thinking professional will standardize on it.
And why not. There's nothing even close.

HME ELECTRONICS, INC.
6675 Mesa Ridge Road
San Diego, CA 92121
(619) 535-6060

HME's New Series 50 Wireless Microphone—with NRX II™
No Equal. Nothing Close.

Circle (82) on Reply Card
ward error correction process for 9,600 baud throughput.

Circle (729)

Enterprise Systems Group
Electronic Tie-in: direct link between station business computer and various computer-based agency systems.
Betacart interface: links cartridge playback equipment to station business system.
Circle (747)

Evertz Microsystems
Model 120, 125: time, data displays; 2" characters viewable from 100 feet or more; matrix-based numbers, characters; time code, serial RS-232/422 data inputs.
Circle (751)

Gentner RF Products
VRC setup software: use IBM PC/compatible with modem to setup VRC-1000 system; menu-driven.
Radio version firmware: for remote operation with VRC-1000 on radio link or dial telephone circuits.
Version 3.0 firmware: for VRC-1000 remote control; expands, enhances auto time-based command capability; selective calling for alarms. Antenna monitor interface: links VRC-1000 to directional array phase monitor; remote system checks all parameters of array. DC amplifier: interface VRC-1000 to metering samples to 1000V above ground. Temperature sensor: VRC-1000 accessory; self-calibrated; measures four different temperatures from -50°F to 250°F.
Circle (780)

HEDCO
RSC-100: remote serial control card used for switches using RSP-100 control panel.
Circle (799)

IGM Communications
PC logging system.
Circle (811)

Innovative Automation
Di-Trol software: for Apple II; control 23 stereo sources for totally automated radio station. Di-Trol Jr.: automation software for Apple II as controller; controls 39 devices, 1,440 events/day; log to disk for later printout. Micro Di-Trol automation: software for Apple II controller; memory for 1,440 events (60/hr), disk capacity to 10,080 events/week; 4-source control, three with random selection.
Circle (828)

Jefferson-Pilot Data
BIAS Program Decision: film management, amortization system.
Circle (839)

Kinemetrics/Truetime
VTI: video time inserter.
Circle (859)

LaKart
MiniKart: cable insertion system; plays tapes;

Video Distribution
Amplifier in a Chip

A low-cost solution to video distribution. VBB-1 is a high performance hybrid video amplifier/line driver with two outputs. Its specifications are outstanding and it is easy to use. Two of these and you have a 1 IN, 4 OUT DA. Excellent for component video.

Call or write:
415-792-8684
415-361-1253 Message Ctr.
Our customers around the world depend on their Narda instruments because they know our products meet their needs for reliability and accuracy.

Or, it could be our comprehensive product line consisting of the popular 8600 series with the new 8500 or 8700 series monitors.

Or, maybe it's our new model 8696 Averaging Module that performs complex time or spatial averaging, even while immersed in the worst of RF environments.

Or, it's our fully automated calibration reminder service that provides Narda customers with fast turnaround times and MIL-45662 compliance.

Whatever the reasons are, Narda has the product to meet your needs, with a world of experience behind us. To find out more about the world leader contact:

Whatever the reasons are, Narda has the product to meet your needs, with a world of experience behind us. To find out more about our exclusive line of Radiation Hazard equipment contact: Narda Microwave Corporation, 435 Moreland Road, Hauppauge, New York, 11788, (516) 231-1700. TWX: 510-221-1867. FAX: 516-231-1711. CABLE: NARDACORP HAUPPAUGE NEW YORK.

narda
A Subsidiary of LORAL
Media Data Central
NEXIS/LENS database: information service, available by subscription; on-line library of wide range of subject matters; assist in substantiating news stories. Circle (1258)

Merlin Engineering
ME-980, ME-990: data acquisition system units, inserts data into active video for recording. Bar-Keeper, Play-lister: software for Sony Betacam system. Circle (893)

Moseley Associates
MRC-2 software: real-time telemetry updates allow operator's knowledge of system status; adjustment of out-of-tolerance parameter happens as the operator moves the setting at the terminal. MRC PC emulates MRC-2 or MRC-1600 control terminal with CRT and automatic logging; multilasking system stores logging data to hard disk if other programs are in operation. Circle (914) See ad page 63

Motorola
Saber Handie-Talkie: portable FM radios for VHF (6W) or UHF (5W) operation; MC68HC11 µcontrolled control. MTH800: trunked portable radios µ-controlled automatic functions for Special Mobile Radio (SMR) service. Circle (915)

Odetics
CWS500 workstation/recorder: make recordings, update database, download from traffic, edit play lists, delete spots; on-line with Cart Machine through Novelle network; AT-type computer and other hardware and software. XR800 external interface: enables cart machine to control and switch external recorders, players and other program sources; two with RS-422, one with parallel dry contact. TCA3000: on-air automation cart system; play, record events under control of a real time interactive station automation system. TIT00: advanced traffic/station automation interfacing; fully automates play list and “as run” log; information exchange with TCS2000 or TCS3000 or TCS2000: expanded line includes M-II (release 5 software) and Betacam SP transports (BVW-75/-70/-60). Circle (940) See ad page 129

On-Air Systems
Tape Delay System: 80386 computer controls M-II, Beta, Beta-SP, U-Matic SP, S-VHS formats; complete automated tape delay center; operator enters record start time and delayed playback time. Betacam+Beta-SP: machine control system; 80286 computer, keyboard,EGA graphics with NEC multisync display; intermix Betacam cassettes with Beta-SP and 1" VTRs from one playlist. OAS label making database system: keeps entire media inventory through standard Sony Barcode labels; useribits IDs. Circle (1266)

Offbeat Systems
Streamline Scoring System: musicians, composers tools to match music to picture; software for IBM AT/compatible. Circle (1264)

Pinzone Communications
Timestat Schedulers: Microtek Facilities, Personnel software; for all IBM and compatible PCs; 640K RAM, 1Mbyte hard disk suggested. VSCAS: encodes voice, data, talkback, foldback onto one line in the vertical interval. Circle (869)

Potomac Instruments
1500 PC: programmable remote control system, 8085 µ-based; link via telco, radio to IS10ST studio terminal for automatic remote control; front panel controls, menus on integral CRT; key-lock for security. Circle (873) See ad page 132

Radamec EPO
Coe Computer: centralized management, controls for caption generators, video mixers, VTRs, lighting control; data table operation. Circle (1274)

Reach Electronics
21TYE1: Liaison dial access paging terminal; with voice storage capability; configurations for Liaison, tone only, tone and voice paging; optional voice storage with repeat message. Circle (989)

Rohde & Schwarz
DGF/EGF data coder/decoder: video program system uses data lines to include program origin (station), program postponement; decoder can be used with programmable VCR to record only selected programs. Circle (1000) See ad page 69

SCA Data Systems
PG 57-2 Paging Generator: digital signal processing; error correction, data regeneration; auto squeal on invalid data; RS-232 compatible with EBU RDS spec. PGC001 Paging Combiner: intelligent insertion of local pages into national paging system; conforms to Swedish Public Radio paging standard; local-only fall back mode if national input fails; RS-232 connections. Circle (1276)

Sony Broadcast
DVC-1000 LMS Library Management System: for Betacam and D-2 formats; standard storage capacity to 1,000 cassettes; modular expansion to 4,000; auto replay of programming, spots, commercials. Multi-segment software: for Betacam; allows integration and playback of commercials, programs longer than 30 minutes from any of four external VTRs; NEWS Network Engineering WorkStation. Circle (1037) See ad page 25-7

Sony Corporation of America
RDSS radio determination satellite system; vehicle hardware, operations center mapping software; through Geostar satellite service and Loran-C navigation network. Circle (1276)

Systemation
Station software: traffic, billing packages to drive automation sales management program. InfoLine call-handling: callers ask for specific information by selecting numbers on tone-dial telephones; recorded voice announces available choices. Touch-screen option: point-n-shoot control for radio automation. Circle (1069)

Telesource Communications
Newsroom applications: Sportscape, Stockscap, Wire service management; Weathercap, PSA/Report; interfaces to various standard title systems; newssystem systems; still stores. PC Election system: complete tested equipment, interfaces to wire services; producer's Status Program; customized display formats from existing title. Circle (1207)

Townsend Broadcast System
DC-80: automatic video cassette commercial playback system; available for SP, S-VHS, M-II, Betacam formats. DC-800: multiple channel automatic playback system; for programs, commercials, PSAs, IDs; DC-800A walk-away automation. DC-800L: auto program delay from four minutes to more than two hours without intervention; enhanced video processing, stereo audio; allows record-only, play-only, push-pull schedule adjustments. Circle (1111)

Twenter Systems
Genesis: electronic newssystem for small radio, TV stations; from 4 to 10 terminals. Circle (1205)

Utah Scientific
TAS-I: total on-air automation; full-featured, intelligent machine control; open architecture; Unix-type Regulus operating system. RAS-I: real-time switcher control; computer-based scheduling of time referenced events for routing switches and machine control systems. Circle (723) See ad pages 66-7

VG Electronics
*1075: data encoder for use with FM radio transmitters. Circle (1137)

Video Design Pro
VidPAD/AudPAD: video and audio paper-aided design, when a computer isn't available for CAD. VidCAD for MAC: VidCAD, AudCAD and TC+CAD for MAC computers. VidCAD 2.9 combines versions 1.4 and 1.8 with new features for media automation. VidCAD On-Line: 24-hour information, support service on national AutoCAD Echo BBS. TC+CAD: teleconference, multimedia and AV/V library for VidCAD; components, tools for design including large screen computer display facilities. Circle (1142)

Support Products
S2: Wire, cable
• Audio, video, coax
• Connectors
• Fiber optics
• Patchbays, panels, cords
• Power distribution
Abbott & Co./Brintec
Safety Lock power distribution system; entrance
**EEV KLYSTRONS**
**SO MUCH MORE TO OFFER**

The most comprehensive range of External Cavity UHF TV Klystrons

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WIDEBAND SERIES</th>
<th>Transmitter output power</th>
<th>Frequency range</th>
<th>Typical Sync efficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K3773BCD</td>
<td>60-70 kW</td>
<td>470-860 MHz</td>
<td>44% to 48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K3673BCD</td>
<td>55-60 kW</td>
<td>470-860 MHz</td>
<td>44% to 48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K3573BCD</td>
<td>40-55 kW</td>
<td>470-860 MHz</td>
<td>43% to 46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K3672BCD</td>
<td>55-60 kW</td>
<td>470-810 MHz</td>
<td>44% to 48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K3572BCD</td>
<td>40-55 kW</td>
<td>470-310 MHz</td>
<td>43% to 46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K3271BCD</td>
<td>15-30 kW</td>
<td>470-860 MHz</td>
<td>42% to 47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K3270BCD</td>
<td>5-15 kW</td>
<td>470-860 MHz</td>
<td>42% to 47%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STANDARD SERIES</th>
<th>Transmitter output power</th>
<th>Frequency range</th>
<th>Typical Sync efficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low Band</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K3276HBCD</td>
<td>40-55 kW</td>
<td>470-586 MHz</td>
<td>36% to 43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K3382BCD</td>
<td>40-55 kW</td>
<td>470-702 MHz</td>
<td>36% to 42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K3217HBCD</td>
<td>30-45 kW</td>
<td>470-590 MHz</td>
<td>40% to 42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K3230BCD</td>
<td>10-30 kW</td>
<td>470-556 MHz</td>
<td>40% to 42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K376L</td>
<td>10-30 kW</td>
<td>470-610 MHz</td>
<td>34% to 40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K370/W series</td>
<td>5-10 kW</td>
<td>470-806 MHz</td>
<td>29% to 35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid Band</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K3277HBCD</td>
<td>40-55 kW</td>
<td>590-710 MHz</td>
<td>38% to 43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K3383BCD</td>
<td>40-55 kW</td>
<td>590-702 MHz</td>
<td>38% to 42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K3218B/BCD</td>
<td>30-45 kW</td>
<td>590-702 MHz</td>
<td>40% to 42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K3231BCD</td>
<td>10-30 kW</td>
<td>590-704 MHz</td>
<td>40% to 42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K377L</td>
<td>10-30 kW</td>
<td>590-720 MHz</td>
<td>38% to 45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K371/W series</td>
<td>5-10 kW</td>
<td>606-742 MHz</td>
<td>32% to 35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Band</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K3278HBCD</td>
<td>40-55 kW</td>
<td>702-860 MHz</td>
<td>36% to 43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K3384BCD</td>
<td>40-55 kW</td>
<td>702-860 MHz</td>
<td>36% to 42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K3219HBCD</td>
<td>30-45 kW</td>
<td>702-860 MHz</td>
<td>40% to 42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K372/W series</td>
<td>5-10 kW</td>
<td>740-860 MHz</td>
<td>32% to 35%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**AVAILABLE TODAY**

Circle (86) on Reply Card
service box/company switch.

Circle (501)

ADC Telecommunications


Circle (508) See ad page 113

Alpha Wire

Mic cable: extra flexibility; Starquad design for reduced hum, noise; PVC or rubber jacket. RG coax: maximum-rated, passes UL VW-1 flame test; does not require conduit; for data logging, local net, CRT, VDU, CCTV uses.

Precision video cable: 75Ω; structural return loss of ~30dB to 300MHz; for indoor, outdoor, plenum installations.

Circle (1229)

Artel Communications

T3080: fiber optic transmitter operates at 1,550nm; for Series 3070 receivers on single-mode fiber link; meets EIA-250B short-haul spec; 45km range; compatible with T3100 series audio/data subcarrier modules.

Wave Division Multiplexer: signal combiner allows T3070 1,300nm and T3080 1,550nm transmitters in dual unidirectional or bidirectional transmission; T3080/WDM system can be bridged to existing fiber link using 1,300nm equipment.

FiberWay 802.3 Bridge: links entire Ethernet networks to 100Mbit/s FiberWay fiber optic LAN.

Circle (554)

Audio Accessories, Inc.

Patching products: panels, bays; prewired, custom audio panels; patch cords.

Circle (563) See ad page 176

Belden Wire & Cable


Circle (587)

Cam-Lok

EO400 series: Posi-Lok power distribution panel; 400A, 500V; meets NEC spec; special polarization, interlock design assures ground contacts are made first; avoids cross phasing.

EO315 series: Posi-Lok power distribution panel; 600V; NEC spec; polarization interlock design makes ground contacts first; avoids cross phasing.

Circle (620)

Cambridge Products

Fastfit: BNC connectors; twist-on, crimp-on series of cable plugs and jacks; field installable; includes right-angles, terminators.

Circle (621)

Canare Cable


GS-4: miniature high-Z cable. BCP-C3: BNC connectors, in-line type; 75Ω. BCI-R: 75Ω BNC recessed receptacle.

Circle (623)

Catel Telecommunications

T3100: synthesized fiber material. Modulator/demodulator: infra-red fiber optic system; synthesized.

Circle (628)

Chester Cable div/Alcatel

Component video cable: meets SMPTE component standards; type with individual and multiple coax cables in a common jacket.

Circle (639)

Comlux

System 2000: modular, open-architecture, fiber-optic transmission system; digital main channel rate of 140Mb/s; for broadcast video, program audio, RS-232 data, TI data, packet-switched data.

Models 2507, 2508: 9-bit linear encoding video codec; meets RS-250B short haul spec; simultaneous transmission of digital program audio, and other data protocols.

Circle (655)

Connectronics

J-BAY: uses printed circuit 1/4" standard jack sockets, 2-/3-pole; normalized, semi-normalized; cards fitted with single 3-pole jack on back, two 2-pole jack on front. X-BAY patchbay: enables different types of connectors to be mounted on the same unit; a maximum of 32 channels; order preassembled or in components.

Circle (672)

Dynair Electronics

Fiber optic link: wideband, for HDTV.

Circle (716)

Gentner Electronics

Flexiblock FB-100: wire termination; double density for four wires/terminal with two connection points per terminal; for stranded or solid wire.

Versapatch FB-1: 48 TRS jacks, offset for stereo patching; normals to rear for easy access; FB-100 Flexiblock terminations.

EasyTerm/FB-1: rack-mount termination, 320 punch-down terminals in 3.5" rack space; 4 wires per circuit, stranded or solid; hinged panel for easy access.

Circle (778) See ad page 62

H. L. Dalls

Distributors: wire, connectors, wiring tools, patch/power cords, shrinking tubing; batteries; tape, test equipment.

Circle (1247)

IMC/International Music

PG1000: universal patchbay programmer with 12" RGB monitor.

DP3200: 32 in/out audio patchbay.

PD2000: 16 in/out audio and video patchbay.

Circle (815)

LEMO USA

Service: custom cable assemblies.

Circle (860)

Neutrik USA

Speaker: loudspeaker, amplifier connectors; 4-contact series for frequently connected, disconnected high power audio systems.

Weatherproof XLRs: rustproof, splashproof, corrosion proof; NC2PX-HD female, rubber boot; NC3MX-HD make, stainless steel.

NA, NM series: custom adapters, connectors from modular system; create the required device from XLR, RCA, BNC styles; can include transformers and other devices.

Circle (1219)

OptiVideo

Twenty-Twenty: optical routing system with crosspoint matrix switching flexibility.

Circle (1267)

Pye-National/Brintec

Multipin environmental power and control connectors; liquid tight strain reliefs; indicator lights.

Circle (1273)

Switchcraft

E311: 1/4" locking jack.

Audio patch panel: assembled, fully shielded, 19" rack-mount; IDC insulation displacement connectors on inside of back panel; 48 5-circuit jacks.


Circle (1063) See ad page 139

Union Connector

Model 2P&G: 20A floating pins; 2P&GMC make cable plug, 2P&GFC female cable receptacle; body of molded phenolic, contacts of solid brass.

Patch panels: various types including single pin patch, hanging cord.

Circle (1121)

VEAM/Litton

Mic Snake: transmit 52 audio channels through a single optical fiber; balanced mic inputs, 2mV separation, 90dB; 44.2kHz channel sample rate; distance to 0.5km.

Circle (1135)

Wireworks

CF Extra Flexible: 2-conductor mic cable; 60-strand 40AWG annealed copper with high density braided shield; low hum, noise, interference.

CQ series/Star Quad: 4-conductor configuration with high shield density for reduced hum, handling noise; low capacitance with polyethylene dielectric insulation.

Circle (1165)

Support Products

S3: Storage & studio

• Equipment cases, bags
• Racks, consoles
• Acoustic material
• Studio fixtures

Alpha Audio

Acoustic materials: 24"×24"×2" lay-in tiles of Sonex, Soundex, Acoustilead, Sonex 1; compatible with standard suspension grids; five motifs available.

Circle (527) See ad page 175

AMCO Engineering

Control desk centers: improved styling; conforming to FCC EMI standards.

Circle (532)

Anvil Cases

M.I.C.S.: modular interlocking case system.

Circle (546) See ad page 52

Arben Design

Display kiosks: for interactive videodisc or other programming displays.

Studio sets: new line of flats for traditional wall or room settings.

Circle (550)
For news editing, on-air, or in the production studio, Otari has exactly the equipment and features to fit any application, or budget.

When you are ready for a multitrack recorder, you can choose from our BQII, MKII/4, MKIII/8, MTR-10, or the MX-70 with 8 or 16 tracks. Need a 2-track? Choose our famous "workhorse" MX5050 BII, MKIII/2, or the brand new MX-55! Looking for top-end performance? The MTR-10 has all the features you need to stay ahead in the competitive world of broadcast. We also offer three models of our CTM-10 cart machine, and if yours is an automated radio station, our ARS-1000 reproducer is the most popular in the world.

So you see, whatever you need for today, or for the future, Otari can provide it from a complete line of high quality, ultra-reliable tape recorders. Call your nearest Otari dealer today, or contact Otari at (415) 341-5900 for "Technology You Can Trust".

Circle (87) on Reply Card
Arrakis Systems
Modulisx: factory prewired studio systems; pedestals include connectors ready to plug in; standard configurations with Arrakis consoles, custom designs; available through Allied Broadcast.
Circle (552)

Audio Broadcast Group
Rolling Radco: mobile studio completely ready for remote broadcast; includes console, RPU equipment.
Circle (584)

BC Inc.
Custom containers: reusable shipping, storage containers per ATA 300 Cat 1, Mil Spec 810D.
Circle (1234)

Cafrone Case
Convoy: ABS plastic molded cases; 1/8" material; for lightweight equipment. Proline: lighter duty version of Escort series; for local, regional equipment transport. Escort: equipment cases; maximum protection design exceeds ATA spec.
Circle (819)

Centro
RM-I: 19" rack-mountable enclosure; 1RU to 4RU high; aluminum with removable front, rear, top panels. CRK-1: collapsible rack kit; gangs for multiple bay rack; 12-outlet isolated power strip with junction box; 19" EIA standard; 1/2"x1/2" square tubular material.
Circle (834)

Duggan Manufacturing
Hardware: for equipment cases.
Circle (1242)

Ergo Industries
Tilt slides and computer furniture.
Circle (1244)

Ferno Washington
*293 Freelancer: audio-video equipment transporter with gimbal battery holder; shelf; light support pole.
Circle (757)

Alan Gordon Enterprises
Special effects: acrylic devices; ice cubes, spills, pours, bubbles, smoke bombs.
Circle (784)

Karl Heitz
Kiiu Rhino bags: six sizes, partitioned; high impact padding for safe transporting of video, computer, lighting equipment.
Circle (800)

Kangaroo Video Products
Circle (836)

K&H Products/PortaBrace
Producer-Director: compact briefcase.
Circle (841)

Klentronic Labs
SER series: standard equipment racks; unique features and decor.
Circle (845)

Lucasey Manufacturing
Mounting systems: wall, ceiling, VCR, pedestal mounting devices for monitors.
Circle (1211)

Luxor Corporation
OHT 50: overhead projector cart. TVP 44: cart for 35" TV monitors.
Circle (877)

Matthews Studio Equipment
Triple Riser C: combines steel legs with aluminum risers.
Circle (883)

Morton Hi-Tek Furniture
Avonte consoles: different colors available.
Circle (893)

Nalpak Video Sales
TP-1248: expanded line of TriPak tubular tripod cases. SP-9948: soft tripod case.
Circle (823)

Penn Fabrications
Hardware: for equipment cases, speaker enclosures, rack-mount equipment; Par 64, 56 lighting cans; mic stands.
Circle (959)

Rosco Laboratories
Studio floor tiles: 3'x3'; gray, white, black.
Circle (1002)

RPG Diffusor Systems
Complete acoustical treatment: expanded line of broad-bandwidth sound QRD diffusers, Abfusor absorbers and Triffusor variable acoustics modules.
Circle (1005)

Star Case
SuperStar case: premium ATA 1/4" plywood, fiberglass lamination, recessed step-down hardware, extra deep groove valance. UltraStar case: heavy duty ATA 1/2" plywood, fiberglass lamination, recessed step-down hardware, extra deep groove valance. ATA Star case: ATA approved 1/4" plywood, fiberglass lamination, recessed step-down hardware; available in 11 colors.
Circle (1051)

StoreCed
CD-160: storage system for CD media; accommodates 160 CDs.
Circle (1055)

Telesa San Diego
T-80: case for EVM-8010, BVM-8021, PVM-8020 monitors.
T-84: Panasonic NV-8420 case.
Circle (1086)

Unk-Set
DBS cabinets: storage for the downlink business TV network equipment. Studio staging: 3-H modular set pieces.
Circle (1122)

William Bal
Attach Case: various metallic colors. Custom made cases for electronic equipment.
Circle (577)

Winsted
Circle (1164)

Audio Broadcast Group

Audio Engineering
Audio media: broadcast cartridges, lubricated tape.
Circle (1232)

Carpel Video
Blank videotape: quality, evaluated 3/4", 1", 2" media; wholesale.
Circle (1238)

Support Products
S4: Recording media

- Audio, video, data
- Reel, cassette, disk
- Analog, digital formulas
- Cleaners, conditioners
- Degaussers, shippers

Agfa-Gevaert
PEV-162SDX-TB: thin base VHS tape in pancake packaging; up to 167 minutes; 16µm thick base material. Broadcast Pro Betacam: low dropout video cassette; static resistant tape coating, extra durable shell of ABS plastic; hard-box case.
Circle (516)

Ampex MTD
Tape storage system: flame-retardant storage rail; 10 four-foot rails holds 280 U-Matic or 300 Betacam cassettes with hanger feature. Ampex 219 D-1 tape: 19mm digital videotape for 4:2:2 component recorders; cassette sizes for 34 and 76 minute play times; 850 Oe cobalt gamma-tetrac oxide formulation. Ampex 198: improved 1/2" Betacam tape with smaller cobalt particles in formulation for greater RF output; play lengths of 5, 10, 20, 30, 60 and 90 minutes; anti-stat shells. 1"x14": flame retardant, water-resistant shipper; integral turntable to avoid tape cinch during transit. Ampex 319 D-2 tape: metal particle digital video tape; three cassette sizes for maximum play times of 32, 90 and 208 minutes; 1,500 Oe; ABS antistatic housings. Packaging systems: anti-static plastics in *187 broadcast and *197 master broadcast U-matic cassettes.
Circle (537)

See ad page 47

Audio
Video cassette loader: reloads, unloads, rewinds, cycles, length verification for all 1/2", 3/4", 19mm and 1" formats.
Circle (561)

AudioPack
Audio media: broadcast cartridges, lubricated tape.
Circle (1232)

See ad page 195
We have the industry's broadest selection of cart systems. While our competitors deliver promises, we deliver:

- Integrated record/play cart systems
- Play-only cart systems
- Cart work stations
- Traffic interface sets
- External VTR controllers
- On-air automation cart systems
- Choice of formats including M II and SP

Odetics Broadcast
We're changing the way you think about cart machines.
CMC Technology

Service: full, partial refurbishing of Sony BVH100/2000 PAL, NTSC upper drums.

Circle (647)

Collins Automatic Tape Joiners

CAT system: magnetic tape splicer; cassette of 350 adhesive joining tabs; self-sharpening guillotines are machined anti-magnetic steel; ends to be joined are held automatically. LYNX splicer: automatic system of anti-magnetic steel; self-sharpening blades; hand-held; one touch dispenses a pre-cut splicing tab to make a join.

Circle (1239)

Eastman Kodak

Production pack: contains 10 Eastman Pro Format II cassettes for Betacam format.

Pro Format SP: broadcast video cassettes for Betacam SP.

Image Master MHG: broadcast master VHS videocassettes; durable for editing, dubbing.

Circle (724) See ad page 119

Fidelipac

Dynamax series 1000: cobalt formulation tape; for fidelity nearly equal to the source.

Circle (760)

File-Pearce

2PT5: tape degausser, conveyor design; automatic, continuous operation; approved by National Security Agency.

Circle (781)

Fuji Photo Film

D-2 digital prototype: for digital composite systems; 30, 90 minute lengths.

Pro-S S-VHS: 30, 60, 120 minute cassettes for S-VHS; 20-minute for S-VHS-C; -Beridox formulation.

H321E L preview: videocassettes for Betacam and Betacam SP; 5 to 30 minute play times.

M321P prototype: Betacam SP metal formulation.

H321E Betacam S cassette: oxide video recording medium for Betacam and Betacam SP; 5 to 30 minute play times.

Circle (772)

Garnier Industries

Eliminator 4000: high-energy videotape degausser; 3,900 Oe force requires 18s for -75dB analog audio track depth of erasure on 1,500 Oe media.

Circle (775)

3M Magnetic Media

SP series: 3/4" cassettes for broadcast; 1,500 Oe tape; 5, 20, 30, 60, 90 minute play length cassettes.

MM series: Master Broadcast M-II videocassette media; 1,500 Oe metal formulation; cassettes for 10, 20, 30, 60, 90 minutes.

SnapCap: cassette hanger system for 3/4" U-matic videocassettes.

ST series: S-VHS videocassettes.

PB series: Master broadcast Betacam SP videocassettes; 60- and 90-minute Betacam cassettes; 700 Oe formulation.

Circle (906) See ad pages 162-3

Maxell

TF20-5000P/4400GN: pancake VHS duplication packs; -4400GN contains 14,436 feet; improved base film increases performance, strength.

Video floppy disk: 2" media for electronic still cameras; metal particle formulation allows 50 images per disk.

R-120DM: digital audiotape for RDAT systems.

Duplication pancakes: VHS media; TF20-5000F, stronger base film; TF20-4400GN also in lengths to 14,436 feet.

Circle (885)

Panasonic/Ramsa

Pro DAT tape: high-coercivity metal particle media for DAT recording systems; 60, 90, 120-minute lengths.

Circle (956) See ad page 79

Quantum Audio Labs

BTE 18, 80, 90B degaussers: for 400 Oe, 750 Oe, 770 Oe recording media; single reel systems; by Weircliff.

BTE 1900 series degaussers: -1905 S-VHS, VHS, 8mm, BetaMini; -1910 M-II, Betacam SP, VHS, S-VHS, 8mm; -1915 for D-1, D-2, U-Matic; -1925 for all formats of high energy metal tape.

Circle (960)

R/T Research Technology

Model 6120: 1" videotape evaluator/cleaner; high-speed operation.

Tapecheck 4150: 1/2" videotape pancake evaluator; identifies magnetic and physical defects in new tape at 20x play speed.

TapeCheck 4150: videotape evaluators for 3/4", Betacam, M formats; CRT graphic display of problems identified on tape, detailed dropout reports, after recap tape condition report on hard copy.

Model D-II: dropout analyzer; allows dual size dropout counting.

VRS Data V90: high energy degausser; 5,000 gauss erasing power for 90dB erasure on center tracks of 1/2" tape, complete erasure of 1/2" oxide and metal tapes with coercivity of 1,500 Oe.

Circle (1007)

Sony Professional Tape

D-1 tape: available in 12, 22 minute medium cassettes; 94 minutes in large cassette.

D-2 tape: metal tape formulation for digital composite format.

D-1/4, D-1/2, DAU: DAT tape: cassettes and open reel tape for digital audio recorders; D-1/4 for 1, 2, 3 hours; D-1/2 for 1/2, 1 hour; DAU for 30, 60, 75 minutes; DAT for 60, 90, 120 minutes.

Betacam-SP: Betacam BCT-series; now available in 5, 10, 20, 30, 60, 90 minute lengths.

Circle (1038) See ad pages 88-9

Taber/A/VSC

Taperuser 1500M: automatic controlled erasure of metal tape; multifORMAT for M-II, BetaSP, 1" reels, VHS, U-matic; switchable for 700 Oe, 1,500 Oe.

Circle (1070)

TDK Electronics

B455 series: videocassettes for M-II format; super high density formulation.

B415 series: Betacam SP videocassettes; ultrafine metal particle formulation for high S/N characteristics.

B410 series: Betacam cassettes for news gathering; ultrafine Avilyn magnetic particles.

B1650-series: for D-1 4:2:2 format DRSs; 13μm thickness for extended play.

2ST Super VHS: SVHS videocassettes for 425-line horizontal resolution in home recordings.

Circle (1076)

Zonai

920, 960 series: 75μm and 125μm polyester magnetic sound recording film; improved mechanical characteristics with electro-acoustic performance of 900/950 series.

Voice logging tape: full range of logging tapes, compatible to most communications recorders.

830 series: broadcast audiotape; formulated for EBU standards for improved distortion, noise and HF response characteristics.

Circle (1173)

Support Products

S5: Distribution

- A/V distribution amps
- A/V/data routing switchers

A.C.E.

VX164 routing switcher: 16x14 video matrix; μp control system; dc-restore, VBI switching; remote with X-Y or single bus connection.

DV410 routing switcher: 8x4x4x4; serial control to standard 5 series panels.

See ad page 79

AMX

ASW-500: audio, video switcher.

Circle (540)

AVA/Advanced Video Products

DAS-10 distribution amplifiers: self-powered amplifiers for audio, video; bridging; long-line drivers; data distribution.

Circle (1233)

Brabury Porta- Pattern

CFT175 series: portable Eurocard housings for signal modules distribution in ENG, EFP, desktop systems.

CFT990: 1-RE Eurocard housings hold three DA modules; appropriate read-panel terminations.

A.C.E.

T518 series: video, pulse DAs; high-density board design.

A/V distribution switchers

See ad page 79

AMX

A/V distribution switchers

AVA/Advanced Video Products

DAS-10 distribution amplifiers: self-powered amplifiers for audio, video; bridging; long-line drivers; data distribution.

Circle (1233)
Quantel’s Encore is a very, very effective effects system, the crème de la crème. Every year it gets better and better, with more and more unique features. Like the brilliant accuracy of Corner Pinning which no-one but no-one else can do. From the four sets of axes through true through-point movement to the smoothest, soothing curves. And Flash, Sparkle, Caterpillar and Montage, just a few of Encore’s brilliant track and trail effects. All in addition to the most magnificent swoops, tumbles, turns and other picture effects. All in real real-time.

What’s more, Encore’s operating system is going up and up in reputation: the Floating Viewpoint Control and Spacetraks give pinpoint positioning you can never, never get from a joystick.

For real broadcast quality, Encore stands alone as a stand-alone effects system, equally at home in broadcasting or post-production. And, as an evolutionary part of Quantel’s Digital Production Future, it will go on and on, for ever and ever. Well, almost.

So we’ll say it again: Encore, the very, very effective all-digital digital effects system. See it for yourself yourself.

ENCORE
for very, very effective effects

QUANTEL
Quantel Inc.,
655 Washington Boulevard,
Stamford, Connecticut, CT 06901
Tel: (203) 348 4104 Fax: (203) 356 9021

Now with corner pinning

Circle (89) on Reply Card
stereo audio switcher; 30MHz bandwidth video. BSX-350V, BSX-350A: compact video, audio routing switchers; 10x10 matrix. Circle (615)

CEL Electronics
PIT2: 16x8 video routing switcher. Circle (631)

Datatek
D-2400: audio-video routing switchers; wideband for HDTV, MAC signals; 8-level control, integral RS-232/-422; 20x10 matrix, 10-bus output; 160x20x1 to 42x20x4 configurations. D-870: multilevel control; provides D-2000 compatible control for 10x1 routing system; RS-232-422 control; plugs into audio or video 10x1 module. D-800 series: 10x1 audio, video switching modules; mount in universal frames to form multilevel routing system; configurable for S-VHS, M-II and traditional systems; RS-232/-422 ports; 30MHz bandwidth. Circle (693)

Di-Tech
Model 9002: virtual matrix control system; software map of every input/output connection to routing switcher; allows any combination of routing switchers for integration into an 8-level master grid. Model 6700, 6701: 64x16 XY matrix or 16 isolated 64x1 switches; use *672 64x1 tally relays; DIP switching on cards set output, input address range, control level being tallied. Model 5865: video combiner; expands video switching matrix from 64 inputs to 256. Model 5863: RS-422 data routing switcher, expandable from 32x32 matrix; to allocate serial controlled devices into A/V matrix. Circle (710)

Dynair Electronics

Dynamic Technology
Series 3900: µP-controlled A/V routers; cross point inhibit lock, soft-patch, salvo-take features; alphanumeric source, destination labels; video, audio, time code, RS-422, relay levels. Circle (717)

ESE
ES247 VDA: four independent 1-in x 6-out video amplifiers; gain, dc level, line EQ controls. Circle (749)

FOR-A
VRS-2000/ARS-2000: video/audio router; expandable 16x16 matrix system. Circle (767)

Future Productions
AVD-125: A/V distribution amp for S-VHS; 12-output. Circle (774)

Gentner Electronics
Routing DA: 8-inx28-out; individual input/output level control. Circle (779)

Grass Valley Group
Enhancements: to HORIZON and TEN-20/20 TEN routing switchers. DHX-332 routing system: parallel, digital configuration operates as one level or expands a level of the Horizon routing system; 8-in/8-out blocks for 8x8 to 32x32 matrix; 10-bit system complies with international standards. HX-GP200: interfaces to link Horizon routing switcher to Series 200/300 production switchers; expands input capability of the production switcher. 20-TEN upgrade: relay matrix for switching two hard-wire data paths; joystick override for European installations for source selection from remote camera control unit. DDA-101: digital distribution of 8-, 10-bit data; 1-in, 4-out; auto cable EQ to 500 feet; data relocking. Circle (788)

James L. Grander & Associates
CEL PIT2: 16x8 video routing switcher. Circle (793)

This new QuantAural™ QA-100 Audio Program Analyzer gives you the advantage in competitive broadcasting

Simply put, the QA-100 quantifies what you hear. Your station sound can now be electronically monitored the way you hear it. Exactly. And, you can monitor the competition too!

Real time analysis of any audio signal. From a receiver, tape recorder, or processing equipment. You see the measurements as you hear the sound. Changes in processing or variations in system performance are immediately shown on the QA-100 panel meter or bargraph display—using program material as the signal source.

The QA-100 hears like a program director and talks like an engineer. With it you can monitor maximum peak level (relative peak modulation), overall processing effectiveness (average level), tightness of sound and processing control (peak density), tonal balance, consistency and preemphasis (four band real time analyzer), stereo image width (L + R to L - R ratio) and "punch" (special "aural intensity" measurement).

Interested? To learn more about how the QA-100 will help your station compete, call Potomac Instruments today.

Quantaural is a registered trademark.
Like the proud, serene monuments of another age, Neve stands alone as manufacturers of the most enduring, reliable broadcast recording consoles in the industry. It takes the same kind of ingenuity, vision and advanced technology to be the architects of a line of products that range from 8 input stereo remote consoles to 96 input, 48 bus production consoles, standard and custom designed. And all with the same pristine performance.

Unique Formant Spectrum Equalization and comprehensive Dynamics, together with the acclaimed sound of Neve, produces the facilities and benefits for the finest broadcast consoles around the world.

Neve . . . Wonder of the World of Sound
**Harrison Systems**
ARS-9/14: audio routing switcher; transformerless, differential in, out; maximum matrix 128x128; 80C31-uC with Macintosh or Mac II controller.
Circle (788)

**HEDCO**
TWS-100, TWS-200: 12x1 video and stereo audio routing switchers.
HDV600: switcher; 16x16 video router with RS-232 serial controller.
Circle (799)

**Ikemami**
TSW-series: video signal source selectors for use with projection systems.
Circle (812) See ad page 97

**Image Video**
#9521: 20x10 dual-audio routing switcher; requires 1-rack unit space; RS-232/422 interface; use with #9520 with full breakaway capability.  
#9520: 20x10 video routing switcher; 1-rack unit required; RS-232/422 serial interface; VDA-160: 16-channel, 3-rack unit video DA package.
Circle (814)

**J-Lab**
Routing switcher: 5x1 matrix.
Video DA: battery powered device.
Circle (830)

**Key Video**
AVS-4000-1, 4001-3: video only router; -3 for RGB with sync.
SRS-1000: serially controlled A/V routing switchers; RS-422 control with 8-bit Z8 µP.
AVS-1014, -1024: 10x14 and 10x20 video only routing switchers.
AVS-1005-4, 1005-1: A/V routing switchers in 10x4 multipurpose and custom configurations.
ASV-1010 series: A/V switching systems; 10x1 crosspoint boards; 10x20 matrix with line drivers in two rack frames.
Circle (1175)

**Leitch Video**
PDS-624: program distribution system; video, stereo audio configuration; ADA-816 audio, VDA-680 video, VEA-680 video EQ modules, 64FPS power supply.
DAD 6000: digital-to-analog converters; from CCIR-601 signals to RGB, YIQ, Y/R-Y/B-Y, M-II.
DAD 6000: digital equalizing 4x1 distribution amps; for CCIR-601 signals; four relocked outputs with 10-bit data path.
ADA-816: audio distribution amplifier; 1-in x 16-out low impedance; 95dB S/N; ±17dBV maximum output level.
Circle (859) See ad on Inside Back Cover

**Lenco**
Starflex distribution: modular DA system for audio, subcarrier, regenerated sync, black burst, video and pulse signals.
Circle (861)

**McCurdy Radio Industries**
ADS-800: audio distribution system; 12-module system, each with six actively balanced outputs and one direct output for split expansion; 36dB gain; VCA option for remote control.  
ADS-500 audio DAs: 10 modules per FRA-500 rack; six actively balanced outputs per module; 36dB gain, noise -121dB below maximum output.
ADA-700: audio DA, 1x16 mono, dual 1x8 stereo; -6dB, ±28dB gain; noise -121dB below maximum output.
Circle (907) See ad page 63

**Moseley Associates**
ARS-256 PC: PC control/scheduling option for audio routing switcher.
Circle (914)

**Rupert Neve**
Siemens Crossmatic D: audio routing system; SMD technology; 16/32 bit µP control for single user systems; 6-level switching of analog, digital signals.
Circle (930) See ad page 133

**Patch Bay Designations**
Patchports: custom patchbay designation labels.  
Film inserts: for rear-illuminated button switchers; color-coding, adhesive backing available.
Circle (957)

**Penny & Giles**
Noise-free jackfields: prewired, custom, standard configurations; noise-free operation; palladium contacts, self-cleaning; audio jack sockets, audio/video jackfields.
Circle (960)

**Pinzone Communications**
Pinzone Communications D: audio routing switcher; 68000 µP control; RS-422/SMPTE multiple control point interfaces, RS-232 for associated audio; power failure memory.
Circle (1101) See ad page 167

**Polyvideo**
ARS-256 PC: PC control/scheduling option for audio routing switcher.  
ARS-256 PC: PC control/scheduling option for audio routing switcher.
Circle (1160)

**Putney Communications**
GC-5x1: RGB/component routing switcher; summing crossbar design assigns any or all inputs to any or all outputs; specs exceed broadcast requirements.
Circle (999) See ad page 191

**Siemens AG**
Crossmatic D: audio routing switcher; 68000 µP control; high density SMD; switching times <3ms; applicable to analog and digital signals; crosstalk between any two channels ≤ -100dB at 15kHz.
Circle (1277)

**Sierra Video Systems**
Series 5: new design component video 5x1 router; for all component formats; optional remote control; vertical interval switching.  
Series 8/16: 8x8 audio, video matrix and 16x4 video, 16x8 audio matrix; expandable; 20MHz video, 100kHz audio bandwidth.
Series 42 data router: for RS-422 signals; 16-/32-/64-port based on 16x16 matrix; control from keypad or serial RS-232.  
Circle (1028)

**Sigma Electronics**

twelve 10x1 routing units with 20MHz bandwidth; for SMPTE, Beta, M-II, RGB, SVHS signals; 2, 3-level systems.  
VDA-202/203: 2, 3-channel component video DAs.  
Series 210: 10x1 routing switcher; video, video/audio, stereo audio configurations.
Circle (1029) See ad page 77

**H. A. Solutech**
SOL 5532: stereo audio DA.
Circle (1035)

**Telmak**
PrimeBridge Vision modules: PVA-1 video DA 1x3.
Circle (1190)

**Thomson Video Equipment**
Video switchers: digital distribution routing with TTL 5775 10x4 and TTL 5790 30x15 or 30x30 configurations.  
TTL 7160: digital video DA; modular 1-in-x-out.
Circle (1138) See ad pages 66-7

**Utah Scientific**
AVS-101: 10x1 video plus dual audio single-bus switchers; 30MHz bandwidth; RS-232/422 control option; 3-level breakaway; expands to 19x1, 28x1.
DVS-1: digital video routing switcher; parallel CCIR-601 signals; fully compatible with existing Utah Scientific A/V routing control systems; 2x16 matrix expands to 128x128; 10-bit architecture.
Circle (723) See ad pages 91, 93

**Videotek**
RS-203, -203A: 10x1 routing switcher; RS-422 control interface; bandwidth to 40MHz; interconnection with twisted telephone pair; expandable to 40x1 or 30x10; A has three audio inputs/channel with audio or video breakaway.
Circle (1147) See ad pages 91, 93

**Vortex Communications**
Video DAs: wide bandwidth, high stability.  
GC-16x16: expandable routing switcher systems; four levels of master, multislave switching; for video, RGB, YUV, digital, HDTV, audio or control RS-422/232 signals.  
GC-5x1: RGB/component routing switcher; loop-through inputs; equivalent of 15 DAs.
Circle (1151)

**Support Products**
**S6: Test equipment**
• Delay lines, filters  
• Signal generators  
• Monitors, meters  
• RF loads, tools, UPS  
• Power conditioning  
• Power transformers  
• Voltage regulators

**Allen Avionics**
AV225A/B video attenuators: variable with eight attenuators selected in binary switch sequence; 0-25.5dB range; usable to 200MHz; 500 and 750 models.
At Telex, we've always believed it to be wiser to exceed a standard than to meet it. We've been providing product to the professional broadcast and production industries for over fifty years and we know what it takes.

Our wireless microphone systems have been designed to stand up to the rigors of difficult remote ENG news assignments as well as the daily abuse of studio use. Call or write for detailed information. Telex Communications Inc., 9600 Aldrich Ave. S., Minneapolis, MN 55420

Circle (92) on Reply Card
**AudioCheck revision:** software update for multistep test procedure using Amper 5500 programmable audio measurement system and IBM PC/XT/AT or compatible controller. System *5500 options:* wow, flutter measurements per NAB, JIS, DIN, ANSI, CCIR, IEEE; relative phase measurements between two inputs or between input and generator output. **Split site system:** split versions of *5500 including 5100 programmable audio generator, 5200 programmable ac level/noise/frequency meter and 5300 programmable audio analyzer. **Circle (531) See ad page 110**

**Anritsu**
M9301A/B/C, M9301B/C/K/L: digital video generator and signal analyzer system; more than 100 signals available in all standards; Y/C/Sync separation by 10/10/8-bit DAS; 3.5" floppy disk storage; optional printer. M5206A: portable spectrum analyzer; synthesized local oscillator for 10kHz-2.2GHz frequency range; 1Hz resolution; auto calibration; measurement parameters displayed on CRT. **Circle (543)**

**ASACA/Shibasoku**
TG-7 generator modules: U711A high resolution monochrome test pattern (525-line); U711A2 high resolution monochrome test pattern (625-line); U730A1 high resolution color pattern (NTSC), PAL available. TG-6A signal generator: color bar, step-form wave, sin^2 pulse/bar, multiturb signal simultaneously, independently; integral sync generator with gen-lock; for systems M(NTSC), B/G, I, DIPAL). TG56A: digital TV test signal source; 16 types of signals selectable from front panel; 10-bit conversion from 12-bit internal processing; remote control available; for NTSC, PAL, SECAM. **Circle (555)**

**ATI Audio Technologies**
Micro-Meters VU200/VU400/VU600/VU800: monitors, displays 1, 2, 3, 4 stereo signal pairs on 2-color vacuum fluorescent bar-graph indicators with peak storage; balanced adjustable gain. **Circle (560)**

**Audio Precision**
PC-3: interface to IBM PS/2 computer family. Software: for automated alignment of Studer A820, 821, 810, 807 record/replicate electronics using existing reference tapes. **Circle (566) See ad page 159**

**Audio-Video Engineering**
HSC-I, -2: video hum-stop coils. **Circle (588)**

**AVCOM of VA**
PSA-35A: portable spectrum analyzer, satellite test equipment. **Circle (574)**

**B&B Systems**
AM2HR series: 1/2-rack format XY audio signal monitor scopes; available with Lissajous or patented ImageScope display; integral audio power amp allows engineer to hear signal as well as view phase condition. **Circle (582)**

**Belar Electronics Lab**
SCM-2: SC modulation monitor. TVM-100: TV aural modulation monitor; mono, stereo compatible. FM-4: digital FM frequency meter. **Circle (585) See page 180**

**Bird Electronic**
*8991-400 series:* TERMINALINE wattmeters for hybrids and other balanced networks; 2.5kW, 5kW ratings; temperature compensated elements for accuracy. **Circle (594)**

**Bradley Broadcast Sales**
SA-3050A: industrial real-time analyzer; by Audio Control. **Circle (602)**

**Broadcast Video Systems**
TEST DT pattern generator: 4:2:2 digital line repetitive, color area, full/split screen and zoneplate signals; H/V interval signal insertion. **Circle (616)**

**Cal Switch**
Fluke: multimeters. **Circle (617)**

**Coaxial Dynamics**
Meters-line sections: appropriate elements included with 4-1/16" and 6-1/8" products. *7510 frequency counter/wattmeter:* "peak power" readout capability. **Circle (649)**

**Control Concepts**
Isotron Plus: power line protection for microprocessor-based equipment; protection begins within ±2V of preset level, response time: <5ms; BC-105, 120Vac to 5A; BC-115, 120Vac to 15A. **Circle (675)**

**Current Technology**
Power Server Line: power condition, distribution to serve digital equipment. **Circle (685)**

**Peter W. Dahl**
Custom: high voltage power supply for TV klystrons. **Circle (688)**

**Delta Electronics**
Splitter monitor: measures out-of-band AM radio emissions; remote output adjustment; in-terfaces to remote control equipment; frequency agile, 12Vdc; optional loop antenna for field measurements from vehicle. TCA-1R: RF ammeter; measures low power common point, antenna base currents; use with J-Plug or Delta MJ-50 meter jack for quick insertion of meter only when values must be measured. **Circle (697) See page 60**

**Digital Audio & Video**
2362 audio level monitor: stereo with meters, LED; CRT display shows L&R phase, amplitude, time code, sync reference. **Circle (708)**

**Electric Impulse Lab**
DPTC-75KFM improved model; dry, forced air-cooled FM dummy load; replaces DPTC-65KFM. **Circle (737)**

**Grass Valley Group**
CBM-57: SMITF color bar generator for 8500 series frame. **Circle (788) See page 9**

**HEDCO**
PTS-100: portable test signal generator; 10 digitally derived signals with 400Hz, 1kHz audio; removable PROMs permit change of signals. H7G-100: HEDLine audio tone generator. **Circle (799)**

**Hiptronics**
Peschel: automatic voltage regulator. **Circle (801)**

**Holaday Industries**
HI-5000-SX: RF exposure measurement system; determine compliance with ANSI RF standards. HI-3600: VDT video display terminal radiation monitor. **Circle (805)**

**Jensen Tools**
JKT-11: broadcast engineer's tool kit. **Circle (829)**

**Kay Industries**
Phasemaster T-series: 1-34 power converters; range of 1kW to 50kW; integral lightning protection; buffers line transients; reduced cost from 34 power. **Circle (838)**

**Kintek**
KT-932: dynamic audio phase meter. **Circle (839)**

**Kinzler Labs**
MP-TCA: meter plug-in for Delta Electronics metering system. **Circle (845)**

**LAE Dynatech**
PFS-series transient suppressor: clamps impulse voltages to a safe level; installs at distribution panel or just ahead of studio equipment; single, split, three-phase systems. PFSeries voltage surge suppressor: diverts lightning-induced surge current and high-voltage impulses to utility common point earth ground; single, split, three-phase. **Circle (720)**
Announcing EP-3: The first CCD camera designed for field production

Tube cameras used to be the favorite for electronic field production. Now there's a new star in the field: the EP-3 from NEC.

This sharp new CCD camera offers 700-line horizontal resolution and 62dB S/N ratio. So it goes head-to-head with tubes in picture quality. And when it comes to freezing fast action, the EP-3 gives you far greater clarity than tube cameras. Because it has a 7-speed electronic shutter, with a top speed of 1/1500 second.

Operation is worry-free. Forget about smear, burn-in and comet-tailing.

The EP-3 outperforms tube cameras under difficult lighting conditions.

Make your own scorecard. You'll see that the EP-3 is the first CCD camera that challenges tubes in field production and comes out the overall winner. To find out how our latest CCD camera can meet your EFP goals, call NEC today.

NEC America, Inc.
Broadcast Equipment Division,
Tel: 312-860-7600. Fax: 312-860-2978.
Twix: 910-222-5991.

Circle (93) on Reply Card
Leader Instruments
Model 411: synthesized sync/test signal generator with source ID; 18 signals with 10-bit digital resolution. LCG-412B: portable pattern generator; precision source for field adjustment of VTRs, monitors, receivers.
LSN-9044A: video noise level meter. LCG-413: EFP test signal generator with source ID. 
*5870: combo waveform-vector monitor with SCH-phase error indicator on CRT. *5854: hand-held ENG/EFP vectorscope; dc-powered portable unit. LVM-9042A: automatic video level meter. Circle (855) See ad on inside Back Cover

Logitek
MAS-OSC: tone generator module for Audio Accessory System. Circle (867)

Magni Systems

Marconi Instruments
*2924: universal television signal analyzer; preprocesses signals prior to sampling; user defines type, line location of waveform to be analyzed; for NTSC, CCIR, EBU, NTSC, PAL, SECAM. *2926: television generator, inserter; NTSC-7/FCC VITS, VHS test signals and complement of color bars; 60Hz, 25MHz square wave, 75% saturation red bar, 2T reflection signal, four external inputs; digital generation. Circle (880) See ad page 61

Matthey Electronics
Video filters: battery-powered, zero-loss filter; phase equalized low pass filter for TV picture signals; package accepts any Matthey filter type; cutoff frequencies from 200kHz to 30MHz. Audio anti-aliasing filters: low pass for 48kHz sampled digital audio; turn-over frequency at 20kHz; stopband attenuation >60dB. Brickwalls: low pass video filters; flat to 4.25MHz; -40dB at 4.5MHz; phase equalized to 92.5% of passband; sharpness to 1.07. Circle (884)

Microsonics
Glass delay lines and 1H, 2H video delay modules. Circle (888)

Minolta
CS-100: non-contact colorimeter. LS-100: luminance meter. TVCA: low threshold, high-sensitivity measurement range CRT display analyzer. Circle (903)

nal Video Sales
EFAC: monitor detects ac/dc voltage without a connection. Circle (823)

Narda Microwave
Series 8700: RF meter (8716); probes (8721) for 0.3-40GHz, (8761) for 0.3-1000MHz. Model 8520: combination E-H field monitor, 50-220MHz. Model 8566: radiation monitor averaging module; time or spatial averaging of potentially hazardous non- ionizing radiation; for use with 8616 electromagnetic radiation monitor. Circle (924)

Odetics
TIA 3100: time interval analyzer; evaluates faults in digital videotape recorders including D-1 systems; measurements to 100ps; CRT display; from KODE division. Circle (940)

Penny & Giles
Audio transformers: input, output, impedance, mic matching devices by Systel. Circle (960)

Phillips T&MI/Pro TV
PM-5640: TV test signal generator; full-field, VITS functions; more than 150 standard signals, patterns; non-volatile memory; nine front-panel set-ups, customized signals; sinewave frequencies to 20MHz; zone plate signals to 13.5MHz. Circle (965)

QSI Systems
408, 415, 424: NTSC, SMPTE color bar generators with black burst; 8, 16 and 24-character alphanumeric IDs flashing or constantly displayed; 1kHz tone. *3440 multiburst generator: stores 40 different 24-character messages or IDs in non-volatile memory; companion to CB-2440 bar generator. Circle (976)

Quality Video Supply
UT-CX1: 3-blade coax cable stripping tool. Circle (978)

Radio Design Labs
Noise monitors for AM radio. Attenuators, transformers. Circle (1275)

RAM Broadcast Systems
PS-1000: audio phasorcope. Circle (985) See ad page 176

RF Technology
Faraday filters: range of video, aliasing filters, delay lines. Circle (985) See ad page 184

Rohde & Schwarz
EMF TV test system: precision measurements with continuous tuning on EMFT for use with receiving antennas, CATV systems, EMFD modulators. EMFK channel-specific relay receiver for feeders, headends; synchronous, envelope detection; Q output. VMS: automatic video measuring system; checks selectable parameters from up to 100 channels computer selected by IEC/IEEE bus from VSF video selector and analyzed by UVF video analyzer; modem allows remote control. ODF digitizing waveform monitor: 525/625-line and HDTV, displays, measures, drives external printer; supports R&S group-delay measurement analyzer; Q-mode shows carrier phase; TALIS trigger after line select and D2MAC triggers. Circle (1000) See ad page 69

Sescom
ASG-1 upgrade: push-button frequency selection; adjustable output range +60dBm, +10dBm in 1dB steps. SC-3: includes transformer-balanced line inputs. CT-S: cable tester with F and 3.5mm stereo jacks. TEST-1: all-in-one audio test system; AF oscillator, DMM, frequency counter, ac/dc, ohms, dB, distortion analyzer; includes 3" oscilloscope. Circle (1022)

Sierra Video Systems
DELTA CBC: component video color bar generator; RGB or Y/R-Y/B-Y forms available. Circle (1028)

Sigma Electronics
CTG-100A: component video test signal generator. SVM-100: allows conventional WFM to display, measure component signals. TSG-370A, 375A: enhanced test signal, sync generators; 24 test signals, 20-character ID, countdown clock. Circle (1029) See ad page 177

Singer Products
WHR series regulators: electromechanical voltage regulation equipment; systems for 14 to 36 and 3600kVA. Circle (1030)

H. A. Solutec
SOL-20/20: inserts stereo audio level meter in video image as three bar graphs; VU or PPM display; L/R or L=1/R=1-R; center bar shows out-of-phase condition. Circle (1035)

Sound Technology
MP300M: audio test software for ST Model 3000 audio test system and IBM or compatible computer. 3200B: audio analyzer with graphic output for dot-matrix printers. Circle (1042) See ad page 35

Techni-Tool
Wrist straps: adjust to conform to any wrist size; for continuous protection from static charges when working with solid-state equipment. Workstat 1000: eliminates excess static charge in the work area; benchtop ionization system generates positive and negative ions for a balanced environment. Ultrasonic cleaners: various models available; portable to extra large, with heaters, digital timers. SMD kit: for soldering surface-mounted components; standard Soldermaster iron, assortment of 12 tip sizes; adapters. Smoke absorber: activated carbon filter absorbs lead fumes during soldering. Circle (1285) See ad page 196

Tektronix
DP-100: digital video probe; high-speed data ac-
REEL NEWS
Early newsreel makers were hungry for news. Studio cameramen were responsible for developing their own leads, and they aggressively sought exclusive footage to scoop their competition. As fast as the film was shot, it was taken to the lab, developed, and distributed to theaters. Sometimes, as in the case of a presidential election, these pioneers of the broadcasting industry would produce two endings for timely viewing. The newsreel producers' wizardry probably culminated during a parade of WWII soldiers in New York City, when audiences were able to see the event before it had ended!

Today's broadcasters still rely on speed to deliver up-to-the-minute coverage. News crews travel in sophisticated SNV's and broadcast live from the field. Their ability to communicate instantly to almost anywhere in the world has diminished the once-phenomenal feats of their earlier counterparts.

SWITCHCRAFT ARRIVES ON THE SCENE
As the broadcasting industry continues to evolve, there remains a need for reliable communications equipment. From the start, Switchcraft was there to meet that need. For over 40 years, Switchcraft supplied broadcast engineers with quality audio components—phone jacks and plugs, patch panels, power cords, and audio adapters. Switchcraft offered the industry a product line of over 6,000 parts, to provide the right part at the right time. And Switchcraft's staff of design engineers followed through by tailoring their quality products to broadcasting engineers' custom applications.

A MARKET LEADER EVOLVES
Today, Switchcraft is the most asked-for name in audio and broadcasting components. Switchcraft is synonymous with quality, dependability, and rugged durability. It's no wonder we're proud to broadcast our role as an industry leader and how we got there.

HERE'S THE SCOOP
You rely on your equipment to "out-scoop" your competition. Switchcraft can be counted on for delivering consistently superior performance. Specify Switchcraft—the natural selection in quality broadcasting components.

Send me information on your quality components:
☐ Please have a representative contact me.
☐ Please send me your General Line Catalog
My area(s) of interest is:
☐ Switches ☐ Connectors ☐ Power Cords
☐ EAC Receptacles ☐ Jacks/Plugs
☐ Molded Cable Assemblies ☐ Patch Panels
My application is ☐ Current ☐ Future (date)

Name
Company
Title
Address
City State Zip Telephone ( )

Mail To: Marketing Communications Dept., Switchcraft, Inc.
5555 N. Elston Ave.
Chicago, IL 60630

Switchcraft
A Raytheon Company
5555 N. Elston Ave.
Chicago, IL 60630
(312) 792-2700
Circle (94) on Reply Card
quition, D/A converter; displays data signal in analog form on any picture, waveform monitor or vectorscope; module for TM500, TM5000 frames.

SPG-271: PAL sync generator; digital design with 12-bit DAC; conforms to EBU D23/D25 statements; SC/H phased outputs.

VM700 option 01: enhanced monitoring, measurement functions to Video Measurement Set; functions include digital waveform monitor, vectorscope, noise measurement, group delay measurement, automated monitoring, measurements.

*1730HD: high definition waveform monitor; selectable 625/50, 525/60, 1125/60 and other HDTV standards; 30MHz bandwidth; tri-level sync; two sets of 3-channel inputs; parade, overlay displays.

TSG-170D generator: digital composite NTSC TV signal source; 10-bit D/A conversion for signal accuracy; 23-character ID, tape leader countdown, remote control; 17 standard test signals.

TSG-100: test signal generator; dc-operated for bench, mobile, field portable use; 8-pattern set includes SMPTE color bars, convergence, multiburst.

Telemet
Stereo broadcast demod upgrade: improved S/N ratio; input change to 500I only; demod tester module improvements.

Tennaplex Systems
MKF-48: all-channel radio-TV field strength meter.

Tentent
T-2-H15-SLC: Tentometer for Sony Type 7, 9 U-matic.

T-1800: dial torque gauges for U-matic VCRs.

T-300: dial torque gauges for Betacam.

T-2-H5-UMC: Tentometer for M-91.

T.E.S.T. cassette: evaluates extremes of back tension servo operating system.

Titan Electronics
Practel Video Isolator: isolates points of differing ac/dc potential, reduces hum problems for video systems; not standards conscious.

TV Equipment Associates
Brickwalls: low pass video filters; flat to 4.2Mz, -40dB at 4.5MHz; phase equalized to 92.6% of passband; sharpness to 1.07; by Matthey. Audio anti-laufling filters: low pass for 48KHz sampled digital audio; turn-over frequency at 20kHz; stopband attenuation >60dB; by Matthey.

Racial headsets: lightweight types; high-noise environment types.

Video filters: battery-powered, zero-loss filter; phase equalized l/2 pass filter for TV picture signals; package accepts any Matthey filter type; cutoff frequencies from 200kHz to 30MHz.

Video Accessory
PG-3PC color bar generator: RS170A, gen-locatable signal source; SMPTE bars, black burst outputs; frequency trim, subcarrier phase, H-phase adjustment.

Viewtronics Ltd
Digital card for IBM PC/compatible computers; accepts digital TV signals per CCIR 656 parallel interface, 601 sampling; displays component waveform, vector, data tables.

Viastek Electronics
Model 2015: YUV test generator; for test with analog comment camera recorder systems; firmware-based signals changed by installing different EPROM device.

Support Products
S7: Facilities
- Design, construction
- Studio, mobile
- Consultants
- Equipment lease, rental

Acoustic Systems
BB-440: prefabricated, acoustically engineered, voice-over booth.

SO-47: acoustic door.

Alpha Video & Electronics/AVEC
Safety Raiser: device mounted atop ENG mast detects the presence of overhead power lines; two coils in quadrature sense magnetic fields, sounds alarm; GPI interface to mast function control.

B&B Systems
Facility designs and construction; for audio, video, broadcast.

B&A Communications
BAF 450-B, 453-S: SNN satellite news vehicles; 6-rack models.

Camera Mart
Rental special: video production packages.

Centro
Networke II: 2nd generation Networker SNV vehicle; 4-equipment racks; generator, HVAC, power system; Satcom Technologies 2.4m Ku-band antenna, optional microwave antennas; heavy duty air suspension.

EFP-1: electronic field production truck; 22’ length; 1/2”, 3/4”, 1” tape capability; Ford E-350 chassis.

Dalsat
RoadRunner: transportable uplink with 2.3m antenna on Ford Econoline E350 chassis; 4-port feed; antenna folds down within roof-line for clearance; Ku-band operation; 15kVA multitap transformer ties to shore power.

Digiview: card for IBM PC/compatible computer; accepts digital TV signals per CCIR 656 parallel interface, 601 sampling; displays component waveform, vector, data tables.

Biowired: mobile communications equipment buildings; optional roof-mounted tower.

Gray Communications Consultants
Custom systems: studio, post-production facilities; mobile production vehicles.

Lake Systems
Custom: video production facility design, construction.

Maze Broadcast
Services: appraisals, dispositions, liquidations, auctions.

Media Concepts
Equipment broker: for used broadcast products.

Midwest Communications
S-23F Mobile: satellite news gathering system with Veriex 2.5m DMK antenna and flyaway system with 1.8m antenna; common electronics; for regional and greater remote distance requirements.

Roscor
STARFLEET 25: satellite news vehicle; Iveco-450 chassis, 20kW generator, custom A/C, large storage, production areas; antenna mast and electronics rack combined in rigid, rack support system.

Shook Electronics USA
Mobile TV production vehicles.

Television Engineering Corp
Mobile units: new designs in electronic news gathering vehicles.

Video Financial/Riviera Leasing
Factoring: business improvement plan to ease cash flow; immediate cash for accounts receivables.

Video Protection
Live Guard tape: plastic tape with station logo, call letters; keeps curious onlookers back at a safe, quiet distance; helps prevent accidents, stolen equipment; high visibility yellow, black lettering; rolls of 1,000 feet.

Video Financial/Riviera Leasing
Media tactical jacket: protective wear for unusual remote assignments.

Support Products
S8: Programming
- Distribution service
- Effects, music libraries
- Production services
- Satellite time brokers

Associated Production Music
Original music: by Richard Honoroff, Sonoton

Fort Worth Tower
Enclosures: mobile communications equipment buildings; optional roof-mounted tower.
Of 400 TV Stations who broadcast stereo,

The TFT 850 BTSC TV Stereo Monitor.

300 of them rely on this monitor to do it right.

The TFT Model 850 is the only precision BTSC TV Stereo Monitor that permits comprehensive performance testing of 20 parameters from RF to composite. It features easy-to-read, conventional meters, an optional Multifunction Digital Audio Analyzer for fast and easy analysis of stereo performance and best of all, it doesn't tie-up or require additional, expensive video equipment to operate.

Make sure your station is broadcasting the best stereo signal it can. Contact us now for complete details on the 850, the BTSC Monitoring Standard. We'll also send you our free Engineering Guide—BTSC STEREO: TV Aural Proof-of-Performance Guide.
music library; Broadcast One CD music library.
Circle (557)

BAF Communications
Transponders: Ku, C-band satellite service
sales, marketing.
Circle (576)

COMSAT ISS
CTVS: COMSAT International TV Scheduling
service.
Circle (866)

GE American Communications
Ku/C-band services: Atlantic, Pacific region Inter-
telsat access; domestic connectivity.
Circle (776)

Gefen Systems
McIntosh software: program BBC sound effects
library.

Sound effects: hardware, software interface for effects,
production libraries.
Circle (1246)

GTE Spacenet
Transmission services: satellite relay, distribu-
tion, news gathering; voice, data, video.
Circle (794)

Media General Broadcast
Lazer: production music library.

Lazer: music beds; original, copyright-cleared.
Circle (987)

NPR Satellite Services
Services: networking, transportable uplinking,
SCPC audio transmission; uses Westar IV, Sat-
com IR, Galaxy II satellites.
Circle (936)

Omnimusic
Professional Broadcast: 400 10s, 30s, 60s CD
music beds; original, copyright-cleared.
Circle (944)

TPC Communications/Channel 1
Services: full post-production, 35mm-16mm film
transfers.
Circle (1286)

Video Products
VI: Cameras

- EFP, ENG, studio
- Camera tubes, CCDs
- Lens systems
- Pan/tilt heads
- Pedestals, tripods
- Control, robotic systems

AF Associates
Radamec EPO System 90: full robotic control of
camera, lens positioning; 500 preprogrammed
camera positions; variable fade times be-
tween positions; serial data link; simultaneous
control of eight cameras.
Radamec EPO remote system 10: smooth move-
ment of pan, tilt, zoom, focus; 10-99 preset posi-
tions; multiple camera control from single
panel; serial data, expandable to 32 ON/OFF
functions, 24 analog functions.

Robotic Systems: robotic pedestal; XY tracking,
video tracking, camera positioning; station
computer interface; by Radamec EPO.
Circle (515)

Amperex Electronic
FT-CCD: high resolution frame-transfer CCD
imager. 693X: high definition Plumbicon, tetrode gun,
electrostatic deflection.
Circle (535) See ad pages 82-3

Amptex AVSD
CVR-200: integrated camera with Betacam SP
recorder; 550-line resolution from 3-CCD design;
dynamic range extended by 600%; 30-minute cassette record time; for metal or ox-
ide media; AFM and standard audio tracks.

CVC-7: CCD color camera; HADS interline
transfer devices produce 700-line resolution; six
electronic shutter speeds; linear matrix for col-
or matching with Plumbicon cameras.
CVC-50: 3-chip CCD camera for sports, ENG,
EFP; frame transfer design, switchable
electronic shutter; studio, camcorder
configurations.
Circle (536) See ad page 39

Angenieux
14 x series updates; for 2/3" camera formats;
Fluo-Phase plate glass with high efficiency
coatings for 1/1.6 on 14 x, 14 x9 models.
Model 20 x 8.5: lens for Sony BVP-360.
40 x 14 lens: 1" format; 1/1.9 14-285mm, 1/2
370mm, 1/3 560mm, 0m MOD; µ control; 2.1x
extender standard, 1.45 x optional; 43 lbs.
14 x 1.7" series: 6-84mm, 7-98mm, 2 x exten-
tenders; 1/1.4; MOD 0.5m; macro focus; weight
less than 4.2 lbs.
40 x 0.5 lens: 2.3" format zoom; 1/1.3
9.9-155mm, 1/1.4 255mm, 1/2.1 380mm; 0m
MOD; µ control; 2.1 x extender; 1.45 x
available; 43 lbs.
Internal shutter: option for any Angenieux µ-
controlled 1", 2/3" lens; 3,600rpm for 60Hz
camera for 1/250th second exposure.
Circle (542)

Arriflex
ARRI geared head: full-swing/tilt, geared head
for film or video cameras; ±90° tilt with wedge
plate.
Circle (553)

Bench
Model 330-01: copy stand for lightweight video
or film cameras; 36" column; 3200°K or in-
frared systems; high resolution frame-transfer
CCD devices; various lenses; RGB stripe color, monochrome, infrared systems.
U-4 pan/tilt: portable, multipurpose remote
control system for Sony CVR-200 with J15 x 9.5B
KSS or J18 x 8.5B ISS; operational control panel
allows tilt speeds of 0.3°-5.3° and pan from
0.5°-8°. RS-550 video visualizer: video copy stand
with single CCD color camera using stripe filter color
separation, 780x490x pixel; NTSC output; addi-
tional video inputs with selector; lighting,
microphone circuit.
RC-760/701: still video camera; 600,000-pixel
2/3" CCD; stores images in 2" disk; field, frame
modes; 6-mode auto, manual exposure.

J15 x 9.5B IRS: zoom lens for 2/3" cameras
using CCD devices; integral 2 x extender;
9.5-143mm; 19-286mm; aperture from 1/8.2-1
without extender. J15 x 9.5B IRS-HP: dynamic zoom time, <2s,
>15s end to end; rain-proof drive; positioning
focus servo control; 2 x extender; zoom shot
box.

J50 x 9.5B IE: zoom lens with integral rotary
shutter; driven by vertical drive signal from
camera; shutter rotation speed 1,800rpm NTSC;
exposures of approximately 1/250, 1/500,
1/1000.
Circle (624) See ad pages 56-7

Century Precision Optics
Nikon-to-Sony: optical relay adapter for Nikon
lens to mount on video camera. DugSan III: 35mm slide-to-video transfer attach-
ment; for Ikegami HL-79,-95 cameras.
C-to-Sony adapter: optical relay device; allows
use of C-mount lens on video camera.
Circle (536)

Comprehensive Video
Geocam Universal Matte Box: allows camera,
format change without changing matte box;
motorized filter stages for 4" square, 41/2" round
filters. Circle (658)

Eastman Kodak
SV5035 slide-video transfer: converts 35mm
positive slides image from Kodak 80-slide
Abner, from Paltex, is durable and dependable. Very economical. Frame accurate. A true A/B roll 3 machine editor.

**Abner gets the job done** the world over, in on-line and off-line areas producing commercials, news programming, corporate sales and training materials, and music videos.

**Abner is well built,** able to withstand the daily pressures of a busy edit suite, even the bumps and jolts of a production truck. And, Abner is simple to install with any 3/4" or 1/2" VTR, in any combination. Hook up the cable and you’re editing. No complex interfaces with Abner, they’re all built in.

**Abner is easy to operate.** Transport functions for each machine are linked to dedicated rotary controls, no “time-sharing” with Abner. If you’ve used a two machine controller, you’ll find Abner extremely easy to use. You get full A/B roll editing that lets you focus on your work, not the technology.

**Well, our 00:00:30:00 are about up.** All that remains to be said is that there are Paltex dealers around the world, including one in your area ready to give you a personal demo. For Abner literature and dealer information, just give us a call or write and we’ll give you all the time you need.
Carousel to video signals; motorized zoom, scan; random access.

Circle (724) See ad page 119
EEV P845A/S: 30mm Ledicon camera tube for TK47 updates.

Circle (731) See ad page 125
Elcon FACETRACKER: IR-transponder system; allows camera to track talent or objects within a studio environment.
roboGlide: automatic guided vehicle; moving platform for dolly, pedestal or other camera support device.

Circle (741) FOR-A HMC-1000: Multicam high definition still camera; produces 1,125-line stills; RGB outputs; switchable TV formats.

Circle (767) See ad page 155
Fujinon 1-1/4" HDTV lenses: fixed focal lengths of 13mm, 25mm, 70mm; 1/1.4 aperture; servo or manual focus, iris control.

HP5 x16SD zoom: HDTV lens for 1-4" format; 1/1.4 aperture over entire 16-80mm focal length; servo or manual control of iris, focus, zoom: 14.5kg.
A34 x15.5ESM zoom: maximum 1,400mm focal length from 20.5-700mm f/2.4 lens with 2x extender; MOD is 5m; compatible with CCD and tube cameras.

Circle (780) See ad page 155 1" HDTV lens: 18mm fixed focal length; f/1.2 with 22"21" horizontal field angle; MOD: 0.85m; 5kg.
HR22 x18SD zoom: 1" format with 18-400mm focal length; 1/1.8 to 350mm, 1/2 at 400mm; servo iris, focus, zoom; MOD 5.5m; 24kg.
R34 x29.5ESM zoom: 25.9-1000mm with 2x extender; f/3.5 to 700mm, f/5 at 1000mm; integral test pattern projector; for onboard; f/3.5 to 700mm, f/5 at 1000mm.
HP5 x 1 6SD zoom: HDTV lens for 1-1/4" format; constant f/1.8 aperture to 110mm; f/2 at 150mm; electronic shutter, variable speed.

Circle (791) See ad page 155 17"-735: economical ENG/EFP camera; full feature.
Chip cameras: HL-79A, CCD-770; production versions.

Circle (802) See ad page 95 CCD-870 prototype: 3-chip ENG camera; interline sensor for > 600 TVL resolution; S/N > 56dB; H/V dual-edged detail correction; auto functions; camera head weighs 9.3 lbs.
MCK-300: medical FT CCD camera; 1/1.2 optical system with 2,000 lux sensitivity; > 60dB S/N, 600 TVL; compatible with S-VHS, ED-Beta; electronic shutter, variable speed.

Circle (823) See ad page 64A-J HK-323P: 3-CCD camera; S-VHS, M-II, studio, mobile configurations; 1/2" IT-CCDs; 500 TVL resolution with 58dB S/N; 3-speed electronic shutter; 1/2" bayonet lens mount; automatics; stereo audio circuit.

Circle (833) See ad page 855 Image Devices Rental: film, video cameras, accessories; lights; underwater and land applications.
Circle (1249) See ad page 97

Innovation Optical Specialty lens: direct, 45°, 90°, 110° views; integral light source; allows camera to fly over, under, around, through objects; for 16mm, 35mm, video cameras.

Circle (1255) ITE/Innovative TV Equipment T48/448: ENG/EFP tripod/fluid head for cameras under 25 lb.
TS5 series: tripod family for camera loads to 30 lbs.
P6 pedestal: pneumatic operation; load capacity of 110 lbs.
P6L: low-boy P6 studio pedestal; minimum height at 23.5".
H90 head: fluid system for studio, OB cameras; capacity to 165 lbs.
T17/T117: ENG tripod/fluid head for CCD cameras.
Circle (823) J-Lab Gen-lock CCU: for HL-79 camera; component adaptor; standard CCU controls.
Circle (830)

JVC Professional KY15: 3-CCD camera; S-VHS, M-II, studio, mobile configurations; 1/2" IT-CCDs; 500 TVL resolution with 58dB S/N; 3-speed electronic shutter; 1/2" bayonet lens mount; automatics; stereo audio circuit.

Circle (840) KY2-0: 2/3" image tube CCD camera; S-VHS camcorder with BR-S410U recorder; 11x, 16x C-mount zoom lenses; 450 TVL resolution; self-diagnostic warnings; NTSC, RGB, Y/C outputs; weights 5 lbs.
BR-S200U: 2/3" CCD camcorder; S-VHS; 450 TVL from camera, 400 TVL from VCR; 4-speed electronic shutter; date/time record function; TCL image sensing auto-focus; VCR input selection from camera or external source.
KY-20: 3-CCD camera; S-VHS, M-II, studio, mobile configurations; 2/3" IT-CCDs; 500 TVL resolution with 58dB S/N; 3-speed electronic shutter; 2/3" bayonet lens mount; automatics; stereo audio circuit.
Circle (833)

Circle (855)

Merlin Engineering ME-68 camera tracking system: digital remote servo-controlled mount for ENG/EFP cameras; balanced cradle with capacity to 150 lbs; ±160° pan, ±30° tilt; can accommodate small prompter units; multiple unit control possible.
Circle (893)

Circle (902)

NEC America Industrial cameras: CCD-based systems with variable speed electronic shutters.

Circle (926) See ad page 137
Today's tougher audio requirements demand a new choice

Telex Pro Series 6120 XLP

A new duplicator with 8X speed and tougher specs.

Improved frequency response plus less distortion and crosstalk are just a few of the technical gains achieved in the new Telex Pro Series duplicator. This means that you'll make duplicates that are truer to the master than with any comparable tape duplicator on the market today.

Yes, here's a system with all the advantages of the famous 6120 high speed duplicator plus enhanced specifications. Features that made the 6120 popular such as compact size, unlimited expandability, track select, audio level monitors, and easy one-button operation remain distinct Telex advantages. But, by developing the 6120XLP with 8X speed, Telex gives you the advantage of improvements in many important professional specifications such as distortion, frequency response, speed accuracy and crosstalk. And, the new cassette transport speed allows you to duplicate directly from 15 ips open reel masters for the ultimate in quality and convenience.

The Pro Series 6120 uses a newly developed, highly efficient XL LIFE cassette head featuring ultra-hard physical characteristics for extra long life (10X normal) plus a satin smooth surface that resists excessive oxide build-up preventing the need for frequent maintenance. Its advanced engineering, precision design and painstaking manufacturing techniques contribute immensely to the Pro Series improved specs including an unmatched frequency range of 50 to 13KHz. For further technical details and the name of your nearest 6120 dealer call or write Telex Communications, Inc., 9600 Aldrich Ave. So., Minneapolis, MN 55420.

Up to 12 months to pay with no interest! The entire Telex 6120 duplicator series is available with special NO INTEREST financing through participating Telex dealers. Yes, with only 10% down and up to 12 months to pay, you could be eligible for special NO INTEREST financing. Think of it! You could pay for your 6120 out of the savings or income generated.

New XL LIFE cassette head.

TELEX

Call Toll Free in U.S. 800-828-6107 • In Minnesota Call (612) 887-5531

Circle (97) on Reply Card
For versatile, cost-effective control and monitoring of unattended sites, using DTMF commands. Accessible from any Touch-Tone® telephone, microwave or two-way radio. Multiple options permit expandability for diverse control applications.

- Remote Control Systems
- Functional Building Blocks
- Telephone Couplers

Part of the complete line of state-of-the-art remote control systems from Monroe Electronics.

Remote Control Systems
Functional Building Blocks
Telephone Couplers

Part of the complete line of state-of-the-art remote control systems from Monroe Electronics.

Monroe Electronics, Inc.
100 Houlton Avenue, Lyndonville, NY 14098
Phone: 716-765-2254  FAX: 716-765-9330  Telex: 75-6662

Circle (98) on Reply Card

SMPTE-EBU Time Code Analyzer

Model TCA-143

If your edit problems are SMPTE Time Code related, Gray Engineering’s new Time Code Analyzer pinpoints the error, displays code faults and corrects for phase and amplitude error.

Code Conditions at a Glance

- Phase Error/Display
- Sync Word Error
- Bit Count Error
- Sequential Count Error
- Color Sync Frame
- Code Level
- Flag Bits
- Video Sync Loss
- Code Loss

When a time code error occurs, a front panel light is illuminated, and an audible alarm is activated.

3 Output Modes

- BY-PASS (E to E)
- RESTORE (restores amplitude and reshapes) (DUB)
- REPHASE (rephases, restores amplitude and reshapes)

List Price $2595.00
5-Year Warranty—Paris & Labor

Gray Engineering Laboratories
INcORPORATED
504-P W. Chapman Avenue • Orange, CA 92668 714-997-4151

Circle (99) on Reply Card

Nikon

HD TV Fixed: RF15A-HD2 15mm, 5.2 lb; RF50A-HD2, 50mm 4.1 lb; fixed focal lengths; f/1.2; cover 16mm diagonal picture format.

HD TV Zoom: R.5 x 12.5A-HD2 TV-Nikkor ED 12.5-70mm, 15.4 lb; R7 x 12A-HD2 TV-Nikkor 12.5-84mm, 11 lb; f/1.8 maximum aperture; cover a 16mm diagonal picture format; with macro feature.

2/3" ENG/EFP Zoom: S15 x 8.5B 8-127.5mm, 2.7 lb; S13 x 9B 8-117mm, 2.4 lb; f/1.7 aperture; integral 2 x extender; antireflection coatings; for CCD cameras.

Circle (1216)

O’Connor Engineering Lab

Model 127: pneumatic studio pedestal.
Model 35: quick-release ENG tripod.

Circle (939)

Panasonic Industrial

WV-200CLE: 3-CCD camera; NTSC composite, Y/C S-VHS component; 600 TVL; >56dB S/N ratio; 2.5 fc minimum sensitivity; color match matrix for multycamera systems; two memories, three position auto-white balance; detail control.

AG-450: integrated camera, S-VHS recorder; 10x power zoom lens; manual iris, Piezo TTL auto focus; variable shutter speeds; 2-hour recording, flying erase head.

WV-300CLE: 3-CCD camera with S-VHS, composite outputs; f/1.4 prism; >700 TVL; <64dB S/N; 4-speed electronic shutter; minimum illumination to 2.5 fc.

Circle (922)

Panorama

S-105: S-drag adjustment hydrohead; quick-release sliding plate.
S115: 150mm ball-based hydrohead for camera loads to 100 lbs.

Circle (1266)

Photographic Equipment Service

Hammerhead: pan/tilt, zoom, focus head; controlled by animation computer to permit interlocking of stage action with artwork on animation stand.

Circle (966)

Quicksset

QRTH-1: Rainbow pro fluid system; 20lb fluid head, 100lb capacity tripod.
QST-5: Sasso 3/4-size tripod with column; collapses to 21" height.
Husky QRTH-30: fluid-damped pan/tilt; 2-section legs; camera plate with safety lock; tubular legs; anodized, scratch resistant; 3-12 lb load capacity.
QRH-7: cam-balanced, fluid head; 40-lb capacity; ±45° tilt; 360° pan; 100mm claw ball.
QRTH-10, QSH-10: spring counterbalance, fluid drag; fluid head with 30-lb load capacity; 100mm claw ball base.

Circle (981)

See ad page 194

Radamec EPO

Robotic Systems: robotic pedestal, XY tracking, video tracking, camera positioning; station computer interface.

System 10: full robotic control of camera, lens positioning; 500 preprogrammed camera positions; variable fade times between positions; serial data link; simultaneous control of eight cameras.

Remote Control System 10: smooth movement of pan, tilt, zoom, focus; 10-99 preset positions; multiple camera control from single panel; serial data, expandable to 32 ON/OFF func-
Natural Evolution...

RVS·210A

with Distinction

RVS·216A

RVS·416

16 video inputs, rotary, spin, and matrix wipes, linear keys, 4 mask generators, 4 key busses, key interchange...

ROSS VIDEO LIMITED

Ross Video Limited, PO Box 220, 500 John St., Iroquois, Ont. Canada K0E 1K0 1K0 613-652-4886 Telex 05-811579
Ross Video Inc., PO Box 880, Ogdensburg, New York, USA 13669-0880

Circle (100) on Reply Card
Miniature system: pan/tilt antiblooming gate, controllable integration compatible to NTSC/RS-170 and 2/3" optics; TH-7866: 550 pixel/line frame-transfer CCD; Circle (1085) systems.

Pan/tilt IR controller: for pan, tilt, zoom and focus.

Triax camera control: for Hitachi C1H camera.

Microscope: for video cameras.

Pan/tilt heads: remote computer-control systems. Circle (1085) See ad page 118

SONY

BVP-50: CCD EFP/ENG camera; vertical smear eliminated, electronic shutter, larger S/N ratio.

HDVS system: camera HDC-300 1:4.5 at 2,000 lux, 1,200 lines H resolution; HDC-300 CCD with multiscene setup memory; HDCS-300 signal processor; HDMI-3030 monitor; HDM-2000 videodisc recorder.

CCU-35S: triax camera control for BVP-350 EFP camera; interface at camera is CA-3511; compatible with BVP-360 cameras; allows optional use of four video remote operation panels. Circle (1037) See ad pages 25-7

SONY PROFESSIONAL VIDEO

DXC-750 camera: interline transfer CCD unit with 700 lines H resolution, 60dB S/N, variable speed electronic shutter; up to 330 feet of cable to CCU.

DXCMT: production camera: based on three 768 interline transfer CCD: 700 line resolution with 60dB S/N; variable speed electronic shutter; dynamic contrast control; cables to 1,000 feet with CCU-M7 control unit.

DXC-3000A: 3-CCD camera; enhanced to include 1/2" Y/C recorder formats including ED-Beta. Circle (1040) See ad page 189

TELEMETRICS

Remote camera pan/tilt, zoom/focus tracking system.

Microprobe: for video cameras.

Triax camera control: for Ampex CVC 5 CCD camera.

Miniature system: pan/tilt for single chip cameras.

Triax camera control: for Hitachi C1H camera.

IR controller: for pan, tilt, zoom and focus.

Pan/tilt heads: remote computer-control systems. Circle (1085) See ad page 118

THOMSON ELECTRON TUBES/DEVICE

TH-7866: 550 pixel/line frame-transfer CCD; compatible to NTSC/RS-170 and 2/3" optics; antiblooming gate, controllable integration equal to 3 diahragm stops; 30dB S/N at 40lux illumination; TH-7864 for 50/625 line systems.

TH-X898: HDTV camera tube; 1" Primicon photoconductive layer; electrostatic deflection, magnetic focus, bias lamp; output target capacitance less than 5pF; limiting resolution 1800 pixels per line. Circle (1099)

THOMSON VIDEO EQUIPMENT

TTV 1530, 1532: EFP, OB cameras; 2/3" format; automatic setup based on 182 picture zones; talkback channel, teleprompter circuit on triax system; camera head IDs use plug tone.

TTV 1640: production models of 2/3" 3-CCD camera; interline transfer sensors; white compression, auto knee, contour correction; compatible with TTV 1624, 1530, 1532 cameras, accessories.

TTV 1525 enhancement: contours out-of-red, diagnostics, memory, status display unit for automatic camera.

TTV 1624 upgrade: 3-Plumbicon camera with modular interfaces for ENG or other VTRs or other Thomson camera accessories. Circle (1101) See ad page 167

Tiffen Mfg.

Video presentation: "Which filter should I use?" explains filter use for image improvement, creative effects, etc.; available for purchase.

Air Gon: compressed air canister; chorme value assembly, filter, 4" nozzle, 36" hose for hard-to-reach places.

*934 filter case: holds 24 series-9, 3x3 or 3x4 filters in any combination; fine-texture lining; reinforced aluminum, safety latch, key lock.

*455 filter case: holds 18 series 4x4, 4x5/2 round, 4x5, 4x5.650/Panavision or 4x6 filters in any combination; reinforced aluminum, safety latch, key lock. Circle (1103)

TOSHIKYO

IR series CCD cameras: single 1/2" CCD color cameras; electronic shutter; external sync capability, NTSC interfaced video output.

SC821: CCD color camera; 3-FIT CCD design; diagnostics, status in viewfinder; ENG system with variable speed electronic shutter; 700 TVL resolution; adapters allow various applications. Circle (1109)

TOTAL SPECTRUM MANUFACTURING

ENG camera accessories.

Teleconference equipment: remote control products, including VS-2000M pan/tilt, UNI-I-SND uniliner.

AutoTrack: allows camera to track specified talent on set.

Controller: software-based, for HS-110P, HS-105P servo pan/tilt systems; touch screen input with menus; interfaces to newsroom computer; camera equipment maneuvers can be edited.

AutoCom: camera control system with ACP-8000 touch screen controller; SP-200 servo pedestal with optional X/Y base; multisking system controls truck, dolly, pan/tilt, zoom/focus for eight cameras. Circle (1110) See ad page 31

ULTIMATE

Memory Head: remote control camera mount; ac/dc operation; moves stored on 3.5" diskette; precision positioning repeatability; one diskette holds 5 minutes of motion information on 4-axis basis. Circle (1120)

VITREN EQUIPMENT

Vision 5 system: tripod, spreader, foam-lined case with fluid pan/tilt head; ± 85° tilt angle; for cameras to 15 lbs.

Shot recall: prompter interface accepts ASCII text with MicroSwift shot codes embedded in prompter copy; translated codes cause a specified camera to move to the requested shot.

Tracking base: dual wheel design for standard, narrow gauge track, straight or curved and off-track on land surfaces; PTFE, Duthane wheels for smooth, quiet movement; tiller for crab steering. Circle (1149) See ad pages 114-5, 149

Video Products

V2: Recording

• Analog, digital
• Editing, animation
• Time code equipment
• Transport synchronizers

ABEKAS VIDEO

D-2 interface: option for Abekas digital disk recorders and effects systems; enables direct connection to D-2 VTRs. Circle (502) See ad page 37

ADAMS-SMITH

ZETA~REMOTE: autolocator, remote controller for Zeta~Three system.

ZETA~THREE: combines transport synchronization, time code functions. MIDI-to-time code synchronization.

2500 A-V: studio for video editor with C:Sound visual audio waveform editing; synchronization of 10 transports; RS-232/32 serial I/O; 20 function keys; 24 GPI triggers. Circle (507)

ADRIENNE ELECTRONICS

PC/TIMECODE: time code reader card; for IBM PC/XT/AT. Circle (511)

ALPHA VIDEO & ELECTRONICS/AVEC

TCGR: integral time code generator, reader for VO-6800.

Type SSP: SP retrofit for Type 5 VCRs.

EJ-9: editor interface for Type 9 VCRs. Circle (528) See ad page 122

AMHERST ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT

AM21000: combines machine control functions of CTX-1000 with infinite-window TBC, color field sequencer, manual or computer-controlled proc-amp and auto-gen-lock circuitry.

ESP video editing software: IBM PC/AT or compatible based; menu operated, context-sensitive help screens; monitors hardware connected to system and provides information and status on entire system.

CTX-1000: universal machine control interface; interfaces to two serial or parallel devices, communications bi-directionally with upper level editing system; daisy chains together for centrally controlled multiprocessor system. Circle (1230)

AMPTEX AVSD

Betacam SP: CVR-70 studio recorder; CVR-65 studio player with AST; CVR-60 studio player. VPR-300: D-2 composite digital studio VTR; plug compatible with existing composite

Broadcast Engineering June 1988
We put our heads together
to give you a smaller one!

Fast set-up and breath-taking smoothness of action. These are two major benefits Vinten's new Vision 5 head offers.

Vision 5 is the smallest and lightest head in the remarkable Vision family. It shares the same unique, patented technology.

For use with the smaller ENG and new generation CCD cameras, the quality of movement will astonish you.

This is because unlike any other type of head Vision 5 is perfectly balanced at any increment of tilt through 160 degrees of movement.

Achieved with the unique, adjustable system common to the range, making the camera effortlessly easy to manipulate.

Vision 5 is available with a single stage or the acclaimed two stage tripod.

And if the performance sounds unbelievable, wait till you see its low price. If you've got five. You've got Vision.
systems; for 32, 94, 208-minute 19mm digital cassette; 4-channel digital audio; assemble, insert, animate editing modes.

ESS upgrades: Still Auto Sequencing; List-N-List playlist management; component analog or digital inputs and outputs; standard on new systems, upgrade option for existing systems. ACE-25: low-cost edit controller for ENG, corporate-industrial, off-line, 4-VTR interfaces, three GPIs, 3.5" disk; optional internal composite/component video or audio switches; 1,000-line SMPTE EDL, CMX-340 EDL compatible.

CVR-22: Betacam SP play-only; integral time code reader; two AFM, two standard audio tracks with Dolby C noise reduction; plays standard and SP Betacam cassettes; wired or wireless remote control.

ACR-225: automated cassette recorder; 256 32-minute cassette capacity; allows 7s spots back-to-back; analog or encoded digital NTSC, PAL, inputs, outputs; operational multitasking. Circle (536) See ad page 39

ASACA/Shibasoku

ADS-200 floppy disk still store: 25 color still frames per 5-1/4" disk; editing, trim, position, dissolve, push effects; hard disk available; use with AIP-1300/1320 image pickup station to transfer slides or graphics to disk.

ADS-6000: HDTV still store; 1,200 frame capacity of 1125/60 HDTV frames; expandable to 9,600 with additional magneto optical disks; 64-8MHz 8-bit RGB component digital coding.

ADR-5000: magneto optical videodisc recorder; 4:2:2 system with color video, audio storage of 10 minutes or 72,000 still images; rewritable disk technology.

ADS-3000: still store with audio; magneto optical disk technology; 2,250 frames of still picture commercials with two image fields, 15s audio; expandable to 18,000 with additional drives. Circle (555)

Audio Kinetics

ES SSU: system services unit; provides ESbus with auxiliary features required within a machine control network; event, system relays, time code source for external equipment; distributes sync source, time code throughout the system.

ES 11.1 synchronizer: open architecture machine control system; l-machine chase to control of entire multiroom complex; based on ESbus system. Circle (565)

BHP Inc/TouchVision Editing

TouchVision: non-linear, film-style videotape editing controller system. Circle (592)

Broadcast Electronic Services

BetaBox: interface box for direct editing capability between Beta and U-Matic VCRs; switches all player elements without patching. Circle (1235)

BTS

BCB-65: studio Betacam SP VTR; dynamic tracking; BCB-65-N for NTSC; integral TBC, time code reader.

BCB-60/N/BCB-70/N: Betacam SP studio player and recorder/editor; integral TBC, time code equipment; NTSC standard.

BCB-22 VCR: field player; Betacam SP format; for office, field use.

BCB-35 VCR: portable field recorder, player; Betacam SP; 19.2 lbs with battery, cassette.

DVR-100 DVTR: D-1 digital video recorder; exchangeable scanner, modular construction; accepts all three cassette sizes; coders, decoders to integration into existing systems.

BCB-65 VCR: studio player with Dynamic Tracking; Betacam SP.

BCB-75 VCR: studio recorder, player; editing system in Betacam SP format. Circle (615)

Calaway Engineering

CED enhancements: software for videotape editing controllers handles six RS-422 protocol VTRs/VCRs. Circle (716)

Camera Mart

ADX system: time code monitor. Circle (622)

Canon

RT-45 still video recorder; 350-line resolution; 50 field images stored on 2" floppy disk; frame or field recording; playback forward or reverse, adjustable interval display times, looping; wireless remote controller.

CMX 6000 videodisc player: dual-head design for advanced switcher control, pre-cue auto assembly, text editing, mark files, fetch EDL time codes features.

CMX 3600 enhancements: expanded save, GPI and switcher memory configurations; keyboard assigns audio, video switcher crosspoints, selects time code, tape timer, user bits; expanded learn keys.


CMX 6000 videodisc player: dual-head design reduces number of videodiscs for random access editing system.

CMX 100 enhancements: editing suite in a box with Match Cut Calculator, Trigger Mark, Match Back, Printer Port features.

CMX 3100 enhancements: Version 300 software for advanced switcher control, pre-cue auto assembly, text editing, mark files, fetch EDL time codes features.

CMX 6000 enhancements: expanded save, GPI and switcher memory configurations; keyboard assigns audio, video switcher crosspoints, selects time code, tape timer, user bits; expanded learn keys.

ESE

ES955: multiple speed bidirectional time code reader with 2" displays; for 1/30-20x play with CMX 6000 system.

EDL Optimizer II: for increased speed; 500-event EDL cleaned in 30s; 4-channel audio control; 8-character real IDs; 3-1/2" EDL disk compatibility in CMX or MS/DOs formats.

EDL Optimizer: Superclean, Lookback, text editing, sorting, speed assembly and disk utilities for edit decision list management; NTSC/SMPTE, PAL/EBU.

Multi-Cam option: multiple camera random access editing on CMX 6000 laserdisc editing system; view several film cameras or VTRs shot from varying angles in the same time code.

Colorado Video

*941 system: digital image storage unit. Circle (651)

Comprehensive Video

Edit Master: frame-accurate edit controller software, IBM/PC compatible base; list management, cleaning; auto assembly; 900-event memory; upgradable to A/B roll. Circle (658)

Cubicomp

V2300 animation: stand-alone graphics using Silicon Graphics 4D/70 Superworkstation; video in/out and tape control handled by Cubicomp V32 intelligent frame buffer, codec analog converter. Circle (685)

Digital Services/DSC

DSC: real-time digital disc recorder; 200s record time; composite digital conforming to CCIR 601X, compatible with D-2 VTR; simultaneous record, playback for multilayering; three foregrounds over background with priority. Circle (707)

Dubner Computer Systems

DSS-A still store: 4-field video capture, storage, retrieval system; program, preview output channels; 20MByte lomega disk cartridges, 100MByte fixed disk; full paint system; graphic tools. Circle (714)

Dwight Cavendish

Videocassette duplicator: computer-controlled system. Circle (629)

Edit Line

ELC series: edit list compiler; complete EDL management including translation between different list formats; output list to printer, store on disk, upload, download via serial link to online editing system. Circle (1245)

EECO/Convergence Video Products

Improved EMME: added features include color or coded, editor compatible keyboard, joystick for improved tactile control over tape movement; added versatility for different editing styles.

900 PLUS: A/B roll video edit controller; programmable slow motion for multiple serial VTRs; 1,000 linear internal edit list memory; full VTR assignment; time code from serial cables from VTRs or direct to integrators. Circle (677)

ERE
A REVOLUTIONARY INTERCOM:

Diless ProCom is a new kind of intercom, with convenient single-button selection. Every kind of connection possible: station-to-station, station-to-all, all-to-all, or any combination, up to 11 simultaneous calls. You hear no unnecessary messages - only those which concern you directly.

No line can be busy, so your message will always reach the other party.

ProCom is also compatible with other systems currently in use.

That's why we call ProCom a revolution. What would you call it?

For further information, contact Diless.

Diless
Melkonkatu 16 A, SF-00210 HELSINKI, FINLAND
Phone: +358-0-679 271
Facsimile: +358-0-671 910
Telex: 1001825 /Attn: DILESS
Circle (102) on Reply Card
speed operation.
ES453/ES452: play-speed time code readers; -452 unit includes two BNC video outputs with time code characters inserted.
ES456/ES455: multispeed, bidirectional time code generators; -455 includes inserter.
ES461: time code generator; jam sync and user bits features.
ES253: portable SMPTE time code generator; presettable 8-digit time; internal GelCell battery for 10-hour operation per charge.
Circle (769) See ad page 193

Evertz Microsystems
e interface: intelligent device upgrades VHS, S-VHS VCRs to communicate with edit controller or computer; VITC/LTC option for frame accurate editing, autolocation; complete transport control at all speeds.
Circle (751)

FloRicall Systems
TimeShift: videotape delay system; may be used as video obscurity delay; automatic continuing net delays; computer, A/V switcher, tape controller, software, manuals; uses three VTRs during actual delays.
Circle (765)

FOR-A
TGR-2000: time code generator, reader; LTC format.
EC-740: edit controller; operates with FA-740 parallel effects TBC in A/B roll system.
Circle (767) See ad page 155

Fostex
*S01J: video character inserter, VITC time code generator.
Circle (770)

Future Productions
MMC-100 (MMC-500): monitor main control; selects output of 96 (or 504) different VCRs in duplicate system to A/V monitoring equipment.
Circle (774)

G&M Power Products
Color video assist: full color video tap with CCD camera; record, playback system adaptable to motion picture camera; mounts on video tap port of camera; by General Camera.
Circle (782)

Grass Valley Group
VPE-141: low-cost editing controller; LS11/73 CPU with RS-422 communications; 13 serial ports for 7 VTRs, switchers, peripherals; battery-backed CMOS operating system memory; Super Edit software, JOG-PAD.
VPE-151 edit control: single-board computer design; JOG-PAD and keyboard include All-Stop, Record, Gang functions; version 4.1 Super Edit software; dedicated keys eliminates several setup menus; Trace, XEDL, modem EDL transfers; EDL management.
Circle (788) See ad page 9

Gray Engineering Laboratories
CC-244 code comparator: 16 discrete relay contacts; programmable to open or close at specified time code; RS-232 serial interface for complete control of unit.
DT-304FC: SMPTE LTC and control code transmitter; interface to telecine as a master time code generator with transport tracking features; locked count based on film frames.
Circle (790) See ad page 146

Harris Video Systems
Vus video workstation: 32-bit architecture; multifunctions for image management, processing, storage, retrieval; Winchester drive stores software and 200 fields or 100 frames; expandable with Winchester or optical disks.
IRIS II PLUS: upgrade still store system based on *422 frame buffer, synchronizer; 4:2:2 CCIR-601/RGB-125 digital, RGB and NTSC or PAL inputs, outputs; compatible with IMAC system for multiple disk storage library.
Circle (797)

Hitachi Denahi
HF-3100, HF-3200: HF digital color disc recorders; write-once optical disc technology; 170 pictures per optical disc plus hard disk.
VGB-F: S-VHS portable VCR; integral TBC, independent playback, record heads; 400-line resolution, S-VHS mode; 240-lines, VHS mode; 45dB S/N; Dolby NR; 12Vdc, weight 10 lbs.
D2 VTR: component digital recorder; plug-for-plug replacement for Type C VTRs; 208 minute maximum record time.
Circle (802) See ad page 3

Interactive Motion Control
REMOT head: keyboard, plasma display, jog box in single unit; control animation time up to 4000 feet from IMC 3565 power/driver; high graphic display, RGB output available; increased speed of movement.
2 x2 animation stand: two feet of X Y motion, 360° rotation.
Slide system: attachment for 2 x2 system; gives X Y motion, rotation, zoom, focus functions with 2A/4° or 35mm transparency artwork.
Circle (820)

James L. Grunder & Associates
CEL ERC enhancement: triple time code reader, generator; time code calculator available through touch screen menu of P158 system controller.
Circle (793)

JVC Professional
BR-S410: portable S-VHS recorder; docking system design; auto assemble editing; Dolby NR, for use with KY-20U, KY-15U, BY10U cameras; four audio channels with meters, level controls; camera, line, Y/C input switching.
BR-S101: S-VHS editing recorder; Y/C in/out, V/C 629 mod bus; 400 TVL resolution; jog, dial search; use with RM-G810U edit controller; 54dB S/N video, 44dB S/N audio without Dolby NR.
BR-S610: S-VHS recorder, player; Y/C dub; SMPTE in/out terminals; sync input for external sync or TBC; jog control; Dolby NR; use with RM-G810U edit controller.
Circle (833) See ad pages 64-8

Landy Associates
Interformat editing: console with Paltex Elite editor; may use mix of 3/4", Beta SP, M-II and 1" VTRs.
Circle (851)

Leitch Video
DSF-3100CN: digital still-file enhancements; digital transitions, keying; over the shoulder still presentations; 1,500 stills, expandable to 10,000; random access retrieval <0.6s.
Circle (859) See ad on Inside Back Cover

Lyon Lamb Video Animation
VA System-1: links computer graphic workstation with NTSC video; controls frame-by-frame recording of RS-170A video on VTR with VR-232 control.
VA System-2: adds image capture, storage from various inputs to base system; Ethernet data transfer; VTR control functions.
VA System-3: enhances VA System-2 with video paint functions, 2-D graphics manipulations; digitizing tablet, RGB monitor.
Symbols S-Record: links paint, animation system through MiniVAS to control VTRs, disk recorders, Sony HDV-1000, BVH-3000.
MiniVAS interface: links Wavefront Technologies graphics for VTR control.
Circle (873)

Merlin Engineering
Tape delay system: automation hardware, software package, controls 3-4 VTRs for constant fixed video delay, 45s to maximum of recorder play time.
ROADMAP imager: 32-frame solid-state video storage system; designed for medical use; cycle through frames for review; enhance controls; uses conventional monitors and VTRs for direct viewing, archival purposes.
Circle (893)

Montage Group
System II Picture Processor: enhanced non-linear, random access, editing system; 17 SuperBeta HIFI VCRs with intelligent interface, time code reader; integral switcher, effects generator, two TBCs.
Circle (912)

Multi-Track Magnetics
Rangerton 192: studio processor, counter; intelligent counter computes data in feet, meters, time; time code reader, generator; multitransport autolocator; resolver for transports; 68008 µF.
Circle (917)

NEC America
VSR 10: solid-state recorder with low-level control from Macintosh computer; allows customized editing control.
VSR 10 control panels: allow multitasking applications of solid-state recorder with DVE System 10 effects for post-production, fixed or variable delay and video looping.
Circle (928)

Odetics
TCP1000: play-only cart machine; operation complemented by CWSS00 workstation.
Circle (940) See ad page 129

Optical Disc
RLV Mk II: recordable laser videodisc; LaserVision compatible; 54,000 frames for 60 min CLV or 30 min CAV video; S/N 45dB unwtd; 5MHz NTSC, 5.7MHz PAL.
Circle (945)

Paltex
ES/D 6/12: 6-machine editing system with slow motion capability; 12 VTR interfaces, any mix; 500-event non-volatile EDL; multiple record; learn mode; FFWD/RWD speed set; FIT expansion, compression.
Esprit Plus 8/16: new range of videotape editing systems including 8-machine roll Esprit Plus; 16 VTR interfaces, 700-event EDL; audio mixer interface; 10 user-defined keys; 10 SFC/event in EDL.
HOW TO PROTECT YOUR IMAGE

The Microtime S-134 and S-234 will protect your video image with the most advanced capabilities for synchronizing and correcting remote feeds. And, with video scrambling, you ensure the security of your video image. Features include:

- Four field memory with four field freeze
- Composite digital sampling for transparent video processing
- Sophisticated "hot cut" performance to correct incoming signals
- High level of noise immunity to synchronize poor quality signals without freezing
- Selectable response to fading signals
- Audio steering output to correct lip sync problems
- Complete proc amp controls and optional remote control
- Available in NTSC, PAL-B or PAL-M standards

S-234 Four Field Synchronizer/TBC
The S-234, available in NTSC only, has all of the features of the S-134 and in addition, includes an infinite window NTSC TBC. You can operate the S-234 with or without advanced sync to a heterodyne VTR. A 3.58 sub-carrier output is provided for wideband TBC operation. Auto mode circuitry selects TBC mode or synchronizer mode based on the video output.

Scrambler Option
If you are concerned about the theft of your video signal, use the scrambler option to turn the S-134 or S-234 into a scrambler/descrambler system. All you need is a scrambler at the transmit location and a descrambler at the receive location.

- 4,300,000,000 user selectable key codes
- Random line-to-line scrambling
- Random code changes during transmission
- Scrambled video can be recorded by VTR for time delayed de-scrambling

For more information, call Microtime.

Microtime, Inc., 1280 Blue Hills Avenue, Bloomfield, CT 06002 USA
Telephone: (203) 242-4242 • 1-800-243-1570 • Telex: 4938290 MCRO U1 • Telefax: (203) 242-9876

Circle (103) on Reply Card
Panasonic Broadcast

AU-VR80: M-II studio editing VCR; low-cost for editing, dubbing; 12-pin connector for CTCM/component switching; 7-pin connector for V/C to S-VHS; insert, assemble, with V/A/J/A: 17-step shuttle speed dial; use with AU-A65 controller.

Field Edit Package: two AU-550 editing recorders; AU-A50 edit controller; AU-MX50 audio mixer; AU-7500 TBC; compact to fit in station wagon or other vehicles.

AU-560: M-I studio player; compatible with video cart installation; integral TBC with 32-line correction; VITC/LTC reader; ±10% speed trim key; two AMF and two longitudinal audio channels; b/w pictures at 32x play.

AU-620: studio play-only M-II VCR; auto-tracking from 1-x to 2x; 32-line TBC; VITC/LTC/LUB reader; 4-field color framing; two FM, two longitudinal audio channels; tap speed override; parallel, RS-422 remote interfaces.

AU-660PE: studio M-II editing VCR; integral 9-bit TBC; amorphous video heads; control panel detaches for remote operation; insert, assemble, split editing; play speed override; integral time code reader, generator; parallel, serial remote interfaces.

AU-640: M-II VCR; studio recorder, player; integral TBC, VITC/LTC reader, generator; 4-field color framing; Dolby C on two longitudinal audio channels; two AMF audio channels; play speed adjustment, 32x jog; parallel, serial remote control.

Circle (955) See ad page 143

Panasonic Industrial

WJ-MX10 digital AV mixer: editing capabilities with integral frame synchronizer, frame memory, freeze frame with mosaics, adjustable paint, 17 wipe patterns; joystick image positioner; optional WJ-KB212A titler generator; 4-input audio mixer.

AGA800: multiple event editing controller.

AG-7800: Pro series S-VHS VCR; V/C signal system with >400 TVL resolution, Hi-Fi audio; also standard VHS mode; integral serial remote receiver allows up to 500 VCRs connected in duplication system; 4-channel audio with 90dB dynamic range.

AG-7300 player/-T100A recorder: S-VHS VCRs; 400-line resolution, 46dB S/N ratio; comb filter design; 14-step dial search; 2-channel audio with Dolby noise reduction.

IPF-44: S-VHS to RM-440 interface adapter.

AG-560: VHS VCR with integral 10" diagonal color monitor; 300-line resolution; 10-key wireless remote control; Super 4-head system; Double Super slow motion, double speed play, still, instant advance; tuner.

Circle (922) See ad pages 40-1, 43, 80B-C

PEP InterFormat edit control emulator: translates control signals between S-VHS deck, Sony RM-440 edit controller or BVU-800 edit VCR; PA800S for Panasonic VCRs, JV800S for JVC systems.

Circle (961)

Pioneer Electronics

LD-W1 LaserDisk player: double disc play capability allows CLV extended play or CAV standard play without turning the disk over; 8-bit digital field memory for remote controlled effects.

Circle (1271)

Quantel

DLS 633F: component video storage capability for DLS-600 family of digital image library systems.

Harry LP: increased on-line image storage to 3,360 frames NTSC or 3,024 frames PAL; E-Motion included as a standard item.

Carousel Ramcorder: DRAM solid-state recorder controlled from Paintbox pen and tablet; CCIR R-601 ports; 4:2:2 interfaces, internal processing; random access.

Circle (970) See ad page 131

Recorpec

EPA-500: extended play adapter for VHS recorders; for record and immediate playback of uninterrupted segments or sequences to 150 hours in SSL mode; external synchronized transport for handling large reels of 1/2" tape, houses standard VHS player.

Circle (990)

Sharp Electronics

XA-2500S: Super-VHS VCR; jog/shuttle dial, flying erase, advanced digital effects, stereo hi-fi audio; 20MV97P color monitor with S-VHS input, Linytron Plus CRT.

Circle (1024)

Skotek

TCR-HIC: time code reader with RS-232/422 interface; LTC type code for speed range from 1/40 to 80x play; large green LED readout; µP control.

TCR-720 reader: for VITC, LTC time code; LTC range 1/40x to 80x, VITC range ±50x; four character heights; simultaneously displays time, user bits.

AV TC-20 VI: portable VITC, LTC reader with character inserter; auto priority selection of VITC, LTC, CTL; automatically identifies 24, 25, 30 fps.

AV TC-26: portable time code generator, reader; 24, 25, 30 fps free running or locked to video; jam sync; numeric touchdown for presetting time, user bit information; integral time code calculator.

TCG-80-NFT: film-to-tape time code generator, film tachometer interface; 3/2 pull-down recognition; character inserter; VITC output option.

Circle (1035)

Spectra Image

Spectra System: post-production system with laserdisc technology; electronic editing, sound syncing/editing, special effects, auto assembly.

Circle (1280)

Steadifilm

Animation desk: portable attach desk and studio disc; top bottom bars calibrated and slide East-West for scene planning; bar lock down; removable Acme pegs; clear, diffuse inserts.

MANIPULATOR: servo-controlled, joystick operation, 4-axis motion control with 3 levels of hardware, software for animation table.

Video-Cue: computer-controlled, time-code related video cueing device for post sync, language over dubbing; for PAL or NTSC, to 15,000 cue points.

Circle (1053)

Tamron Industries

11-100 FOTOVIX editor: framing to preselected sizes, aspect ratios with two jopsticks; control tone of marginal areas; pointer highlights specific parts of image.

Slide film feed: single frame, continuous frame, step, jog advance.

Circle (1072)

TEAC

LV-250H: high resolution monochrome laser videodisc recorder; 550 TVL resolution; one disc holds 54,000 frames; 6-digit ID codes recorded on image for faster retrieval; RS-232C interface standard; variable speed playback.

Circle (1077)

Telecom Research

TCR680, T6020: time code reader/inserter for JVC DLS-6000 family of digital image systems.

Circle (1037)

Sony Professional Video

RM-450: editing control unit for 2-machine editing; 33-pin, 9-pin remote interfaces; for VO-5850/5800, BVU-800/900 U-matic, Betacam, Betamax VCRs; fixed speed dynamic playback of 9-pin editing VTRs.

BVE-600: A/B editing controller; serial control system with optional switcher boards BKE-611/621 to integrate controller into edit suite; split A/V edits; slow/fast motion with DT VTRs.

BVU-900 U-matic SP; integral time code editing with optional TBC; digital noise reducer.

Circle (1040)

Sony Professional Video

RM-450: editing control unit for 2-machine editing; 33-pin, 9-pin remote interfaces; for VO-5850/5800, BVU-800/900 U-matic, Betacam, Betamax VCRs; fixed speed dynamic playback of 9-pin editing VTRs.

BVE-600: A/B editing controller; serial control system with optional switcher boards BKE-611/621 to integrate controller into edit suite; split A/V edits; slow/fast motion with DT VTRs.

Circle (1040)
Time Base Correction: The Third Dimension

Time Base Correction has taken on a whole new dimension with the introduction of the FOR-A FA-740 Parallel Effects TBC. A/B roll plus Program Output all in a single package. Three simultaneous outputs!

It’s a powerful full-frame dual-channel time base corrector with independent channel freeze plus an impressive array of special effects on the program output channel. The FA-740 gives you reliable time base corrected outputs on channels A and B while simultaneously generating your mixes, mosaics, paints, wipes, cuts, dissolves and more on the program output. With unparalleled reliability and performance.

Perfect for A/B roll editing in post production suites, the FA-740 handles both 3/4” and 1/2” VTRs with or without external sync output. And the proven FOR-A analog component processing gives you the very best picture possible. Also part of this powerful package—dropout compensation, program memory capability (10 events/10 pages), and RS-422 and GPI ports for remote editing and external control.

For less than $12,000, you’ll have the power of two independent TBCs plus effects in a single compact unit. Put it to the most important test. Your own. Enter The Third Dimension with a call to your FOR-A Dealer now.

FA-740 PARALLEL EFFECTS . . . UNPARALLELED PERFORMANCE
**Video Products**

### V3: Film, cine

- Video-for-film equipment
- Telecine systems
- Film-tape transfer
- Film editing equipment
- Cleaning, inspection

#### AF Associates

B3410-03: digital line-array CCD telecine, with options; switchable between 625/50, 525/60; auto vision, sound lamp changer; still frame color correction; digital aperture correction with coring.

See ad page 103

#### Apollo Audio Visual

Audio-visual equipment: film-strip, motion picture, overhead projectors, projection lamps.

See ad page 54

### VMAX Associates

ADF: unibody system to create EDL list, 255-event memory; calculates time code in any mode; sort events; search list; transfer list to editing system with RS-232 port; add, delete edits.

Circle (1182)

### Voodoo Technology

EDL Maker: hand-held system to create EDL list; 255-event memory; calculates time code in any mode; auto vision, sound lamp changer; still frame color correction; digital aperture correction with coring.

Circle (1146)

### Video Editing Equipment

**TTV 3562:** edit controller for use with TTV 3500 series VCRs and other VTRs for editing suites.

TTV-3505: Betacam SP VCR for use with TTV-1624, -1640 tube or CCD cameras.

TTV-3560 VCR: studio recorder/player; Betacam SP format; TTV 3565 includes dynamic tracking.

ANY: still store image archive with WORM OP-TIMEM digital optical disc recorder; 2,400 frame capacity per 12" disc; 5-1/4" optical disc also available; SACADO library software.

TTV 3535 VCR: Betacam SP portable recorder/player; remotely controllable from studio recorder for editing.

TTV 3522 VCR: playback unit only; Betacam SP format.

TTV 3570 VCR: studio recorder/player; Betacam SP format; TTV 3575 includes dynamic tracking.

**Time Line**

LYNX System Supervisor: accepts generalized serial commands from external control computer and transmits device-specific commands to the appropriate Lynx module or other serially controlled device; RS-422, ESbus.

LYNX Film Module: integrates sprocketed film transport controlled from biphase bus with tape transports and other parts of editing system.

LYNX keyboard control: comprehensive, programmable machine control for multiple tape/film transports and other devices; connects to System Supervisor via RS-422 serial cable with ESbus protocol when possible.

Circle (1104)

### Videoab

Time code retrofits: TCR-5 Sony Type 5; TCR-6 for Sony VO-6800; TCR-9 for Sony Type 9; kit available for BVU-200.

Circle (1145)

### Videomedia

PCLink: allows IBM PC control of Mickey editing systems; mouse or manual operation; event-by-event comment structure; on-line menus; convert to/from CMX compatible file; 999-event list memory; pull-down windows.

Mickey Version 2: software upgrade for editing systems; adds jog, shuttle, non-volatile memory; field upgradable options and software assignable VTR features.

V-MAX system: V-LAN distributed intelligence; upgrades from Mickey, Eagle, Magnum systems; connects to PC-Link; control 32 devices; video dissolve, 20-channel AFV; 4-machine sync roll; multilevel transition, key control; animation.

Circle (1146)

### Video Products

#### V3: Film, cine

- Video-for-film equipment
- Telecine systems
- Film-tape transfer
- Film editing equipment
- Cleaning, inspection

**AF Associates**

B3410-03: digital line-array CCD telecine, with options; switchable between 625/50, 525/60; auto vision, sound lamp changer; still frame color correction; digital aperture correction with coring.

Circle (515)

**Apollo Audio Visual**

Audio-visual equipment: film-strip, motion picture, overhead projectors, projection lamps.

Circle (549)

**Ariflex**

16SR On-Board Walkman adaptation: sound system for 16SR-2 film camera with Sennheiser MKH416T mic, Sony WM-D6C Pro Walkman.

16SR-2 time code generator: TC generator runs internal or external time code; also available for 35BL, 35-3 cameras.

Circle (555)

**BTS Broadcast TV Systems**

F60-60 enhancements: Print Look simulates transfer characteristic of high contrast print film; ESO 35mm, 16mm horizontal, vertical stabilizers; optical blocks for 35mm, Super 35mm and Super 16mm with X/Y zoom; 35mm/16mm 3-perf or 4-perf system.

F60-60 ESO electronic steadiness optimizer for 35mm, 16mm film; real-time H/V steadiness telecine enhancement.

4:2:2 output: optional digital encoder for F60-10 telecine; analog component outputs also available.

Image manipulation: telecine image sizing; repositioning with frame-by-frame programming with high quality component digital signal processor.

Circle (615)

**Cinema Products**

Moviemac: motion picture film camera system; improved sound isolation system for silent operation; precision film plane positioning.

Circle (643)

**Digital Audio & Video**

FOIR film grain reducer: digital processing for Rank Cintel Digi IV telecine; operates in all standards.

Circle (708)

**J&R Film/Moviola**

Model 600 LOKBOX: hard-lock synchronizer; locks film sound and negative to edited videotape picture/production track.

Circle (832)

**Lipiner-Smith**

Ultrasonic: film cleaner system.

Circle (865)

**Marconi Communication Systems**

B3410-03: digital line-array CCD telecine, complete with working options; switchable between 625/50, 525/60 standards with options; auto vision, sound lamp changer; still frame color correction; digital aperture correction with coring.

Circle (879)

**Multi-Track Magnetics**

Rangertone HP-1635: high-speed holoscope projection system; for 16mm, 35mm; 24-sided prism eliminates the Geneva intermittent and image flicker; variable speed available; optional Xenon sound lamp, magnetic/optical playback.

SP1635 projector: high-speed 16mm, 35mm studio projector; µ-controlled electronic intermittent pulldown; servo drive system.

Circle (917)

**Polaroid**

UL-544 FreezeFrame accessories: 4x5 and 8x10 film backs; foot switch control.

Circle (971)

**Rank Cintel**

5-Perf/4-Perf gate: for 35mm film with enhanced MkIII-C Digiscan III and 4:2:2 telecine with Varispeed, X/Y zoom; auto sensing of film perf type.

ADS IC telecine: new generation CCD linear array; improved black level sensitivity in blue, anti-bloom capability, aliasing control, low light levels; reduced spike content; dirt, scratch concealment.

Circle (866)

**RTI Research Technology**

TV-2000: high-speed TV film editor.

Circle (1007)

**Steady Film**

Peterson film cleaner: full immersion system; rotary buffer; automatically recovers solvent fluids; sprocketless film transport with speeds to 300 ft/min.

TE190X2 CRT: magnetic focus/deflection CRT for Rank Cintel Mk III telecine; phosphor matches persistence of RGB channels with 3x light output in blue channel; by Tube Enhancement.

**Turbo Telecine**

Digiscan III/IV, variable speed; 3-perf capability; scan track; Festival shading/burn circuitry; XYZoom control; by Unimedia.

**Unimedia**

X-Y-Zoom: for Mk IIIB telecine; frame time base; scan track; auto scan protection; compatible with Digil-1, II.

**Festival enhancement kit** for Cintel Mk III;
replaces shading, burn correction/blanking boards for improved RGB shading, burn correction, contrast ratio. S/N, low noise head amps.

High speed lens: doubles light transmission of standard Rank lens; equivalent color, resolution; greater S/N ratio; longer tube life, reduced burn.

Peterson RSG-Gate: for Mk III telecine; reduced film weave; quick change 3-pert adapter, sound sprocket assembly; compatible optics with standard gate; 16mm, 35mm.

Circle (1053)

Steenbeck
ST-701: 35mm flatbed film editing table; 6-plate, 1-picture, two magnetic sound track; film to tape transfer capability.
ST-921: 16mm flatbed editing table; 2-picture, two magnetic sound tracks.

Circle (1054)

Thomson Video Equipement
TTV 2715 slide scanner: enhanced color shading with correction per component and smaller zones in image; improved S/N, dynamic range, automation and remote commands.

Circle (1101) See ad page 167

Video Products
V4: dc power, light
• Batteries, packs, belts
• Chargers, reconditioners
• Lighting instruments
• Lighting control, lamps

Alexander Batteries
BP-1/II analyzer: revitalizes batteries while determining condition.
BP-1II battery: direct replacement NP-1, NP-1A. BP-1II charger: µP controller determines full charge.

Circle (521) See page 36

Anton/Bauer
LOGIC Series: battery, charger technology; µP-based system with multisensor network and Microcode program module in each battery through Data-Link interface.
PROBE: programmed battery evaluator, accessory for Lifesave MP-4, MP-8 µP fast chargers; performs diagnostic, calibration, revitalization functions; LCD display, RS-232 printer port.
Lifesaver: µP controlled 4, 8-position chargers. Gold battery mount: compatible with all equipment using Anton/Bauer mounting system; integral 10A output connector; 6-pin Logic Series connector; cam-action latch for battery loading, removal.

Circle (545)

Arriflex
Fresnel kits: 300W, 650W Fresnels in kits; packaged in heavy duty shipping cases.
ARRI Obie: lightweight on-camera lights; variable illumination over 2 f/stop; no variation in color temperature.
ARRI Grip: production tool kit for grips, gaffers; complete set of lighting and grip accessories.
Circle (555)

Brabury Porta-Pattern
T115/125: script lighting units; adjustable light beam easily directed onto control desks for reduced light scatter on nearby monitors.

Circle (972)

Christie Electric
NiCad battery series.
CASP/1000: battery reconditioning, recognition, analysis, charging; ReFLEX charging technique; analysis data on hard copy.

Circle (640) See page 110

Cine 60
Hitch-Hiker Master: overnight charger; 12-14 hr charger, safe, cool charging of Cine 60 H12, H13, H14 Hitch-Hiker camera batteries.
KFC Lifeguard: batteries with integral 2-rate charger; no heat buildup or voltage depression if left connected to ac.
Overnite charger: 14-hour charge for 30V to 60V NiCad batteries; auto adjustment to battery impedance and voltage; reconditioning, equalizing.
DM-1214A dememorizer: constant discharge circuit, timer; used with C10 battery charger restores battery capacity after overcharge and shallow discharge.

Circle (642)

Cinemills
Silver Bullet: 12kW HMI lighting system.
Camera filters: resin material; for color correction, diffusion, effects.

To celebrate our 15th year, we'll give you a $1,500.00 gift with the purchase of a system 12 or System 16 Stereo Audio Console. Choose any two:
Equalized Stereo Mixer; BA-235 Monitor Amplifier; or SERIES IV Custom Upgrade. Offer ends September 15, so call Broadcast Audio, or your authorized BAC representative today!
Sorry — offer is limited to 15 consoles per customer.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
Color filters: 3 mil polyester film, heat resistant; available in rolls or sheets.

Harrison & Harrison filters: glass material for light control, effects.

PARGEL: available in 10" x 25" rolls.

Dedolight: wide focus range possible with special meniscus lens; 12V halogen lamp; use with auto battery or have three color temperatures with control unit.

Circle (644)

Devis Light Inc - Lighting 2400 series: stainless steel HMI fixtures.

DesiPak: portable dimmer packs; 2.4kW, 6kW, 12kW.

Botticelli: quartz-halogen studio softlights.

Inciso: 2kW quartz-halogen pattern projector.

Circle (689)

Domke Lighting Light panels: for reflective, diffusion of lighting; lightweight fiberglass frames, clamps, panels; lighting control for photographers.

Flexi-Grip: table-top stand for easy positioning of props, reflectors; for still-life photography.

Circle (727)

Frezzolini Electronics/PAG MC2 Mastercharger: 2-wire system fast charges four batteries sequentially, slow charges four batteries simultaneously; auto mains select, cell balancing, maintenance charge; for NiCads of any manufacture.

Models 9537, 9418: PAG Speedcharge 6000+ sequencer; for sequential charge of eight batteries, revitalize NiCad batteries 10V to 30V.

Mini-Fill series: On-Board lights, accessories.

MicroMaster 9526, 9529: ac, mobile dc µP-controlled NiCad chargers.

PAG-LOK series: NiCad batteries, brackets.

UPS-14: On-Board uninterruptible power supply; allows batteries to be changed without shutting down camera, VCR.

Circle (777)

General Electric GEMI lamps: metallic iodide multivapor for 5600°K daylight color temperature; 200W to 12kW; color-rendering index 90+; for standard fixtures, ballasts, igniters.

Circle (777)

The Great American Market LightWiz: remote control electric yoke; pan 400°, tilt 100°; 0-10Vdc control; for various popular fixtures.

Scenic projector: 2.5kW rating HMI light.

GamColor: deep-dyed polyester color lighting filters; extended life.

Circle (791)

ILC Technology DayMax HMI: metal halide lamps (5600°K); 200W, 757W, 1.2kW, 2.5kW, 4kW, 6kW, 12kW ratings.

Circle (813)

Kintek Custom Products Mobilizer 3: recharges VHS C-format 9.6V NiCad minicam battery from 12Vdc vehicular battery through lighter connection.

Circle (825)

Kliegl Brothers CCT Minuettes series: 500W rated Fresnel and Profile spotlight fixtures; C-clamp, safety cable, color frame and connector included.

Performer IV: computerized lighting control console.

Circle (846)

Lee Colortron Motorized luminaires: multipurpose 2.5/5kW Fresnel spot, soft light; motorized control of pan, tilt, focus, barndoor rotation and flaps.

Daylight Fresnels: spotlights from 575W to 12kW.

HMI line of ficker-free ballasts.

The Rack/Dimension 192: up to 192 1.2kW or 2.4kW dimmers in one rack; independent cooling from ambient air; plug-in module design.

Lee filters: color-effect, correction, diffusion materials; resin camera filters; polyester photographic filters.

192 Watt Pack: terminal package with Plug-in dimmer, electronic control modules; lockable door, electrostatic filter; analog or digital control signals.

Baby Fresnels: 2kW, 5kW ratings, stand or pole operated models.

Prestige 3000: Version 4.0 software; Alpha-Patch 5-character names assigned to dimmers; four effects submasters; controlled rate of effect step; Park Dimmers; programmable remote switches.

100-500 series: 1kW, 2kW TV Fresnels instruments.

Circle (857)

Lighting Methods L68 dimmer packs: plug-in system for 3-100A, 6-50A, 12-20A or 24-10A modules; multiple format control capability with analog or digital signals; 14-34 input configurations.

L68 portable dimmer racks: plug-in modular design, 1.2kW, 2.4kW, 6kW, 12kW ratings; digital or analog control; optional CRT status panel; various configurations for 24 or 48 dimmers.

Circle (863)

Matthews Studio Equipment Matte/Stacks: Snap-in, articulating arm, Mini-Mathm boom, medium kit stand, gaffer grip, Light Lift, light/ heavy stand, C-Boom clamps.

White Bobbinet, 1/4-Stop Silk: reduce light intensity by approximately 1/8 of a stop.

Super Sky Mote.

Gobo arms: 20", 40" stainless steel; rust resistant; resist twisting, bending.

Light Lift, light/heavy stand, C-boom clamps.

Circle (870)

Oram Metallogen HMI 1200W PAR: metal halide lamp for stage, studio; GS gap-shortened for higher luminaire; 30% increase in efficiency.

Circle (898)

Paco Electronics USA Dp-11: NiCad battery pack; 13.2V, 1.9AH; equivalent to Sony NP-1.

Circle (929)

PeP LMC: Universal MicroCharger; applicable to all ENG batteries.

Circle (981)

Perrott Engineering Labs PE124: 4AH dual fast charger with 3rd-pin technology; for field use, charges two 12, 13, 14V 4AH packs in about 4 hours; dual circuits operate independently.

Circle (962)

See ad page 94

Pro Battery PRO 500 charger; µP-control; four ports operate independently; charge simultaneously; charge time readouts; auto trickle at full charge; 120/230Vac input; 14-16 hour typical charge; for most common battery types.

Circle (974)

Roscot Laboratories Model 1500: fog, smoke machine.

Video paint: TV black, TV white for improved contrast.

Circle (1002)

Strand Lighting Lightboard M: studio lighting control system.

Circle (1107)

Sylvania Lighting/GE STTY lamp: 10kW DTY studio lamp; 120V, 3200°K; ceramic, mogul bipost base; replaces 10KG96/1, 10MQ/4CL.

Circle (1055)

Synergetic Batteries SB-90L, SOB-3CL: disposable lithium technology batteries; 3.5x capacity of similar NiCad batteries used at 2A rate, 75°F; 13V under load; Cyclac ABS case.

Circle (1282)
Teatronics
GLX-1212: dimmer system.
Dimming system: high density, modular.
Comstar Genesis: lighting control system.
Circle (1078)

Tekno
Multitube system.
Galaxy: modular soft-light system.
Circle (1081)

Theatre Service/Supply
OMEGA: µP-based lighting control system; up to 960 dimmers with 72 or more control channels; non-volatile memory for 900 cues.
Circle (1095)

Theatre Vision
Lycian SuperStar 1.2: model 1275 1.2kW metal halide followspot; medium to long throw; 5600°K color temperature; 3-legged base; brakes for pan/tilt; adjustable trim shutters, douser; snap action color boom with rolling color and instant change.
Circle (1096)

Times Square Lighting
Q145: 1kW, focusing, long throw scoop instrument.
L2200: set light instrument.
Microstar II: memory lighting control system.
Circle (1105)

Ushio America
Halogen stage, studio lighting products.
Circle (1208)

Video Products
V5: Effects, graphics
• Production titlers
• Digital effects systems
• Digital graphics systems
• Prompting systems
• Video production systems

Abekas Video
A72: digital character generator; instant font sizing, full color logos; single, dual channel configurations.
Circle (502)

Accu-Weather
Satellite Delivery: all weather data circuits including DIFAX via satellite.
Accu-Data: advanced database; all forecasts, data plus AMPS Advanced Map Plotting System; color displays include DIFAX.
Graphics: more than 1,200 images per day including color, 3-D satellite, radar imaging and RadarPlus.
Front Door 750: PC-based hardware, software to receive, display, archive satellite delivered weather graphics.
Circle (504)

Advanced Designs
Doprad II enhancements: LPATS, LLP lightning displays simultaneous with Doppler weather radar.
WDDS: IBM PC/AT-based weather data display;

TAPE MACHINE TESTING
AND LOTS MORE!

Tape machine testing is just part of Audio Precision System One's repertoire. For tape, System One does:
• response on stereo machines—or multi-tracks to 192 tracks
• distortion across the entire spectrum
• wow and flutter, rotational and scrape
• MOL
• SOL
• separation (worst-case crosstalk on multi-tracks)
• azimuth adjustments
• phase vs frequency
• gap scatter on multi-tracks
• spectral analysis of noise

ANALOG TAPE: System One tests VTRs, ATRs, reel-to-reel, cart, cassette formats—two or three head—using tapes you make or standard reference tapes, even with voice between tones.

DIGITAL TAPE: System Ones -100 dB (0.001%) distortion levels make it the selection of the leading manufacturers of digital recording systems. Try measuring the -85 to -90 dB distortion 16-bit PCM systems with a test set with -75 dB residuals!

AND LOTS MORE: Audio Precision's System One tests all audio equipment in your inventory—compact disc players, consoles, power amps, distribution amplifiers, switchers, transmitters. Even acoustical tests on loudspeakers and microphones.

Features such as:
• three forms of IMD including transient
• complete, automatic custom test procedures created without knowledge of programming languages
• fast on-screen graphic or tabular results
• low-cost graphic hard copy via dot matrix printers
make System One the most powerful choice in audio testing.

Call or write Audio Precision today for complete technical data and prices on System One.
BASYS
CUEWORD: teleprompting system; variable fonts, fully integrated to BASYS running order. Graphics interface to Rank Cintel/Logica Gallery 2000; access 4:2:2 graphics, stills from the newsroom system. Circle (581)

Broadcast Video Systems
CI-200: clock, message generator, inserter. Circle (610) See ad page 192

BTS Broadcast TV Systems
Font: Logo Composer: full screen capture, auto tiling onto characters for full screen display, animation; integral resizing, scaling, slanting, italicizing; compatibility to 1,500-face Bistreams library.

Pixelator: high-speed rendering for ERIC graphics network; renders animations from FGS graphics; combines variable resolution, CCIR-601 digital input/output, machine control. Vidifont Viditext II: graduated backgrounds on third plane; third channel RS-232 interface; timed rolls.

GraphicStore: paint, still store; high-resolution with picture capture, save, recall, create, montage; 4,096 colors; 4-frame buffer system. Vidioote: election reporting package; instantaneous, automatic updating, rebaluation of Vidiovote database; special graphics package of candidate pictures, screen page formats; 900-race capability.

Vidilet software for IBM PC/compatible links VidiVote system to AP election data service; auto entry for national, state, regional, local returns.

EPIC: Expandable Performance Image Computer; high-speed graphics platform; comprehensive software tools; video animation; color electronic press, medical, scientific applications.

Circle (615)

Byte-by-Byte
Sculpt-Animate 3-D: interactive 3-D for Commodore Amiga 2000 computer animation with ray tracing; real-time wireframe playback preview; store as compressed animation file playable from RAM or record on tape. Circle (1237)

CASCOM
Select Effects VI: special effects graphic animation; syndicated library format. Circle (626)

CEI Electronics
PL/64 series: TBC, synchronizer, digital effects systems; meets 8-bit CCIR-601, 4:2:2 requirements. Circle (631)

Chyron
Scribe Jr: compact version of Scribe graphic titler; full anti-aliasing; 32-on-screen colors from palette of 16.7 million; 3" floppy disk with 2Mbyte storage; compatible with any Scribe graphic display; font compose, subtitle.

Super Scribe: on-line font conversion with Advanced Font Utility; multitasking allows font conversions in background with normal message compose functions; multi-user operations.

High Definition Scribe: HDTV version of character/graphics generator; 1125/60 system with 16:9 aspect ratio; 0.84ns resolution; Advanced Font Utilities I, II; Logo Composer; Bistream font library; networking, other applications.

Auxiliary entry: Scribe enhancement; off-line entry via PC and ASCII terminals; perform online graphics composition while Scribe renders fonts, graphics off-line; off-line, computer interface operate simultaneously.

Advanced Font Utility packages: for Scribe; glows, bevels, chiseling, embossing, 3-D texture maps, neon effects; camera capture, business graphics; auxiliary entry package for off-line/election reporting interfaces; IOMEGA mass storage.

Circle (641)

Circuit Studios
Velocity 3-D: Version 2.0 of motion control and video animation system; real-time manipulation of solid, shaded 3-D shapes; MegaTek 911S graphics engine base; 8,000 line resolution. Circle (1180)

CMX
CMX-330S: post-production system; integral A/V switcher for cuts, dissolves, fade-to-black for A/B/C VTR, non-TBC mode without TBC; off-line, on-line operation with many features. Circle (648)

ColorGraphics System
LiveLine 5: 32-bit 68020-μP weather graphics presentation system; 24-bit and 8-bit graphics capabilities with MXR digital video mixer; supports WSI, ESD, Weather Central, Accu-Weather services; 2-plane animation; satellite loops; paint, text. DP-4.2.2: graphic paint/animation equipment; Ethernet link to other equipment; NTSC or PAL encoding output; 4.2.2 external interface, 4:4:4 internal processing; RGB-to-digital; mix effects; object, raster-based.

Circle (716)

Commodore Business Machines
Amiga 2000: graphics-oriented personal computer with Byte-by-Byte Sculpt Animate 3-D software.

Circle (1248)

Comprehensive Video
PC-2 Fonts-Plus: titler module adds seven font styles, graphics, allows storage, retrieval from disk; integral Font/Logo Compose feature; mix 32 type styles, sizes per page. TCSM: time code sync monitor; aids in locating timing, phasing errors before they become serious editing problems; on-screen display of time code condition.

Circle (658)

Comprompter
ENR-Electronic NewsRoom: software expanded to run on IBM PS/2 as well as on XT/AT systems; based on MS-DOS. TotalPrompter-PC: an electronic production, prompting system; producer's desk feature for cut-past editing; calculates script length with tape insert lengths; prompting hardware also available.

Circle (659)

Computer Prompting Services
CPS standard: IBM AT/compatible-based custom graphics board, software; multiple workstation configurations possible; drives b/w, color monitors, handheld electronic cue cards.

Circle (1202)

Computer Prompting
CPC-2500/-3000: IBM PC prompters; simultaneous scroll/edit, closed captioning

Continued on page 164
AV & Broadcast China ’88

The 2nd International Audio-Visual, Broadcasting, Professional Photographic and Theatre Technology and Equipment Exhibition For China

China International Exhibition Centre,
Beijing, The People’s Republic of China

December 2-7, 1988

Range of Exhibits:
TV, Video and Broadcasting Equipment
Audio Equipment
TV Lighting Equipment • Cinematographic Equipment
Theatre and Stage Lighting Equipment
Photographic & Processing Equipment

Sponsors: Ministry of Film, Radio and TV
China Central Television
Ministry of Commerce

Organisers: Business & Industrial Trade Fairs Ltd., H.K.
CIEC Exhibition Company (H.K) Ltd

Yes, we are interested in participating and need more details

Name: __________________________
Position: ________________________
Company: ________________________
Address: _________________________

Tel.: ___________________________ Telex: _______________________

Please fill in and return to:
BUSINESS & INDUSTRIAL TRADE FAIRS LTD.
4/F, China Underwriters Centre, 88 Gloucester Road, Wanchai, Hong Kong.
Tel.: 5-756333 Telex: 64882 ASIEX HX

Circle (107) on Reply Card
One Tape for a True Picture.
In the field, in a factory...the worse the conditions you're shooting in, the better the tape you need. That's why we've made the 3M 3/4" MBR™ Videocassette—created to exceed even our widely acclaimed MBU Videocassette. Designed with our exclusive Anti-Stat™ System—to reduce its static charge and help prevent the dust buildup that causes dropouts. To give you a true picture.
TO THOSE WHO MAKE THEIR MANAGEMENT LOOK GOOD, ONE TAPE IS TRUE.

One Tape Stands True.
Just as your business is to make your management look good, ours is to make you look good. And that's been our business since we invented videotape 30 years ago.
That's why we stand by you—with the largest support force in the field.
And we stand behind you—with some of the most advanced research in the industry. All to keep our standing—as number one in the world of the pro. See your authorized 3M distributor for more information.

NUMBER ONE IN THE WORLD OF THE PRO

Circle (108) on Reply Card
Continued from page 160 features; -3000 for newsroom systems.
CPC-500: closed captioning system.
CPC-1250 teleprompter: with simultaneous scroll/edit feature.
CPC-1500/1750: teleprompters for electronic newsroom use; -1750 includes simultaneous scroll/edit.

Circle (664)

Contel ASC/Gov't Network Div.
NOAA weather wire service: proposed service to replace existing teletype-based weather service; user receives reports with 30" diameter satellite antenna.

Circle (1241)

Cubicomp
Version 8.0: enhanced software for V2000 3-D graphics products; refractive mapping, soft-edge shadows, lighting features, motion control, faster operation.

Ray tracing: enhancement to RACE render accelerator board of PictureMaker 3-D animation systems in Version 3.0 software.
Model 522-00: high-resolution image output to film recorders for RACE boards with PictureMaker systems.

Circle (685)

Digital Arts
DGS FX: updated version of special effects software; includes animated water pattern; starfield generation; edge/motion blur; controlled chroma removal.

Expanded fonts: additional 38 fonts to DGS 2.1 software.

DGS 2.1: PC-based 3-D animation; 2-D modeler with auto-trace; 3-D modeler shapes logos, typefaces; spine-based models; Scenes motion scripter; Render module.

DGS CSM: Constructive Solid Modeler; creates models with 3-D Boolean processes; to 3,500 vertices each; Boolean union, intersection, difference creates third model from two 3-D models.

Frame buffer drivers: for Truevision Targa 16, Vista frame buffers.

Circle (701)

Digital F/X
DF/X 200 video production system: digital effects with real-time perspective, full color paint, title, digital library; ASCII circuitry for increased processing speed.

Circle (705)

Digital Services/DSC
Collage: D-2 digital compositor; 5-source, 3-key external signals; composite three foreground videos over background, controls priorities of two videos; output direct to D-2 tape or disc recorders; interfacec inclusion includes A/D, D/A converters.

Eclipse upgrade: optical digital effects enhanced with 68020 32-bit µP; wave, curtain pull, slide through page turn and scroll, 16-level posterization.

Illusion update: software enhancements for optical digital effects system; repertoire of 280 preprogrammed effects; moving crop, alternate line split image, double image with axis offset, expansion, compression, mosaics; bubble memory.

Circle (707)

Dubner Computer Systems
20 KEL election computer: assembles, analyzes voting data, compiles running totals; inserts data into video signal from 20-K character/background generator; full-featured title system.

K-PNT option: paint software for 10-K, 20-K titlers; includes tablet, stylus, paint mode and font-compose software.

Graphics Factory: modular approach to video graphics workstation; operates in D-1 digital component format; standard outputs in RGB or NTSC component analog, optional as PAL and CCIR-601 digital signals; GF-30 character generator, paint, animation.

K-DIG digitizer: hardware, software accessory for 10-K, 20-K titlers; grabs logos, creates fonts, captures full-screen backgrounds from b/w images; assigns colors to captured signals.

Circle (714)

Dynatech NewStar
Closed captioning: Advanced Performance Software APS Version 4.0; add-on software, hardware for NewStar equipment; uses EGG Enterprises encoder.

Circle (721)

Edit Line
Edit Line TTA 500: video/graphics display automation; Amiga 500 computer; 3.5" disk, color monitor; interface to VHS transport; mix graphics, taped videos on in-house, CATV systems.

Circle (1243)

ESP Electronic Script Prompting
IBM-based prompter: 14,000 line capacity for six hours non-stop prompting; slaved back-up prompting; search feature, macro keys; laser printer support; rental, sales.

Circle (1245)

Fairlight Instruments
Video Producer: effects, draw, paint features; image input from camera, tape, laserdisc, tuner; operates from pushbutton slide faders, digitizing touch pad.

CVI/LINK Amiga: software places CVI, CVI PLUS under control of an Amiga Computer.

Video Entertainer: digital effects; trails, colorization, pixelation, titling; foot switch for hands-free operation.

CVI/PLUS: low-cost effects, graphics generator based on CVI Computer Video Instrument; 7-font, 108-brush, 108-texture, 100-title library, large sequence memory; full-screen frame store.

Circle (753)

FOR-A
MF-2000: Multiflex digital image processor; optional dual channel controller; full 2-D effects, many additional features.

VTW-200H: adds b/w titles to HDTV system; RGB interface.

VTG-12H timer: for HDTV system; displays month, day, year, hours, minutes, seconds.

VTW-240 timer: four downloadable fonts can be used on any one page; anti-aliased; 3.5" floppy disk; 1,600 page disk storage.

TG-170 timer: character display generator interfaces through RS-232C for remote control.

Circle (767) See ad page 155

Genigraphics
Imaging system: Masterpiece film recorder; SCODL graphics description language, interface to IBM PC/AT, DEC VAX, PDP-11 computers.

Design Plus Scanner: flatbed input device; imports transparency or print; variable resolution to 300dpi. PowerPoint graphics: color transparencies, prints, presentation graphic formats; Genigraphics, Microsoft venture.

Circle (1203)

GML America
X-Calibre II: digital video effects system.

Circle (765)

Grass Valley Group
Options on Grass Valley Group, allows off-line creation of effects as wire-frame outlines of transformations; 5-channel manipulation simultaneously for complex multiple channel effects.

IPS-100: model 100 switcher; edit controller; AMX-170 audio mixer; complete desk-top production system in 4-VR configuration; optional Dubner title board; two carrying cases; E-MEM storage of audio effects.

Circle (768) See ad page 9

Intelligent Light
Rendering software: version 2.1; interactive user interface with mouse, 3-D multiview graphics editor; bump, texture, reflection mapped rendering, field-free rendering.

Framework-32/NTSC, PAL full-color frame buffer; based on Truevision VISTA for Apollo Personal Workstations; image capture, display and image output to VTR or film recorder.

Geoforms: translates SDRC 1-deas Geonode database solids for animation.

10-series: high-performance rendering computer; parallel multiprocessor architecture capable of 60MIPS performance; for 3/A-5-series 3-D animation workstations.

GW-series graphic workstations: 3-D animation equipment.

Circle (1215)

Intelliprompter
Intelliprompter II: MS-DOS and IBM PC, XT, AT.

PS/2 compatible; accepts any ASCII text file; on-line context sensitive help files.

Circle (1252)

James L. Grunder & Associates
CEL P164 series: TBC, synchronizer, digital effects systems; meets 8-bit CCIR-601, 4:2:2 requirements.

Circle (793)

JDK Images
Pro Video Plus: character generator software for Commodore Amiga computer; 20 internal fonts; 2,600 pages, 4,096 colors; proportional spacing, kerning; background generations.

Circle (1254)

JVC Professional
JWS Image Work Station: paint system includes 2-3-D rendering, animation; 16.7 million colors; bit-pad, keyboard control.

Circle (833) See ad pages 64A-9

Kavouress
4D Satellite: weather display showing heights, widths, lengths with movement and direction.

Circle (837)

Knox Video
Model K20: high resolution, full-color character generator with keyboard.

Circle (562)

L. Greenburg Electronic Teleprompting
LG series prompters: computer-based; -100 console workstation; -50 Porta-prompter; -300
Why record on Cart Disks?

"Because the audio quality is what I expect from digital. Also, it's practical and affordable for our radio stations."

- Andy Laird
  Vice President
  Director of Engineering, Radio Group
  Heritage Media Corporation

The CompuSonics DSP 1500: reproduces, records, edits.
Circle (1241)

Laird Telemedia
CG-7000 Y/C: tilting generator with integral Y/C encoder.
*1540: electronic paint system; option for 1500
ptlter; plug-in PC board and software for 35ns
resolution; 1506H x 483V pixel display of 65
thousand colors in a single graphic.
Circle (848)

Listec Video
A-2009 portable prompter: 9 monitor with col-
sapsible mirror frame, soft draw-string hood;
10 lb system separates to two components for
transportation.
Circle (866)

3M/Broadcast-Related
Silver: video work station.
Panther: graphics generator.
Specer: 3-D animation system.
Circle (970)

NEC America
DVE System 10 upgrade: hardware/Version 4.0
software option for range of compression ef-
efects providing 3-D simulation; soft key selec-
tion menu to manipulate size/line length, off-
set/ikew, non-linear compression.
Circle (926) See ad page 137

NETG Tech Graphics
Tech Graphics II: presentation system; 80286
CPU; MS-DOS; 40Mb hard disk, 640K RAM;
1024 x 1024 resolution; Harvard Graphics
business software, vector, raster fonts; compati-
te to ArtStar paint, animation system.
Tech Graphics 360: presentation system based
on 80386 CPU; design, software, hardware
features of Tech Graphics II.
Circle (1262)

Nopak
TDS data delivery module: NABTS asyn-
crohous cyclic encoder; for fixed format in-
formation distribution systems; where rapid
data update is necessary.
Circle (933)

Numark Electronics
VAM-2000: digital video, audio mixer; perform
fades, wipes, strobes, video beat freeze, scene
cuts, various audio mixes without TBCs; inter-
face to external titler.
Circle (1253)

Pan Am Weather Systems
Advantage graphics: IBM compatible CPU,
40-280MByte hard disk; 4,096 colors; 32-bit
paint, full color frame grab; still store; NTSC
encoder; supports Accu-Weather, ESD, WSI,
Weather Central; Collins radar interface or
RRWDS Dial-Up, 3-D modeling.
Circle (1269)

PESa Electonica
CG-4711: video production character
generator/titler system.
Circle (963) See ad page 191

Philadelphia Video Lab
Hard copy printer: Commodore Amiga-based
system creates slides, prints with 485 x 1000 line
resolution, 16 million colors.
Circle (1270)

Pinnacle Systems
SY-1000: super V-1000 desktop video worksta-
tion; cuts-only editing gives look of A/B roll;
capacity to 100 stills.
Series 3000 Graphics Workstation: 768 pix-
el/line accelerated graphics processor and
paint system.
PRIZM: z-axis manipulator; curvilinear, rota-
tion, perspective effects.
Circle (968)

Progressive Image Technology
SuperGen: RS-170A video from Amiga com-
puter RGB signals; dissolves between Amiga and
external video; key output.
Text-Droid: video information delivery system;
IBM PC-compatible base; standard text files,
multiple fonts, colors, shadowing, PC PaintPlus
Pictor images; optional Cable-Droid controls
4-8TRs for program, commercial insertion.
Circle (1210)

QTV
On-Camera II: lightweight, on-camera display
prompter unit.
ScrinNet: expandable network of script
preparation terminals.
QCP captioning module: add-on for IBM-PC based
QCP Mark I computer prompting software;
allows concurrent teleprompting and closed
captioning functions.
NP1 Neuprompter One: 80000 µP-based prom-
pter; simultaneous scroll, edit, run order
management, captioning and communications with
newsroom computer; interfaces to four serial
devices; text, backgrounds in eight colors.
Circle (977)

QSI Systems
*2048 message crawler: on-air advisories, pro-
mos, disclaimers in lower third crawls without
typing up production titler.
Circle (976)

Quality Video Supply
PSS-912: video production slate.
VAM-2000D: digital video, audio mixer; by
Numark Electronic.
Circle (578)

Quanta
Orion titler: 68000 µP base, 16-level anti-alias-
ing, effective 5ns resolution; auto kerning, 256
levels of transparency; 16 million colors; five
type faces in 40 on-line fonts.
ARTISTA: full-color paint, 3-D modeling, anima-
tion includes key-frame with path and tension;
five anti-aliased fonts standard with edging,
drop shadow; business graphics; dual frame
buffer.
Delta I: anti-aliased, free-form titler; real-time
operations; multiple on-line fonts; high-speed
rendering, composing, dual frame buffers; tex-
ture mapping, 4.6ns effective resolution; kerning.
QUANTAPAIN 32: 32-bit paint system based
on TI 34010 processor; 755x 486p pixel resolu-
tion NTSC; 16.7 million colors; menu selections
from graphics tablet; 14 drawing tools, text
mode, grab for images, textures.
Circle (722) See ad page 96

Quintel
Cypher Sports: live character generator,
multichannel 3-D capability and background
still store on an integrated unit; 4:4:4:4 process-
ing, 256 levels, Multitrack motion control,
Autoscore.
Starlight: production models of lighting,
shading package for Mirage; six light sources
independently controllable for orientation, in-
tensity, color, style, reflective quality; real-time
3-D illusions.
Encore HUD: Head-Up Design digital effects
control; motion and effects parameter in logical
on-screen menus; control via trackball, joystick
or pen/tablet.
Paintbox ProStyle: improved artist's interface
with Paintbox; Pro 4 software with smudge,
stamp, smear features; interfacing for Harry or
CCIR 601 option.
Harry E-Motion: serial transport control for
effects to three VTRs from Harry's pen, tablet, menus;
Profile speed control of stretches and dissolves;
Chroma Mix for flexibility In keying.
Graphic Paintbox: electronic graphics system
creativity combined with print quality output.
Circle (979) See ad page 131

R-Scan
LDIS: Lightning Data & Information Systems;
graphics display system; supports Advanced
Designs, EDS, Kavouras systems; data via
satellite by Zephyr, Siscorp, Pan Am Weather,
WSI, Weatherbank.
Circle (1006)

Rank Cintcl
Digital interface: links Gallery 2000 still library
with BASYS newsroom automation; accesses
ADS-80 digital slide scanner, Art File/Slide-File
components and still storage from Winchester
or optical disc all in a 4:2:2 environment.
Circle (986) See ad page 54

Shima Seiki
Paint system: high resolution with animation,
digital effects; options of 3-D polygon system
to render wireframes before key frames are
designated.
Prototype texture mapping unit: renders at
50,000 polygons/s; ray tracing; input from
video or scanner; output video or high resolu-
tion thermal printer.
Circle (1206)

Symbolics
4.0 software: S-Render, S-Dynamics, S-Geometry,
S-Paint, compositing; 2k x 2k pixel resolution;
EFT rendering generates 2-D Fourier fractals
for effects, textures, unlimited layers of com-
positing with transparent, translucent objects.
Print Input/Output: send computer images in
digital form to electronic prepress system for
output as color separations; 9-track data tape
dystem; 2000 x 2000-pixel resolution.
Real-Time S-Paint: software for use with APROC
110 32-bit array processor; faster paint capabi-
ity; pressure-sensitive pen similar to painting
with air brush.
HDTV: 2-D, 3-D animation, paint capabilities in
HDTV format; supports NTSC, PAL, film resolu-
tions; 32-bit frame buffer with alpha channel for
mattes.
Circle (1006)

Teleprompt
Computer prompter: 8-color display, four font
sizes including upper, lower case.
Circle (1007)

Time Arts
Graphics equipment: Lumena systems; Targa
8/16/32-bit architecture; Crystal 3-D modeler,
animation; Lumena/DVI with graphics board by
David Sarnoff Research Center.
Circle (1297)

Tokyo America
DRAM frame memories: store moving image
"LE STUDIO NUMERIQUE"®
WE DEVELOPED IT FIRST.
WE MADE IT FIRST.
AND NOW WE DELIVER IT.

Our latest success: "Le studio numérique®": The world's first fully operational Serial Component Digital switcher. The digital switcher that's available now.

Component Digital - avoid unnecessary coding and decoding; the Component Digital switcher is your only choice.

Serial Component Digital - picture source and other peripheral devices are easily connected. All you need is standard coaxial cable. The Serial Component Digital Switcher. Get the picture? You will with Thomson- - every time.

THE ALL DIGITAL STUDIO

"LE STUDIO NUMERIQUE" is a registered trade mark of Thomson.
Video Products

V6: Switchers

- Master control
- Video production

A.C.E. (Abekas Cox)

T8 switcher.

Circle (586)

Ampex AVSD

AVC Vista: 18-input production switcher; graphics oriented display; two linear keys

with full-length independent key switching buses; DSK with optional Spectrakey; ADO interface.

Circle (536)

Broadcast Video Systems

BB-500C: passive 5x1 component/RGB switcher.

Circle (610)

BSM Systems

Master control switcher: desk-mounted units; machine control option; 8, 16, 24-input two and three bus systems; insert key and DSK options; PAL, NTSC; µ control.

Circle (613)

Crosspoint Latch

6129AHK: 8-input, post-production switcher; 3-bus; RGB chroma keyer standard; 2-M/E system architecture, shared 32-pattern generator; three colorizers, DSK, auto ramps, 100 4-event sequences; 5-level keying.

6129BIK: 16-input version.

8200C: 6-input, 2-bus switcher; two TBCs with full bandwidth Y/C inputs, outputs, switchable to composite; digital effects, 22-level keying, AFV, breakaway, auto transitions.

Circle (682)

ECHOLAB

DV-S: programmable switcher, Architect II with improved specs, construction and functions.

Circle (725)

FORA

CVM-series switches: component video systems with complete transcoding interfaces; CVM-600 12-input, CVM-1000 16/24-input with two M/E systems.

PVM-600 enhancements: 12-input production mixer; full-feature switcher with DSK, edge generator.

Circle (767)

Grass Valley Group

MASTER-21: master control switcher; standalone system; control panel, dedicated matrix, interface to routing switcher expands inputs; 16 video/16+4 stereo audio inputs; 4-input accumulative keyer; Transition Status Display with graphics; more.

DPP-1 KADENZA: digital picture processor; integrates effects with mix, wipe, chromakey switcher functions; interfaces to Kaleidoscope effects processor using 10-bit architecture.

MASTER-21: master control switcher; standalone system with functional control panel, dedicated matrix; interface to routing switches for input expansion; 16 video, 20 stereo audio inputs; 4-input accumulative keyer, matte generator.

Model 300 E-DISK II+: optional effects storage for production switchers; 3.5" floppy disk drives; 50 complete switcher E-MEM setups per disk.

Circle (788)

Intergroup Technologies

Series 9500: production switcher; 12-, 24-input, down-sized from 9600; M4 keying system, Pattern attribute memory system, REFEX reprogrammable effects store, recall; six simultaneous key sources displayed in seven levels of the switcher.

Model 9608S: 9600 accessory; serial control audio follow unit.

REFEX II: 9600 switcher enhancement software; reprogrammable effects.

Model 9629: 9600 series accessory; extended wipe-pattern generator.

Series 8600: master control switcher.

Circle (821)

International Datcasting

Supreme SFX: multiple level effects generator.

Model 694, STRATA-II: video production switchers.

CD-400LE, CD-600LE: production switchers; 16x6 input matrix; SFX extended effects generator; encoded, RGB key options; title select bus; DSK; auto transitions.

Circle (632)

Omicron Video

*50745: master control switcher; 15-input system.

Circle (943)

Panasonic Industrial

WM-MX10: digital audio-video mixer; integral frame synchronizer, frame memory; mosaics, adjustable paint, wipe patterns; joystick; 2-input and key camera; optional WV-KB12A tilting generator; four audio inputs, metering.

Circle (922)

Prime Image

Component S-Switcher: Y/C, Y/688, composite inputs and outputs; transcoding between video sources.

Circle (1272)

Ross Video

RVS 416: 16-input production switcher; two MLE effects amps, optional rotary/matrix wipes; simultaneous use of 4 keys, 3 backgrounds.

Circle (1004)

Telmak

PVS-1 video switcher: 3-in, 1-out; by Primebridge Vision.

Circle (1190)

Thomson Video Equipment

TTV 5645: component vision mixer; modular configuration; analog, digital inputs, outputs; provides transition to fully digital studio.

TTV 5650, 5655: component digital vision mixers; serial and parallel digital input/output configurations meet CCIR-601, -656 recommendations; correction, modification of recorded pictures, multiple generations, editing in digital domain.

Circle (1101)

Toshiba

DSW-4220: digital component video switcher; EL display status panel; 4:2:2 digital in/out, 10-bit internal processing; 10 inputs; outputs in analog composite, analog component and 4:2:2; editor interface available.

Circle (1109)

Videotek

Prodig: production switcher; multilevel effects, look-ahead preview; 100-event memory; integral stereo AFV; three RS-422 ports for edit controllers or other intelligent devices; eight primary inputs, 24 wipes, hard/soft edges, pattern memory.

Circle (1147)

Video Products

V7: Processing

- Compositors, keyers
Accom
DIE 125: digital image enhancer; removes film grain in film-tape transfers; reduces random noise in video; 4:2:2 component signal conforms to CCIR-601/RP-125; frame-based recursive architecture.
Circle (503)

A.C.E.
204P PAL encoder: RGB, YRGB, Y/R-Y/B-Y inputs; multiformat color bar generator; 525 PAL-M, 625 PAL-N versions available; 6-output; sync timing, subcarrier adjustment.
DV210 encoder, DV220 decoder: RGB or YUV inputs, outputs; 525 or 625 line versions; EBU/SMPTE or Betacam component levels; encoder provides three outputs; decoder has integral pattern generator.

6007C color corrector: enhanced with RS-232 port, enables download of data from RAM to disk storage on IBM/compatible PC; store, recall settings via menu prompts.
Circle (586)

AF Associates
B2022: PAL frame synchronizer; 9-bit 3xFsc processing; tolerant to asynchronous inputs; two full field picture store; cuts to black on input failure.
Circle (515)

ALTA Group
Centaurus: dual TBC/switcher with still store and Y/C inputs and outputs.
Pyrox-E: dual TBC/switcher with dual-channel freeze.
Celeris: Y/C-3.58 or YC-688 inputs; conversion to composite, Y/C-3.58 or Y/C-688 outputs.
Pictoris: video image compressor; composite, S-VHS inputs, outputs; live backgrounds, color borders/mattes, variable crop, position; programmable presets; GPI control; auto zoom in/out, freeze.
Circle (529)

Ampex AVSD
TBC-7: extended performance TBC includes many features of Zeus processor, variable speed playback, time modification without picture bounce/blur, digital velocity compensation, eliminates picture shift of non-color-framed edits.
Zeus Port: interface links type C VTRs to D-2 composite digital recorder; eliminates additional A/D, D/A conversions; available for all Zeus processors in NTSC, PAL, PAL-M standards.
Circle (536)

AMX
ATS-550: S-VHS TBC.
Circle (540)

BTS Broadcast TV Systems
*204: Cox NTSC encoder.
MASTERKEY: composite down-stream keyer.
Circle (610)

Brabury Porta-Pattern
CMT599: analog-component matrix module; converts between RGB and Y/R-Y/B-Y signals; matrixing accuracy > 0.05dB.
Circle (972)

Broadcast Systems Design
BSD 501 TBC: for Y/688, Y/629, S-VHS and NTSC or PAL video; while balance, 58dB S/N; 16.1MHz sampling; 8-bit; ±8 line correction; luminance to 6.4MHz.
Circle (1236)

Broadcast Video Systems
204: Cox NTSC encoder.
MASTERKEY: composite down-stream keyer.
Circle (610) See ad page 192

Celeris: Y/C-3.58 or Y/C-688 inputs and outputs.

CNR7 VTR noise reducer: includes TBC function for 3/4" or VHS VCR with external sync.
HCN-SCF 64A: comb filter decoder, composite signals to RGB.

Corporate Communications
Triton: scene-to-scene computer-controlled color correction system; 6-vector control of hue, saturation, luminance; controls for master video, black, black/white gammas, overall

Replacement Cathode Ray Tubes
New Instant On — Low Power — Dark Glass — Direct Etch All the latest technology to update your equipment — or an exact replacement — Color or Monochrome. Almost every conceivable application. We stock 100,000 tubes 3500 types.
Your window on the world of information & entertainment is your Cathode Ray Tube! We do windows.
Call 1-800-241-5005 or 404-938-2080

Video Display Corporation
5530 E. Ponce de Leon Ave.
Stone Mountain, GA 30086

Circle (111) on Reply Card
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Shok-Stop™ cases are tough. Hit the road with them once, and you'll know exactly what we're talking about.

Built like no other, Shok-Stop cases can take a beating that would turn other cases into so much scrap metal and sawdust. The Shok-Stop's rugged high density polyethylene shell, with its unique ribbed design, absorbs virtually all impact shock. The little remaining vibration reaching the interior is instantly overcome by the high density custom fitted foam. And, your very valuable extremely sensitive broadcast equipment is left totally unharmed.

Shok-Stop cases are water tight, scuff resistant and are the only field repairable cases on the market today. They can be ordered with optional EMI/RFI shielding and pressure release valves.

So, the next time you hit the road for one of those knock-down drag-out sessions, remember to pack it all in the toughest transit cases made. The Shok-Stop from Thermodyne.
million colors.

**Harris Video Systems**

- *6534*: digital noise reduction system with independent chroma, luma noise control to improve picture quality.

**Circle (797)**

**HEDCO**

- HSG-100: NTSC source sync pulse generator.

**Circle (799)**

**Hotronic**

- AFT1: TBC, frame synchronizer; freeze field, frame feature.
- AG81: slow mode TBC with still store; video scratch pad function for loops; two channel; video capture triggered by time code, 128 frame memory for capture, editing, playback in random order.
- AF72: 16-bit frame synchronizer; auto matching of digital stereo, mono audio delay; cleans noisy satellite feeds; 2-frame, 4-field freeze.

**Circle (806)**

**Ikegami**

- ENC-750/DSC-750: digital encoder/decoder; encodes NTSC RGB signals to wideband composite; 12MHz bandwidth for 450TVL vertical, 750TVL horizontal resolution in 525-line non-interlaced output signal.
- DSC-1050: digital scan converter; 450TVL vertical, 525TVL horizontal resolution; converts from 525 to 525- or 1,050-line progressive scanning with 4.25 or 30MHz bandwidths, respectively.

**Circle (812)**

**Intelvideo**

- Model IV-3: enhanced NTSC color encoder; switchable 3-line anti-alias comb filters; digital color modulation; full image enhancement; reduced interline flicker, cross-luminance, cross-color.
- IV2 TR, IV2 RC: transmitter, receiver of FM TV Link Optimizer; dynamic optimization of NTSC color signal to take advantage of STL power, channel bandwidth; increases video power on link; receiver reduces power at transmitter site.

**Circle (912)**

**J-Lab**

- Color corrector: for component video signals.
- 4-channel equalizer: for component system cables to 300 feet; powered from cable.

**Circle (830)**

**JVC Professional**

- SA7400U: S-VHS TBC; Y/C 3.58 in/out; composite in/out; Y/R-Y/B-Y output; TBC range 1-frame, 2-field; Y/C delay adjustment.
- SA7300U: TBC for M-II signals; CTCM signal format; composite and Y/R-Y/B-Y component output, component input; 32-line correction; 8-bit sampling at 858xFsC single rack unit.

**Circle (833)**

**Laird Telemedia**

- 1032 Y/C: Y/C to NTSC encoder; R/Y-B/Y axis single-chip encoder circuit; S-VHS compatible.

**Circle (849)**

**Lenco**

- PGE-843 graphics encoder: combines RS-170A sync generator with RGB input NTSC video encoder.

800-series: sync generators; -813 basic unit; -823 with black burst; -833 with black burst, color bars; RS-170A, gen-lock.

- Starflex 4500: TBC, frame synchronizer module; frame freeze; 8-bit sampling at 4xFsC; for any composite VTR; S/N 55dB; luminance bandwidth to 3MHz.

**Circle (861)**

**Lyon Lamb Video Animation**

- HRC: high resolution conversion from RS-343 1280x1024 60Hz non-interlaced RGB video to RS-170A NTSC video or low-resolution 525-line RGB without loss of graphic information.

**Circle (873)**

**Marconi Communication Systems**

- B4002: NTSC comb-filter decoder.
- B2022: PAL frame synchronizer; 9-bit 3xFsC processing; tolerant to asynchronous inputs; two full field picture store; cuts to black on input failure.

**Circle (879)**

**Media Management**

- BSD-130: RGB-NTSC encoder; luminance bandwidth to 15MHz; 800-line horizontal resolution, 480 vertical; includes Y/C, Y/688 and Y/629 outputs with RS-170A NTSC.

**Circle (1259)**

**Merlin Engineering**

- Progressor: Scan Converter: extends ROADMAP system with 1,000-line or 525-line progressive scanning with conversion to reduce motion artifacts in cine angiography.

**Circle (893)**

---

**Stereo and Mono: A MIXER TO MATCH**

Every input on the Studer Revox C279 mixer is a stereo input...and a mono input.

Line level stereo, balanced mono and balanced microphone, each with a separate input position. Mix them or match them with all six channels of the C279.

Built to strict Studer Revox standards, the C279 makes no compromises in durability or sonic performance. No "small mixer" short cuts here.

If you're looking for a compact mixer built like the big boards, the compact C279 mixer is tough to match.

Details available from your Studer Revox Professional Products Dealer, or contact Studer Revox America, Inc., 1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37210. (615) 254-5651.
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Merlin Snell & Wilcox

**ME-8500:** unidirectional standard converter, digital image processor; for any two standards PAL, SECAM, NTSC; supports M-II, SVHS, ED-Beta; digital color bar source; frametube, TBC, synchronizer functions.

**ME-8800:** NTSC to PAL-M transcoder; transparent processing through all comb filter design.

**ME-8700:** triple standard converter digital image processing; NTSC comb filter allows framestore, TBC function; 8-bit multidirectional conversions between NTSC, PAL, SECAM; supports ED-Beta, M-II, SVHS.

**Circle (893)**

**Microtime**

**S-134** synchronizer: NTSC or PAL 4-field; eliminates picture shift of 2-field memory; optional video scrambling function.

**S-234 TBC/Synchronizer:** S-134 with integrated TBC; time-shared applications with auto selection mode; NTSC only.

*ImagePlus Graphics:* paint, 3-D modeling, animation; multiple light sources; RGB frame grabber; RS-422 VTR controller; 2,000, 4,000 line film outputs for 35mm, 4x5 transparencies in Matrix QCR/PCR camera.

**T/4x TBC:** for SVHS and other component formats; full-frame memory, field/frame freeze; DOC, proc-amp; key output; variable picture position with 1/4-size image; mosaic tiles; H/V blinks; posterizing, solarizing; pull-push, push, wipe. **RPI 3-D effects upgrades:** keyframe programmable H/V twists, internal re-entry effects; mosaic tiles, posterization, solarization, solar colors.

**Circle (899)** See ad page 153

**Midwest Communications**

**DPS-270:** TBC for U-matic, SVHS VCRs; Y/C, composite in/out; 58dB S/N; 5.5MHz bandwidth; 16-line correction; viewable picture in shuffle, jog modes; remote control possible; from Digital Processing Systems.

**Circle (901)**

**Nova Systems**

**NOVA 700S:** SVHS and standard heterodyne TBC processing; 8-bit, 14.3MHz sampling; factory upgrade for current 700 TBCs. **NOVAsc:** frame synchronizer; full bandwidth with A/B inputs; auto default, video AGC, input switching, black source, color bars, proc-amp; 8-bit 14.3MHz sampling.

**NOVA 620S:** full-frame TBC, frametube, SVHS, component processing in heterodyne and VTR-SC operating modes.

**Circle (935)**

**Oki Electric**

**LT250TSC:** portable standards converter; NTSC, PAL-4.43, PAL, SECAM, PAL-M options; TBC, image enhancement, picture freeze, frame synchronizer.

**Circle (841)**

**Panasonic Industrial**

**TBC-200:** TBC with chroma enhancement circuitry.

**UTB-1:** universal signal transcoder; RGB, Y/R-Y/B-Y, Y-688, Y-629, Y-3.58 input, output.

**Circle (922)** See ad pages 40-1, 43, 80-B

**Philips T&M/Pro TV**

**PM 5638:** component color coder unit; integral SGP; jumper selects input component type; output for NTSC, PAL-G/M-N; can operate as slave SGP/encoder.

**Circle (965)**

**Photron**

**Scan conversion:** CAD/CAM to NTSC systems.

**Circle (967)**

**Pinzone Communications**

**VA-361:** video gain, cable equalizer; 5-unit package with two dc-coupled outputs per unit; front panel gain, ED-Beta.

**VA-380:** auto video equalizer; maintains luminance level, frequency response of video coax cable circuits.

**Circle (969)**

**Prime Image**

**S-series TBCs:** S-video and composite inputs, outputs; systems with, without digital effects.

**Circle (1272)**

**Progressive Image Technology**

**Video Charley encoder:** attaches to EGA display card, synchronizes IBM PC compatible graphics to external video; RGB encoder.

**Circle (1210)**

**QSI Systems**

**5700 switcher:** auto video switching to second source or integral color bar pattern; station ID can appear over second source if desired; returns to primary video signal when it is restored.

**Model 5500:** video processor; full sync regeneration, replacement; black burst on loss of signal; auto bypass on loss of lock; line-by-line process in VBL; proc-amp controls.

**Circle (976)**

**Quality Video Supply**

**KCP-180:** computer RGB to NTSC composite video; by Kramer.

**TEL-ENC2:** RGB to composite video converter.

**TEL-2000:** computer video combiner.

**Circle (978)**

**Quantel**

**Sat 601:** direct conversion from 525/60 to 625/50 within the digital domain; RGB/YUV component conversions; external coders, decoders for Laser Frame. 

**Circle (979)**

**Sierra Video Systems**

**CVC:** component video color corrector; available for RGB, Y/R-Y/B-Y, HDTV; remote controls.

**Circle (1028)**

**Sony Broadcast**

**BVX-100:** digital PAL/NTSC decoder; develops video component signals for Betacam SP; 4:2:2 D/1 format; supports M-II, S-VHS, ED-MII, ED-MII.

**DXF-200:** sample rate converters between 4:2:2 D-1 format and 4xScx3 format.

**Circle (1037)** See ad pages 25-7

**Sony Still Imaging Systems**

**SFL-1000:** still frame transceiver; data compression with error correction for transmission of color, b/w images over telco lines; for Pro-Modela line.

**Circle (1278)**

**Technov Industries**

**C5G-300:** RS-170A color sync generator; over-stabilized crystal, gen-lock, split-field color bars, tone generator, blackburst output, sync generator.

**Circle (1080)**

**Telmak**

**Neriki Image Master:** gen-lock system allows Commodore Amiga graphics integration into video production; available for PAL, NTSC; supports SVHS, M-II, Betacam, composite, RGB analog inputs.

**Primebridge Vision modules:** PVW-1 video wiper, 2-in, 2-out; PVK-1 video keyer, 3-in, 1-out; switchable key source; PVMP-1 video mixer 2-in, 1-out.

**Circle (1190)**

**Thomson Video Equipment**

**Serializing/deserializing chips:** transformations between 4:2:2 parallel video and 243Mb/s serial signal.

**Digital converters:** TTV 7650 A/D, TTV7660 D/A, TTV 7655, 7645 serializer, deserializer units; meet CCIR-601, -655.

**Circle (1101)**

**See ad page 167**

**Toshiba**

**Motion Stabilizer:** image vibration corrector; NTSC composite signals; 4-mode of detection; minimum motion detection: 0.06% of field horizontal, 0.05% of field vertical. **MUSE encoder:** high definition transmission system; 4-channel sound; audio encoder, decoder optional.

**Circle (1109)**

**Transimage International**

**RVC/YV2/O2:** remote control unit; deluxe model including individual audio level controls, master audio fader, fade-to-black, stereo headphone output with level; VU metering, switchable dot-bar mode.

**CTS-102:** component time sharer module for TS-102 TBC time sharer system; switches 3/4" dual signals; NTSC, PAL/SECAM (CCIR-L, -H); level controls for Y and C signals.

**Circle (1112)**

**Ultimate**

**U-300:** video-compositing keyer with digital memory; µ system analyzes, controls matte parameters for best composite image.

**Circle (1120)**

**Video Accessory**

**Model 2009 sync:** RS-170A color with gen-lock; black burst, H/V drive, blanking, subcarrier, sync, burst flag outputs; frequency trim, subcarrier phase, H-phase adjustment.

**Circle (1138)**

**See ad page 194**

**Video Associates Labs**

**MicroKey Mark 10 modules:** Fade smoothly from one segment to another (A/V); RGB module converts input video to analog RGB, combines it with RGB graphics from MicroKey Mark 10; RGB/Fade module, combines the two functions.

**MicroKey Mark 10:** PAL/NTSC single-slot EGA text, graphics overlay card for PC/AT and compatibles; videodisc control hardware for interactive graphics.

**Circle (1139)**

**Video International Development**

**DTC-4500:** 4-field standards converter system.

**Circle (1144)**

**Videotek**

**VDP-8000:** frame store, synchronizer for satellite, microwave, ENG, video signals; composite 8-bit sampling at 14.31818Hz; Freeze Field stores two different fields or one field without interruption of live video operation; 3-line digital comb filter.
VSG-201: color sync generator; integral SMPTE bars, audio tone generator. Circle (1147)

Vistek Electronics
V4020, V4030: Varicomb PAL, NTSC encoders, decoders; proprietary comb filter technique to minimize cross-color, available for all NTSC, PAL variations.

V4020 component split screen unit: for RGB/YUV, Y/C or PAL/NTSC signals; A-B inputs with key processor; Key 1 mode for key drive from graphics or other video source; Key 2 mode for self-fill key signal on B input.

V3020-series: component video multiplexer, demultiplexer; for interfacing 4:2:2 digital equipment with existing analog systems; applicable to S-MAC, ACLE (analog component link equipment) microwave, ENG.

Circle (1292)

Vortex Communications
VTR clock: anti-aliased video ID program generator.
Sync generator: high stability SPG; multiple blackburst outputs, multiple test patterns; component or encoded video outputs.

Circle (1151)

VTE Digital Video
4:2:2 interface: one digital video input, two outputs with memory-mapped framestore memory; software drivers available for most graphic workstations; complies with CCIR 601, SMPTE 125.

Circle (1293)

Yamashita Engineering/YEM
CVS-801: real-time scan converter, handles rates to 38kHz; 704×704 resolution, flicker elimination.
ENC-3000: gen-lock color encoder; integral RS-170A color bar generator, meets EBU/NTSC specifications, four encoded outputs.
CVS-930: real-time scan conversion develops NTSC, PAL from computer RGB outputs; 1280×1024-pixel 64kHz scan converted without data omission.
CVS-930 scan converter; 38kHz analog input; 704×704 8-bit pixel resolution; 16.7 million colors.

Circle (1171)

Video Products
V8: Displays

- Video monitors
- Projection systems

Barco Industries
CVM broadcast monitor: μP-controlled, auto setup; 100 fl. output; high stability, resolution; AKB auto kine bias maintains color temperature with aging and temperature variation; modular, membrane keypad, 14", 20" diagonal CRTs.

Circle (579)

Eidophor/Gretag
Model 5177 multistandard: HDTV color video projector; 3,300 lumen output for 40-foot wide images on regular motion picture screens.

Circle (713)

FOR-A
MV-40C: color multiviewer; one-fourth compression of video signals for four complete images on screen simultaneously.

Circle (767)

Hitachi Denki
CM-150/210: high performance color monitor; added functions for broadcast with RGB, Y/C separate inputs and S terminal; FS type in-line CRT, comb filter design; 450, 500 TVL resolution, respectively.

HDVT projectors: large screen systems; C110-5000R 110" 4:3 or 5:3, CS8-1500R 58", CS4-3500R 54" 16:9, 120fL; NTSC composite, RGB, HDVT-1125/60 inputs.

Circle (802)

Hoodman
H1114: universal computer monitor hood, reduces glare.
H789: collapsible sun shades for TVs, monitors.

Circle (1248)

Ikegami
TPP-1000 projector: HiVision system for 1,000 line rear, front screen use; 9" CRTs; 29-65kHz horizontal, 40-100Hz vertical scan rates.
TPP-500HBL: 50" rear-screen video production system; autolock, multisync from 15-34kHz horizontal, 40-80Hz vertical; liquid-cooled CRTs.
TPP-700 projectors: front or rear screen system; multisync, autolock for RGB video or TTL graphics inputs.

Circle (812)

Information Display
Eidophor 5177 multistandard: HDTV color projectors: front or rear screen system; multisync, autolock for RGB video or TTL graphics inputs.

Circle (97)

The MUSIC 4 system represents the latest technology in SCA audio transmission. Four 5 Khz (or two 10 Khz) channels can be placed on a single 67 or 92 Khz subcarrier.

Superior channel bandwidth and distortion characteristics are achieved using the patented MUSIC 4 ISB subcarrier modulation.

- Superior S/N ratio when compared to conventional FM subcarrier systems.
- Advanced generator design eliminates subcarrier interference with main stereo channel.
- Generator incorporates off-the-air audio and injection monitoring.
- DATA 4 option available.

S.C.A. Data Systems Inc.
3000 Ocean Park Blvd. #3002
Santa Monica, CA 90405
(213) 452-2506 • Fax: (213) 450-5307
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video projector; 3,300 lumen output for 40-foot wide images on regular motion picture screens.

Circle (818)

Leitch Video

DTD-5230: digital time display; \( \mu \)-based units accept SMPTE/EBU time code; 4-digit, 7-segment displays of time of day; 12 or 24 hour format; 4" high characters.

Circle (859) See ad on Inside Back Cover

Listec Video


Circle (866)

Mitsubishi Electric

VS1200, -2020: video/RG projection systems; 675-lumen output from composite, RG analog, S-VHS inputs, 1000-line resolution from RG inputs. AM-350IR: 35" diagonal autoscans color video monitor; auto variable scanning from 15-35kHz; VCR in/out, RGB TTL/analog, monochrome TTL video inputs; three audio inputs; 33-function remote control keypad. CP-100U/CP-100Q: color video product produces 640-dot x 641-line print from any source with 64-color gradation; integral character generator; on-screen menu operation; selectable frame, field. P-6UL, -6SL, -7LU: monochrome video printers; high resolution hardcopy prints with autoscans from various video sources.

Circle (1261)

Nytone Electronics

Pan/Zoom: with roll, tilt, invert; computer controlled; programmable, all-electronic option available for VSS-1, VSS-2. VSS-4: sequential color slide scanner; with tray, test slides, mounting rails, extender card. VSS-2: random access color slide scanner, with microprocessor slide control, digital remote control box RA-2, tray, test slides, mounting hardware, extender card.

Circle (938)

Panasonic Industrial

PT-105 Datamaster: S-VHS compatible video data projection system; 550 peak lumens, 650 TVL resolution with video, 1,100-line resolution RGB, floor or ceiling versions; auto scan for RGB, TTL, RGBT, NTSC, NTSC-4.43, PAL, SECAM; integral audio system. BT-DH10D/Y-M150Y: Pro series SVHS monitors; 19", 13" diagonal with optional Y/R-Y/B-Y input modules; 550-line resolution; blue-gun test, pulse-cross, overscan; six different input; Delhi 35" hard copy. WJ-145 Digital Quad system: displays four pictures on one monitor; for the editing suite or other multiple signal monitoring requirements; individual or quad mode selectable.

Circle (922) See ad pages 40-1, 43, 80B-C

Sharp Electronics

GZ-F21 video printer: color system compatible with S-VHS signals; 64-step color gradation; 600H x 480V dot format; disposable yellow, magenta, cyan developing paper; also for NTSC, RGB inputs. QA-50: LCD computer projection panel; portable; used with overhead display projects data from computer terminal onto screen.

Circle (1024)

Sony Broadcast

BVM-1912: 19" video monitor; super high resolution CRT, automatic setup; auto convergence, geometry correction. Circle (1037) See ad pages 5-7

Telex Communications

Magnabyte 5220: electronic imager with color display.

Circle (1090)

Toshiba

32H0D: 32" high definition color monitor; 1,125/60 system; optional mode for operation on non-interlaced NTSC signals. TMP-1100: HiVision projection system; 1,000TVL resolution minimum at center; front projection; 230 peak lumen minimum.

Circle (1109)

Triuniplex Display Systems

Model 536: infinitely variable, single lens projection system; three 5" CRTs with liquid lens image combiner; 800 lumen peak white (NTSC); 1500-line resolution; 30MHz RGB video amplifiers.

Circle (1287)

Videotek

AVM-19S: 19" professional color monitor; integral audio system.

Circle (1147) See ad pages 91, 93

Vistek Electronics

GMT200 series: grade 2 color monitors; RGB and encoded inputs; multistandard decoder option; EBU phosphor available; blue only, cross pulse, over/underscan; split screen; 6.5', 10" screen sizes. GMT100 series: grade 1 color monitors; RGB, encoded inputs; 525/60, 625/50 systems; normal/overscan; 14", 20" diagonal CRTs.

Circle (1292)

Visulux/Visual Information

LASAR 1000: large screen, high definition projection system; laser light sources in RGB wavelengths.

Circle (1294)

WANT TO TALK BROADCASTING? GO TO BP FORUM ON COMPUSERVE

John Hoffman
Net Administrator
76703, 1036
improved NTSC): These terms refer to improved-definition television. Developed for NBC by the SRI Sarnoff Research Center, probably the best known is ACTV. A wide range of improvements has been proposed. Probably the best known is ACTV (advanced compatible television), developed for NBC by the SRI Sarnoff Research Center. Improved-definition television (IDTV or improved NTSC): These terms refer to changes to the current system that would not make existing receivers and other equipment obsolete. They are sometimes called compatible improvements. Enhanced-definition television (EDTV): A classification for improvements that are not compatible with today's receivers, although some elements of the basic system are retained. High-definition television (HDTV): This is probably the most precise of these terms. It means, among other things, a TV system with more than twice the resolution of NTSC and a wider picture with 1,125 scanning lines. The purpose of the NAB's demonstration room was to give attendees a closer look at the advanced TV systems available today, as well as those currently under development. There were three demonstration areas in the room: production and post-production equipment. broadcast transmission systems. home viewing equipment. The production and post-production demonstration area was properly called "high definition." The 1125/60 systems on display were designed to produce programs with a technical quality equal to that of 35mm film. Some of the equipment was on loan from production companies doing just that, such as Rebo High Definition Studio and 1125 Productions. Generating the greatest interest, however, were the broadcast transmission demonstrations. There was no shortage of systems on display, and each offered something different. Participants included: The Compatible Video Consortium (Marina Del Rey, CA). Faroudja Laboratories (Sunnyvale, CA). NBC/RCA/Sarnoff Research Center (New York). NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation). New York Institute of Technology (Dania, FL).
The peacock shows off

Clearly, the transmission system that made the biggest waves at NAB was the David Sarnoff Research Center (DSRC) advanced compatible TV system, developed in association with NBC and RCA. Much of the interest centered on a new twist announced at the show: ACTV-II, a system designed to let broadcasters have their high-definition cake and eat it later.

ACTV in its current form has been discussed and demonstrated previously. However, the new system takes the NTSC-compatible ACTV signal and provides an augmentation channel that, when combined at the consumer receiver, delivers what was described as “studio-quality HDTV.”

The 2-phase system allows broadcasters and consumers to enjoy the benefits of improved-definition television, with a wide aspect ratio by using ACTV, and later upgrade to higher-resolution pictures when, and if, the FCC grants additional spectrum to TV broadcasters. (Enter ACTV-II.)

The new system was unveiled at a joint news conference featuring the technical managers of DSRC, NBC-TV and Thomson Consumer Electronics. This impressive show of force left little doubt that ACTV would be transmitted before too long, and that TV sets would be available for purchase by consumers to receive those improved pictures.

Michael Sherlock, president, Operations and Technical Services, NBC, told those at the news conference that “advanced compatible television can now provide broadcasters, as well as cable operators, with both short-term and long-term strategies to enable them to maintain their competitive postures in the television/broadcasting business.”

The ACTV specifications look like this:
- 1,050 lines per frame, 29.97 fps.
- Aspect ratio of 5:3 (or 16:9).
- Luminance resolution—ACTV-I: 410 horizontal, 480 vertical; ACTV-II: 650 horizontal, 800 vertical.
- Chrominance resolution—ACTV-I: horizontal, same as NTSC; ACTV-II: horizontal, double NTSC.

Key benefits of ACTV-I and -II are that the 2-phase system provides for a gradual introduction of improved video for consumers, allows consumers to continue use of their old TV sets until they decide to purchase a new ACTV receiver, and includes provisions for upgrading in the future if additional spectrum becomes available.

View from the couch

A key element in any discussion of services aimed for the consumer is the receiver: Is it technically practical to build such a box, and can it be made affordable to the viewer? Dr. Joseph Donahue, the vice president and senior scientist for Thomson Consumer Electronics, representing the RCA and GE brands of consumer electronics, told reporters at the NAB that ACTV receivers would meet both requirements. According to Donahue, prototypes already are being built at the Thomson facility in Indianapolis.

Donahue, who worked on the development of color picture tubes for the original NTSC system, urged that an industry consensus be formed to provide for an orderly implementation of high-definition technology. He said that the absence of industry agreement on a common direction “will result in the expenditure of large
soms of money, along with wasted technolog-ical resources and valuable time, with the prospect of the U.S. market falling behind the rest of the world in offering the public advanced TV features and performance. . . . We really cannot wait for the consumer or the marketplace to decide an issue that requires active participation now by all broadcasters and cable operators, as well as TV receiver manufacturers.

Citing the example of stereo television, which has been established quickly as an important feature in both the broadcast and home receiver industry, Donahue told reporters, “Once broadcasters, TV set manufacturers and others pursued one specific direction, this enhanced service reached the public in relatively short order. In contrast, AM stereo radio is still a developing service with a variety of technical approaches under active consideration.”

He warned that failure to reach an industry consensus on transmitting high-definition signals could place over-the-air broadcasters in a precarious position. “In our industry’s 42-year history, a common thread of success has been consistency in the technology that we have offered to the public,” he said. “When there was conflict in the type of systems that were offered, the public invariably backed away from making a choice.”

Donahue added that the consumer’s appetite for new technology is significant, but not unlimited. “Consumers, in our opinion, will tolerate change, but only on a gradual, evolving basis that allows them to decide when they want to upgrade their TV receivers to new technology.”

Equipment demonstrations of the Sarnoff ACTV system, held continuously during the show, were in meeting rooms at the Riviera Hotel a few blocks away.

Don't give up on NTSC

The Faroudja Laboratories demonstration of improved-quality NTSC drew a steady flow of interested attendees. Yves Faroudja, the champion of improved NTSC, demonstrated further enhancements that promised to breathe new life into the veteran format.

Known as SuperNTSC, the Faroudja system is fully compatible with current-generation NTSC receivers. To fully take advantage of the resolution possible with SuperNTSC requires a line-doubling receiver. Such receivers are expected to reach the consumer market within a year.

MUSE and its brothers

The MUSE (multiple sub-Nyquist sampling and encoding) system has been discussed often as a means to transmit HDTV signals to consumer receivers. MUSE, in its original form, is a bandwidth-compression system developed by NHK for satellite broadcast of HDTV and for consumer disc and tape equipment. It is a sophisticated system that reduces the bandwidth required for HDTV from more than 20MHz to 8.1MHz. The latter, however, is still twice the video bandwidth of NTSC. MUSE also includes up to four channels of digital audio.

Several variations of MUSE have been
IMPROVE YOUR FM SIGNAL

Last year, the F.C.C. created new rules which provide a practical means for many FM Broadcasters to dramatically improve their signals.

Now, OMEGA INTERNATIONAL has developed a system which allows you to take full advantage of these new rules. If your FM station suffers from multi-path, terrain shielding or other coverage problems within your licensed contours, we can help.

OMEGA INTERNATIONAL's unique solution is a proprietary FM Synchronous Repeater system. It's new, it's flexible, it's sensible, and it works.

We don’t have to tell you that improving your coverage will probably bring new listeners and new sponsors. But, we should tell you that OMEGA's complete solutions probably cost less than you think. Let's talk about it. Call or write for all the details.

Call the Original...Call the Leader in Systems Engineering.

OMEGA INTERNATIONAL
2691 Richter, Suite 116
Irvine, CA 92714 USA
(714) 553-0564 Telex: 678641 CORP HQ

Call or write for information on these and other Audio-Line products.

Call (120) on Reply Card

MUSE would involve, the NAB and the Association of Maximum Service Telecasters (AMST) asked NHK to consider a terrestrial system that is compatible with the NTSC system and can operate on one, or one and a half, conventional channels. Several such systems were demonstrated in Las Vegas at the special HDTV exhibit area. Systems on display included:

• Narrow-MUSE: A system compatible with NTSC only insofar as the 6MHz bandwidth is concerned. Narrow-MUSE offers a significant improvement in picture quality because there are no restrictions on compatibility with the NTSC system. Compatibility with an NTSC receiver can be achieved using a low-cost downconverter. The narrow-MUSE system offers transmission of digital audio.

• NTSC/MUSE-9: A dual-channel approach incorporating one channel that is compatible with current NTSC receivers. A 3MHz augmentation channel can be used for improving both static and moving resolution for the top-bottom mask method, and for expanding the aspect ratio for the side-picture method. The NTSC/MUSE-9 system gives twice the static resolution of NTSC.

For best performance, the augmentation channel should be contiguous with the main channel. Use of non-contiguous
channels decreases picture-quality improvement because of differences in propagation and receiver characteristics. Transmission of digital sound is provided on the augmentation channel.

- NTSC/MUSE-6: A system compatible with the NTSC system, occupying 6MHz bandwidth. Limited picture-quality improvement is realized. The NTSC/MUSE-6 system provides one and a half to two times the resolution of a conventional NTSC system with the top-bottom mask method, and two times the improvement with the side-picture method. The higher-resolution systems tend to introduce more impairment on NTSC receivers, resulting in lower compatibility.

To add to all the talk about HDTV at the convention, the NAB organized a post-convention meeting of representatives of 13 of the 36 countries using the NTSC system to discuss advanced TV issues. The group reached consensus on the following points:

- There is a growing interest on the part of broadcasters and consumers regarding advanced-definition television.
- An international HDTV studio production standard is desirable because it would provide for easier program exchange among countries and lower the cost of program production equipment.
- It is essential that whatever advanced TV system finally is adopted be implemented in an orderly and economical way to offer the viewing public the highest-quality television as quickly as possible.

_C- Band and Ku-Band High Power TWT Amplifier Systems_

For Video, Voice and Digital Communications

50-3000 Watt

To meet expanding needs of the video, voice and data markets, MCL offers a host of C-Band and Ku-Band High Power TWT Amplifier Systems, 50-3000 Watt, with flexibility in configuration and consistently reliable power output. MCL is dedicated to manufacturing amplifiers of the highest quality, yet at competitive prices. The amplifiers are recognized and accepted worldwide for incomparable performance. They are designed to withstand interference from EMI-radiation/RFI-susceptibility, electrical (power source), mechanical stress, environment (temperature/humidity), or general maintenance and transportation.

MCL's C-Band and Ku-Band High Power TWT Amplifier Systems are designed with state-of-the-art engineering concepts, and options are available for customized applications. The C-Band units (5.850-6.425 GHz) operate at 50-3000 Watt power levels; and the Ku-Band units (14.0-14.5 GHz) operate at 50-2500 Watt power levels.

MCL is a primary source of amplifiers and allied equipment for satellite communications worldwide. Commonality in operation, design, and mechanical layout of all MCL equipment provides for interchangeability and keeps maintenance and repair time at a minimum, performance at a maximum.

Write for your FREE copy of MCL's New Brochure #6008 for additional details and technical specifications on the complete line of MCL High Power TWT Amplifier Systems.

MCL, INC.
501 S. Woodcreek Road
Bolingbrook, IL 60439
312-759-9500 TWX 910-683-1899


Like it or not, we all need to keep a close eye on what's going on in consumerland.

But wait, there's more

A couple of weeks after the convention, Philips Laboratories demonstrated to the press what was described as an "early implementation of NTSC-compatible HDTV for North America. The system, called HDS-NA (high-definition system for North
You can measure...

with the best monitor and the most accurate test set.
The FMM-2/FMS-2 series monitors provide an even greater degree of precision measurement than ever before. You can measure S/N below 90 dB, You can measure crosstalk below 85 dB, You can measure separations of better than 70 dB, You can measure frequency response to better than 0.25 dB, You can measure distortions to lower than 0.01%, and much more... Our uncluttered panels and autoranging voltmeters make these measurements a dream.

Slap it in the rack and forget about it!

But your accountant won't. Because the BTC Model 1000 SCA Generator is designed and built to be worry free with a low, low price. And simultaneous dual channels. Call today for specifications and information 303/641-5503.

Want more information on advertised products? Use the Reader Service Card.
transmission.
ARD and ZDF are likely to be followed by several other public networks dissatisfied with the direction of HDTV research in Europe.

Private TV approved in Spain

After making several modifications, Spain's Senate finally approved a change in the country's law regarding private ownership of public broadcasting stations. Private groups can now acquire up to 25% of any public broadcasting station. Previously, only a 15% ownership was possible. The push for change came from Spain's newspaper publishers, who were looking for ways to expand in the electronic media.

Spanish TV transmitted via London

Spain's first private TV station, Canal 10, is being transmitted from London via Intelsat VA. Canal 10 is owned by a Spanish film production company and the French TV station Canal plus. Both Canal 10 and Canal plus are pay TV operations. Spain holds a great deal of potential for satellite broadcasting, with few cable networks and a rapidly growing number of private satellite receivers. New terrestrial frequencies, however, are not expected to go into effect until next year.

English-language cable attracts more viewers

English-language cable station Super Channel is received by 10 million European households. When it was launched more than a year ago, the count stood at 6.5 million cabled households in 15 countries. The Netherlands makes up a third of the total, and more than 40% of potential Super Channel viewers live in Germany, Austria and Switzerland.

No new private TV stations for Austria

The Austrian Broadcasting Corporation (ORF) and the Association of Austrian Newspaper Publishers (VOZ) agreed to no new private TV stations in Austria for the foreseeable future. The publishers can, however, participate in local radio.

That's what the Electro-Voice unconditional warranty means to us broadcast microphones.

It's tough being a broadcast microphone. You get dropped, smacked into walls, rain-soaked, sunbaked, bumped by gesturing hands, and flung unceremoniously into equipment cases. Bruises, scrapes, and contusions are all in the day's work.

The EV Warranty: New life for broken microphones:

Those of us who are Electro-Voice broadcast mics can at least look forward to some T.L.C. applied by the skilled hands of EV service experts — at no cost whatever, if we're less than two years old.

And, whatever our age, EV mics are protected against acoustic system malfunctions due to workmanship or material defects — with a few qualifications, of course.

But what if you're not an Electro-Voice microphone? Well, tough, pal. And better luck in your next recycling.

The incomparable EV loan-for-trial policy

Another great thing about being an EV broadcast microphone: we get frequent auditions for new, challenging roles. Any qualified user or buyer of professional microphones can take us out — from an EV professional dealer — to see how we perform. Without charge or obligation.

Is it any wonder we Electro-Voice broadcast mics are so popular? We give you peace of mind, backed by the industry's strongest warranty. Plus risk-free trial. Can you blame us for feeling a bit, ah, superior?
New version of database program released

By Bob Van Buhler

Version 2.8 of the National Frequency Coordination Council-approved database program for BAS/CARS record keeping has been released. According to Gerry Dalton, the editor of the program, the software has been tested extensively for use with most DOS clones. The new version should operate successfully on any computer that runs common MS-DOS benchmark programs.

The computer system must provide a minimum of 640kbytes RAM (400kbytes of RAM available after loading memory-resident programs). Another hardware requirement is two floppy drives. Because the program speed is limited by floppy drives, a hard disk is recommended.

Printers used for the coordination software should be capable of printing 132 columns, either by accepting 14-inch-wide paper or by compressing type. The software disk supplied includes a list of printers that can accept the proper form feed commands used by the NFCC software.

Color monitors are supported by the software, and a color specification file is supplied on the disk to determine and record the selected options. New version features include color monitor setup menu, distance and bearing calculations, acceptance of coordinates in seconds and a sort procedure to list by frequency. Version 2.8 also provides additional data security.

An EDIT bug in V2.70 was repaired, and the software is now OPUS-compatible. More printout format choices are available in this version than in past ones, and the data exchange between floppy drives is improved.

The NFCC and the SBE originally intended to make the software dBase III Plus-compatible. Unfortunately, the specialized program functions needed would require unacceptable compromises in processing speed.

Any software problems or questions should be directed to: Gerry Dalton, engineering manager, KKDA Radio, P.O. Box 530860, Grand Prairie, TX 75053.

Dalton also can be reached by MCI Mail (GDALTON), CompuServe Easyplex (75026, 1055) or at 214-647-0670. Requests for copies of the software should be directed to the SBE national office, Suite 216, 7002 Graham Road, Indianapolis 46220. These requests will be forwarded to Richard Rudman, current national frequency coordinator. The software also is available by downloading from the Broadcast Professionals Forum (BFFORUM) on CompuServe. Look for the latest version.

Lost grandfathers

The national office has discovered that a small number of engineers who applied for certification through the original grandfathering provisions in 1976 may have been inadvertently denied proper consideration. The certification committee wants to correct this unintentional omission.

If you applied for grandfathered certification before Dec. 31, 1976, and your application was not acknowledged, you may be part of the group that was omitted. If you have retained your documentation, such as a dated copy of your application, please forward it to the certification committee in Indianapolis for reconsideration.

Certification news

Cayuga Community College in Auburn, NY, has become officially accredited. On behalf of the national certification committee, John Soergel of Chapter 22, Syracuse, presented the accreditation certificate to Dr. Lawrence Poole, Cayuga president, at a meeting in February. Hugh Cleland, a former member of the national board of directors, joined in the presentation. A member of Chapter 22, Cleland is a telecommunications lecturer at Cayuga.

Cayuga's 2-year radio and TV technology graduates now are automatically certified as broadcast technologists. The Cayuga Community College telecommunications program is 15 years old, and the school is the first 2-year institution in New York state to receive the accreditation.

More scholarship awards

The Harold E. Ennes Educational Foundation has awarded two more Alpha Ep-silon Rho scholarships for 1988. Gregory Glenn, a junior at Ohio University, Athens, OH, will receive $1,000 to continue his work toward a Bachelor of Science degree. Glenn is a student engineer at WOUB-TV and has worked with remote news crews at KYW-TV, Philadelphia. He holds amateur call sign KH2KTV.

Paul A. Meyer, a maintenance engineer at WMSN-TV in Madison, WI, will receive a $500 grant to continue his education in TV RF engineering at Harris Technical School.

Kevin Bosak of Worthington, OH, a National Merit Scholar, will receive an Ennes scholarship fund grant of $1,500 to pursue his Bachelor of Science degree at Ohio University. Los Angeles member Kenneth Meades will receive $750 toward his Bachelor of Arts degree in electronic technology at California State University. He has been in the program since September 1986.

Convention news

The SBE convention and Broadcast Engineering conference will be enhanced by the participation of the Rocky Mountain Film and Video Expo, a group that convenes annually in Denver.

Another addition this year will be the International Television Association (ITVA) seminars, to be offered concurrently with the SBE convention and BE conference. The ITVA seminars, generally geared toward video production, lighting and sound techniques, will be available to convention attendees at an extra cost. Other seminar programs will be conducted by the Colorado Film and Video Association and the International Interactive Communications Society, which will offer hands-on demonstrations of interactive video projects and programs.

Because many of the exhibitors also will be participating in the NAB Radio '88 convention in Washington, DC, special air freight arrangements are available to them. Air freight service will be provided through American Airlines Air Freight at a 25% discount to exhibitors shipping materials to the convention in Denver. Exhibitors should contact Eddie Barker Associates at 214-631-1278 for more information.
When-and-if you’re ready to UP your transmitting power, will your FM transmitter be ready too? If it’s one of the QEI "New Reliabiles” FMQ series, the answer is YES!

Our new 3.5KW, 5KW and 10KW transmitters were designed to give you a clear upgrade path to higher power. In just a few hours, your 3.5KW or 5KW QEI FM transmitter can be upgraded to a factory-equivalent 5KW or 10KW unit, right in the field. QEI’s unique modular solid state drivers and interchangeable P.A. assembly make these power upgrades easy...and very economical.

If you’re shopping for a 10KW unit in the first place, the QEI FMQ-10000 has lots to recommend it. No other FM transmitter packs this much power, reliability and performance into a single 24" wide rack cabinet. And the FMQ-10000 is designed to operate on single-phase power, so there’s no need to pay for installing new three-phase electric service.

What’s more, for upgrades to power levels beyond 10KW, each of these FMQ series transmitters can serve as the driver section for QEI’s 20, 30 or 60KW transmitters, again resulting in major cost savings.

Every QEI "New Reliabiles” FM transmitter is built to deliver ultra-dependability and performance. So—whether your station is thinking of upping its power down the road, or if the power you start with is the power you stay with—you’ll be glad you chose QEI. Call us toll-free at (800) 334-9154 for the full story.

QEICORPORATION

The New Reliabiles
One Airport Drive, P.O. Box D
Williamstown, NJ, 08094 (609) 728-2020
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pass. This one did.

After the second day of the show, first-time attendees and seasoned veterans alike were singing the praises of D-2. Both Ampex and Sony were prominently showing D-2 recorders in various configurations. Another player also moved to carve out a slice of the D-2 pie. Hitachi-Denshi displayed a prototype D-2 recorder that is scheduled for shipment in about a year.

Broadcasters and post-production operators responded to the new format with checkbooks. Ampex, for one, announced at the convention that it had booked orders for more than 300 D-2 units worth an estimated $30 million. Sony also reported strong sales at NAB. Even Ampex, developer of the format, was surprised by the way users flocked to embrace D-2.

Major sales for the Ampex VPR-300 D-2 unit included the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, AME, (a Burbank, CA, post-production house), the Post Group (a Hollywood post house) and the British Broadcasting Corporation. There was, by the way, keen interest in D-2 on the part of European broadcasters. Ampex reported orders for 70 PAL D-2 systems.

The purchase of D-2 equipment by AME and the Post Group is a significant first step in winning over the important video post-production community to the new format. Some digital products on display answered questions before they were asked, such as parallel-to-serial converters and a product that converts D-1 to D-2, or vice versa. A flood of new digital video products is still to come. Next year, look for more support boxes to take advantage of the inherent strength of the digital formats: multiple generations.

**After the second day of the show, first-time attendees and seasoned veterans alike were singing the praises of D-2.**

**Beta vs. M-II, round three**

There was no shortage of developments at NAB on the analog videotape format front. The battle continues between M-II proponents and Betacam (and Beta-SP) supporters. Each side had significant product and sales announcements at, or just after, the convention.

Panasonic Broadcast Systems reported at the show that NBC had purchased approximately 20 MARC-II cart machines. The sale, estimated at $10 million, marked the first major placement of the M-II-based system.

Many of the units will be used at the network’s New York headquarters for broadcast of all network programming and commercial material to the four time zones. According to Michael Sherlock, president, Operations and Technical services at NBC, “This will mark a milestone achievement in broadcast automation.”

Two other major sales for Panasonic’s M-II line also were announced at NAB, the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) and KCRA-TV (Sacramento, CA). On the Betacam front, Sony reported at the show that it had sold 250 pieces of equipment to various stations and facilities. One deal involved London Weekend Television (LWT), a major program producer in the United Kingdom.

Also at NAB, Sony and Ampex announced an enhanced Betacam agreement. Calling for cooperative product development and reciprocal manufacturing, Ampex is expanding its capacity to
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**WE'RE RF TECHNOLOGY INC.**

**WE'RE RACECAM.** The UPL Series is the world's most compact video system for live wireless camera applications from Grand Prix race cars to Americas Cup yacht racing.

**WE'RE ENG.** Our RPL-200 Series provides cost effective ENG and EJ systems with up to 12 watts of RF output in the band 1.7-2.7 GHz.

**WE'RE PORTABLE.** Our 400/1500 Series provide portable microwave systems for all field and emergency restoration applications in any band from 4-15 GHz.

**WE'RE FIXED.** The RFL Series of fixed microwave is available in any configuration for applications ranging from studio to transmitter links to long haul intercity interconnections.

**WE'RE ACCESSORIES.** Low profile/rod/parabolic antennas, low noise and RF power amplifiers.

**WE'RE COST EFFECTIVE.** High quality for the best price available anywhere.

**WE'RE RELIABILITY.** 2 years parts and labor warranty on all systems both fixed and portable.

**WE'RE RF TECHNOLOGY.** WE'RE TOO GOOD FOR WORDS!

WE'RE FIXED. The RFL Series of fixed microwave is available in any configuration for applications ranging from studio to transmitter links to long haul intercity interconnections.
enable manufacturing of products for Sony. Each company will focus on manufacturing a part of the Betacam-SP product line for sale by both companies. The Ampex factory in Hong Kong is currently in production of Betacam-SP products.

At last year's show, S-VHS machines were well-hidden. But this year, they were front and center. The S-VHS docking machines look just like baby M-II decks. Editing decks are here, TBCs are available from a number of sources and cross-format transcoders were displayed. If nothing else, all of the S-VHS equipment validated the format for at least some professional applications.

Radio technology moves ahead
Developments on the radio front were a mixture of the old and the new. With the NAB claiming moderate success in implementing the NRSC standard, phase two of the effort was announced at the convention. For FM stations, the news about FMX was encouraging.

The big boost for FMX actually came a couple of weeks before the convention with an announcement from CBS that it plans to install FMX at all 11 of its FM radio stations. FMX co-developer Emil Torick stated at an engineering conference presentation that all of the pieces were in place for widespread implementation of FMX. With some early bugs now worked out, Torick pronounced the system ready for implementation. He said broadcasters can expect FMX to provide quieter stereo reception within present listening areas as well as an expanded stereo reception area for a given signal-to-noise ratio.

In strong signal areas, Torick stated, multipath noise and distortion levels in automobile receivers should be close to those of monophonic reception. In weak signal areas, FMX radios should continue to provide good stereo separation. Conventional automobile receivers blend to mono in weak signal areas.

The next hurdle for FMX to overcome concerns receiver manufacturers. Torick said he was confident that the promise of improved FM performance, and subsequent consumer demand, would be sufficient to convince receiver manufacturers to implement FMX in current and future designs. He said that he hoped to have 100 stations on the air using FMX by the end of this year.

The National Radio Systems Committee (NRSC) proposed at the convention a sec-
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**TENTEL® MAKES IT EASY TO DIAGNOSE VCR MECHANICS**

With NEW Gauges for 1" Type "C", MII, Betacam, and U-Matic

Tentel manufactures a complete line of gauges for U-Matic, 1" Type "C", Betacam and other recorders, too. If you've suffered the frustration of having a master tape ruined, or if you are responsible for maintaining and repairing VCRs—There's no faster, easier method to test the various mechanics that make VCRs work properly. Call our technical engineering department for details. We've been helping customers for years and want to help you too—your satisfaction is guaranteed.

**TENTEL® CORP.**

1506 Dell Ave.
Campbell, CA 95008

(408) 379-1881
800 539-6894 (Not in Calif.)

**SUBCARRIERS AVAILABLE**
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- 24 Hours Daily
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- Quality Owner
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Call (804) 845-4146
ond voluntary national standard (designated NRSC-2) for AM radio transmission. The standard is designed to help AM broadcasters further control interference to their signals for better audience reception.

NRSC-2 is known as an RF mask, and developed in parallel with this recommended practice was a new technology to monitor AM splatter. The new monitor permits economical and accurate measurements of AM interference.

The NRSC released its first voluntary national standard to control the amount of audio pre-emphasis (and, therefore, the bandwidth of AM stations) last year. According to the NAB, more than 700 stations in the United States and Canada had converted to the NRSC standard by the end of March 1988. The NAB has petitioned the FCC to make the transmission portions of the standard mandatory. AM stations would have until Jan. 1, 1990, to comply with the requirements.

The NAB Office of Science and Technol-

State of the industry according to Fritts

The opening ceremony of the NAB convention is a golden opportunity for making speeches. This show was no exception. NAB President, Eddie Fritts, gave his annual state-of-the-industry address on the opening day of the show, warning broadcasters to plan for the long term, or face an uncertain future. Following are selected excerpts:

"Broadcasters established and maintained the definition of the phrase 'broadcast quality' as standing for state-of-the-art, the highest technical standards.

(HDTV)...can mean opportunity—or it could mean disaster for television broadcasters.

"In the past decade, for example, stereo FM has swept into dominance. Stereo AM and stereo television have been introduced. Minicams, satellite news gathering, compact discs, digital audio and the new standards for AM transmission and reception have all come into being.

"But the kind of technology I mean is not these improvements. It is much more revolutionary. Its arrival can mean opportunity—or it could mean disaster for television broadcasters.

"Of course, I am speaking about high definition, or advanced television. For the first time in the history of television, we are at the threshold of a system which is not unique to broadcasters.

HDTV will be in the American marketplace—via cable, VCRs, probably DBS in the early 1990s and, possibly, fiber optics from the telephone companies. And as this new form of television moves into American homes, broadcasters must be sure they are competitive.

"NAB has joined hands with other industry groups to make sure that as technology advances we are well-positioned to take advantage of its full potential. It is a complex and difficult area, and the NAB advanced-television task force is providing a steady hand on the tiller in working with the FCC blue ribbon advisory panel and in reviewing options to assure our position for the future.

"Because of the complexities of the issues, we strongly urge the FCC not to foreclose any options by prematurely reallocating UHF spectrum, which may, in fact, be needed for broadcasters to compete with other media. At this convention there are numerous panels and workshops on the subject, and a number of exhibitors are displaying advanced television equipment.

"It is abundantly clear that changing technologies and various competing delivery systems will all merge at the consumer's location. If we are smart, we will coordinate the merging of these delivery systems so each will be competitive and compatible with the next generation of receivers.

"This, of course, means that broad-

Broadcasting...is a national resource that is worth protecting and preserving.

casters, cable operators, satellite distributors, fiber-optic systems and manufacturers need to work together to develop a marketplace of opportunities for all, rather than a marketplace of chaos. If we are successful—and I believe that we will be—the American consumer will continue to enjoy the finest system of television in the world for many generations to come.

"Our system of free, over-the-air community broadcasting is unique in providing many benefits to the public. Our system of broadcasting...is a national resource that is worth protecting and preserving. It is, by far, the finest devised anywhere in the world. We will do whatever necessary to ensure its continued strength and viability."
ogy provided a special exhibit on the convention floor (just outside the Engineering Conference session halls) to demonstrate use of the NRSC standard by AM stations and AM receiver manufacturers. Six prototype receivers were on display. Comparisons were made between NRSC and non-NRSC audio processing on present and future AM radios.

The NRSC-2 standard is intended to characterize the RF emissions of AM stations that use the first set of parameters. It specifies the RF signals that leave a station's transmitter and antenna system. The RF mask consists of a limit on out-of-band emissions and accompanying measurement procedures.

Engineering Achievement Award
The annual NAB Engineering Conference luncheon is the cornerstone of the technical side of the convention. Presentation of the Engineering Achievement Award is the centerpiece of the luncheon. The prestigious award was given this year to Jules Cohen, a Washington, DC-based engineering consultant.

Michael Rau, NAB vice president and head of the Science and Technology department, praised Cohen as an engineer who refused to compromise on technical matters. Cohen recently retired as president of Jules Cohen and Associates after 42 years in the broadcast industry.

In accepting the award, Cohen reviewed the current state of broadcast technology. "Television, not surprisingly, generates the greatest excitement and creates the greatest challenges," he said. "We are seeing in our homes better picture quality than was hardly dreamed of 20 years ago. Even better is still to come."

"For someone like myself, devoted to the concept of local television available to all who can afford even the least expensive of television sets (and that really encompasses just about everyone), the major consideration is the survival of a healthy terrestrial television broadcasting service. Competing media without the spectrum restraints of terrestrial broadcasters seem to be better positioned to take advantage of the new television developments. But the current population of some 140 million NTSC television receivers in this country alone must be reckoned with.

"Some terrestrial broadcasters may have come only recently to the realization of the threat from other media, but some voices have been crying in the wilderness for a decade or more. The surge of effort now under way is encouraging, and I feel confident that broadcasters will meet the challenge."

(See related articles, next page)

Contributors to this article include Ned Soseman, editor of Video Systems magazine, and Michael Heiss, BE consulting editor.
NAB slice of life

A convention often brings out some strange characters. No report on the NAB would be complete without some mention of the folks and things that help make the show something to talk about.

Who is this man, and what was he doing on the roof of the Hilton? He gets my vote for the "nut of the year" award.

Mark Fowler, former FCC chairman, recipient of the NAB Distinguished Service Award.

Here is the inside version of the giant boom box. Either the speakers are turned off or the people in this picture are deaf.

 Didn't you just love the boom boxes on wheels? They were great. When they cranked up the volume you could hear them in Reno.

Fowler: gone but not forgotten

Mark Fowler, the architect of deregulation of the broadcast industry, was honored at the convention with the NAB Distinguished Service Award. The presentation to the former chairman of the FCC was made at the opening ceremonies of the show.

Fowler’s remarks were a mixture of humor and hope. He reminded his audience what he had done for them, and what they need to do for themselves: "The freedom you enjoy is no small matter. Look around you, and you will see a front line of competing technologies. Whether it’s cable television, videocassette recorders, fiber-optic systems offered by telephone companies, or satellite services, they all have one thing in common, one thing you don’t have: freedom from government content control. But you’re getting there. And I say, more power to you."

"In the midst of all this, we sometimes forget that broadcasting is made up of people. Some have snazzy expense accounts and show great generosity at events like this. Others have snazzy expense accounts and get hand cramps when the check comes. Some are from the great corporations of America. Others are I-person operations, selling accounts from the kitchen table."

"But all of us here today feel that special feeling because we love broadcasting. Everyone can remember who gave them that first job, who showed kindness when the rat race looked like the rats were winning. Each of us has watched some special series on television or listened to a moving moment on radio, and we could say, ‘Yes, I’m a part of that. I helped make that happen.’"

"Maybe it’s because broadcasting is part public service and part show business. Public service calls forth our altruism, show business our competitive instincts."

"Broadcasting, despite all the hoopla about new technologies, remains America’s favorite pastime. You’re not facing the sunset of its years. Oh, no. It’s going forth into the next decade with the strongest, freest and most responsive system devised by humankind to communicate."

"Broadcasters are optimists by profession. We expect television sets to get brighter, bigger and cheaper. Somehow they do. We expect programs to take us to new corners of the human mind or return us to old favorites, and they do. We expect to master the unexpected—a transmitting tower gets thrown to the ground in a hurricane or a political hurricane calls for on-the-spot reporting. And you take care of it."

"Broadcasters are like Americans generally: optimists."

"I guess it took optimism for me to see that broadcasters could be freer, that government officials, including the chairman of the FCC, could discard the robes of the censor. I’m glad for that bit of old-fashioned American optimism."
Last year in Dallas we had the CD-head man. This year, in keeping with advancements in technology, it was the R-DAT man. He didn't say much, but just danced around and waved a lot.

This fellow's perfectly executed robotic movements drew crowds of onlookers curious to know whether he was a human or a robot. He turned out to be a talented human being.

You know you're in Las Vegas when you see women with tinsel hair handing out pamphlets. Some things never change.

The wireless system that will never leave you speechless.

If this hadn't happened, you weren't using a Sony VHF wireless microphone.

Rather than a mere one, two or ten channels, the Sony wireless system gives you up to 168. So no matter where you are, no matter how cluttered the airwaves, the signal will come through loud and clear. And with so many open channels to choose from, multi-microphone setups are a snap.

For added insurance, Sony wireless arms you with true space diversity reception. Twin tuners constantly compare incoming signals for the strongest, clearest signal. Sparing you the echoes, dead spots and other horrors that plague lesser systems.

So, if you're looking for a wireless system you can have faith in—any time, any place—contact your Sony Professional Audio representative. Or call Sony at 800-635-SONY.

Sony Communications Products Company, Professional Audio Division, 1600 Queen Anne Rd., Paramus, NJ 07652. © 1988 Sony Corporation of America. Sony is a registered trademark of Sony Corporation.
President Reagan steals the show

Although President Reagan's speech at the NAB only touched on issues strictly relating to broadcasting, it added a definite sense of excitement to the convention. The 1-day stopover also gave HDTV proponents a good opportunity to show off the capabilities of their systems.

Attendees began lining up at 8 a.m. on Sunday, a full three hours before the President was to speak, to get a seat in the hall. In all, 4,500 packed the Hilton Center to hear Reagan, and an estimated 1,000 watched in an overflow room equipped with a high-definition TV projection screen. Still others saw the talk on a huge screen set up in the parking lot of the Hilton.

The President's talk dealt primarily with foreign policy, but he did touch on several topics of particular interest to broadcasters:

"It was back in 1923 that Warren Harding became the first President to speak over that new-fangled piece of equipment, the radio. In 1946 Harry Truman became the first President to speak by way of television, followed by Dwight Eisenhower who, in 1955, became the first President to be seen on color television.

"Today, just six short decades after Warren Harding first spoke over the radio, these remarks of mine are being recorded on HDTV. I am told that HDTV represents an advance as dramatic as that from black and white to color, a new and powerful manifestation of the broadcasting industry.

"This technological creativity—from primitive, early radio to HDTV and satellite transmission, during my own lifetime—has, of course, transformed American life.

"To be sure, no revolution in our time is more striking, far reaching and profound than the revolution in technology and communications. The semiconductors and countless other breakthroughs have ushered in a new burst of economic creativity; we have products today—the lap-top computer, for example—that were quite literally undreamed-of just a decade ago.

"Instantaneous communications have made possible the growing integration of world markets. And, yes, the new communications technologies have made it harder and harder for totalitarian states to control the information that reaches their peoples."

President Reagan was awarded by the NAB the first Ronald Reagan Broadcasting Award for "a lifetime of achievement and leadership through the effective use of the broadcast media." The presentation was made following Mr. Reagan's address.
Sanders leaves Ampex

Mark Sanders, a 19-year veteran of Ampex and the driving force behind the D-2 digital recorder, left the company on May 23. Sanders' resignation as vice president and general manager of the Recording Systems Division occurred less than six weeks after a highly successful showing of D-2 products at the NAB convention.

Sanders told BE that he left because of a difference in management approaches between himself and the Sherborne Group (headquartered in New York), which purchased Ampex in May 1987. Sanders said he had discussed his concerns with Max Mitchell, president and CEO of Ampex. Early this year, he had made known his desire to leave.

Mitchell told BE the departure was regrettable but an unavoidable part of the business world: "Unfortunately, change is inevitable in all of our lives and our businesses. This is one of those changes." Mitchell said he is evaluating internal candidates for a successor to Sanders, and that an executive search firm has been engaged to look outside the company. In the interim, Mitchell will serve as acting division manager.

Sanders' tenure with Ampex was long and distinguished. He joined the company in 1969 and served in various management positions, including vice president and general manager of the Data Systems Division, VP/GM of Marketing and New Technology and VP/GM of AVSD, a position he held from 1983 to 1986. Sanders also served as general manager of the videocassette recorder group, product manager of helical video products and manager of professional audio products.

He was instrumental in the development of the D-2 recorder format and the Ampex Sony Betacam manufacturing agreement. Mitchell said, however, that the changes will not affect either product line. "There was no disagreement on strategy, only how to implement the strategy," he said. "We intend to continue along the path that we've been on. The division is healthy, it is making money...and we're shipping more products than ever before."

Sanders expressed confidence that the D-2 format he championed was off to a good start. "My main thrust at Ampex has always been in magnetic recording. D-2 has been a 5-year struggle...but it is clearly going to be a success." Another year, another NAB

The Order of the Iron Test Pattern held its annual meeting during the NAB convention. Created out of whole cloth just prior to the 1979 NAB convention, the Order has filled a real need for television's technical slaves—recognition for their contributions.

The first annual meeting during NAB '80 honored the longest sufferers of the lot and started a tradition that was scheduled to last five years, or forever, whichever came first. The Order currently has more than 2400 members in 23 countries and is growing like a well-fertilized flower.

The order makes awards to deserving members who have proved that they have done anything longer than anyone else. It is important to note that the association honors tenacity, not ability.

At this year's annual meeting, Al Leon, Leon, Inc., became the first recipient of the Al Leon Print Communications award. The Al Leon award is a perpetual one that will be given annually to members of the print communications industry who support television.
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PORTA-BRACE QUICK DRAW

This professional case is a convenient way to carry and protect your camera on the ground, in your car and in the air. With its hard shell construction and aluminum viewfinder guard, this padded nylon case means lightweight security for your camera. Call or write for information.

K&H Products, Ltd.
Box 246
North Bennington
Vermont 05257
802-442-8171
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LET'S TALK KEYERS

VK-900
MIX TO KEY IN EITHER INTERNAL OR EXTERNAL MODE PLUS A/B ADDITIVE MIX.

OK-400
SAME FEATURES AS VK-900 PLUS KEY PREVIEW AND MASTER FADE TO BLACK.

OPTIONAL FOUR SPEED AUTO MIX MAY BE ADDED TO EITHER KEYER.

THE ECONOMICAL SOLUTION TO ADDING EXTRA MIX/KEY LEVELS TO EXISTING SYSTEMS.

broadcast video systems ltd.
40 West Wilmot Street, Richmond Hill, Ontario L4B 1H8
Telephone: (416) 764-1584 Telex: 06-964652 Fax: (416) 764-7438
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Business

Aurora enters agreement with Chyron
Aurora Systems, Redwood City, CA, has signed a letter of intent for the sale of warrants to Chyron. The agreement provides for an immediate advance of $2.1 million by Chyron and allows Aurora access to Chyron's customer-financing plan. The agreement also provides for the purchase, over a 5-year period, of the current venture capital interest in Aurora, giving Chyron the majority interest in the company.

Clear-Com moves to new quarters
Clear-Com Intercom Systems, San Francisco, has relocated its operations to a new facility in Berkeley, CA. The company has purchased a 24,000-square-foot building, which more than doubles the manufacturing capability and accommodates future expansion. The address is 945 Camelia St., Berkeley, CA 94701; telephone: 415-527-6666.

Columbine moves to larger facilities
Columbine Systems, Golden, CO, has moved its headquarters to the Denver West Office Park, where it occupies 60,000 square feet of office space. The address is 1707 Cole Blvd., Golden, CO 80401; telephone: 303-237-4000.

Apekas Cox enters U.S. broadcast video market
Apekas Cox, Feltham, England, sister company of Apekas Video Systems, has established marketing, sales and service operations in the United States for its line of broadcast video equipment. It also has adopted a name change to A.C.E. in order to establish an independent identity in the market.

BTS and Thomson Video Equipment reach new technology agreement
BTS Broadcast Television Systems GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany, and Thomson Video Equipment SA, Cergy, France, have reached an agreement on cooperation in the development of new technologies. This will strengthen their positions in digital and high-definition TV systems in the international market.

Chyron's ownership of DSC increases
Chyron, Melville, NY, has acquired all outstanding shares of Digital Services Corporation, Gainesville, FL, from its founders, John T. Davis, president, and James M. Seipp, vice president, as well as options from other key employees of DSC. The shares were acquired for an undisclosed cash consideration based on the net income of DSC as defined over a 7-year period that began July 1, 1987. No management changes are contemplated. Both Davis and Seipp will continue in their present positions under employment agreements that extend beyond the 7-year pay-out period.

Gentner acquires Microprobe Electronics
Gentner Electronics, Salt Lake City, has acquired Microprobe Electronics (MEI), Lake Forest, IL. MEI manufactures broadcast automation equipment and digital audio storage products. Its line has been integrated into Gentner's Salt Lake City facility, and all MEI products will be sold under the Gentner name.

Harman acquires Soundcraft Electronics
Harman International Industries, Northridge, CA, has acquired Soundcraft Electronics, United Kingdom. The JBL Professional division of Harman International had been the exclusive distributor of Soundcraft products for the United States and Mexico since January 1986.

Klark-Teknik purchases two companies
Klark-Teknik Electronics, Farmingdale, NY, has purchased Celco Inc., U.S. distributor for Celco Ltd., and several other lighting equipment manufacturers. Celco's products are sold and
serviced from the U.S. offices of Klark-Teknik in Farmingdale. Klark-Teknik also has purchased certain assets of Midas Audio Systems, a British manufacturer of live mixing consoles. Midas products are sold and serviced by Klark-Teknik from its U.S. offices.

Lexicon relocates West Coast sales office

Lexicon, Waltham, MA, has relocated its West Coast sales office to larger quarters at: 2323 Corinth Ave., Suite 201, West Los Angeles, CA 90064; telephone: 213-479-2771.

New England Digital expands into broadcast radio market

New England Digital, White River Junction, VT, has expanded into the broadcast radio marketplace with the signing of a remarketing agreement with Columbine Systems, Golden, CO. Columbine will distribute the Synclavier Digital Audio System and direct-to-disk digital multitrack recorder to Columbine's domestic and Canadian radio stations.

New England Digital also has installed broadcast radio systems at KIIS-FM, Los Angeles, and at Gannett affiliate WGCI-AM/FM, Chicago.

Neve opens two facilities

Neve, Bethel, CT, has opened facilities in New York and Nashville. The New York office is located at 260 W. 52nd St., Suite 25E, New York, NY 10019; telephone: 212-956-6464. The Nashville facility is located at 1221 16th Ave. South, Nashville, TN 37212; telephone: 615-329-9584. Both facilities are staffed by technical service engineers to assist customer service and sales.

Thorn and Varian plan organizational changes

Varian Associates, Palo Alto, CA, and Thorn EMI Electronics, Hayes, United Kingdom, are planning organizational changes in their joint venture to allow improved service to the U.S. UHF-TV market. The manufacture of the Thorn EMI-Varian (TEV) UHF-TV product line has been transferred from the Hayes facility to Varian's microwave tube division. This will include the PT-5090 and the PT-5093 ACE wideband external-cavity klystron. As of June 1, Varian's microwave tube division assumed marketing responsibility for UHF-TV klystrons in all world markets. In a concurrent realignment, Varian's U.K. subsidiary, Varian Associates, assumed responsibility for all marketing and support of the company's tube products in the United Kingdom. These activities are handled by the TEV joint venture.

Richardson Electronics and Panasonic enter marketing agreement

Richardson Electronics, LaFox, IL, and Panasonic, Secaucus, NJ, have entered into a marketing agreement that delegates Richardson as a stocking distributor for Panasonic cathode ray tubes. The move also enhances Richardson's CRT program, which concentrates on the maintenance and repair of equipment.

Stellar forms software vendor agreements

Stellar, Boston, has made an agreement with a wide range of application software vendors to market scientific and engineering applications on the Stellar Graphics Supercomputer. It also has announced the availability of more than 30 leading applications packages.

Stellar has signed a joint marketing relationship with Neo-Visuals for CAD-related applications, scientific research, presentation graphics and computer-aided styling.

Stellar also has signed a value-added reseller agreement with Bechtel Software. Bechtel will sell the Stellar Graphics Supercomputers.
TWO HEADS ARE BETTER THAN ONE.

Sometimes.

QuickSet’s new PRO 1030 Fluid Head combines the counterbalancing provided by a traditional spring head with the smooth movement of an expensive “Broadcast” style fluid head. The best of both systems at one affordable price.

Sometimes, one head is better than two.

QuickSet
3650 Woodhead Drive, Northbrook IL. 60062
800/247-6563 Illinois 312/498-0700
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Good things come in small packages (part II)...

VAC’s new RS-170A color bar/sync generator provides SMPTE bars. This quarter rack wide unit is also a stable genlocking or free running color sync source with subcarrier, sync, blanking, burst flag, field one ID flag, and black burst outputs.

Introductory price: $1195.

To meet our entire family of distribution amplifiers, line isolators, pattern generators, sync generators, signal presence detectors, and alarms please call or write for the dealer nearest you.

VAC
VIDEO ACCESSORY CORPORATION
2450 Central Ave. Suite H Boulder, CO 80301
(303) 443-4950
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Bill Greene has been appointed technical sales representative for Agfa-Gevaert, magnetic tape division, Ridgefield Park, NJ. He covers territory in the Southeast with responsibilities for all magnetic tape products.

Spence Burton has joined Alpha Audio, Richmond, VA, as technical manager, concentrating his efforts in the automation systems division. He is responsible for coordinating the delivery and installation of the division’s BOSS automated audio editor, and for all production and technical support documentation, including the preparation of user manuals.

Sue Jones has been promoted to operations manager for Amek/TAC U.S. operations, North Hollywood, CA. She is responsible for overall operation of the company, ranging from personnel to systems coordination.

Robert L. Wilson and Marty Blanchard have been appointed to positions with Ampex, Redwood City, CA. Wilson is general manager of the worldwide marketing, sales and service organization. Blanchard has been promoted to senior market research and planning analyst at the magnetic tape division. She is responsible for the coordination of strategic long-range planning, as well as for tracking industry activity and trends. She also is chairperson of the International Tape/Disc Association’s blank tape statistics committee.

Piet Lesage has been appointed national sales and marketing manager, broadcast and graphics products for Barco Industries, Nashua, NH. He will divide his efforts between the East Coast and West Coast sales offices.

Gilbert Housewright and Russell Erickson have been promoted to new positions at Broadcast Electronics, Quincy, IL. Housewright is senior service engineer in the customer service department. Erickson is manager of RF products. He is responsible for providing the technical support in all RF product sales.

Adrian Weidmann, international manager with Bruel & Kjaer Pro Audio Group, Marlborough, MA, has moved to the United States, where he will spend the next year opening up the American market. He also will coordinate a series of educational seminars on the series 4000 professional microphones. While in the United States, he will continue to oversee the company’s international operation.

Don C. Klick is vice president of operations for Centro, Salt Lake City.

Steve Sloane has been promoted to vice president of international sales for the telesystems and video products line for Chyron, Melville, NY. He is responsible for sales in Europe, Africa, South America, the Middle East, the Far East and Australia.

Lawrence Weiland has been elected president, chief operating officer and director of CMX, Los Gatos, CA. Alfred O.P. Leubert, chairman and chief executive officer of Chyron, assumes the duties of chairman of CMX. Richard Sirinsky is vice president and director of marketing and sales for CMX.

Walter Rice has been appointed director of domestic sales for Continental Electronics, Dallas.

Laura Tyson has been appointed sales engineer, broadcast division, for Denon America, Parsippany, NJ.

William van Rassel has been appointed head of engineering for Digital Processing Systems, Ontario, Canada. He is re-
sponsible for overseeing engineering activities, and is in charge of research and development and the engineering of new products.

Peter Werp, Shane Dickey, Jason Danielson and David Brack have been appointed to positions with Digital F/X, Santa Clara, CA. Werp is vice president of manufacturing and is responsible for all manufacturing, materials, quality assurance, manufacturing engineering and testing of the DF/X 200 digital video production system and future products. Dickey is vice president of engineering and is in charge of all product development and the engineering department. Danielson is product marketing manager of the DF/X 200 digital video production system and is responsible for all strategic product and marketing efforts, as well as for product marketing communications and sales support and training. Brack is regional sales manager and is involved in the sales of the DF/X 200 and in setting up field engineering and sales centers in New York and Orlando, FL.

Marko Hayes has been appointed general manager of Stainless Construction Company, North Wales, PA.

John William Park has been appointed national sales manager for DSC, Gainesville, FL. He is responsible for six regional U.S. sales offices as well as the nationwide dealer network.

Brad Friedrich has been promoted to director of marketing for the Magnetic Products Division of Fuji Photo Film U.S.A., Elmsford, NY. He is responsible for all facets of the marketing function for audiotape and consumer and professional videotape products. Areas of responsibility include the development

vidit®

FREE
CATALOG

Video Furniture Systems

Big, full color catalog includes complete descriptions, pricing and ordering information on:

- Editing Consoles
- Video Consoles
- Equipment Cabinets
- Micro Computer Stations
- Tape & Film Storage Systems

Winsted Systems ... the Perfect Match for all professional Video Equipment

THE WINSTED CORPORATION
10901 Hampshire Ave So. • Minneapolis, MN 55438
TELEX: 510-601-0887
Call for your nearest dealer
Phone Toll Free (800) 447-2257
FAX: 612-944-1546
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CABS delivers an integrated Computer Aided Broadcasting System from Library Maintenance to Analysis of Aired Events.

* Musc and commercial library management
* Sophisticated programming and scheduling criteria
* Live assist with full control of audio peripherals
* Announcer information, live tags and schedule enquiry
* Analysis of formats, aired events and their relationship to station ratings.

THE WINSTED CORPORATION
10901 Hampshire Ave So. • Minneapolis, MN 55438
TELEX: 510-601-0887
Call for your nearest dealer
Phone Toll Free (800) 447-2257
FAX: 612-944-1546
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of long- and short-term business plans as well as the direction of the marketing, product management, advertising and promotion functions of the division.

Frank Blaha has been named sales and marketing manager of satellite communications products for the microwave equipment division of Varian Associates, Santa Clara, CA. He oversees worldwide sales and marketing of commercial satellite communications products, including high-power amplifiers using traveling-wave and klystron tubes.

Andrew Murray has been appointed field sales engineer for QSC Audio Products, Costa Mesa, CA. He is responsible for product training and overall product support in the field, and will act as a technical liaison.

Michael Brunsky has been appointed to the national sales team with Aston Electronics, Olathe, KS, as part of the company’s stepped-up marketing program in the United States.

Bill Hall has been appointed engineering product manager for Graham-Patten Systems, Grass Valley, CA. He is responsible for CAD operation and the implementation of an MRP system.

Eric S. Hass and E.L. Corujo have joined Harris, Melbourne, FL. Hass is vice president in charge of the video systems operation, located in Mountain View, CA. Corujo is distribution manager for the international sales department, broadcast division. He is responsible for strengthening international distribution channels, identification of special sales opportunities and assistance with strategic planning for international sales.

Michael Popadiuk is sales manager for the Canadian office in Toronto for LTM, Sun Valley, CA.

J. Michael Hughes has been elected vice president of marketing for HM Electronics, San Diego, CA. He is responsible for coordinating all sales activities, marketing programs and customer-service functions.

Nigel W Spratling has been appointed national sales manager for Microtime, Bloomfield, CT.

Peter Flicker has been appointed to the board of directors of Neve, Bethel, CT. He also is vice chairman of the board.

Richard Zabel has been appointed national sales manager for Nova Systems, Canton, CT.

Paul Insco has been named Midwest area sales manager for Pinnacle Systems, Santa Clara, CA.

William A. Wohl has rejoined Radio Systems, Edgemont, PA, as custom projects manager. He oversees the sales and coordination of all projects involving custom cabinetry, RF and studio turnkey installations and custom engineering projects.

Fred Ekins has been appointed manager of research and development for RAM Broadcast Systems, Palatine, IL.

Russell Dahl has been named product manager for the cathode ray tube product line for Richardson Electronics, LaFox, IL. He is responsible for defining and redefining the CRT product line, setting price structure and inventory levels, developing relationships with new and existing vendors and customers, and offering technical assistance.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
2401 West Moss Ave.
Peoria, Illinois 61604
(309) 673-7511
Member AFCCE

SMITH and POWSTENKO
Broadcasting and Telecommunications Consultants
2033 M Street N.W., Suite 600
Washington, D. C. 20036
(202) 293-7742

JOHN H. BATTISON PE.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV
Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork
890 Clubview Blvd. North
Columbus, Ohio 43085
614/888-3364

MAILING LABELS
AM, FM & TV CALL
dataworld
1-800—368-5754

Consultation Services
Lightning - Power Conditioning - Grounding
Over 40 years experience, work guaranteed

Chuck Jones
ANTENNA SYSTEMS SPECIALIST
618-564-2481

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS ANTENNAS

Hall Electronics
Broadcast Equipment & Components
- We sell quality used radio broadcast equipment with 30 day warranties & economical prices.
- We buy used equipment.
- SEND FOR FREE FLYER!
P.O. Box 7732
Charlottesville, Va. 22906
(804) 973-6627

TV VIDEO TECHNICAL SERVICES
511 Sir Francis Drake Blvd., Greenbrae, CA 94904
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For fast, accurate service, please remove the peel off label used to address your magazine, and attach it to the Reader Service Card, the Address Change Card or to any correspondence you send us regarding your subscription.

Classified

Advertising rates in Classified Section are $1.50 per word, each insertion, and must be accompanied by payment to insure publication. Each initial or abbreviation counts a full word. Minimum classified charge, $35.00.

For ads on which replies are sent to us for forwarding (blind ads), there is an additional charge of $4.00 per insertion, to cover department number, processing of replies, and mailing costs.

Classified columns are not open to advertising of any products regularly produced by manufacturers unless used and no longer owned by the manufacturer or distributor.

TRAINING


SERVICES

AUDIO AUTOMATION: Computer controlled, 8-CD changers, music and commercial program software, hard disc for commercials. Complete $695.00. BMG INTERNATIONAL. (904) 438-8054.

TRANSMITTER TUBE REBUILDING SINCE 1941: 3CX2500/4CX5000/4CX15000 and many others. Write for details. FREELAND PRODUCTS INC., Rt. 7, Box 628, Covington, LA 70433. (504) 893-1243 or (800) 624-7626.

BATTERIES—ALL TYPES RECONDITIONED, REBUILT. Buy dead batteries, sell rebuilds. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. THE ENERGY SOURCE, 1105 North Aviation Blvd., Manhattan Beach, CA 90266 (213) 546-2572.

FOR SALE

FREE TOP100 and SPU with purchase of 2000 varying length TCR carts. Also available: 1 Quantum 5000 + two channel DVE, 2 RCA TK27 film chains, 1 RCA TR7000 or C (your choice) quad machine, and 1 RCA TS4A switcher system. Please call Tom Benson at (301) 339-6455 for details.

BROADCAST CRYSTALS: Save a bundle on guaranteed T24A or BH types in stock, tradeins taken. Also new crystals for oven holders for AM, FM and TV transmitters. 52 years in business! Edison Electronic Co. (817) 773-3901.

CHANNEL 3 ANTENNA: 5 bay Superfurrite, RCA-TF5CL. On ground ready to ship. Will need feedlines and cables. Negotiable. WPSX-TV, Penn State University, (814) 865-1423.

HALL ELECTRONICS has several ITC cart machines from $395-$1,695. All equipment guaranteed. Much more available! We buy used equipment. Send for flyer. Hall Electronics, PO Box 7732, Charlotteville, Va. 22901 (604) 973-4992.

CONRAD MONITORS, Model 5411-3S-18, 19 inch rack mount. Industries best at half the price. New condition. Will warranty, ship and insure. $595.00 per unit, 17 inch stock, call (605) 563-8938.

WANTED TO BUY

HIGHEST PRICES for 112 Phase Monitors, vacuum capacitors and clean, one kw or greater power AM and FM Transmitters. All duty and transportation paid. Surplus Equipment Sales, 2 Throntcliffe Park Dr., Unit 28, Toronto, Canada M4H 1H2, 416-421-5631.

WANTED TO BUY

E.N.G. MAINTENANCE ENGINEER/SUPERVISOR Sony trained on U-matic and Betacam formats. Experienced in analog, digital and RF. Contactable: P.O. Box 540242, Kenner, LA 70054. 6-88-11

SEEKING MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR, instructor, chief position, 12 years broadcast/education maintenance and production experience. M.A. higher education administration. FCC General Class. SBE certified. Contact: C.O.P. PO Box 6204, Surfside, Fl 33154.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

WE PLACE ENGINEERS

CHIEFS, ASST. CHIEFS, MAINTENANCE TECHNICIANS, EDITORS, GRAPHICS

America's Leading Source for a Decade

ITV STATIONS, PRODUCTION FACILITIES, CORP. TV., MFG.I

For information or write Mark Kornish

478 Northampton Street
Kingston, PA 18704

Employer
Paid Fees

(717) 283-1041

HELP WANTED

TELEPORT CONTROL TECHNICIAN New Orleans Teleport looking for fast thinking, creative, intelligent individual for Master Control Operations. Broadcast Master Control experience necessary. Electronics plus but not necessary. Responsibilities include on air operations, light tape machine maintenance, control of "on air" satellite delivered video, voice, data, international traffic. Resume and salary history to: New Orleans Teleport, 1047 World Trade Center, NOLA 70130, Attn: Director of Engineering.

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER New Orleans Teleport looking for bright, creative, intelligent individual to fill position as Maintenance Engineer. Will be responsible for Maintenance, Repair and Installation of Equipment. Knowledge of Ku-Band, C-Band technology, as well as broadcast facility operations and Repair of Broadcast Equipment necessary. Uplink-Downlink experience also necessary. Resume and Salary history to: New Orleans Teleport, Inc., 1047 World Trade Center, New Orleans, LA 70130, Attn: Director of Engineering.

TV MAINTENANCE ENGINEER: Ever thought about working in Alaska? We are seeking a studio/ENG maintenance engineer with strong background in U-Matic, 1" VTR's, studio, ENG camera. Send resume, references, salary history to: KTVA, 1007 W. 32nd Ave., Anchorage, AK 99503, Attn: Chief Engineer. EDE.

HANDS ON CHIEF ENGINEER needed for AM & FM in Talahassee, FL. Prefer 5 years minimum experience, SBE certified and strong technical background. FM soon to upgrade to 1400' tower facility. Send resume to: Bruce Timm, PO Box 1874, Tallahassee, FL 32302.

TRANSTAR, the nation's leading satellite network, has openings for highly motivated individuals in our Engineering Department. Openings for studio engineer in Los Angeles, and an affiliate engineer with good communications skills in Colorado Springs. If working on the challenging leading edge of satellite and studio technology interests you, rush your resume to Larry Wilson, VP/Engineering, TRANSTAR Radio Network, 665 Southpointe Ct., Ste. 200, Colorado Springs, CO 80906. M/F EDE. No calls, please.

6-88-21
MAINTENANCE ENGINEER—PDF The Public Broadcast-
ing Service has an immediate opening for a person to serv-
vice, maintain and troubleshoot broadcast electronic equip-
ment down to the component level. Qualifications are: A.
as degree in Electronics Technology, or equivalent train-
ing; minimum two years full-time successful work experi-
ence in electronic maintenance of broadcast equipment.
Must be current and competent in the operation, trouble-
shooting, general repair, and installation/construction of
state-of-the-art broadcast equipment. Must have experience
with 1 inch tape machines: VPR-3 or BVH-2000. Other
areas of responsibilities: Sony VTR 5 800, 200, 5600; Editors
ACE, BVE 5000, 800; Bosch router, automation systems,
uplink and microwave experience a plus. Please send re-
sume to: Ronald Lee/Chief Engineer, KSTP-TV ENGINEERING
DEPT., 345 University Ave., Minneapolis, MN 55446. Equal
Opportunity Employer M/F.

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER—PBS The Public Broadcast-
ing Service has an immediate opening for a person to serv-
vice, maintain and troubleshoot broadcast electronic equip-
ment down to the component level. Qualifications are: A.
as degree in Electronics Technology, or equivalent train-
ing; minimum two years full-time successful work experi-
ence in electronic maintenance of broadcast equipment.
Must be current and competent in the operation, trouble-
shooting, general repair, and installation/construction of
state-of-the-art broadcast equipment. Must have experience
with 1 inch tape machines: VPR-3 or BVH-2000. Other
areas of responsibilities: Sony VTR 5 800, 200, 5600; Editors
ACE, BVE 5000, 800; Bosch router, automation systems,
uplink and microwave experience a plus. Please send re-
sume to: Ronald Lee/Chief Engineer, KSTP-TV ENGINEERING
DEPT., 345 University Ave., Minneapolis, MN 55446. Equal
Opportunity Employer M/F.

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER FOR ORAL ROBERTS TELE-
vision, Tulsa, OK 74171 EOE.

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER: Northern California TV sta-
tion needs hands on person with state of the art systems
maintenance engineer with strong background in RF. Pre-
vious experience with Harris TV-110U UHF transmitter pre-
ferred. Modern well equipped facility. Please send resume
for consideration to Director of Engineering, Broadcast Engineer-
ing, P.O. Box 12901, Overland Park, KS 66212, Dept. 698.

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER FOR ORAL ROBERTS TELE-
vision, Tulsa, OK 74171 EOE.

TV TRANSMITTER MAINTENANCE ENGINEER Fox Televi-
sion, KRIV in Houston is seeking a qualified transmitter maintenance engineer with strong background in RF. Pre-
vious experience with Harris TV-110U UHF transmitter pre-
ferred. Modern well equipped facility. Please send resume
to KRIV-TV, P.O. Box 22810, Houston, Texas 77272, Attn: V/P
Chief Engineer. No phone calls. E.O.E.

CHIEF ENGINEER: A staff position providing strong con-
sultant duties to top management. Included in these du-
ilies will be the development of engineering policies and
the promotion of technical planning for the network; the
establishment of guidelines for equipment purchases; the
evaluation and recommendation of management systems
for the technical operations of the network (i.e., site, produc-
tion, maintenance, distribution); and providing representa-
tion and leadership for the network at the state and na-
tional levels. Bachelor's degree in Electrical Engineering
preferred plus a minimum of five years' experience at high
supervisory level in a production/broadcast facility compar-
able to KET. DOE. Send resume to the following: Ray Sul-
vian, Personnel Administrator, KET, 600 Cooper Drive, Lex-
ington, KY 40502, (606) 233-3000, ext. 330.

CHIEF ENGINEER: A staff position providing strong con-
sultant duties to top management. Included in these du-
ilies will be the development of engineering policies and
the promotion of technical planning for the network; the
establishment of guidelines for equipment purchases; the
evaluation and recommendation of management systems
for the technical operations of the network (i.e., site, produc-
tion, maintenance, distribution); and providing representa-
tion and leadership for the network at the state and na-
tional levels. Bachelor's degree in Electrical Engineering
preferred plus a minimum of five years' experience at high
supervisory level in a production/broadcast facility compar-
able to KET. DOE. Send resume to the following: Ray Sul-
vian, Personnel Administrator, KET, 600 Cooper Drive, Lex-
ington, KY 40502, (606) 233-3000, ext. 330.

CHIEF ENGINEER: A staff position providing strong con-
sultant duties to top management. Included in these du-
ilies will be the development of engineering policies and
the promotion of technical planning for the network; the
establishment of guidelines for equipment purchases; the
evaluation and recommendation of management systems
for the technical operations of the network (i.e., site, produc-
tion, maintenance, distribution); and providing representa-
tion and leadership for the network at the state and na-
tional levels. Bachelor's degree in Electrical Engineering
preferred plus a minimum of five years' experience at high
supervisory level in a production/broadcast facility compar-
able to KET. DOE. Send resume to the following: Ray Sul-
vian, Personnel Administrator, KET, 600 Cooper Drive, Lex-
ington, KY 40502, (606) 233-3000, ext. 330.
Discover the marvels of Leitch Video's new STILL FILE

Capable of storing up to 10,000 stills, retrievable in a FLASH, this flexible video still store delivers powerful still management at your fingertips. Ease of operation is ensured with a compact control panel, single key functions and on-line help. Stills can be individually compressed, repositioned and bordered. Furthermore, multiple STILL FILE systems can exchange stills over a data network, and a complete tape backup and restore system allows stills and their descriptions to be archived conveniently.

All this with Leitch high quality video specifications. For a versatile production tool that gets the picture every time – look into a STILL FILE today!
MicroCOM II ... Clearly the industry's most advanced Communications System ...

With its superior design and advanced PC based software, MicroCOM II moves communications technology a whole generation forward, outperforming all the rest by a significant margin. While some of its qualities are readily apparent, the full scope of its capabilities are best appreciated in actual operation.

* Dot matrix alpha-numeric multi-colored readouts identify functions
* All keys are programmable from both the PC and the terminals
* Unique tactile switches enhance simple rapid operation
* Reconfigurating does not interrupt system communications
* Menu-driven program is simple to operate
* On-line system operation is totally independent of the computer
* Ultra high speed microcontrollers provide faster response
* Matrix is expandable to 960 x 960 and beyond
* Self-initializing system operates without power backups.

But this is just the tip of the iceberg ... talk to us ... we'll be glad to reveal the additional power of features still beneath the surface!